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Abstract
This thesis is a reader-centred investigation of Australian young adult selfdefined 'keen readers' of novels for pleasure, and considerations regarding
audiencels by writers and publishers. It is predicated on the understanding that
adult power operates at every level of young adults' lives, including the
publishing, promotion and availability of their literature. The complexity of
defining 'young adult' and 'Young Adult literature' and therefore publishing
and promoting for this nominal audience is recognised as being dependent on
the varying adult constructs of the terms and, therefore, is at the basis of
decisions made in this adult-oriented industry. Historical and commercial
aspects of Australian publishing (nominally) for this group of readers provide
a context for this grounded theory-based qualitative study. Analysis of
transcripts from focus group discussions with self-defined young adult 'keen
readers of novels for pleasure' demonstrates that these participants had a
sophisticated understanding of their leisure reading experiences regarding
what they liked reading, how they found out about books, what made them
choose one book over another, and where they obtained them. The insights
gained from these 34 participants informed the analysis of comments by
Australian adult 'creators'

- writers

and publishing staff - regarding audience,

commercial pressures, promotional aspects and other factors influencing what
is published and made available to young adult keen readers for pleasure. That
these 34 participants were active buyers and promoters as well as borrowers of
books indicates the need for the industry to recognise their expertise and value
as a distinct and influential audience niche - the 'neo-consumers' of the
future. The research provides a starting point into analysis of the influence of
the group of adults I have termed 'gatekeepers', whose (largely institutional)
roles enable them to either connect young adult readers with books and
creators, or to separate them.
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Chapter 1: Introduction
Literature may or may not mirror its society and times, but the strongest
impression one gains from children's [Young Adult] literature generally is
of the way it reflects prevailing attitudes towards childhood itself, through
the assumptions it makes about what is deemed appropriate in the reading
matter it produces for its young. (McVitty 1981 p. 2)

Since most artefacts used by contemporary children [young adults] are
produced for them rather than by them, in a power relationship that does
not simply replicate any adult processes of production and consumption, it
is to be expected that people concerned with the study of children's culture
will also be concerned with how that power relationship operates.. .
(Stephens 1996 p. 177)

This thesis is a reader-centred investigation of Australian young adult selfdefined 'keen readers' of novels for pleasure, and considerations of 'audience'
by writers and publishers. The inherent fluidity of [adult] social constructs,
such as 'young adulthood', and therefore the basis on which decisions are
made for that age group, is central to this thesis. It investigates the reading
tastes and practices of focus group participants at secondary schools in
Victoria, New South Wales and the Australian Capital Territory, regarding the
novel selections they make for their leisure (as opposed to school-set) reading.
This specific reading context and the self-definition of focus group

participants as keen readers who enjoy reading novels in their leisure time is
critical as a means of recognising the agency of young readers: they are not
'receivers' of texts, but active participants in a transaction equally involving
reader, novel and creators (authors and publishers). While the thesis does not
necessarily privilege one contribution over another (as does, for example,
Barthes' identification of the 'death' of the 'mythical Author' as a result of the
birth of the reader [2002 p. 2241, or Reader Reception theory as developed by
Rosenblatt 1978, Iser 1978, Fish 1980), the role of the young adult reader in
this context has been largely unrepresented in the past, and is consequently the
focus of this research. As Lyons (1992 p. 14) states,
Only rarely do publishers, booksellers and the mass of readers themselves
figure in the history of Australian literature. We need to question this
obsession with the author, and to widen our vision of literary culture so that
it includes not only the book trade but readers themselves.

This need is particularly acute in regard to the choices made by young adult
readers, and most specifically, keen young adult readers, who (as this thesis
later demonstrates) are largely invisible in the research into reading
communities, either because research concentrates on adult readers (for
example, Day 2000), or literacy / reading problems among young readers
(such as Chambers 1969, Jennings 2003 or Kropp and Cooling 1995), or how
novels can be used in a classroom situation (for example, van der Hoeven
2002). Research that does consider keen readers (such as ACYL 2001)

incorporates their responses as part of the broader picture of young adults'
reading. Although the research into young adult literature has gradually
expanded in recent years, and books and articles about authors in the field are
relatively common, the research is dominated almost entirely by adult
opinions of young adults' reading choices, preferences and activities. Those
adult views are, necessarily, based on the adults' various constructs of 'young
adulthood', 'young adult readers', 'young adult literature', and so on: the
perceptions of (as opposed to about) young adult keen readers themselves and
the choices they make is a neglected field. This is a direct example of what
Foucault (2002a p. 326) termed 'dividing practices', in which the subject
(young adults) is objectivized; to his examples of 'the mad and the sane, the
sick and the healthy, the criminals and the 'good boys" can be added the
young adult and the adult. In each case, decisions are made by the second
partner of the pair about, on behalf of, or for the perceived benefit of, the
former.

Foucault's advocacy and example of studying the 'interweaving of effects of
power and knowledge' (2002a p. 111) is a useful and productive framework
for examining the relationships between those involved in creating Young
Adult literature and young adult readers. As is demonstrated in this thesis, the
relative lack of power of young adults compared with the economic, critical
and social power of those adults who claim to be operating on their behalf is a
central concern for writers and publishers. It has a direct effect on what is

published and the availability of material for the intended audience. The keen
readers who were focus group participants emphasised their own agency in
selecting novels for leisure reading, with 33 of the 34 choosing their own
fiction; however, as discussed in Chapter 7, their choices have already been
mediated by adult control in terms of what books are held in libraries and
bookshops. The effects of adult power in what is published and whether or not
it is readily available to young adults are recognised by creators (authors and
publishing staff - see Chapters 3, 6 and 7). However, the various adult claims
of 'knowledge' about young adult readers are contested (see Chapters 2, 3 and
6).

That power relations exist in the field is not in doubt. For example, Foucault's
identification of power relations through the idea of oppositions and struggle
(2002a pp. 329-33 1) can be applied in all six of his points to the dependent /
independent roles of young adults and adults respectively.
The operation of power within these oppositions is 'transversal', in that
it is not limited to one country.
The operations are immediate, in that power is exercised over
individuals.
It is the efSects of such power operations, rather than the larger picture,
that is the focus of struggle (for example, a publisher may be criticised
for releasing a particular book, rather than because sfhe is a part of a
multinational commercial organisation driven by dividends; a young

adult may be criticised for reading the 'wrong kind' of literature, or at
the 'wrong time', rather than being criticised for holding values different
from the adults on whom they are dependent).
These struggles question the status of 'the individual' (or, in Foucault's
words, operate 'against the government of individualization' [2002a p.
3301)' rather than questioning the status of a particular individual although that is not precluded.
These struggles operate 'in opposition to the effects of power linked
with knowledge, competence, and qualification - struggles with the
privileges of knowledge' (2002a p. 330) in that young adults are
perceived by the adults to be unqualified or incompetent to make
informed choices on their own behalf, and therefore agency of these
young adults is constrained; and
That fundamental to these power operations and relations is the question
of 'Who are we?'. Implicit in that is the oppositional question, 'Who are
THEY?'@ this case, young adults).

This last point is reinforced by Lesnik-Oberstein's argument (2000 p. 27) that
'The concepts of 'adult' and 'child' interact in an immensely complicated
process of self-definition.' How much more complex, conflicted and
problematic are the concepts about 'young adults', who are neither child nor
adult, and who are challenging in many ways the constraints of dependency

(as experienced most fully in childhood), as part of their journey to self-hood
as independent adults.

1.I

Background

Books for young adults are, with rare exceptions, written by adults; they are
edited and published by adults; they are distributed, promoted and
predominantly bought by adults. However, in a reflection of the economic and
power relationships within this publishing field, the nominal raison d'Etre of
this activity - young adults - are with rare exceptions invisible. The primary
goal of this research is to make the invisible, visible: to discover and quote in
their own words the views of self-defined 'keen readers' regarding their
leisure-reading attitudes and selection practices. Secondary students in three
types of population centre (capital city, regional city, rural centre), in three
States / Territories (Australian Capital Territory, New South Wales and
Victoria) participated in the research. Rather than seeing in isolation the
qualitative analysis of focus group responses, the participants' responses are
also the focus position(s) through which the views of adult creators (writers
and publishers who are producing and marketing novels for this intended
readership) are examined.

Crucial to understanding the creators' attitudes is recognition that they are
founded on various (adult) constructs of 'young adults'. These constructs and
the expectations and assumptions that flow from these constructs are not
necessarily malign, or even often malign - but they are founded on

assumptions and the exercise of power relations, and as postcolonial and
feminist scholars have proven over the past decades, it is not easy for those
who hold power over others to surrender control.

Any adults involved in the children's and young adult publishing field,
whether as creators, promoters or connectors of young people and books, base
their views on not only commercial considerations, but also what they believe
is 'best for' those readers. Their views of 'best for' is reliant on their
conscious and unconscious constructs of 'a child' or 'young adult', which is
determined in opposition to their construct of 'an adult'. By seeing a person or
group as 'other', we define ourselves concomitantly with defining 'the other'.
Most pertinent to the construction of adult perceptions of 'young adults' and
'young adulthood' is the issue of inldependence, that is, power, agency and
control. However, the manner in which we view childhood, young adulthood
and adulthood has varied considerably over the centuries (Aries 1973, LesnikOberstein 2000, 1999). These views are social constructs; not based on
physical evidence, but upon adults' views and society's needs, and are
therefore subject to change. Foucault's theories on power relations,
particularly in relationships of communication (2002a pp. 326-348) are
especially pertinent in terms of adults determining what young adults should
read and therefore know, and how they should learn it; and also in terms of the
institutions that dominate young adults' lives - the family, schools,
government, and even - in this case - libraries. Our adult constructs of young

adulthood can be shown as justifications for the use - benignly intended or not
- of power over young adults.

Any study of literature for young people has at its heart the multiplicity of
divergent views and definitions of what a 'child', or in this case, a 'young
adult' actually is, and the resulting stance of the commentator. These views
and definitions of childhood and young adulthood dictate our preconceptions
of what defines (or does not define) the literature, issues of 'quality' and
'trash' literature, and the aesthetics andlor purpose - if any - of a literature
written and marketed for a specific age niche. They dictate our theories about
the process, pleasure or practical aims of reading in childhood, and our
theories of how young people interpret and respond to stories and literature. In
other words, every facet of critical enquiry regarding young adult and
children's literature is bound by these questions of childhood and the values
we attach to it. As Lesnik-Oberstein (2000 p. 8) emphasises:
Critics of children's literature (as with many other people involved
somehow with children) usually display an urgency of belief, asserted as
knowledge, which is intricately involved with the need within Western
society to capture, define, control, and release and protect the 'child', as
Jacqueline Rose also argues in The Case of Peter Pan.

The primary purpose of this thesis and the resulting methodology are
inextricably entwined: to avoid any possibility of my falling into the problem

identified by Rose and Lesnik-Oberstein, I would have to step back from the
'power position' I hold by right of being an adult. Inevitably, as an adult, I
have formed my own conscious and unconscious constructs of 'young adults',
'adults' and - most pertinently for this thesis - 'keen readers who are young
adults'. A necessary process in this thesis has been deconstructing my own
subjective and objectivizing social constructs, in order to use an approach
based in Grounded Theory (Glaser and Strauss 1967) to discover information
and draw conclusions based on the evidence, rather than seek information that
would support my pre-existing assumptions (see Chapter 4).

A secondary purpose is to look at the attitudes of adult creators (Australian
authors and publishers) toward the young adult audience, and writing and
publishing for that audience (Chapter 6), and to examine those views in light
of the statements by keen young adult readers (Chapter 7). Although the roles
of other adults in the industry (for example, as parents, teachers, librarians,
booksellers or critics) and their various constructs of 'young adulthood',
'reading', 'literature' and so on inevitably impinge on the decisions and
activities of both creators and intended readers, it is beyond the scope of this
thesis to examine in any depth the effect of those adults who can be seen as
'gatekeepers', but their presence can be detected at every level. Writers and
publishers are, of course, gatekeepers in their own right. However, for the
purposes of this thesis, they have been seen primarily in their roles as
initiators, or creators, of the material that other adult 'gatekeepers' (primarily
teachers, librarians and parents) then try to control the dissemination or

reception of. As is demonstrated in Model 1, later this chapter, those I have
termed gatekeepers can connect young people with novels and creators; they
also can intervene between young people, novels and creators. They do not,
however, generate the novels.

Instead, a third purpose of this thesis is to provide a starting point for other
scholars, and that by taking the initial steps of allowing young adults who are
keen readers to speak for themselves, and using those comments to examine
statements by adult creators, I will be providing a useful framework for those
who wish to continue research in this field.

Fourthly, I hope that the information obtained will be of use to those in the
industry and therefore, readers. There has been no obvious industry
recognition given to those young adults who are self-defined 'keen readers';
they are the least visible group in a barely visible field. The emphasis on
connecting poor or reluctant readers (particularly boys) with books has been
based on the assumption that those who are 'keen readers' in their teenage
years do not need special attention. Yet it is precisely these readers whom, I
contend, are likely to be the major book buyers and social promoters of
reading into their adult lives, and therefore the biggest long-term supporters of
the publishing industry as a whole - what Ross Honeywill of The Neo Group
calls 'the neo-consumer', an emerging class of book-buyers who spends twice
as much of their disposable income on books as the traditional consumer.

Honeywill (2002 p. 16) said that neo-consumers make up 24 percent of the
population in first world countries, but
represent more than half the discretionary spending that determines the
vigour of the economy. Neo-Consumers (or 'Neos') have a voracious
appetite for high-margin discretionary spending and options that add to
their quality of life. They have a huge appetite for books.

So, too, do the young adults who participated in the focus groups in this study.
If they are not already part of the group 'neo-consumers', their attitude is such
that they are highly likely to belong to this important sector as adults.

One aspect I believe critical is to apply the same judgement to young adult
reading choices as we make of adult leisure reading choices: that is, that it is a
valid choice made by an individual reader in a particular situation. As shown
in the research, young adults, like adult readers, read across a range of
material at different times and for different purposes; however, the level of
control and influence, even if well-intended, that some adults wish to impose
on young readers is at odds with the notion of respect for their opinions. This
is a direct result of the various adult constructs of 'young adults' and 'young
adult keen readers', and assumptions drawn from those constructs. It is also a
manifestation of the operation of power of (independent) adults over
(dependent) young adults and children.

Mindful of that power differential, I have made every effort throughout the
design, research and analytical aspects of this thesis to enable the focus group
participants to state their own views in their own words. I have rejected the
use of paraphrasing in favour of quoting the students verbatim, retaining their
voices rather than imposing my own 'adult' voice. Lissa Paul argues that: 'one
of the primary problems feminist critics and children's literature critics have is
how to recognize, define, and accord value to otherness' (cited in LesnikOberstein 1999 p. 23). I contend that allowing young people to speak for
themselves is the central means of according value to the 'otherness' of young
adulthood. By recognising their opinions and knowledge, and acknowledging
our own ignorance of their experiences, we can minimise the influence of our
pre-formed adult constructs of young adults' experiences. It is inevitable that
the process of selection is still subjective, but in being conscious of
representing the full range of views the participants gave, I have tried to
minimise any personal bias.

1.2

Definition of Terms

As is described more fully in Chapter 2, there is no widely accepted definition
of 'young adult', as the term is applied in different ways in different
situations. I have chosen to use the term (rather than 'teenager' or
'adolescent') to save confusion as it is the term used by librarians and
publishers to describe these intended readers, and is the way that material
intended for this audience is usually labelled. Despite the lack of clear age

definitions, there is a general consensus that in publishing terms, the broad age
range targeted as 'young adult' is from approximately twelve years up to
eighteen, with the upper age range merging into adulthood. Increasing
numbers of books ('crossovers') are released for both the young adult and
adult markets, and as author Sonya Hartnett (2004b p. 8) points out, this is a
relatively recent development in Australian publishing:
Where, 10 years ago, there was no recognised market, now [publishers]
have created one: books that coast seamlessly between adult and young
adult have come to have a tiny but interesting foothold in the awareness of
readers.

The publishing implications for the development are looked at more in
Chapters 3 and 6; however, the point being made here is that the audience
decision is being made by publishers rather than writers, and that the upper
end of the 'young adult' readership is seen by them to be no different from the
'adult' audience except in terms of how a book is marketed.

The ages of participants in focus groups ranges from 11 to 18, with the
majority of participants aged between 12 and 17. Participants in the research
therefore fit within the broad range of the 'young adult' publishing market.
However, I have not limited the study to books selected from young adult
imprints or marketed specifically for that audience. I have instead chosen a
broader definition, used by Nilsen and Donelson (2001 p. xvi) who defined

young adults as 'young people between the ages of 12 and 18'' and young
adult literature to include 'any book freely chosen for reading by someone in
this age group'.

By 'literature', I am referring to a particular form of extended prose - novels.
Although many young adult readers may read other forms of literature for
pleasure, such as poetry, short stories, drama or non-fiction, the study has
been limited to those who prefer to read novels. I have at times used the terms
'literature', 'fiction' and 'novels' interchangeably. This is not to imply that
other forms of writing are not part of the broader field of 'literature', but that
novels are a sub-section of fictive literature and are the focus of this study.

Moreover, the term 'literature' may imply for some a judgement on the
'quality' of books read by participants. This is not the case. 'Young adult
literature' is the term used in publishing, libraries, and criticism, and is
therefore the appropriate term to use here. The description is being used in a
value-neutral sense, in that no judgement was passed on the books selected by
participants: their self-definition of themselves as 'keen readers' was the
critical factor in selecting participants. Whether they thought of that as
relating to the amount of leisure reading they did or the kind of material they
chose to read was irrelevant for this study, as it was their attitude towards
reading that was important to this research.

1.3

Model of Key Interrelationships

As described earlier, while this thesis is taking a reader-centred approach, I
see the involvement of creator, novel and reader as equally balanced in
importance. Each depends on the other. The novel occupies central position
in the following model because without the book, no connections could exist.
The intended reader, like the writer and publisher, has a direct relationship
with the book; they also have the opportunity for contact with each other,
either through the novel or separate from it (for example, an intended reader
may see an author's website, without having read their novel first; this
connection may, in turn, lead them to the novel). Although this contact is
possible, and does occur to some degree in reality, it is the activity in the
circle which is most intense. There is an important element that both links and
distances the direct connections between reader, book and creators: those I
have called 'gatekeepers'. Gatekeepers include librarians, teachers, parents,
booksellers, critics and reviewers: those adults, in other words, who have a
direct influence on sales and promotion of particular novels. Around three
quarters of books targeted at young adults are bought by adults, mostly in their
institutional capacity as public and school librarians or teachers (Ker Wilson
1998a, Macleod 2000, Moloney 1999). Their influence extends not only to
what is written and published for this age group, but also how young people
find out about books and how (or whether) they can obtain them.

Model 1:Connected World: YA Literature Relationships
Writer

Publisher

4

KEEPERS

1

tended Reader

/

v

Their influence can be positive (see Chapter 5), in that these people are often
well-informed about the available literature and can bring particular titles to

an individual reader's attention. However, due to the adultjyoung adult power
relationship and constructs the gatekeepers hold about 'young adults' as a
group (rather than individuals within a group - see Lesnik-Oberstein 2000 p.

166 for more discussion on this distinction), as well as their constructs of
Young Adult literature and what is 'appropriate' reading material for

particular age groups, their influence can also be negative in that they are
making decisions on behalf of 'invented' or 'constructed' young adult readers.
The individual reader has little agency, as gatekeepers wield enormous power.

Moreover, as adults (and therefore occupying a position of power), they
presume that young adults lack the knowledge, experience or literary taste to
make their own judgements (Foucault 2002a pp. 330-331): gatekeepers'
power is derived from and operates through 'privileges of knowledge'. As is
shown in Chapters 5 and 7, the assumptions underlying those constructs have
no basis in fact - at least as far as focus group participants are concerned. The
sophisticated understanding of these keen readers can be demonstrated, for
example, in their identification of 20 factors influencing their book selection
decisions; an awareness of multiple marketing and promotional tactics; the
breadth of their reading experiences; and that 33 of the 34 participants
preferred to select their own books rather than have them selected for them,
usually because of previous mixed or negative experiences of adults' choices
for them.

Despite the pervasiveness of gatekeepers' influence, however, it is important
to emphasise that direct connections between readers and creators are possible
and, furthermore, can be fostered. This thesis, particularly in Chapter 7, points
to some of the ways this may be encouraged. Keen readers are buyers of
books as well as borrowers from school and public libraries; there are sources

of information about new titles (such as publisher and author websites) that
are not under the direct control of gatekeepers, and authors are often directly
accessible via email. Whether or how much creators wish to encourage the
agency of the intended reader, given the commercial importance of the
gatekeepers and the amount of effort already expended on promoting titles
and authors to that group, is another matter.

The influence of gatekeepers, whether used to connect or disconnect potential
readers from particular titles or authors, is a manifestation of adult / young
adult power relations, and particularly economic relations. Fundamentally the
adult assumptions made on behalf of young people are potentially deeply
flawed, and at very least liable to error, and are different from the way that
young adults see themselves and their decision-making. Although Hunt
(below) is referring specifically to meaning-making, his point is equally valid
in terms of young adults' self-definition and reasons for selecting particular
titles over others: adults do not know what the young person is thinking unless
they are told (and, even then, can undermine or invalidate young adults'
decision-making abilities by ignoring, belittling or over-ruling their choices):
All the psychological and educational evidence points to children [young
adults] having a different culture from adults and to them understanding
and making associations in different ways. Of course, this is one of those
obvious things that nobody ever admits. We like to think - because it is
easier that way - that books have a direct, linear effect on others. No doubt

they have an effect - but quite what it is, is unknowable. (Hunt 1995 p.
141)

Publisher Mark Macleod (1998a p.7) highlights the dilemma:

I have never known adults and young people's views of what constitutes a
good book for young people to be further apart and as a publisher I am
expected to publish more than ever to adults' expectations.

Even though his statement appears to be about the literature, business - the
profit and loss side of publishing - is the real factor. Publishing has the
awkward role of both conveying culture and purveying product. The two are
inextricably mixed, although research to date has largely separated the two
roles rather than seeing them as co-dependent (see Chapters 3 and 6 for
additional discussion).

Although I have spent some time here demonstrating the involvement and
complex influence of gatekeepers in the connected world of young adult
literature, they are beyond the scope of this thesis. All that is possible to
explore in depth in this study are the attitudes of the initiators and creators of
the novels, and the intended, or target, audience - young adults. To put it
another way, this thesis examines the start and finish lines, rather than whole
race. The varying kinds of gatekeepers and the sometimes competing
constructs they hold, which in turn underpin decisions they make on behalf of
young people and their reading material, are critical to the success of the

industry. Their influence should not be underestimated, and the exercise of
power relations in the field would be a fascinating area for future research
(Chapter 8). This thesis does, however, provide a starting point for future
study, not only in terms of the data and analysis but also in terms of a
theoretical perspective.

1.4

Scope and Limitations of Study

As with definitions of young adulthood, it is perhaps clearest to say what this
thesis definitely is not, before outlining the scope of the research. Firstly, this
is not a thesis about literacy issues of any kind; it is not about reluctant or
slow readers; it is not about books set in schools or how they could or should
be 'used' by teachers, nor is it literary criticism. Despite the fact that the
clearest example of adult 1 young adult power relations is censorship, that, too,
is not the subject of this research. (However, I would suggest that the
theoretical framework I have used in my research would be most useful for
anyone investigating censorship, particularly in this sector.) Although the
thesis incorporates information about the promotional mix adopted by
publishers, that information is used as a means of identifying some of the
motivational triggers specified by focus group participants in relation to their
selection of particular novels. This is not, in other words, a thesis on
marketing, although it recognises the influence of the promotional mix on
book selection. To adopt only a marketing perspective would be to use an
adult-centred focus, rather than one which investigates and validates the views

and experiences of young adults; likewise research into the influence of
gatekeepers, as outlined above, would divert attention to the adult roles.

Instead, the thesis deliberately adopts a reader-centred perspective, looking
specifically at what the participants in focus groups chose to read for pleasure,
and how, why and where they obtained those novels.

Secondary students in Victoria, New South Wales and the Australian Capital
Territory volunteered to participate in focus groups. In order to volunteer they
had to self-define as 'keen readers', and specifically as keen readers who
chose to read novels for pleasure. While many self-defined 'keen readers' may
primarily read non-fiction, those readers are not part of this study; those
young people who may read occasionally (or not at all, or with difficulty) are
unlikely to define themselves as keen readers for pleasure; and those young
adults who read but were not willing to identify privately or publicly as a
'keen reader' were inevitably excluded. In addition, the focus group
volunteers were all attending government secondary schools (and, in the
Australian Capital Territory, college, which is for students in their final two
years of secondary study), rather than young adults who were not at school or
those at other than public schools. Participants were selected from a larger
pool of volunteers at each school using stratified random sampling
procedures; therefore, a number of volunteers who had equally valid
experiences and opinions as their selected peers were not able to participate.

In addition, the focus group discussions were limited geographically to two
States and one Territory, rather than incorporating participants from all parts
of Australia. Therefore there are a number of limitations to the sample itself.

Due to the methodology chosen (Chapter 4) and the nature of qualitative
research, the views of participants are indicative rather than universal: they are
the views of those 34 individual keen readers who participated in focus group
discussions at that time, and in those locations. Conclusions drawn, although
true to the information provided, are not necessarily going to be the same if
the research was to be repeated in five, ten or fifty years' time. As Peter Hunt
(1995 p. 61) emphasises:
The children's [young adult] book is, by definition, then, something
immediate; and the immediate is prone to being ephemeral, and to interact
with the immediate culture.

The fluidity of social conditions, expectations, constructs and therefore
literature is also seen in reading selections and practices:
Reading culture is social culture. As social conditions alter, so too do
literary considerations. Essentially the social is fluid: therefore reading
practices - demonstrably contingent upon the social - are inherently
impermanent. (Day 2000 abstract n.p.)

However, where viable I have contextualised the views of the focus group
participants in light of other research (such as Foster and Prince 2002, ACYL
2001), so that some extrapolation of data is possible.

1.5

Thesis Structure

Chapters 2 and 3 (both are literature reviews) look in more detail at the kinds
and impact of social constructs regarding young people and reading, and how
these constructs reflect power relations. These chapters also examine the
problematic issue of defining 'young adults' and the literature they choose to
read, and why the lack or impossibility of an accepted definition exacerbates
the conflict between different constructs and their associated expectations.
They also explore the literature on Australian publishing (specifically in this
sector), information on book-buying / selling, plus existing information on
young adults' reading choices (although in previous research the sub-section
of 'keen readers' is rarely distinguished from the larger but less passionate
category of 'young adult readers'.)

Chapter 4 details the methodology used, including a deconstruction of my
own assumptions as an adult researcher, lifelong keen reader and neoconsumer. It acknowledges the adult / young adult power relations that
operated in the data collection aspect of this research, and efforts made to
rninirnise their effects.

Responses by the 34 focus group participants in this research are provided in
Chapter 5. These responses are provided in their own words; however, to
ensure the anonymity of participants the responses are identified only by
gender-specific pseudonyms, the speaker's age and the type of location in
which they live (for example, Michael*, 16, rural centre). Responses are
clustered primarily under the key questions asked to all participants:
1) What novels do you enjoy reading?

2) How do you find out about them?
3) What makes you choose one book over another?
4) Where do you get hold of those books?
Associated and 1 or mediating factors nominated by participants (either as part
of their initial answers or in follow-on comments) are then presented under
relevant headings, and additional information provided by participants, not
related directly to the four key questions but deemed by them to be relevant, is
presented last. A summary provides an overview of the breadth and
complexity of the responses of the participants, as well as highlighting any
commonalities of response based on the three strata - gender, age and
geographic locations. Findings drawn from the analysis are listed.

Chapter 6 presents the views of contemporary Australian adult creators, as
expressed in personal and email interviews, conference and seminar papers,
magazine, newspaper and journal articles, and books about writers, writing
and publishing for this sector. Both publishers and authors have been included

as 'creators', as both are essential in producing the novels. The knowledge and
experiences of Australian creators, rather than foreign creators, are relevant to
the knowledge and experiences of the Australian young adults who
participated in the focus groups: they share the same social context. The
experiences of writers and publishers in other countries may or may not be
completely different, and would potentially invalidate any conclusions I
reached. Some points raised in this chapter can be directly related to the
information provided by young adult keen readers, but other aspects such as
commercial considerations, publisher / writer relations, the promotional role
of the author, categorization of books for age sectors and awareness of
audience are particularly relevant for the creators rather than for the readers.
This information provides useful contexts in which the complexity of the
publishing inter-relationships can be explored. The competing constructs of
'young adulthood' held by individual authors and publishers, and the resulting
decisions made, are highlighted.

In Chapter 7, the creators' views are analysed in light of the young adults'
comments, thereby enabling commonalities and differences in opinions to be
identified, gaps in understandings pinpointed and - particularly where adult
creators' views conflict with the experiences and opinions of the young adult
participants - an opportunity for adults to increase their knowledge and,
accordingly, potentially to adjust the constructs they hold. Where the opinions
and experiences of keen readers and creators synchronize, the findings can

provide support for publishers' decision-making; where they are in opposition,
the findings provide opportunities for adult re-assessment.

The Conclusion (Chapter 8) summarizes the research findings and their
implications, and suggests a number of areas for future research.

Chapter 2: Literature Review: Young Adults and
Young Adult Literature
Introduction
This is the first of two literature review chapters, and sets the context for
discussions about young adults, the introduction / development of the 'Young
Adult literature' publishing sector, and inherent difficulties of defining young
adulthood and therefore Young Adult literature. Adult constructs of young
adulthood have altered over time as society's needs have changed, and an
overview of psychological theories highlights the changes in thinking about
those who are neither children nor independent adults, but exhibit
characteristics of both. Those adult constructs about young adults directly
influence opinions on their reading and what kind of literature young adults
should have access to, and the final sections of this chapter point to some of
the key conflicts and controversies facing those who create books targeted for
the young adult market.

Chapter 3 looks specifically at the Australian situation, including not only an
overview of the history of publishing for young adults in this country, but also
an examination of information on book buying and borrowing and recent
studies that incorporate information about young adults and their leisure
reading.

2.1

Young Adults and Young Adult Literature: General
Background

What do we mean by the terms 'young adult' and 'young adult literature'?
Neither of these terms is new, although definitive answers are still sought. By
briefly examining these terms together, we have an overview we can apply to
the publishing context (Chapter 3). Each of these terms is then examined
separately to provide more detailed views of the dominant perspectives in
these fields.

The term 'young adult' is by no means universally accepted. While some
researchers differentiate between the terms 'adolescent', 'teenager' and
'young adult', others use these terms interchangeably (Nilsen and Donelson
2001, Reed 1985). Nimon and Foster (1997) prefer the term 'adolescent
novel'; author Glyn Parry calls them 'teenage novels' as, in his view, the
readers these books are aimed at call themselves teenagers, not young adults
(1998~).

Seminal researchers Nilsen and Donelson (2001 p. xvi) defined young adults
as 'young people between the ages of 12 and IS', and Young Adult literature
to include 'any book freely chosen for reading by someone in this age group'
(a reduction in age from twenty in earlier editions, such as Donelson and
Nilsen 1980). However, they added more flexibility in the first chapter, by
describing Young Adult literature as 'anything that readers between the

approximate ages of 12 and 18 choose to read' (200 1 p. 3, my italics).

However, they have consistently maintained the element of reader choice as
being critical. Their definition of young adult literature includes books
published for adults, but read by young adults. Robert Carlsen, another
seminal researcher, describes the adolescent novel as useful for the 'twelve to
fifteen' age group (1971 p. 41)' but also describes 'early adolescence' as
'between the ages of eleven and fourteen' (p. 23) 'middle adolescence' as
'fifteen or sixteen' (p. 26) and 'late adolescence' as 'that period when the
young person is finishing his last two years of high school and entering either
college or the adult working world' (p. 27). In other words, from twelve to
about eighteen, with the latter end of the scale described in experiential rather
than age terms - and the books he refers to as 'adolescent novels' are ones
that today would be published under the Young Adult (YA) banner. Like
Nilsen and Donelson (2001) and Reed (1985)' he takes a broad view of young
adult literature as being literature which adolescents read.

Author Deborah Lisson (2000 p. 56) believes YA literature is 'any book
written primarily to appeal to young people in the 15-20 age group';
Ackerman sees it as from 12 to 20 years old (1995 p.19)' although she uses
the term 'adolescent novel' as well as 'young adult novel'. Carmel Boyle,
who has worked in marketing communications for publishers for more than
20 years, said the readership age is extending rather than becoming more
defined, with some now defining it as 'up to 25' (1999 p. 172). Writer Sonya

Hartnett (1998a p. 26) said the term young adult 'was originally invented to
give a more precise title to the age group older than fifteen, or thereabouts.
Now, however, it is applied more freely, and just about anyone between ten
and twenty-five can qualify as a young adult.' Barbara Wall (1991) classified
children's literature by examining the narrator - narratee relationship and how
the material is presented: does it recognise the fact that the implied child
reader has less experience than an adult? However, Nimon and Foster (1997
p. 6) make the point that:
To attempt the same exercise in regard to readers between the ages of
twelve plus and eighteen, however, is problematic in that the divisions
between adult audiences and those of adolescents can never be as sharply
defined as those between adult audiences and those composed of children
younger than twelve years.

While they acknowledge that the titles at the older end of the market 'blend
indistinguishably into adult material', I agree with them that the 12 - 18 age
group is the broad audience that Young Adult novels are (at least nominally)
aimed at.

Nadia Wheatley (1994) looks at the terms 'adolescent', 'teenager' and 'young
adult', and their different usage at different times and in different contexts.
She recognized that 'Whether we like it or not, young adult is a term that is
now being used for people aged from 9 to 30 (though in its library and

publishing usage the more common range would probably be 12 to 20)' (p.
11). On the basis of the books published under a 'Young Adult' imprint, I
consider this age range too broad. I would argue that the upper age level is
more likely to be eighteen than twenty, and make the further point that many
of the books published for this older group are also released to the adult
market, further blurring any distinction between young adulthood and
adulthood. Wheatley goes on to acknowledge (1994 p. 11) that 'As to this
question of quantifying which books and which people should fit into the
category of young adult, the only sure thing is that it will never be solved.'
She is not alone in this view. American researcher Michael Cart (1996)
believes that as adolescence and young adulthood are states of flux, the terms
to describe literature targeting this age group should be equally fluid. I concur
with their view, because society's view of what makes or does not make a
person a 'young adult' is subject to change, there is such wide variation
between individuals' attitudes, behaviour, interests, abilities, goals, and
experiences within that loose term 'young adulthood', and also because the
changes within an individual young adult are not necessarily consistent,
unidirectional or fixed.

However, as 'young adult' is the term used by publishers, booksellers,
librarians and the majority of critics and researchers, it is the appropriate term
to be used in this thesis and, with the exception of direct quotes, I will be
using the term in order to prevent confusion. I will also be adopting the

general view that 'young adulthood' currently includes (at least) the age
group 12 - 18 years old. An additional and important factor in my decision is
that the 12 - 18-year-old bracket, with relatively few exceptions, covers the
secondary school years of Year 7 to Year 12. That provides some cohesion of
experience to an otherwise vague and often disputed period between
childhood and adulthood. Within that age range, of course, there are many
individual differences; however, the experiential knowledge, broad interests,
and physical process of maturation attained during those years will have
similarities.

2.2

Young Adulthood: An Evolved or Constructed State?

What makes this age group a special category in the publishing world?
Certainly, it can be seen as part of a continuum between childhood and
adulthood, the transition between end pieces. However, there are distinct
physiological, cognitive, psychological and social changes that occur during
that process. Modern researchers across the field agree that, while clearly
these changes occur in all young adults, individual adolescents will go
through these experiences in their own time and in their own way. In other
words, these changes do not occur necessarily in a linear fashion, or within a
static, defined timeframe. The factors perceived as contributing to 'growing
up' and moving from dependent (child) to independent (adult) now take place
at different ages from those assumed by early researchers. Social elements
impact on the process. As part of a continuum stretching from birth to death,

these years between childhood and adulthood incorporate changes that affect
every aspect of a young person's life. There is no smooth and uni-directional
progression from one change to the next, but an often inconsistent forwardand-back-and-forward-again pattern of development to adulthood.

Our views of young adulthood have changed over time, just as the world in
which young people are maturing has changed. Physiologically, although
puberty is occurring earlier than in previous generations, human development
is predetermined by biology. Brains, and therefore cognition, develop in a
recognizable and therefore predictable way during that continuum between
birth and old age. However, the manner in which we view childhood, young
adulthood and adulthood has varied considerably over the centuries (Aries
1973, Lesnik-Oberstein 1999). These views are social constructs, based on
adults' views and society's perceived needs, and are therefore subject to
change.

Childhood, per se, has not had a consistent existence in our history, and the
issues of dependence and independence are critically important in how
childhood is defined. That is not to argue that the physical reality of the
difference between a baby and an aged adult does not exist; clearly it does.
Moreover, old age sometimes involves a level of physical and economic
dependence that is not dissimilar to our early years. Shakespeare's analogy of
old age as a return to childhood is just as valid today as it was 400 years ago.

Common to both is the issue of how they are perceived by the economically,
politically and socially dominant 'adults': both the very young and the very
aged are seen as 'dependents'. If envisaged as a bell curve, both would be at
the bottom, with active and independent adulthood at the top of the scale.
Charles Sarland (1999) places the issue of the independent adult - dependent
child relationship squarely into political terms, 'a politics first and foremost
of age differential' (p. 39), and adult ideologies of determinism and agency
(p. 52). Peter Hunt (1999b p. 2) encapsulated the contradictions in adult
preconceptions about children and their reading:
Many people will deny that they were influenced by their childhood
reading ('I read xyz when I was a child, and it didn't do me any harm'),
and yet these are the same people who accept that childhood is an
important phase in our lives (as is almost universally acknowledged),
and that children are vulnerable, susceptible, and must be protected
from manipulation. Children's literature is important - and yet it is not.

As pointed out in Chapter 1, any study of literature for young people has at its
heart the multiplicity of divergent views and definitions of what a 'child' or,
in this case, a 'young adult' actually is, and the resulting stance of the
commentator. Lesnik-Oberstein's view (2000 p. 17) that children's literature
criticism is based on adult beliefs and needs rather than substantiated
knowledge is one I agree with, not least because of the impossibility of an
adult interpreting as a child or young adult does. Despite the apparently

universal belief among the adults concerned in the industry that this mythical
'child' is at the centre of all publishing and reading activity for young people,
discovering who this universal child is remains difficult, if not impossible.
Titles such as Through the Eyes of a Child (Norton 1995) are more optimistic
proclamations of intent than they can ever be 'true'. Which child? Or, more
accurately, which construct of 'a child'? In contrast, I acknowledge that the
results of my methodological approach (Chapter 4) are indicative of these
participants rather than universally applicable to all young adults, and the
nature of my methodology results in polyphonic opinions rather than a
unitary voice, although there was widespread agreement crossing gender, age
and geographic boundaries on various aspects (see Chapter 5).

The passion with which adult claims are made regarding children and young
adults, particularly in terms of what is or is not appropriate material for
'Everychild', indicates the fervour of those proselytizing such beliefs.
Assertions are presented as 'facts', universally applicable to all young people.
Feelings and beliefs about childhood and, by extension, young adulthood, are
deeply held and central to how we see ourselves as adults. All of these
concerns are predicated on a more unconscious understanding of the
'otherness' of childhood and our relationship to the concept. Somewhere a
distinction is made, consciously or subconsciously; an attempt to identify and
isolate the differences, in order to identify ourselves. That identification of
adult self is at the heart of any resulting construction of 'child' or 'young

adult'. This aspect is examined later this chapter in relation to comments by
the former National President of The Children's Book Council of Australia,
Val van Putten (n.d.), regarding the debate over the Council's Book of the
Year Award categories. The nature of what we perceive as young adulthood
is often predicated on our views of what it is not, rather than what it is. When
a particular construction is shared by a sizeable number of adults, social
expectations, assumptions and values relating to children and young adults
take on hegemonic properties as laws, policies and social mores codify those
views.

2.3

Reconstructing the Child

These social constructs are neither static nor universal. For example, child
labour (and even slavery) is common in developing countries, and abhorred in
the western developed world, which no longer sees children as property or
necessary contributing units to the family economy. Yet, less than one
hundred and fifty years ago, the economies of these 'developed' countries
required the participation of the very young. Factories and mines, the prerequisites of economic growth in the nineteenth century, relied on the labour
of those now seen as 'dependents'. Those same 'dependents' needed to work
to survive. Changes in technology, social expectations, the development of
welfare states, population and the need for a more educated workforce have
all impacted on the roles of young people and the aged in our societies.
Moreover, the roles and expectations continue to adjust to economic and
social requirements: for example, the debate over compulsory retirement age

is subject purely to economic considerations, and will continue to be so. Our
view has changed; society's needs have changed; the ages of those concerned
have not.

If our ideas of childhood and old age are so subject to flux over history,
culture and place, then, I contend, the issue of 'what is a young adult' is even
more vulnerable to social change, as it is at the intersection of those two
contested ideas: what we mean by 'an adult', and what is meant by 'a child'.
In geological terms, young adulthood is where the tectonic plates of our
concepts of childhood and adulthood are shifting, causing friction and
instability, and is therefore the area where major disturbances can be
expected. It is the earthquake zone of social constructs. As this chapter will
demonstrate, the continuing adult debates about the definitions, ages,
expectations, level of dependence, 'suitable' influences on, degree of
protection and views on development of young adults are all dependent on the
social constructs of childhood, adulthood, and the amorphous territory in
between.

The idea of a transitional period between childhood and adulthood is a
twentieth century invention. Variously called adolescence, youth,
teenagehood and young adulthood, it was first formally recognized in 1904,
when the founder of the American Psychological Association, G. Stanley
Hall, turned the attention of his colleagues to the years of young adulthood

with his work Adolescence: Its Psychology (Cart 1996 p. 4). Before then,
childhood had been brief; expectations were that a young person would take
on 'adult' responsibilities at an early age. This recognition of a period
between childhood and adulthood was a gradual one, and the experiences of
those growing up in the 1920s, for example, were very different from what
we would expect from a similar age group now.

Growing up in the 'teens and early 1920s, my grandmother was legally not
allowed to work fulltime (for wages) until she was 14. In the two years
between leaving primary school and officially working, she helped her
mother at home (therefore enabling her mother to spend more time on the
family business, a bakery). As a 12- and 13-year-old, my grandmother's work
included childcare, housework, baking and preserving, and sewing. Any
money earned independently went into the family coffers. When she began
work in a shop she was allowed to keep some of her earnings for herself, out
of which she was expected to pay for her own clothes and transport. At the
age of 14, then, she had gained a considerable measure of independence, a
key marker in that switch from seeing oneself (and being seen) as a child, and
as an adult.

Ivan Southall (1994) describes his childhood in the 1930s, when at 13 he was
told that his father was ill, and that he would have to leave school to earn
money for the family. He sold papers, afternoon and morning editions, until

he turned 14 (the legal school-leaving age) when 'I started working like a
man in several jobs simultaneously.' (p. 63) With his father dead, leaving a
lapsed life insurance policy and no other source of income available, Southall
had to financially support his mother and younger brother. Nowadays, that
seems almost incredible. The legal school leaving age has increased only a
little in that time, although the pressure to remain in school has increased
dramatically. Youth wages are not enough to support a young person wishing
to leave home, even if they manage to get a job. Unemployment figures for
Australian 15-19-year-olds in May 2005 show that more than one in five
young people (24.1 percent of females and 17.9 percent of males) were
looking for full time work (ABS 2005d). This compares with the national
total of 4.6 percent of adults seeking full time work. In regional areas, the
percentage of unemployed young people is even higher. Partly as a result of
the lack of work and the low wages for this age group, more young people are
'parked' in education (willingly, apathetically or reluctantly). The
experiences of this age group are unlike those of their parents; their future
prospects are less hopeful:
The major social changes leading to decreased employment opportunities

have put the community at risk.. .. They are faced with a tougher job
market. They are staying at school longer, being supported by their parents
for longer periods of time and going onto the dole sooner and in larger
numbers than any previous generation. (Mackay 1997 pp. 4-5)

It is clear, therefore, that there has been a major shift in perception of young
adulthood over the last few generations. The options available to young adults
and expectations of their social roles not only have changed, but also continue
to change in line with society's needs. How and when these changes became
noticeable is open to debate. I contend that they have been incremental, rather
than sudden. Particular world events, such as wars or the Great Depression,
have had an impact, with young men far from the fronts volunteering to leave
classrooms for battlefields (see, for example, Hill 2001) or paid labour. Yet,
as Joan Beaumont (1995 p. xviii) argues, whatever the personal trauma of
major external events, they did not cause change 'but rather accelerated
existing social, economic and political developments.'

I contend that it was the combination of the relative affluence of the 1950s
and the changes in technology and workplace requirements demonstrated
during and post the Second World War that appear to have signalled the
period of greatest change in our construct of young adulthood. Certainly, it is
from the 1950s on that we can see the increase in seminal work by
psychologists (including Havighurst, Piaget, Kohlberg and Erikson) in
developing the notion of a separate generation between childhood and
adulthood. The 'rock'n'roll years' of the 1950s on saw the fostering of young
adults as a distinct commercial market, with different needs and interests than
those younger or older than themselves. Increased access to training and
education, and the expectation that young people would remain in the

education system for longer (in order to learn the skills that were needed in
our increasingly technology-driven society) were certainly instrumental in
defining society's views of those years between 'childhood' and 'adulthood',
'dependence' and 'independence'. These changes have continued, with
variations in pace and impact.

The identification of and research into young adulthood by psychologists
(outlined in the next section) has been extremely influential in both
recognizing and validating young adulthood. Not only was it the first
profession to see young adults as a distinct group, but it also continues to
devote attention to this group. The contribution it has had to how young
adulthood is seen by educators, literary producers and critics, librarians and
society in general crosses generations, and underpins any understanding we
have of 'what is a young adult?'. Despite - or because of - the range of
approaches and views adopted within the profession, the discipline as a whole
contributes to a greater understanding of 'young adulthood' as it exists at the
start of the twenty first century. It is not the only discipline that has turned its
attention to the field, but it has been the most consistent, and the most
influential. That influence continues, with standard texts on children's and
young adult literature (such as Norton 1995, Donelson and Nilsen 1980 and
their later, revised editions) incorporating significant sections devoted to
developmental, cognitive, psychosocial andfor personality development
theories. Seminal researchers, perhaps not surprisingly, tend to be given more

attention than their more recent debunkers or adherents, sometimes to the
extent of failure to mention the proofs against the original theories (see, for
example, Donelson and Nilsen 1980 pp. 3-5). The thesis of Lesnik-Oberstein
(2000, 1999) that childhood is a social construct does not invalidate the
psychological research conducted. Rather, it helps explain the motivations for
that psychological research, as her theory contextualises the work of
psychologists outlined in the next section, both in terms of the theories as
they were first promulgated and the more recent developments in the field.
Psychologists, as with any other profession, bring their own sociallydetermined constructs into their research.

2.4

Psychological Standpoints on Young Adulthood

While the views of seminal researchers may differ in emphases and
expectations from more recent work, they are not necessarily in direct
contradiction. At base, they recognise that childhood and adulthood are
different, and the transition between the two takes place during that period
variously called adolescence, teenagehood and young adulthood.

Rolf Muuss, in Theories of Adolescence (1982 p. 6 ) , pointed to the number of
changes that young adults go through on the journey from childhood to
adulthood, changes that impact on every aspect of their lives:
Adolescence is widely recognized as a period of social, personal,
sexual, religious, political, and vocational adjustments as well as a

period of striving for increasing emotional and financial independence
from parents.

These 'adjustments' are all subject to social constructions, both in terms of
the ages at which they are deemed to (or 'should') take place, and the nature
of the 'adjustments' themselves. The 'adjustments' take years to negotiate,
and are subject to a range of variants. As teacher / youth worker David
Kemrnerling (1985 p. 115) recognised, 'No other segment of the population is
subject to such thorough metamorphoses over a comparatively brief span of
years, or such exquisite sensitivity to the myriad social factors intersecting
their lives.'

The use of the terms 'social factors' and 'social adjustments' shows implicit
recognition of the constructs built around the relatively recent idea of young
adulthood. As society's views of what is a 'young adult' have changed, so
have our expectations of young adults' roles, how young or old a young adult
is, what is 'appropriate' behaviour for this group, and how they should be
treated by adults. These views are dependent upon the culture in which we
live; as Donelson and Nilsen (1980 p. 2) emphasise: 'Puberty is a universal
experience, but adolescence is not. Even today, in nontechnological societies
the transition from childhood to adulthood may be quite rapid.'

In Australia, as is the case in most Western nations, demands for a more
educated workforce mean that increasing numbers of people are studying into
their 20s, and often do not leave their parent'ls' home until they have had a
chance to build some financial base - that is, after they have been employed
for a period of time. The government expects parents to financially support
their children until that stage. That period between childhood and adulthood,
between dependence and independence, has continued to extend.

However, young adulthood is not just extending upwards in terms of age, but
also downwards. Puberty and the associated development of sex drives are
taking place earlier than in past generations. Not surprisingly, given that,
more young people are having sexual intercourse at much younger ages than
previous generations. According to Professor Ronald Goldman (cited in
Wheatley 1994 p. 9), in a five nation study, nearly half (47 percent) of
Australian young people reported that they had had sexual intercourse before
they were sixteen years old. Nearly a tenth of them (eight percent) had had
sex for the first time when they were thirteen or younger (two percent by the
time they were ten years old). Therefore, there is a huge discrepancy between
when this key marker of maturity - sexual coming of age - is taking place,
compared with other markers, such as financial independence and leaving
home. They are all rites of passage, and are symbolic of the shift between
childhood and adulthood. However, 'young adulthood', in the social construct
I am describing, involves much more than that.

Where there is contemporary consensus is that 'young adulthood' is part of a
continuum between childhood and adulthood. Where consensus still appears
to be far off is the issue of what - if anything - makes this part of the
continuum distinct from other parts, and whether it is possible to attach ages
to the transition between 'childhood' and 'adulthood'. Psychologists from a
range of specialisations have identified the nature of changes they perceive to
occur during this period. However, as with all knowledge, the work of
seminal researchers has been challenged and adapted by those who have
followed. Among those who have had a major impact on how young
adulthood is perceived are Kohlberg (1981)' with his theory on moral
development; Maslow (1954)' who saw successful maturation as the
fulfilment of a hierarchy of needs; Piaget (Gruber and Voneche 1977), who
theorised about cognitive development; Erikson (1968)' who adapted Freud's
work and developed the theory of the identity crisis in young adulthood, and
Havighurst (1953)' who perceived maturation as a matter of progressing
through developmental tasks. These pioneering researchers into the field of
young adulthood have largely been displaced in terms of importance, due to
their theories being subjected to more rigorous testing in the last twenty-five
years. For example, the gender bias of Piaget's, Maslow's and Kohlberg's
work has been identified and challenged as 'male development' rather than
'human development'. Durden-Smith and Desimone (1983) demonstrated
that brain development is gender-determined rather than identical in both

sexes; Carol Gilligan (1982) demonstrated that Kohlberg's study of 84 males
could not be applied universally, and she contended that separate moralities
of 'responsibility' and 'rights' were developed by females and males
respectively. Later theorists have debunked Maslow's sequential theory of a
hierarchy of needs as misleading, arguing that needs can exist simultaneously
on more than one level at a time; feminist researchers such as Cullen and
Gotell (2002) have also criticised the basis of Maslow's work in the 1930s on
self-esteem and sexual behaviour, in which women's submission and men's
domination were seen as natural. That assumption of female submission and
male domination as the natural order, they argue, has since been embedded
through Maslow's hierarchy of needs and applied in a range of areas by
subsequent researchers, such as workplace relations, without examining
Maslow's original methodology and study and therefore without testing his
conclusions. Havighurst's theories of hierarchical and clearly segmented
developmental tasks were predicated on the assumption of teenagers'
maturation into citizens who are able and willing to participate in a
democratic and capitalist society. Due to the extension of 'young adulthood'
in the fifty years since he published his theories, many of the tasks he
identified would nowadays fall more neatly into the early twenties than the
teenage years.

Increasingly, academic interest has focussed less on identifying a generalized
external mapping of young adulthood than looking at the development of

individuals' personalities, self-concept and socialisation. 'Youth studies' has
developed as a discrete area of research (for example, Journal of Youth

Studies published its first issue in 1998), incorporating a broad range of interdisciplinary areas. These range from the compartmentalizing of youth studies
into 'problem' and policy areas such as youth unemployment, suicide or
crime, through to a more holistic but complex view of the multitude and
variety of factors influencing young people in all areas of their lives and
decision-making. As sociologists Dianne Looker and Peter Dwyer (1998 p. 7)
say, 'there is a growing research literature concerned with youth transitions
which demonstrates that the usual tendency of defining transitions in terms of
certain predetermined linear pathways fails to do justice to the actual
experiences and choices of young people.' The prevailing perspective now is
very different from that of the seminal researchers of the mid-twentieth
century.

The social construct, in other words, has changed as the white, male and
middle-class hegemony in which early researchers worked has been
successively and successfully challenged, and as society's expectations of the
requirements of young adults have changed. The idea that something as
diverse and individualised as maturation can be defined in universal terms is
largely out of favour; this, in turn, reflects contemporary priorities of
individual over society (except, arguably, in cases where the individual and
the majority of society are in direct conflict). It is inevitable that current

theories and theorists will suffer the same fate as their predecessors, as the
constructs of 'childhood', 'young adulthood' and 'adulthood' continue to
adapt to society's changing needs.

Perhaps one of the most flexible approaches, in terms of adaptability to
changing social constructions of childhood and young adulthood, is that of
personality development. The factors involved have varying impacts on
individuals, therefore allowing for variation. As an approach, it focuses on the
internal and individual, rather than a universal, general external model. Social
psychologist Morris Rosenberg (1965, 1979) explores a wide range of
relationships between self-esteem and social influences. Although accepting
adolescence as a developmental process, he sees that process as being
affected by social factors: family, culturelethnic group, religion, school and
work, as well as public affairs, propaganda and politics. Rosenberg sees the
greatest focus on self-image as between the ages of 15 to 18, and ascribes
three main reasons:
it is a time for major decisions, such as choosing what studylcareer
path these mid-teenagers will follow, and experiencing their first
serious sexual and romantic relationships;
it is when major changes (visible physical changes, invisible
physiological changes such as the development of sex drives, and
psychological changes) 'shake up' the adolescent's picture of him or
herself, and

it is an 'in-between' time (ie, between childhood and adulthood)
when their status and roles are uncertain: they are expected to look after
themselves and others more than in the past and to be increasingly
'responsible', yet they seldom have the explicit authority to make
choices.

This ambiguous status is made more obvious, Rosenberg believes, because
bits of the past and future influence self-image. His point is that society has
no clear set of expectations for the young adult. In other words, competing
and I or inconsistent social constructs of young adulthood impact on
individual young adults, as well as young adults as a group. Whether his
theory applies equally to females and males is in question in relation to his
second point, given that females mature sexually earlier than males (and both
mature at increasingly younger ages), and therefore issues of visible physical
changes and the development of sex drives apply much younger than 15 years
old. However, his points regarding major life and study decisions and the
uncertain status of young adults are certainly still applicable to both genders.

Rosenberg (1979 p. 8) looked particularly at the adolescent self-concept, and
broke it down to three broad regions:
the extant self (how the individual sees herhimself);
the desired self (how slhe would like to see herhimself); and
the presenting self (how slhe shows herlhimself to others).

The development or refining of self-concept during adolescence is a
particularly intense process, and has caught the attention of many researchers.
However, there is no single definition of self-concept, or one recognised way
of assessing it. The range of factors that impact on how we see ourselves,
both individually and in social contexts, and the situations and interactions
that car1 change our self-concept from one time to the next, continue to
expand as researchers look more closely at the issue. They include
appearance, friendships, family relationships, romantic / sexual relationships,
ability in sport and academia, aspirations and achievements / failures, to name
just some. How we feel about our self-concepts can be seen as 'self-esteem'.
Marsh, whose research has focussed on measuring self-esteem in children and
young adults, developed a self-description questionnaire for adolescents and
pre-adolescents in the 1980s to assess self-esteem, and also examined the
impact of self-esteem on educational performance (see Marsh 1988, 1989,
1990; Marsh and Smith 1987; Marsh, Parker and Smith 1983, Marsh, Smith
and Barnes 1984; Smith 1999).

Research into the issue of self-concept from a gender perspective (AlpertGillis and Connell 1989; Knox, Funk, Elliott, Greenebush 2000) reinforces
others' findings that on entering adolescence, girls' self-concept is
considerably disrupted. While boys' sense of self may also be affected at this
age, the research findings consistently show boys' view of themselves is

significantly more positive than that of girls of the same age. Girls' idea of
self (which is significantly affected by their perception of their appearance) is
much more negative than their male peers', despite both genders having to go
through the physiological, psychological and social changes associated with
puberty and young adulthood. Social constructions of gender are likely
contributing factors. The effect of poor self-esteem and poor self-concept on
individuals of both genders is apparent to all who work with young people
(and, in some cases, carries through to adulthood), particularly in terms of the
decisions they make regarding their futures, behaviour and lifestyles. These
risks are increased with social and economic change, such as changed
working patterns (eg, the labour market shift from full-time to part-time and
casual jobs) and changes to the family structure (Evans & Poole 1991).
Researchers such as Kagan (1999, cited in Poroch 2000 pp. 20-21) contend
that a person's coping ability depends on temperament, including how the
personality traits are acquired and the culture in which they live.

In her doctorate on young adult literature and adolescent psychology,
Dorothy Walmsley (1997 pp. 26-27) argued a similar line about that
transition process between childhood and adulthood, although she put the
emphasis more on the individual than the culture:
The nature of the 'journey' depends on the teenager's ability to take
risks and face new challenges and responsibilities. A key factor in this
passage is the nature of the individual's self-image or self-esteem. If the

person feels positive about himself, his transition will be much easier
than for the one who is at odds with himself.

Socio-cultural influences inevitably contribute to that individual's self-image,
and those influences include the narratives they experience during their lives.
With fiction, new challenges, risks and responsibilities may be taken on by a
reader through the characters and their situations.

Erik Erikson's (1968 p. 92) psychosocial developmental theory described
eight stages within a continuum of growth through our lifetime. Extending
Freud's theory of identity crisis, he contended that the most important 'stage'
for adolescence is developing an 'ego-identity':

. . . the identity crisis is a process in which the individual achieves a
sense of both continuity with all people and individual uniqueness, an
ideology and commitment to values and to other people, a balance
between the past and the future .... Adolescents develop a central
perspective on themselves, the world, and what others think of them,
and evolve an identity, which is not a set of traits or roles, but instead a
sense of psychosocial well-being. Its most obvious concomitants are a
feeling of being at home in one's body, a sense of knowing where one
is going, and an inner assuredness of anticipated recognition from those
who count.

In other words, the young adult learns to adjust to puberty and an 'adult'
body; learns introspection, or how to develop their own ideas in relation to
other people and the rules they have grown up with; learns how to develop
relationships with and commit to people and ideas; sees how she or he fits in
with society, and what makes them individual; can see cause and effect, and
can empathise. I am not arguing that these factors are absent in younger or
older people; however, the intensity of this experience is most associated with
young adults - largely, I contend, because of that uneven shift between
dependence and independence, both in their own minds and behaviours and in
the minds of the adults around them. It is the period of greatest change in our
social constructs, as well as physiologically. Young adults no longer accept at
face value what they are told; they evaluate in terms of their own knowledge
and developing moral code. They can see that nothing is as clear-cut as they
used to believe. This process of working out their own identity, which until
then had largely been adopted from their family upbringing, means shifting to
a broader view. Rather than accepting the social constructs, they are
attempting to construct their own. As Kropp and Cooling (1995 p. 129) say,
this can be difficult on both teenagers and their parents:

Your child can now form her own opinions and argue hotly against
yours. She is so desperately trying to define her own identity that she
expends massive amounts of effort rejecting yours.

Likewise, in recognising this idea of 'otherness' (just as adults do in relation
to constructing a view of 'childhood' and 'young adulthood'), young adults
generally determine they have more in common with each other than they do
with those older or younger than themselves. Their peer culture takes on huge
significance. (This is supported by recent Australian studies such as Mackay
1997, which highlight the rise of generationalism, and distinctive differences
in attitudes between young people and their parents' and grandparents'
generations). The peer group becomes increasingly the mirror to reflect selfimage, to define moral boundaries, to give a sense of belonging and
community. If they neither belong to the groups 'children' nor 'adults', then it
is only by belonging with each other that they can attempt to determine their
present and future roles, be supported by others experiencing the same things,
and even be recognised in individual terms within that group. Moreover, their
experiences and expectations are - particularly in times of increasingly rapid
social change - peculiar to their peers in age, culture and era. This peer group
extends into fictional characters. Readers' recognition of the situations that
characters are in, or situations they themselves may be going through in the
relatively near future, is partly aspiration - looking forward to something they
hope will happen to them; and it is partly preparation - thinking about
situations or responses that they have not experienced, but which at some
time they or their friends may. Whatever the setting or genre, the emotional I
psychological / intellectual journeys of the characters are important and must
be believable.

The vast majority of young adults successfully negotiates the changes in selfconcept, physical development and awareness of their society. These journeys
are individually different, yet intrinsically similar in the skills and attributes
acquired during these years and required for their future success as adult
members of society. In whatever ways the social constructs of childhood,
adulthood and young adulthood affect the process, as I have argued they do,
fundamentally, psychological approaches have been efforts to define the
elements of difference, the process of change in how we, at different times in
our lives, see ourselves and others. Just as our social constructs are developed
through an awareness of contrast, so, too, does fiction focus on changes and
values, personality and self-awareness, social and power interactions and how
individuals react to the situations they face.

Psychology and literature have similar fundamental concerns: individuals,
and their relationships with self and society. Both fields explore possibilities
rather than proffer cut-and-dried, one-size-fits-all solutions. As demonstrated
in this section, the dominant social constructs held by psychologists change
over time, in the same way as the constructs held by those adults connected
with the Young Adult literary sector change. The Young Adult fiction
industry developed when the field of adolescent psychology was already
well-recognised. It is one of the social contexts within which adults consider
literature for young people, form opinions, and express them. It also

underpins many of the assumptions made about young people and the kind of
material they should have access to.

However, as is clear from the variety of views outlined in this section, while
there is widespread recognition of the dramatic changes undergone through
adolescence, no view is definitive. As with the terms 'young adult' and
'Young Adult literature', the changing nature of what is described and how
we as society perceive it would appear to make any definitive answer
impossible, or at very least, short-lived. However, the recognition of young
adulthood as being different from both childhood and adulthood leads directly
into the acknowledgement that the literature young adults desire to read may
be different from children's literature or adult novels. The range of
sophistication and complexity of books published for this age group reflects
the different needs, interests and developing levels of perception of the
audience, and the books marketed for young adults include books also
published for and read by both children and adults.

2.5

Young Adult Literature: The Development of a
Publishing Niche

The Young Adult market was identified first by American librarians in 1957,
and the term 'young adult' was widely adopted in Australian libraries from
the mid- to late-1960s, and in the United Kingdom from the mid- to late1970s (Wheatley 1994 p. 6). Publishers lagged a little behind, not so much in

publishing books for this readership as in labelling it. For example, S. E.
Hinton's landmark The Outsiders was first published in 1967 by The Viking
Press. Dell Publishing printed five paperback editions before launching the
title as part of its young adult imprint Laurel-Leaf in June 1969. Seventeen
years later, the University of Queensland Press (UQP) was the first Australian
All major trade
publisher to introduce a YA imprint (Ker Wilson 1998~).
publishers in Australia now carry a YA list, whether or not they use a
separate imprint to distinguish it as such.

Although books published for the adult market had been adopted by young
adult readers long before there was a specific publishing category for their
age group, it was the not until the 1960s and 1970s that the interests of young
adults were paid particular attention. Until then, books aimed at young adults
had the reputation of being very white, suburban, middle-class, happy-farnilyoriented and conservative (Cart 1996). The exception to the rule was
Salinger's classic Catcher in the Rye, another book published for adults but
adopted by younger readers. In this 1951 novel, the first person narrative
voice, the rites of passage of protagonist Holden Caulfield, the colloquial
language, his alienation, and the city (rather than suburban) setting clearly
demonstrate elements which have become identified with Young Adult
fiction.

Holden was a solitary figure on the young adult literary landscape until the
wave of books published at the end of the 1960s and start of the 1970s in the
United States. As well as Hinton's 1967 landmark The Outsiders, there was
Paul Zindel's The Pigman (1968), John Donovan's I'll Get There. It Better Be

Worth The Trip (1969), and Judy Blume's Are you there, God? It's me,
Margaret (1970), among others. These books had a refreshingly - and
recognisably - candid tone. Unlike Catcher in the Rye, these books were
published specifically for the young adult reader, and.like it, these books used
colloquial language, contemporary settings, the clear point of view of the
young protagonist(s), and - most importantly - real issues. As Cart (1996 p.
62) stated:
It is inarguable that something was happening to young adult literature
in the late sixties; if it was not a full-blown eruption of realism, it was,
at least, a transition from a literature that had traditionally offered a
head-in-the-sand approach to one that offered a more clear-eyed and
less flinching look at the often unpleasant realities of the lives of
adolescent Americans.

This view is shared by all major commentators on the development of the
Young Adult novel in the United States.

So what was happening in Australia? The historical overview of
developments in Australia is looked at more closely in the following chapter,

but it is clear that similar changes were occurring in Australia at the same
time. Niall (1987 p. 262) states:
In this decade [1960s] the ideal of correctness, in life as in speech, came
to be seen as less important than that of realism: authors were exhorted
to 'tell it like it is', and to enlarge the child's experience of life rather
than to give him models to follow.

Clearly, like American authors, Australian writers for young adults were
exploring new themes, in new ways, at a similar time. Unlike Salinger's and
Hinton's works in the United States, in Australia no novel was obvious as a
seminal text. Instead, it was a cluster of books, published within a few years
of each other and each adding new elements, which collectively led to the
development of the contemporary Australian YA novel. As is explored in the
next chapter, while writing for young adults was changing over the 1960s and
1970s, it was still being published as 'children's' literature. UQP's Young
Adult Fiction imprint, started by Barbara Ker Wilson in 1986, was the first
time that Australian publishing houses had formally acknowledged that this
age group justified special attention, that it was a distinct market niche, and
that previous assumptions that fiction for young adults could be as well
served under a broader 'children' s publishing list' were incorrect. Other
publishing houses quickly followed UQP's example. Along with the
development of YA imprints came the demand for Australian authors to write

for the imprints. There was an influx of new authors, as well as established
ones, to fill the gap.

In the relatively short time since this niche has been developed, it has become
a recognised and respected part of Australia's literature. A body of critical
commentary is building up (for example Scutter 1999, Nimon and Foster
1997, Nieuwenhuizen 1994); authors for young adults are regular participants
in writers' festivals, seminars and conferences; separate award categories for
young adult fiction have been developed (for example, the state-based
Premier's Literary Awards); Australian Young Adult literature is widely
translated and published overseas; the Australian Centre for Youth Literature
was established at the State Library of Victoria, and several authors for this
age group are among the most financially successful writers in the country.
Although newspaper reviewing space for this sector is at least as neglected as
for children's literature (see Pausacker 1994 pp. 302-320), it is covered in
specialist publications such as Viewpoint and React (now online as YARA),
not to mention children's literature magazines Reading Time and Magpies.
Australian Book Review, a literary commentary and review journal, includes
some reviews of YA titles, and in 2002, Australian Bookseller & Publisher
began publishing regular reviews of titles published in the YA category. The
newest member of the publishing family has grown up quickly, and its
development in the specifically Australian context will be looked at in the

next chapter. However, there are a number of issues regarding young adult
literature as a sector that are consistent across national borders.

2.6

Young Adult Literature: Splitting the Difference

How to define what is and what is not young adult fiction is extraordinarily
difficult, and often arbitrary. Alison Lurie (1990 pp. xiii-xiv) points to the
invisible but distinct divide between children's and adult fiction, and makes
the point that the age of the protagonists is not necessarily an indicator of
whether a book is a 'children's book'. Yet, in YA fiction, the main
protagonists are almost invariably the age of or slightly older than the
intended readers. In fact, some see that as one of the defining features of the
genre (Reed 1985 p. 3, and Merz and England 1983 p. 119).

American librarians recognised, around the time of the Second World War,
that there was a group of clients who were not being served adequately by the
division of library collections between children's and adults' literature. This
recognition came about, coincidentally, at the same time that psychologists
began paying particular attention to this age group. In 1958, this recognition
was formalised with the American Library Association's development of a
Young Adult Services Division (now the Young Adult Library Services
Association, or YALSA). In 1991 they accepted the age-group definition of
young adulthood as between 12 and 18 years (Cart 1996 p. 5).

Debate about what fits into the Young Adult category of fiction, which is
bound up in the debate about what ages are included in the term 'young
adult', is still current. It is inevitable, given that the debate reflects the
competing, sometimes contradictory and always contested social constructs
of young adulthood I discussed earlier. However, it also has to do with the
literature itself, and the difficulty in determining the intended audience. Given
that young adulthood is itself part of the continuum between birth and old
age, it is not surprising that the books also extend into both the children's and
adult publishing sectors.

Brenda Niall (1999 p. vi) said:
Books for adolescents elude definition. Sometimes the term 'young
adult' looks like an evasion: a way of saying yes and no at the same
time. Although no one wants to exclude or to censor, there's an uneasy
feeling that certain themes, ways of looking at experience, ways of
talking, are not suitable for children: hence a new category, a new shelf
in the children's section of the library.

However, Tracy Crisp (2001 p. 43) has strong reservations about the YA
label itself:
Authors of young adult literature cannot be sure what their readers
already know, what they are reading at the same time, or what they will
move on to next . . . . Young adult literature cannot sit alone on

anyone's hypothetical bookshelf. It isn't separated by stickers or signs
as it is in public libraries.

Definitions are problematic. The Children's Book Council of Australia
(CBCA), the dominant organisation in Australia behind encouraging
'children to read while pointing them to literature of quality; and [promoting]
the publication of worthwhile literature for children' (Smith and Hamilton
1995 p. 7)' has redefined its categories for awards several times on the basis
of what books 'fit' into the perceived reading appeal to teenage readers.
Debate about instituting a specific award for YA literature was particularly
fierce during the 1990s (see below). Books published for the YA market are
now judged under the amorphous 'Older Readers' category, although picture
books for this age group are assessed with other picture books. Instituting the
'Older Readers' award category has not resolved the issues. The 2001 Judges'
Report published in Reading Time (CBCA 200 1 p. 3) stated:
Judges also spent a considerable amount of time discussing the books
entered in the OR [Older Readers] category which could be considered
to be at an adult rather than OR reading level .... The judges decided that
the OR category should include these books which appeal to 'literary'
teenagers who are already reading widely from adult literature at school
and who want to read contemporary teenage material with similar
complexity. These readers bring an adult intellect to their reading, but

have a teenage experience of life, and while they are not a majority they
are a significant minority of readers in this category.

In 2004, similar issues regarding the Older Readers category were expressed
by the Judges (CBCA 2004 p. 4):
There were several books entered in this section, which judges deemed
to be 'crossover' novels (bordering on adult) although this was at times
a difficult assumption given that children catered for in this category
can be up to eighteen years old. In deciding suitability for a category,
judges assess the themes, the age of the protagonists in relation to the
plot and the perspective of the narrator as often stories told
retrospectively have a definite adult voice and overtone.
It must be noted that the CIP (Cataloguing-in-Publication)
information was not always correct. One example of this was a book,
which the judges deemed borderline adult, where the CIP statement was
'Children aged 12+. Juvenile fiction'.

This conundrum - where the Young Adult category fits at the older as well as
the younger end of the scale - was pointed out in a discussion paper produced
for the CBCA by Val van Putten (n.d., but after the 1996 Annual General
Meeting), titled 'The Young Adult Category - Where Does it Begin and
End?'. Van Putten (who was National President of the CBCA in 1997 and
1998) referred to the ongoing internal dispute in CBCA ranks about

instituting a category aimed at the 15 - 18 year olds (with the 'Older Readers'
category incorporating books for slightly younger readers, and 'adult' deemed
as 19-year-olds and over). This dispute continued over several years, with the
decision to institute the award made in 1996, and a failed attempt to overturn
the decision in 1997 (although the attempt did succeed in delaying the
implementation of the award until 1998). At the 1998 Annual General
Meeting, the 1996 decision to set up a YA category was overturned and the
CBCA reverted to the category title 'Older Readers'. The decision was
carried by five StatesITerritories to three, with South Australia, Tasmania and
Western Australia voting against the new categorization (CBCA 1998). No
'Young Adult' award was ever given.

As van Putten (n.d. p. 2) had pointed out, boundary disputes - particularly at
the upper end, which could rule out books for award consideration - would be
the key issue in award judging if the YA category were introduced:
it's (sic) practical application all depends on having a clear definition of
the word adult. We have no such definition, and indeed I doubt if one is
possible. To me, the word implies an achieved level of emotional,

social and intellectual maturity, a certain independence, an ability to
cope with the world. Virtually every term of that 'definition' is vague
and open to a multitude of interpretations. But can anyone produce a
definition which is clear, is comprehensive, and does mean the same to
everyone? The consequence of not having one is that in the case of

certain books the judges will make a decision on whether they should
be classified as adult or Young Adult (because, as I have said in the first
place, they have to) but their arguments justifying their decision will
not be beyond dispute.

The issues regarding how publishing houses and writers determine the
audience for specific books are discussed in Chapters 3 and 6. However, it is
relevant to reinforce my earlier point that, just as our constructs of young
adulthood refuse to reside within simple, universally accepted defining
boundaries, the books written for or marketed to this group of readers also do
not fit comfortably into age-related brackets. Yet as categorization of some
description is expected by marketing and sales staff within publishing houses,
booksellers, librarians, reviewers, parents and so on, this can mean categories
either too narrow or too broad to be useful. For example, to return to the
ongoing CBCA debate, the vagueness of the 'Older Readers' category in the
CBCA annual awards is highlighted by the 1998 Judges' Handbook (CBCA
1998a p. 4):
1.2.1 Book of the Year: Older Readers awards will be made to

outstanding books of fiction, drama or poetry which generally require
of the reader some degree of maturity to appreciate the topics, themes
and scope of emotional involvement. Generally, books in this category
will be appropriate in style and content for child readers in the upper
primary and secondary years.

In other words, it includes titles targeted at approximately ten- to eighteenyear-olds; a broad definition that incorporates books published in children's
and YA (and, increasingly, adult) categories. In practice, judges must decide
in which category submitted books will be assessed. Their decisions are not
necessarily supported by publishers and writers. Moreover, the issue of
dividing books into rigid age partitions at all will, itself, always have critics.
British author Joan Aiken (1998 p. 18) is only one of the writers who feels
strongly about this:
Publishers, booksellers, teachers, librarians, and parents would all of
them like to split children up into age groups so that shelves can be
allocated in libraries and bookshops 'for the eight to ten age group'; so
that reading lists and publishers' catalogues can be neatly set out, so
that parents can march into a bookshop and demand 'a book for my
nine-year-old' and emerge with the triumphant certainty that they have
exactly the right article.
Of course this is nonsense. You would not go into a bookshop and ask
for a novel 'for my forty-year-old husband' or 'my thirty-five-year-old
wife.' Children [young adults], like adults, vary in their tastes and
reading habits.

Australian publisher, reviewer and former bookseller Stephen Matthews
(1997 p. 5) concurs: 'children of the same age vary so widely in maturity,

interests, tastes and abilities that age-related recommendations tend to be
unreliable.' Yet the desire for age-related guidelines is very strong among
adult buyers, and however much some in the industry may chafe (particularly
when they suspect it may stop a young reader from picking up a book they
may enjoy, because she or he would not want to appear immature),
institutional buyers in particular are looking for publishers' guidance. The
number of books on the market, and the time investment required to read a
YA novel (as opposed to a picture book) mean that even the most dedicated
are unable to read everything available. Many have to buy on trust, on the
basis of a salesperson's recommendation, a review, or an award. Given that
'young adult' could cover such a broad age range, it is not uncommon for
reviewers to use phrases such as 'likely to appeal to the mature young adult
reader' or 'strong crossover appeal' to describe books that are (or could be)
published for both adults and young adults, or to state the age of the
protagonist as an indicator to buyers.

The YA category is alive and thriving, whatever the disagreements about
what a YA novel actually is, who it is written for, and how that decision is

made. Moreover, although occasionally one still hears arguments that the
category should not exist at all, it is important to remember that that view is
not the dominant one. John Rowe Townsend (1980 p. 291) presents the more
commonly accepted view:

Is there a need for books to be published specially for adolescents (or
teenagers, or young adults)? I have often heard it argued that there is
not. Young people who read at all, it is pointed out, will be reading
adult books before they are far into their teens. So they will, and so they
should. But I do not think we can safely assume that adult books will
meet all their needs, any more than adult recreations meet all their
needs. There are matters such as starting work (or staying at school),
striking out new relationships with parents and with the adult world,
coming to terms with the opposite sex, and above all discovering what
kind of person you really are; that are of the utmost interest to
adolescents but that are not often dealt with in adult fiction, or at least
not often looked at from a 'young' point of view.

In other words, YA literature is not in competition with adult literature, but
provides characters, situations, quandaries and possibilities of particular
interest to readers in their teens. As such, this literature has developed its own
imprints as a means of signalling to potential readers and buyers that books
published under these imprints will be of particular interest to young adults.
This does not mean that other books will not appeal (patently, they do), but it
does indicate that YA novels have been published with a particular audience
focus. Publishing the same books for adult readers ('crossovers', sometimes
printed with different covers and a general publisher's logo) is a logical
commercial decision: the books are of interest to adults as well as young

adults, just as 'adult' books are of interest to young adults. The novel is also
likely to sell better if stocked in two parts of a bookshop. A recently
successful example of crossover publishing is Mark Haddon's 2003 multiaward-winning novel The Curious Incident of the Dog in the Night-Time,
which was published simultaneously for young adult and adult audiences.

So what would designate a book as a 'YA novel' as opposed to one for a
children's, general or adult audience? These things are mutable: they change
in line with our changing constructs of young adulthood. This point is
reinforced by Maurice Saxby (1993 p. 8): 'More significant than changes in
the scope of children's [young adults'] books are the changes in society,
which shape not only the subject matter and content of books, but also their
form and style.'

Clearly, the topics, contents, forms and styles of novels are important areas in
determining an audience. However, they are also sometimes too vague to act
as signposts. For example, picture books intended for a young audience tackle
subject matters like death (Old Pig, Margaret Wild, ill. Ron Brooks [1995]),
fear (Pog, Lyn Lee, ill. Kim Gamble [2000]), jealousy and betrayal (Fox,
Margaret Wild, ill. Ron Brooks [2000]). All of these topics could be - and are
-just as at home in books for an adult audience. A brief glance at any of the
various works examining specific books for young people will show the
breadth and variety of material considered by writers (see, for example,

Alderman 1992, Saxby 1993). The treatment of these subjects may be
different, but the themes are certainly not. The kinds of experiences young
adults are going through, as highlighted in Townsend's quote (above) and the
psychology section of this chapter, are likely to be the kind of 'subject matter'
Saxby refers to. However, it is important to recognise that those are only
some of the subjects addressed in YA literature, and they are often secondary
to or contextualising other matters. It is also important, as Cart (1996 p. 265)
insists, to remember that 'Young people - even the most tribalized - live in a
world larger than adolescence and have needs that transcend the purely
developmental.' Universal themes are explored across a range of genres, just
as they are in books published for adults and - as demonstrated - children.

The issue of content is, of course, much broader than subject matter. It also
incorporates the language used, foci and slants adopted by authors, and importantly - how creators are addressing all of these elements. This also
connects with Saxby's points of style and form as determinants of audience.
The use of the first person narrator is common, as is a diary format (both
useful techniques by which the reader can discover the character's /
characters' inner life) - but it is not universal. Certainly, the endings of books
for young adults tend to be less closed than those for children; there is a high
use of dialogue, which is generally presented in ways that young people
would recognise from their own experience, and respond to as a believable

representation of speech (a key exception would be in fantasy, where the
dialogue is more likely to be determined by genre than by intended audience).

The characters tend to be the same age as or older than the intended readers
(but note Lurie's point earlier that it is not necessarily an indicator of
intended audience), and therefore are experiencing things that the readers can
relate or aspire to. However, the contemporary realism genre in particular
also gives glimpses into lives very different from most of the readers, and
appeals because of that very fact. As discussed in the psychology section of
this chapter, maturing from childhood to adulthood incorporates the growing
ability to distinguish and recognise other people's point of view; to move
beyond the egocentric stage; to consider things outside the adolescent's own
experiences or teachings. During these years young adult readers are
developing not only the ability to see someone else's point of view, they are
trying to develop their own view of themselves, and of the social and ethical
standpoints they have been brought up with. As part of that, many want to
read about people whose lives are very different from their own. They want to
expand their reference points, and part of that is reading how characters make
their decisions, and what kind of decisions they have to make. These
developmental stages associated with young adulthood are important factors
in the appeal of particular titles or genres within the YA category (and outside
it), as they indicate not only some of the changing interests of young adults,
but why.

After the publication of his first book, Merry11 of the Stones, which the author
admitted appealed more to adults than the intended young adult readership,
Brian Caswell(1998 p. 48) said:

. . . if I was going to write for this group of people, I would need to . . .
look very carefully at how I told the story, at whether I could develop a
narrative style that suited their perception of what narrative is, which of
course is highly influenced by TV and computers, videos and film, and
music clips and news broadcasts, and all of those things that have
changed so radically over the last twenty years.

The styles and formats of books in the YA category are at least as broad as
those for adults, and the 1990s on saw a dramatic evolution in the novel form
for this age group. Among these recent developments are verse novels (eg,
Jinx by Margaret Wild [2001], or love, ghosts and nose hair by Steven

Herrick [1996]), novels written entirely in emails (eg, Hot Mail by Tessa
Duder and William Taylor [2000]) and novels as film scripts (eg, Monster by
Walter Dean Myers [1999]). Graphic novels and the use of cartoons,
photographic narratives and paintings with texts are increasingly accepted
formats. The use (to varying degrees) of a variety of media, such as
newspaper clippings, diary entries, letters, sketches, maps, notes, dictionary
or encyclopaedia entries, research papers and so on, is a familiar aspect of
contemporary YA literature (see, for example, Gary Crew's novel Strange

Objects [1991]). Multiple narrators and fractured timelines also disprove

some assumptions of earlier researchers, such as Merz' and England's claims
(1983 p. 119) about structural conventions and point of view.

This level of risk-taking in adopting new narrative approaches is particularly
noticeable in the YA genre, and the pioneering of new forms of novels and
their enthusiastic adoption by authors and publishers appears much more
marked than in publishing for adults. The same 'early adoption' principles
have already been seen in design features for YA novels, such as the greater
use of white space on a page, which became standard in YA titles before it
was consistently used in adult trade publishing. All of these factors reinforce
Saxby's points.

The variety, in terms of style, content, subject and form, of novels published
within the young adult market reflects the range of readers at whom these
books are aimed. Not only does the industry have to recognise the breadth of
interests and genres that appeal (just as they have to do with the adult fiction
industry), they also have to accommodate different levels of maturity and
reading comprehension. It is a demanding brief. Maturation is not a strictly
linear progression. Rather, it can be seen as a wave, inexorable in its overall
goal, but operating at different strengths, with different impacts and even
directions at various times in an individual's life. It is also affected by an
individual's different locations (physically, culturally and socially). It is self-

reflexive as well as responding to external influences, but is essentially taking
place without the conscious control of those individuals involved. It is a
process, something that evolves at different times for different individuals.
That means that at different stages within the 'young adult' grouping, readers
will be looking for different things - different subjects, different narrative
approaches, and certainly different kinds of characters, situations and ethical
dilemmas. However, as detailed in the following section, reading cannot be
seen as a straight, linear progression, any more than can the process of
maturing. The reasons why young people read for pleasure are just as
numerous as the reasons why their adult counterparts choose to read, yet the
manner in which their reading is treated is very different.

2.7

Reading and Young Adult Literature: Some Issues

To create a generic literature that can speak cogently to such a
bewilderingly amorphous group of readers is a daunting task. Even to try
to define the phrase 'young adult (or adolescent) literature' can be
migraine inducing. (Cart 1996 p.8)

In fact it is hardly possible to generalise about teenagers, since every
month, every week, between the age of thirteen and twenty can bring a
profound difference. (Aiken 1998 p.72)

As already demonstrated, issues relating to young adults' reading are bound
up with how we perceive both literature and young adulthood itself. There are
high and often conflicting expectations of those adults involved in the
industry, either as producers of texts (authors, editors, publishers) or
promoters of texts to young people (librarians, teachers, book reviewers,
marketers, booksellers, adult family members). The over-simplification of the
YA genre as being dominated by problem novels (or 'extreme realism' as
Matthews [I998 p. 171 termed it) is not only an inaccurate and misleading
representation of the range of material produced under the YA banner, it is
also used to denigrate the genre (Gleeson 1998 p. 112), and therefore to
worry those adults who act as intermediaries between reader and text parents, teachers, librarians and so on. A number of authors, including Margo
Lanagan (1998), John Marsden (1994) and Peter McFarlane (1998), have
tackled the myth of YA literature being primarily bleak representations of
reality, but the issue lives on.

As their children progress to adulthood, parents have less knowledge of the
books young people choose to read (ACYL 2001 p. 29). This lack of

knowledge and associated loss of control over what young adults are
choosing to read (and therefore may be influenced by) can be frightening for
some adults. If all they know about the books is what they read or hear in the
media (such as the Radio National interview between Heather Scutter and
radio presenter Jill Kitson about what they claimed were bleak, depressing

novels for the YA market, yet in which they failed to acknowledge the bulk
of publishing in this field) it is hardly surprising that some parents'
perceptions of the sector can be so negative and therefore cause deep concern.
Jill Kitson in effect reinforced Scutter by claiming that 'there is a sense that it
is the writers of these grim novels who are being singled out for awards'
(Scutter 1999b). Changing adults' negative perceptions about the nature of
Young Adult literature will never be easy; the less knowledge they have, the
more difficult it will be, and that is an ongoing issue in publishing for young
adults. Without adult support, publishing for young people cannot survive
economically. Pamela Freeman (1998 p. 87) points to the dilemma of being
caught between the intended audience and actual buyers:
Editors and publishers will also say: 'The librarians won't like this.'
There's far more censorship goes on in children's books than in adult
books.

This pressure is very difficult for publishers, who are aware that there is a
difference between what young adults and their adult gatekeepers are
demanding. There is a real sense of this frustration in an article by Mark
MacLeod (1998a), but authors and publishers recognise the commercial
reality. Adult gatekeepers wield great economic influence in the field of
publishing for young adults, an issue that will be discussed in greater detail in
the next chapter and Chapter 7. Issues relating to censorship, whether formal
or informal, are outside the bounds of this thesis but censorship must be

recognised as an underlying threat to authors, publishers, teachers and
librarians alike.

Efforts by adults to protect their offspring from the perceived evils of the
world are neither new nor unexpected. Biologically, we are programmed to
nurture our young until they are able to look after themselves. With blurred
and extending lines of dependency, as already discussed, that issue of 'until
they are able to look after themselves' is a pertinent one for young adults and
those adults who are trying to protect them, but it is not a new issue. Mediagenerated and media-diffused debates about the impact on young people of
computer games, television shows, music, sex education, movies, clothing,
cosmetics, drug education, as well as literature, are reflections of the concerns
adults have had for decades about what is appropriate and 'good' for the
younger generation. Whether it is fear that the waltz (or jazz, or rock and roll)
will lead to depravity, that those who frequently play computer games will
become anti-social andlor violent adults, or that providing information about
sex will lead young people to practice it indiscriminately all relate back, I
contend, to adults' fear of change (Rushkoff 1997) and loss of control over
their young. As parents cannot guarantee how young adults will respond to
the various external influences they will be exposed to (bearing in mind the
process of individuation that young adults go through), they fear that these
influences will necessarily be 'bad', and if young people's perceptions cannot

be controlled, then at least the potential influences on them must be. As
author David Metzenthen (1998a p. 111) stated,
A book can be a dangerous thing because it might tempt or persuade you
to alter your behaviour or your opinion or your attitudes or how you look
at your future or past

... just as observing people or listening to them can

have such effects ....

Childhood should be, some believe, a period of happy innocence (even if our
personal experience of it was not); the argument is that it is our responsibility
as adults to maintain that state of innocence for as long as possible; that
anything that threatens that innocence must be avoided, defused or destroyed;
that it is up to those who are older and wiser to protect young people from
themselves. After all, adults know best. (Or believe they do.) They legally,
institutionally, economically and personally hold and exercise power over
young people. For these adults, the issue regarding young adults and their
books is when should that 'protection' be lifted, and by how much.

Those censorious attitudes, of course, are not universal; nor are they
necessarily as rigid as my portrayal of them. Moreover, they are
understandable, if unrealistic, responses. However, that those attitudes do
exist is not in question. Debates over censorship are directly linked to that
view of what is and is not appropriate for young people: views based on
power relationships and adult constructs of young adults. Misapprehensions

over what young adult literature is (fostered by media reports such as Minus
2004) and fears of how it will be interpreted by young adult readers are
complicated by several factors. One is the ambiguity of what a young adult is,
and what ages it involves; one is that arguments about the value of young
adult literature are often predicated on a false view (ie, that all YA literature
promotes negativity), and thirdly (despite the psychological evidence to the
contrary), that young people are unable to make their own judgements. As
author Colin Thiele said in an interview with Stephen Matthews (Matthews
1998b p. 18), there are parents who have 'great reservations about what some
of these books contain for their particular child. It comes back to their child
and therefore to their family, what the family values are.'

One must recognise that the area of writing and publishing for young adults is
fraught with those adult judgements, whatever side of the 'should we let them
read this?' line one stands on. To ignore the adult-generated issues (I have yet
to hear a young adult argue that material should be withheld from them)
would be to ignore the enormous impact that adult gatekeepers have on
publishing and promoting books for and to young adults. As discussed later
this chapter, no publisher can afford to do that. It is important to remember
that the books that engender such strong debate are invariably from the
contemporary realism genre, or as author Margo Lanagan described them,
'grunge literature' (1998 p. 11). They are not all books published for young
adults, or even all books published under a YA imprint. As writer Jenny

Pausacker (1998 pp. 115-116) told The Children's Book Council of Australia
1998 conference:
Fantasy, science fiction, mysteries and historical novels have always been
full of orphans, street kids, gays, disabled kids, suicide, death, violence
and the whole 'issues' kit and caboodle but it's contemporary realist
novels that cop the flak. I suppose that's because, if you accept something
in a contemporary realist novel, you're implicitly accepting that it's part of
your own contemporary reality.

But the fact of the fiction, even in its most 'grungy' form, is that the writer
mediates the text into a softer representation, of both language and content,
than contemporary reality, as Ernie Tucker (1998 p. 109) points out:
all writers for a young adult audience, mediate their text, not only for the
adolescent readers but for the other, sometimes less mature and less
worldly adult readers who might destroy their sales.

2.8

YA Literature: The Adult Observers

Gatekeepers' concern about 'appropriate' reading material for young adults
takes two main forms: the content and tone of fiction aimed at young adults
(see, for example, Matthews 1998, Scutter 1999) and how that gap between
childhood reading and adult reading should be breached:
The problem is that we're forcing our students to move directly from Dick
and Jane, or whatever they are reading in the latest basal series, to
Dickens, Shakespeare, Plato, and the history text. We expect them to jump

directly from childhood into adulthood. We forget what we learned in our
adolescent psychology courses, we forget about developmental stages, we
forget about the needs hierarchy. In short, we do not help our students
bridge the gap between their complete dependency on us and their
emerging independence. (Reed 1985 p. 5)

Often, particularly by educators such as Reed, Nilsen and Donelson (2001)
and Carlsen (1971), YA literature is referred to as a 'bridge' between
children's and adults' literature. This infers that the journey is linear and
purposeful; that the aim of the journey is to reach the goal of adult literature.
Yet this is not necessarily the case. This in-between, neither-this-nor-that (but
less than either?) view of YA literature is not surprising from one perspective.
It reflects the in-between, neither-this-nor-that nature of young adulthood,
and fails to recognise the age - or the literature - as having distinct worth in its
own right. By virtue of the 'goal' of adult reading, the understanding is that
adult literature is good, and literature for non-adults is not (or, at least, is of a
lower order). As publisher Sarah Foster (1998a p. 61) has said:
The major selling children's [YA] authors can out-earn their adult
counterparts in PR, can earn huge advances and make huge sales basically in all but public perception the 'literary celebrities' of children's
books have almost reach (sic) a level playing field with their adult
counterparts. They still get asked 'when are you going to write some adult

books'. The (sic) are still - as all of us in children's books find ourselves in the division 2 of publishing.' (my emphasis).

Those within the industry are well aware of their secondary status in some
eyes. Author and commentator Aidan Chambers (1994 p. 225), for example,
refers to publishing for children and young adults as 'the Cinderella of
literary production'.

That this level of condescension can be detected even in works nominally
promoting YA literature shows the pervasiveness of that attitude that
anything to do with children and young adults is of lower status than anything
to do with the adult world (look, for example, at the difference in pay and
kudos between the manager of a child care centre and the manager of a bank).

However, it can also be explained by looking at the audience for these
researchers' work. All were promoting the use of YA literature in the
classrooms. They were not aiming to convince young adults, but the adult
teachers who worked with them. Their intention was to persuade teachers that
there was a palatable yet healthy dietary alternative to the traditional meal of
classroom 'classics' (Applebee 1989), and that providing this alternative
would keep young people reading and responding to texts until they were
ready to move up to 'real' literature. As Donelson and Nilsen (1980 p. 7)
said, 'Many teachers who had previously scorned teenage books found

themselves being forced to take a new look and to conclude that it was better
to teach adolescent [YA] literature than no literature at all.' That there were
also 'good', literary books in the YA field was a wonderful bonus, and made
the job of selling YA literature to teachers not only justifiable, but easier. It is
production for use; quality is important, but is secondary to purpose.
Promotion of this kind is, in fact, siting YA fiction with educational texts (a
very different publishing market, with different priorities). The people
targeted were English teachers and teaching students, many of whom were
unfamiliar with the books available. (Varlejs 1978 p. vii) (Recent studies,
such as Krickeberg 1995, have shown that this situation still exists, at least in
the United States.)

Author Aidan Chambers (cited in Cart 1996 p. 249) takes issue with the idea
that young adult literature is simply a stepping stone between children's and
adults' books:
I came to see that teenage literature was not simply about bridging

. . . it

could do what any literature that is whole does: grow to satisfy writers and
readers in multifarious ways, responding to its own history, to other arts,
and to the needs of its own time.

Author Sophie Masson (2002 p. 149) interprets 'bridging' in a different and
much more positive way from that discussed here:

Both a popular form of entertainment and a potential outlet for
extraordinary literary gifts, children's [and YA] literature bridges both
'popular' and 'high' culture in a way which I think is unique in modem
literature in general, and which, as time goes on, has more and more
implications for culture as a whole.

Her view of the blending of popular and literary appeal is supported by Jeri
Kroll's work (2002, 1999) on the works of Morris Gleitzman and Paul
Jennings, two of Australia's A-list authors. However, this interpretation of
bridging is far from that adopted by Donelson and Nilsen and others
mentioned above. I have no intention of inferring that these proponents of the
traditional 'bridging' idea are not genuinely enthusiastic about YA literature,
or that the quality of the books is not important to them: they are all
knowledgeable, well-read and extremely effective promoters of YA writing,
and see it as a necessary and valuable contribution to literature as a whole.
However, the key value of YA literature, in their eyes, is apparently as a
means to an end. This attitude is strongly linked to a particular theory of
reading.

2.9

Young Adults and Reading

The process of reading is now accepted as an active relationship between the
text and the reader. The reader brings to the text their knowledge of other
reading and life experiences, their interests and preoccupations, their social

and cultural positioning and their expectations, all of which react with the text
to create meaning.

These ideas, which have become standard, owe their acceptance largely to
two seminal American researchers. Margaret Early and Louise Rosenblatt
both came to the attention of teachers and others working with young people
and literature in 1960. Although Rosenblatt had first published her theories in
1938, in the book Literature as Exploration, it was not until 1960, when she
presented a conference paper (later published in English Journal) that it
caught the attention of many others (Reed 1985 p. 79). Her 'transactional'
theory of reading as it applies to children and young adults is known now as
'reader response'. Theoretical views of both reading and literary criticism of
children's and young adult literature have moved on since then (see Stephens
1999 or Hunt 1999 for an overview), and reader response is now seen in a
different context (Purves, Rogers and Soter 1995). However, the fact that
more recent texts (particularly those aimed at teachers of English, such as
Reed 1985, and theses such as Moore 1997, Brent 1993) still include noncritical presentation of the theories of Early and Rosenblatt (and therefore
continue to disseminate their ideas) means that it is important to acknowledge
their role before moving onto more recent theories. Overlaying all of these
theories are the constructs of young adulthood that the researchers brought
with them, as well as the beliefs the researchers attach to 'literature' as a
concept.

Rosenblatt argued that reading is a transaction between text and reader, that
the reader is not a blank film awaiting exposure by the text, but rather brings
their own experiences, personality, feelings, memories, needs and interests
(as well as psychological and physical conditions) to the act of reading. 'Out
of the particular sensations, images, feelings, and ideas which have become
linked for him with the verbal symbols, he creates a new organization. This is
for him the poem or play or story.' (1960 pp. 304-5) As John Moore (1997 p.
98) said, 'The transaction between reader and text breaks the boundary
between inner and outer worlds and constructs a new world.' In other words,
literature = text + reader. One did not take precedence over the other. (The
author, as producer of the text, was noticeably absent in the equation.)
Moreover, each reading experience builds on those that preceded it.
Improving the reading experience was the key, rather than simply improving
the quality of the literature used.

This was revolutionary to the generations who had been raised on the view of
literature as a stand-alone, intrinsically valuable cultural artefact, with the
implicit criticism that if you did not understand or enjoy a 'classic', it had to
do entirely with you. The broadening possibilities of literary exploration, the
idea that there was not just one way of perceiving a text, and that if students
did not enjoy a text it was because their experiences had not prepared them
for it (rather than the way it was taught, or the text itself) were

understandably welcomed by the teaching fraternity. One aspect of
Rosenblatt's work that had a particular impact on classrooms (including in
Australia) was the warning that if a majority of students are not responding to
a text, because they did not have the experiences to appreciate it the way the
teacher did, the result would be that reading would be perceived as both
difficult and boring. In this context, it is understandable that Carlson (1971)
and Donelson and Nilsen (1980) would promote the use of Young Adult
literature in the classroom. The shift in teaching culture was anxiety-inducing
in many, as it went against both their own experiences and training, but also
left them open to criticism of 'dumbing down' the English syllabus. That the
experts' line was that Young Adult literature would provide a 'bridge' to
adult reading provided both reassurance and justification for changing
teaching praxis. Any perceived lowering of literary standards in the
classroom was, after all, only temporary; in the interests of keeping young
people engaged in reading, and therefore open to developing their own
responses to literature, 'it was better to teach adolescent [YA] literature than
no literature at all.' (Donelson and Nilsen 1980 p. 7)

Margaret Early, who published in the same issue of English Journal (May
1960) as Louise Rosenblatt, took a similar line, but emphasised the
importance of a reader's chronological age in how they react to a text. Once
reading had matured to the highest level, she said, it was a continuation of the
creative process which produced the book to start with. In other words, the

reader and author come together through the text. She developed the theory of
'Stages of Growth in Literary Appreciation', from 'unconscious enjoyment'
(until middle primary years) to 'self-conscious appreciation' (until early
secondary years), to 'conscious delight'. Just as we discussed in the
psychological section of this chapter, this reading maturity is reflected in the
move from egocentrism and the wish to see reflections of themselves in what
they read, to a concern with humanity, with the universal questions, 'the
wellsprings of life'. (1960 p. 166) Although she links the differences in
appreciation to ages, in other words, the later stages can only be achieved
when the reader has developed as both a human and a reader, each stage is in
addition to the others. Providing readers are allowed to stay at the other stages
for as long as they need to, she believed, they would progress to the third
stage as an inevitable result of maturing. Readers do not leave one stage when
they enter another. At different times, in different moods, with different
books, the level of appreciation will be different. The three stages remain
with us as adult readers, which partly explains why we choose different kinds
of reading material at different times.

Carlson (1971 p. 3), who based his work closely on Early's theories, made the
point that reading ability and reading interests are not the same thing:
those things young people want to read about are related to their
chonological age regardless of the level of their reading ability.
Therefore, an eighth-grader who has twelfth-grade reading ability, does

not usually have twelfth-grade reading interests, nor does the one with a
fourth-grade reading ability have fourth-grade reading interests ...

Although many theories on the young adult reading experience have
developed in the forty five years since Early and Rosenblatt became
influential (see Hunt 1999, Stephens 1999, Moore 1997 for overviews of
some of the more recent research), their underpinning belief that reading is a
two-way communication is still pertinent today. Exploration of that strong
relationship between reader and text has been developed in another field, that
of subjectivity (for example, McCallum 1999). Coloured by the postmodern
concentration on representations of gender, sexuality, race and culture, which
are as pervasive and unquestioned today as formalism was when Early and
Rosenblatt were first publishing, the idea that 'an individual's consciousness
and sense of identity is formed in dialogue with others and with the
discourses and ideologies that constitute the society and culture that
individuals inhabit' (Stephens 1999 p. 5) clearly applies to the process of
reading. In that dialogic view of not only reader(s) relating with text(s), but
also text(s) relating with reader(s), the dialogue between reader and author
and text is self-reflexive; each can be - and is - transformed by the other. A
transaction, albeit different, still occurs.

In the same way, theories of intertextuality (in the sense of recognising,
challenging, incorporating and developing from, rather than the glibber,

'allusive' interpretation) build on the idea of inter-relationships. The ability of
the reader to detect and interpret all of the allusions the creator has made,
how those interpretations are made, or the ability of the creator to control the
allusions that the reader will detect, are entirely open. Each individual will
experience the text in a different way, on the basis of pre-existing knowledge
and experiences (including previous dialogic relationships with texts). Each
subsequent experience of the text will, itself, be different: in Early's terms, a
continuation of the creative process. Literary theorist Eagleton (2000 p. 11)
summarizes the widely-accepted view: 'All literary works, in other words, are
'rewritten', if only unconsciously, by the societies [readers] which read them;
indeed there is no reading of a work which is not also a 're-writing'.'

The social context within which novels are written and read is only one part
of the equation in terms of young adult literature. How we apply our social
constructs of young adulthood to both the characters and the readers helps
explain the fierce disagreements among adults about what should or should
not be read, written about, or what is 'good' or 'bad' young adult literature.
The fact that Salinger's novel could be banned in Australia as an indecent

publication until 1957, yet perceived as a 'classic' twenty years later, shows
how adult attitudes can change. Young adults, of course, have continued to
buy and read the book from the time it was released.

2.10

Conclusion

Despite the various attempts over time to define what 'young adulthood', 'a
young adult' or 'Young Adult literature' actually mean, the terms still are
disputed. Young adulthood is a time of flux, not only in terms of the changes
that young people go through as part of that continuum between childhood
and adulthood, but also because society's needs and therefore expectations of
this group change over time. This is clear from an examination of the changes
in psychological focus by researchers, particularly over the past fifty years.
Moreover, as 'young adulthood' is a construct that individual adults develop
in relation to 'childhood' and 'adulthood' in a process of self-definition, there
are many different constructs of 'young adulthood' even within the same
society at the same time. Those competing constructs affect not only what
adults think a 'young adult' is, but also what expectations they have about the
literature that is made available to them and what purpose the literature is
meant to serve. In publishing and library terms, 'young adults' are seen as
those people between the approximate ages of 12 and 18. However, the
breadth of this age group in terms of interests, reading levels and maturity add
to the difficulties in determining what titles fit within the 'Young Adult
literature' definition. Imprints targeting this age group began in the United
States fifteen years before the first Australian imprint for Young Adult literature
was established. The Australian context of publishing and the development of
the Young Adult literature niche are examined in the following chapter.

Chapter 3: Literature Review: Publishing, Selling and
Marketing for Australian Young Adults
Introduction
As demonstrated in the previous chapter, the various adult constructs of
'young adult' and 'Young Adult literature' differ considerably and the lack of
agreed definitions of the terms is unlikely to ever be resolved. This issue,
particularly in terms of the ages people assume incorporate 'young
adulthood', have ongoing effects on what is or is expected to be published and
promoted for this audience. While there is agreement that the period referred
to as 'young adulthood' is a time of intense change for those going through it,
changes in society over time mean that many of the markers identified by
seminal researchers cannot be seen as universal or consistent. In publishing
terms, this means that what is accepted as Young Adult literature is also
neither universal nor consistent, and the need to cater for the intended
audience's variety of interests, maturity levels and the adult constructs relating
to the nominal audience put the industry under a pressure to conform to
expectations that are themselves fluid and sometimes contradictory.

While these pressures can be seen as affecting the creation and promotion of
Young Adult literature in all countries catering for this audience, this chapter
looks at the Australian context of publishing for this market.

The commercial aspects of publishing Young Adult books in Australia
inevitably have an important impact on the kind and amount of literature
available. With adults as the main buyers of the novels for this audience,
particularly in their roles as school and public librarians, there is a potential
tension between what is commercially successful and what young adults buy
for themselves.

This chapter highlights publishing considerations, beginning with a brief
overview of publishing for young people in Australia, in order to provide a
context for contemporary activity. The relatively recent development of
publishing specifically for this target audience has coincided with changes in
international marketing agreements and the ownership of important
publishers, and the globalisation of the industry.

Commercial considerations affect not only how much and what is published
for this target audience, but also significantly constrain marketing efforts due
to the low profit margin in the industry. Changes in where and how books are
sold are examined, and the importance that buyers place on the 'Australianness' of children's and young adults' novels is demonstrated through recent
statistics.

3.1

Australian Children's Publishing History

3.1.1

Overview

In just the last sixty years, Australian publishing has gone from being a branch

office for London, with very few (and - with the exception of Angus &
Robertson - very small) local publishers, to being part of the global
communications industry. International sales and co-productions help them to
survive on the world marketplace, despite the small Australasian market.
There is a strong local list of writers and titles across all genres and age
groups; and in the field of publishing for young people there is particularly
strong support from consumers, with 17 percent of adults buying for their
children selecting books on the basis that the author is Australian (compared
with 10 percent of those buying for themselves [Books Alive 2001 p. 721).

The fact is that until around the last quarter of the twentieth century, local
publishing has best developed during those times when importing from Britain
was difficult (such as the 1940s, when paper shortages and transportation
difficulties impacted on the availability of books both here and in Britain
[Eyre 19781) or legally constrained (such as the overturning by the U.S. High
Court in 1977 of the 1947 British Traditional Market Agreement. This
agreement, examined in more detail later this chapter, governed the
international publication of books by splitting the post-war Commonwealth
into territories. This, in turn, had reinforced the 1913 Berne copyright
agreement that gave British publishers almost sole international access to the
Australian market).

Australia's legally-enforced role as colonial receivers of an overwhelmingly

British product forced Australian writers to seek publication in England. Of
the few Australian publishers existing, only the largest, Angus & Robertson,
had the commercial weight to support an Australian list of any significance in
the first half of the twentieth century. It was virtually the only Australian
publisher of substance, but lacked the international infrastructure to market
Australian books successfully overseas. As Richard Nile (1987 p. 99) said in
his thesis:
While the Berne agreement afforded some protection [against cheap
American book imports], British dominance was seen as a less than
desirable outcome. The choice facing Australian writers was to publish
locally or go to London. For a number, this [was] no choice at all.

Australia's role was to receive goods, not to generate them. Craig Munro of

UQP (1998b p. 30) believes that that legacy is still with us:
Because Australia is predominantly an importing book market we read
mainly overseas books. The best-seller lists are overflowing with books
that have already been carefully read and selected and packaged by
undoubtedly skilled personnel in London and New York. As antipodean
readers, and consumers, we resemble nothing so much as a cargo cult
culture - for us, 'real' culture always comes from somewhere else.

This attitude is only partly borne out by the statistics. According to the Books
Alive research (2001), for 88 percent of book buyers, the nationality of the

author is not an issue (82 percent for those buying for their children), and 10
percent will choose to buy a book on the basis that the author is Australian (17
percent for those buying for their children). Only two percent of adult book
buyers said they preferred non-Australian authors (less than one percent for
those buying for their children). However, it is estimated that only about 11
percent of books in shops are Australian (Munro 1998b). The proportion of
Australian children's and young adult fiction is unknown. It is interesting,
though, to contrast his view that Australians do not want to read Australian
books with that of the same company's Children's and Young Adult
Publisher, Leonie Tyle (in Boyle 1999 p. 173):
The books that we do reflect the laws, mores, culture of the society that we
live in. The existence of Australian story is vitally important, comprising
as it does, our cultural heritage and that's my moral crusade.
This contrast in views serves as an example of the difference between
Australian publishing in general and publishing for young people - even
within the same publishing house. The issue of support for Australian Young
Adult novels is discussed in Chapter 7.

Prentice and Bennett (1992 p. 5) determined four main stages in Australian
children's publishing history: (1) Colonial phase 1788 - 1894; (2)
Anglocentric phase 1894 - 1940; (3) Australcentric phase 1940 - 1970; and (4)
Universal phase 1970 onwards. It is the last phase that is of interest here, as
these are the years in which young adult publishing in Australia was not only

recognised, but came into its own. Peter Hunt's (1998 p. 33) view that 'in
terms of what the books do, more has changed since 1970 than changed from
1870 to 1970; in terms of how they do it, more has changed since 1970 than
changed from 1910 to 1970', supports Prentice's and Bennett's assessment.
The pace of change and activity in recent decades is demonstrated by
bibliographers Marcie Muir's and Kerry White's examination of Australian
books for children and young adults published between 1973 and 1988 (Muir
and White 1992 p. xi). They reported 'unprecedented activity', which 'could
variously be interpreted in terms of a growth in national identity, a change in
attitudes to children, a sea-change in publishing or further evidence of a rise in
commercialism. '

Although Australian publishing existed in some form from the first years of
penal settlement, it was not until World War Two (when book supplies from
England were difficult to obtain) that Australian publishing had a growth
spurt. This period was important in Australia's publishing history for two
other reasons: the establishment of the Children's Book Council of Australia
in 1945, and the Australian Publishers Association in 1948. Both
organisations have had a dramatic impact on the generation and promotion of
Australian literature. However, the 1950s saw a backslide in Australian
publishing activity, with British publishing houses calling the boisterous
children to heel as limited paper supplies and distribution problems caused by
the war were slowly improved and British headquarters renewed their control.

The 1960s showed some rebellious developments in Australian publishing.
Although there were pioneers such as Frank Eyre (who set up Oxford
University Press' Australian branch in 1950) paying greater attention to
Australian authors for young people, it was not until the 1960s that there was
a burgeoning of Australian writing for this age group. These key writers were
published in England and their books imported to the audience for which they
had written them. Although the educational market dominated the production
of books for young people (as it still does), fiction was also recognised with
important authors such as Ivan Southall, Joan Phipson and Eleanor Spence (all
of whom were seminal in the Australian development of novels for young
adults) developing their publishing careers during this decade. As Eyre (1978
pp. 34-35) put it:
It was soon seen that, although the Australian publishing of children's
books was still frowned on, it made good sense for the [Oxford University
Press' Australian] Branch to act as a kind of remote sponsoring editor for
the home department. It has done that ever since, and in the process found
and fostered a group of Australian writers for children.

Although books for young people were being published, and the first
specialist children's book store was established in 1960 (The Little Book
Room in Melbourne), it was not until 1963 that Angus & Robertson appointed
the first children's editor in Australia (Joyce Boniwell Saxby, who was

replaced in 1965 by Barbara Ker Wilson). Other publishers gradually
introduced specialised children's publishing, and Maurice Saxby published
the first significant study of children's literature in Australia in 1969 (A
History ofAustralian Children's Literature 1841 - 1941), leading the way for
other critical and bibliographic studies in the 1970s (eg, Muir 1970, Saxby
1971). Secondary school libraries were granted government funding in 1968,
leading to an increase in demand for books at the older end of the 'children's'
market, and what would nowadays be called young adult readers. The Ashton
Scholastic Book Club began operating in Australia in 1968 (first as the New
Zealand-based HJ Ashton Company, then becoming part of United Statesbased Scholastic Inc international group in 1970 [Scholastic Australia]),
dramatically changing the way in which books were sold to readers by
introducing direct marketing and sales through schools.

Importantly, there were changes in what was being written by Australian
authors (Niall 1987 p. 262). The constructs of childhood and young adulthood
were changing during the 1960s as society changed, with the conservative
1950s slowly but steadily segueing into the more liberal 1970s. Maurice
Saxby (1993 pp. 10-11) points to the connection between Australian society in
that period and the books being produced for young readers, although placing
the changes a few years later:
Until the late 1960s at least, the parents, homes, schools, institutions and
social groupings in our children's books tended, in the main, to reflect

conservative, stable, middle-class, white, Anglo-Saxon origins and
outlooks. The happy families of Eleanor Spence and Joan Phipson were
true to their prototypes in real life.. .. It is to be expected that young adult
works would be the first to become more socially 'real'. ..

Clearly, like American authors (Chapter 2), Australian writers for young
adults were exploring new themes, in new ways, at a similar time. Unlike the
United States, there were no clearly seminal texts in Australia; instead, it was
a cluster of books, published within a few years of each other, each adding
new elements, which collectively led to the development of the contemporary
YA novel. Established authors were in the vanguard, although new authors
soon joined them. Arguably, the publication of two books in 1966 can point to
the change in the air: Hesba Brinsmead's Beat of the City and Mavis Thorpe
Clark's The Min-Min. These stories, one set in urban Australia, one in outback
Australia, showed young people struggling with contemporary issues with
little adult guidance, and made clear that at least some of the problems had
been created by adults. The isolation and alienation of the young protagonists,
their relative independence, the tone and language of the novels and the
unapologetic questioning of their society, its values and assumptions, and
what it offered young people all point to a shifting consciousness of society's
constructs of young adulthood.

Other established authors such as Ivan Southall, who won the 1971 British

Carnegie Medal with Josh, helped bring to international attention the changes
in Australian fiction being produced for young adult readers. These pioneers
and those who followed them can be credited with incorporating changing
social views into fiction for young adult readers, resulting in changes in tone,
subject matter, narrative style and authorial ideology. Works by Niall (1984),
Saxby (1993) and McVitty (1981) document and assess in far greater detail
than is possible here the changes and trends in publishing for this age group
through the 1960s and 1970s, which resulted in what McVitty (1981 p. 1)
called 'unprecedented literary standing and universal literary repute' for
Australian writers and their work.

The number of books that can be clearly identified for a young adult
readership (although they were not published under that label) increased from
the mid-1960s, and in the 1970s the publishing for this audience developed
confidence. Not only more, but 'edgier' books were being published.
Publisher Walter McVitty, in talking about the changes, acknowledged that
society allowed a 'greater openness' to authors (just as society's
acknowledgement and acceptance of the 'real truth' of our past has changed).
Implicitly, he also acknowledged that the social constructs of childhood and
young adulthood altered in that period:
Condescension has gone, and we are now more willing to tell truths to
children [young adults] with an integrity which entails benign respect and
responsibility (198 1 p. 4).

Changes in social attitudes, constructs of young adulthood and the literature
produced and marketed for young adults are only part of the picture.
Critically, as detailed below, changes during the 1970s expanded the market
for novels for young adult readers.

Publisher Geoffrey Dutton (1996 p. 89) said of the 1970s, 'It was a good time
to be an Australian publisher. There was a surge of national pride, given
enormous impetus by the election of the Whitlam Government in 1972; the
arts in general were an essential part of that pride...'. The Whitlam
Government boosted funding for education, leading to a surge in demand for
books suitable for school shelves. The Commonwealth increased funding for
the Australia Council, enabling both individual authors and publishers to be
subsidised for specific projects. Important new publishing houses, such as
University of Queensland Press (UQP) and McPhee Gribble, were established.
Growing nationalism and changes in immigration trends meant that
Australians were looking less at England and more at what was coming out of
their own country. Social change meant it was increasingly common for
mothers to work, and blended families became less uncommon. Universities
were opened up, encouraging more people to extend their years of education.
Technological advances began to point the way towards the computer-geared
1980s and '90s. The unceasing wave of publishing takeovers we are now used
to began to take firm hold in the 1970s, with old-style family businesses such
as Angus & Robertson falling under businesses with quite different

backgrounds - in Angus & Robertson's case, transport company IPEC.
Changes in printing technology made production cheaper, and books for
young people were increasingly being produced in paperback. Australian
publishers were marketing themselves more aggressively on the international
stage, regularly attending the largest children's book marketplace in the
world: Bologna trade fair (a move started by Barbara Ker Wilson at Angus &
Robertson in 1965, [Prentice and Bennett 1992 p. 71 but increasingly adopted
by other publishers during the 1970s).

The phenomenal success of Joan Lindsay's Picnic at Hanging Rock (1970),
following the release of Peter Weir's film in 1975, showed how successful tieins and cross-promotions could sell books. Penguin's Bob Sessions described
it as 'an amazing revelation' that 'started us down a new line of thinking'
(Dutton 1996 p. 86). All of these aspects, to a lesser or greater degree, have
had an impact on the publishing of Young Adult books in Australia, and
reinforce the importance of this period as the starting point in any study of
Australian Young Adult literature as we understand it today.

As demonstrated, the 1970s could be argued to be the pivotal decade in
Australian publishing. What makes the statement irrefutable is a decision
made overseas - as so many have been in Australia's publishing history - that
enabled Australian publishing to enter the world stage.

3.1.2

British Traditional Marketing Agreement Overturned

The ending of the British Traditional Marketing Agreement by the US High
Court in 1977 had three significant effects on Australian publishing:
overseas titles (primarily American) could be imported directly, instead of
having to come via England
writers did not have to write with an eye on the British market in order to
achieve publication, nor leave local publishers to attract better financial
returns and international notice , and
local publishers could achieve financial success by the sale of overseas
territory rights and co-editions, in addition to sales in Australasia.

Until the mid-1970s there were a few small, independent publishers in
Australia (such as Lansdowne Press and UQP), but their lack of resources,
national distribution networks and overseas infrastructure had not improved
the situation significantly. More to the point, most independent publishers
were not publishing for young readers. Authors either sent their manuscripts
to London and hoped that they could overcome the slushpile competition, or
left Australia manuscript-in-hand to chase success in person. Publishing
branches had been sending a sizeable proportion of their profits back to their
British owners for years (for example, by the mid-1970s Penguin Australia
had to send 66.67 percent of its post-tax profits to parent company Pearson
[Dutton 1996 p.1211, and editor Bob Sessions credits Penguin Australia with

keeping Penguin UK afloat in at least one year [in Dutton 1996 p. 1141). To
add editorial insult to financial injury, the British home offices were reluctant
to accept Australian manuscripts, especially those for young people (for
example, Penguin Australia's John Hooker reported repeated battles with
Puffin UK editor Kaye Webb, and described it as 'an overriding problem' [in
Dutton 1996 p. 1001). Oxford University Press' Australian branch still saw
itself as a 'sponsoring editor for the home department' in 1978, rather than an
Australian publisher (Eyre 1978 pp. 34-35).

The US ruling potentially allowed both the growth in numbers of titles by
Australian authors, and an increase in the number of Australian authors who
were published. As UQP editor D'Arcy Randall states in her essay 'Fiction
Fast Forward' (1998 p. 117), this was a significant step in enabling Australian
publishers to grow with their authors:
The Market Agreement had virtually forced ambitious Australian writers
to sever whatever early ties they had with Australian publishers and send
their manuscripts overseas. This artistic brain-drain had consequently
impoverished (in both senses of the word) Australia's cultural life.

. . . in

the late 1970s a separate 'Australasian' or 'Australian and New Zealand'
publishing territory became at last a theoretical option for ambitious
writers and their publishers.

A spin-off, of course, was that authors could remain in Australia, in closer

contact with their prime audience, and still achieve success internationally.
The end of the British Traditional Market Agreement meant that Australian
publishers had opportunities to turn local success into international sales,
reduce costs through economies of scale by entering co-productions with
overseas publishers, and sell international rights for Australian authors.
However, it also meant that Australia was potentially exposed to a rash of
cheap American imports, just as it had always been used as a dumping ground
for unsuccessful British books.

3.1.3

The Last 25 Years

Despite the introduction of specialist children's editors in the 1960s and
1970s, no real distinction was made between publishing for children and
publishing for young adults. They were seen as both being part of the overall
juvenile publishing industry. Imprints were used that were effectively for this
age group, such as Penguin's 'Peacock' line, but it was not until 1984 that the
need for a specific publishing sector for young adults was recognised by
name. Barbara Ker Wilson established the Young Adult Fiction imprint for
University of Queensland Press, with its first publications under that label in
1986. She said (1998c p. 141) of then General Manager Laurie Muller's idea:

I thought it was a most perceptive notion and that this was exactly the right
time to launch such a list. . . . teenage lists were extremely successful in
the UK and the United States.

This was the first time that Australian publishing houses had formally
acknowledged that this age group justified special attention, that it was a
distinct market niche, and that previous assumptions that fiction for young
adults could be as well served under a broader 'children's publishing list'
should be challenged.

Australian fiction for this age group had already proven it could be
internationally successful (for example, Patricia Wrightson was awarded the
Hans Christian Andersen Award (1986) for the body of her work, which
included the ground-breaking The Book of Wirrun trilogy [1977-811). The
critical and commercial success of a specific imprint for this market held great
appeal. Other publishers quickly followed suit.

If the late 1960s and 1970s saw the emerging of a particular kind of book
considered to be 'Young Adult', it was the 1980s and 1990s that saw the
development of the 'golden age' of local publishing for YA fiction (Irving
2000b). More Australian authors and titles were published in Australia; more
Australian novels gained translation and international sales (Lu Rees Archives
Management Committee 2004), and Australian YA literature gained a
reputation as being fresh, challenging and worth attention. For example,
leading American author the late Robert Cormier, who had been - and
remained through his career - a pioneer in determining what was possible in
the YA sector, endorsed Sonya Hartnett's work as 'unforgettable' (cover

notes, Hartnett 1997), and described John Marsden as 'a major writer who
deserves world-wide acclaim' (cover notes, Marsden 2000).

Books that may have had a relatively small market in Australia succeeded in
being noticed - and often successful - in the larger overseas markets.
An examination of the collection of international editions of Australian
children's books, which is held at the Lu Rees Archives at the University of
Canberra, shows that the number of novels published in foreign editions has
increased substantially in the last 25 years. Although not every foreign edition
is guaranteed to be on the list, and the figures include children's as well as
Young Adult titles, it serves as a very useful indication of changes over time.
For example, the number of Australian titles published in Danish rose from 12
in the period from 1979 to 1984, to 67 from 1979 to 2004; Dutch language
editions from 14 in the period from 1979 to 1984, to 13 in 2004 alone; in
Spanish from five titles in the years 1979-1984, to 58 from 1979 to 2004.
Sweden, which has shown an interest in Australian titles over many years,
went from 18 titles published between 1979 and 1984, to 97 titles between
1979 and 2004. In total, the Lu Rees Archives collection records 172 foreign
editions being published from 1979 to 1984, but 1,077 foreign editions from
1979 to 2004 (Lu Rees Archives Management Committee 2004).

There are several possible reasons for this increase. Firstly, more local authors
were being published, and therefore there were more books available to be

marketed internationally; secondly, British publishers may have been less
inclined to push as vigorously for international sales if their authors were not
on the doorstep to 'encourage' them to do so, as their British authors were;
thirdly, and most likely, Australian publishers began to take their books to the
overseas market in a way that had never been done before.

Australian publishing in the 1980s is generally perceived to have been a very
difficult time (see, for example, McPhee 2001). However, the general industry
experience and that of children's publishing during this time are very
different. The boom in publishing for children and young adults has often
been ignored (or at very least glossed over) in publishing histories - a not
uncommon fate for this sector. Yet it was the profits produced by successful
children's and YA lists that enabled publishing companies to survive the
downturn in sales for adult fiction (see figures later this chapter). This lack of
public acknowledgement is another example of marginalisation relating to the
world of books for young people and those who predominantly produce and
promote them - women:
Childhood is, after all, a state we grow away from; children's books - from
writing to publication to interact with children - are the province of that
culturally marginalised species, the female. (Hunt 1999a p. 1)
These female-run publishing departments were striding ahead while the rest of
the industry was going into reverse.

The 1980s, partly associated with the nationalistic build up to the 1988
Bicentenary of white colonisation, saw a boom in Australian publishing and
support for Australian authors for young people. Specialist children's
publishers Omnibus Books, Margaret Hamilton and Walter McVitty began
their companies. Technological changes and the decision (implemented
gradually from the 1970s on) to have many Australian books printed in SouthEast Asia and imported for sale here, meant that books were becoming
relatively cheaper and easier to produce. The 1980s was a boom time in
publishing in other countries as well, at least in terms of more books being
published, more books being sold, and record advances for authors. However,
in both Australia and overseas, there were also increasingly loud grumblings
about over-supply of books (for all readerships) in order to create high
turnover, and strong perceptions that the quality was falling as the numbers
were increasing. The reality of corporate take-overs by companies with little
or no background in publishing began to sink in for Australian publishers, and
changes in where and how books were sold impacted throughout the industry.
As former sales representative for Oxford University Press and Harper and
Row, Rob Scott said (in Day 1998 p. 39):

By the late 1980s the book trade in Australia had borne the brunt of
change, and came out the worse for it in my mind. Book discounting by
the major chains led to hard times for many small book shops and
eventually to warehouses full of unsold books for Angus & Robertson, and
an inevitable tendency towards the bulk of books being sold in air-

conditioned shopping centres, with all the character of pre-stressed
concrete. Certainly for me, by the end of the 1980s, working as a member
of the wider publishing industry was at least suspended if not over.

The need to get international sales for Australian titles pre-press, with the
added incentive of pushing the increasingly important and relatively lucrative
film and television rights, meant that Australian publishers learned how to
promote and sell Australian literature for young adults and children in a way,
and to an extent, that they never had before.

The 1980s and the associated globalisation of media at that time saw a sharp
increase in the number of takeovers by overseas-owned companies. This trend
increased in speed and scale during the 1990s, the decade that also saw the
introduction of the Goods and Services Tax (GST). Efforts to have books
exempted from the tax (as they are in the United Kingdom) failed, creating
shudders through the local publishing and bookselling industries. Distribution
became more centralised and maintaining a backlist of slower-selling titles
became increasingly difficult with high warehousing costs and the emphasis
on quick turnover. Also, as described separately, at the same time that the
adult fiction market was being put under pressure by large numbers of cheap
imports (and 'big name' authors with huge marketing budgets behind them),
publishing for children and young adults was bucking the trend, and
significantly increasing its market share.

3.2

The Internationalists

Many Australian young adult writers had been doing relatively well out of
foreign rights for years, even, for some writers such as Ivan Southall and
Colin Thiele, when their publishers had been UK-based. However, the number
of countries wishing to have Australian titles in translation (for example, Italy,
Germany, Sweden, Iceland, Netherlands and Denmark [Lu Rees Archives
Management Committee 20041) expanded with the greater visibility,
promotion and quality of titles being pushed by Australian publishing houses
at the international trade fairs in Bologna, Frankfurt and London. As former
UQP American agent, Pearl Bowman (1998 p. 102, 105), said of the late
1970s when she began her work pushing UQP titles in the United States,
As far as I could determine, at that juncture nobody was promoting
Australian books or authors in the US

. . . The Traditional Market

Agreement still operated, so that Australian books were considered the
property of the British publishers who controlled Commonwealth rights. A
few years later Lansdowne-Rigby would open a US office, but when I
started I had the field to myself.

... Now just about any Australian writer

of merit can get a respectful hearing from US agents and publishers, but as
recently as fifteen years ago this was not the case.

Although she described the American market for children's books as very
difficult to break into because of the pre-eminence of a few large publishers

and prescriptive views of language levels in books, 'The boundaries for young
adult books were less firm and greater success was achieved here.' (Bowman
1998 p. 109) UQP's American base was closed in 1989, while a smaller
London one closed the previous year (Galligan 1998 p. 219).

The United States, where the YA sector had first been recognised and
fostered, seemed a logical place to promote Australian YA titles, and some
authors, for example, Garth Nix, have been particularly successful there. Yet
the adult expectations of what was appropriate for young readers were
sometimes at odds with Australian writing. Unlike European countries, which
were happy to retain the Australian-ness of the product even in translation,
American publishers had less confidence in their readers' ability to transcend
national boundaries. To succeed, it seemed, books could not be 'too
Australian'; universal experiences would be of more appeal. Finding the
balance between writing and publishing that spoke to an Australian audience
looking to see themselves, and an international readership who were looking
to see themselves in the universal rather than specific experiences of the
characters, is an issue that comes up repeatedly (for example, Arthur Levine
2000 pp. 17-27; Irving 2000a pp. 144-5). This also confirms Prentice and
Bennett's (1992 p. 5) accuracy of definition of the 'Universal phase' since
1970.

3.2.1

Foreign Rights Sales

The issue of foreign rights sales is critical to the financial success of a book.
Sarah Foster (1998b) said that publishers knew, on the basis of pre-sales and
foreign rights sales, whether a book was going to be profitable even before the
first print run: 'I have never known the reception we get at a book fair to
prove false.' Anne Galligan (1998 p. 219) points to a key change in overseas
sales of Australian books over the last couple of decades: books are no longer
sold as physical objects. With the sale of rights to reprint, rather than bulky
books, the need for overseas warehousing space and distributors has ended,
making entering another market more accessible for even small publishers.

Under foreign rights sales, publishers want to sell exclusive rights to another
publisher in another country. The majority will be foreign language sales, but
the rights are sold in terms of territory, not language - for example, to Spain,
but not to all Spanish-edition rights. The publisher can make additional sales
to other countries, promoting the fact that it is going to be translated into their
language already, and if a publisher in, say, Argentina, bought up their
territory rights quickly, they may also be able to negotiate with the Spanish

publisher over translation and production costs, therefore making the book
more of a 'bargain'. The money from foreign rights comes as a one-off rather
than royalty payment, and is usually split equally between the publisher and
author. Despite the globalisation of companies, there is no guarantee that the
American arm of, say, HarperCollins will buy an Australian HarperCollins

book. The foreign rights may be sold to a competing publisher, who also has
bases in both countries. As Erica Irving ( 2 0 0 0 ~said,
)
'Belonging to the same
company may encourage them to look at it, but it's not to say they're going to
buy it.'

Publisher Laura Harris (2000 p. 81) said: 'It is wonderful for an author or
illustrator to get international exposure, and the population of those areas is so
much larger, that even a 'risky' title for an overseas market can have a larger
print run than here and of course bigger sales because we are dealing with a
bigger book buying pie.' However, she pointed out, just being able to let the
Australian market know that a book is selling well overseas also seems to
make it 'hot' for local audiences:
If the UK and the US have chosen to publish a local title, we seem more
excited about embracing it in our market. Local publishers know this to be
true, and of course a co-publication helps costs and helps our margins so
we all pursue the world stage. . . . By appealing to a world market, we can
afford to feed our own market good books and finance them. There is no
doubt that this is a major force in making a book viable. (Harris 2000 p.
8 1)

Walter McVitty (2004 p. 176) reinforces this view:
To maxirnise sales, publishers have to seek markets beyond their own
country.. .. small overseas sales are better than none at all and for some

books the figures can be substantial. Indeed, a particular book's
commercial viability might depend on securing advance foreign orders.

Latest statistics on foreign rights sales show the commercial significance of
this aspect of publishing. An inaugural survey conducted in July 2004 asked
agents and publishers about their rights business over the previous 12 months.
According to Australian Bookseller & Publisher, 54 percent of respondents
reported an improvement in the rights market over the year (across all
publishing sectors), with only 15 percent reporting a 'mild decline'. More than
three quarters of respondents (77 percent) reported an increase in rights
income, with 40 percent reporting an increase of more than 20 percent in
rights income for the year. The significant contribution of the young adult and
children's rights sales to these overall improvements was noted:
In our survey, children's books were the leading category for rights sales,
with more than half the respondents in the survey reporting business in
children's rights. Young-adult fiction and picture books were nominated
as the leading categories, with young-adult fiction being identified as the
category on the rise. (2004 p. 12)

However, the practice of selling 'exclusive rights' is under pressure through
changes in technology and worldwide ownership. At least one commentator
(Milliot 1998, cited in Sheahan-Bright 2002) is predicting massive changes in
territorial rights within the next few years.

3.2.2

The Global Market Place

A powerful force drives the world toward a converging commonality, and
that force is technology. It has proletarianized communication, transport,
and travel. It has made isolated places and impoverished peoples eager for
modernity's allurements. . . . The result is a new commercial reality - the
emergence of global markets for standardized consumer products on a
previously unimagined scale of magnitude. Corporations geared to this
new reality benefit from enormous economies of scale in production,
distribution, marketing, and management. By translating these benefits
into reduced world prices, they can decimate competitors that still live in
the disabling grip of old assumptions about how the world works. (Levitt

Levitt's scenario highlights the jeopardy of small publishers in a far off land, a
land, moreover, that had always imported more books than it produced. From
the 1980s, as never before, the book as commodity became a factor that
intruded in creative production. Cheap imports, mass produced for mass
markets, highlighted the difference in costs involved in producing an original
Australian manuscript; and therefore there were justified fears that buyers'
expectations of the 'price' of a book would actually become lower than the
costs involved in producing them.

Takeovers had occurred before, but the scale, frequency and scope of the

takeovers in the 1980s and 1990s left little sense of security for anyone in the
industry. That strong Australian lists were such a relatively recent
development, publishing for this age group so newly established, and the
Australasian market so small in comparison with the more established
American and British industries meant that Australian children's and YA
publishing departments had to think in larger terms than previously. A whole
field of successful publishing - international rights and co-editions - had to be
mastered quickly if the local industry were going to survive. The potential if
the changes were negotiated successfully was huge. However, the world of
international publishing would not be an easy one to break in to and, despite
some successes, the industry was still finding its feet in the world market
when the number and scale of international takeovers in publishing really
began to accelerate.

For an industry that had just started to break free of its colonial past and to
enjoy the successes that came with its independence, the fear of again being
secondary citizens in the publishing world was a real one. Australian
publishing was small and lacked the distribution, resources and capital to take
on the marketing might of the big players; there were fears that the Australian
lists they had put so much effort into developing may be overwhelmed by
increased imports of titles from overseas-owned companies, or that the lists
may be halted and the local offices become effectively promoters and
distributors of overseas-produced books (as had been the case with the

branches of major British publishers here in the recent past). Although
subsequently some of those fears have not been realised (or at least not
realised to the degree dreaded), they were very real at the time, and the
tensions surrounding the issue of multinational companies moving into the
local industry have certainly not been resolved yet. Erica Irving (2000a p.
145) points to some of the practical challenges of globalisation: 'will an open
market eat away at our local publishing until all we produce are the best
sellers, the sure things?

... As we globalise are we losing what makes us

unique, and does it insidiously encourage insularity?'

Key to the concerns expressed by those in Australian YA and children's
publishing over globalisation is the fear that publishing decisions are
increasingly being made by accountants rather than editors. The clash of
cultures is a fierce and continuing one. Ker Wilson (1998a p. 13) summed it
up by saying:
The net result of all this take-over mania is that today a total of seven huge
multi-national conglomerates control 50 percent of book publishing in the
English language.

. . . Of course, once they entered the book publishing

world, their chief interest lay in the bottom line and regular profits. They
had little interest in maintaining backlists that provided steady but limited
profit, or fostering likely new authors who might take a few years to prove
themselves financially. Formerly, book publishing as I had known it was a
hybrid of business enterprise and literary endeavour: to the accountants of

the multinational conglomerates, it is purely business and essentially
profit.

Magpies editor Rayma Turton (1998 p. 3) terms the take-over and rationalist

approaches 'invidious'; Ross (2002 p. 37) warns that the need for these megacompanies to have big turnovers to pay the large overheads results in
'products chasing the market, rather than vice versa'. American editor Wendy
Lamb (1998 p. 170) highlights the dilemma, which is not peculiar to
Australia: 'Editorial departments are caught between the pressure to produce
faster profits and higher sales and the fact that publishing for children, aside
from fads, is a slow business. A good novel, written with love, needs time.
Publishers must allow writers and artists room to experiment, to fail, and to
develop.'

The predominantly commercial thrust of contemporary publishing has
implications in many areas, including:
who is published (for example, does a publisher accept manuscripts
from unpublished writers, knowing that there may be a lot of work
involved in bringing a story up to publishable standard, or do they
poach an already-successful writer from another company?)
what is published (for example, books that fit neatly into an existing
genre, or the harder-to-categorize novels that will require more effort
handselling to and by booksellers?)

who it is published for (if mostly adults buy these books, should
publishers concentrate on what they think would appeal to that
market, or take a risk in publishing a book they believe young people
would prefer but that may be problematic for school librarians?)
how it is published (given price resistance by buyers, how can
publishers produce the cheapest book possible without compromising
production standards too much?)
the amount of editorial, design and marketing time that can be spent
on each title (given that the most effort must go into the titles that are
likely to generate the most money, what is left for those titles that may
only generate moderate sales success but are seen editorially as
important stories to be told?)
availability of slower-selling or older (anything over a year old) titles
(warehousing books is expensive, so why waste money keeping titles
in stock when sales have slowed?)
the income of writers (if backlist titles are not available for sale
because inventory has been reduced, royalties to writers depend on the
success of the most recent novel. Payments authors receive through
Public Lending Rights and Education Lending Rights also are likely
to diminish over time if institutions cannot replace lost or damaged
copies.)
the relationship between writers and their publishers (if one-book
contracts are the norm, and publishers' loyalty to authors depends on

the success of their latest book, an editor's long-term development of
a writer becomes a difficult-to-justify goal; if writers feel they have
not received support or results from their publisher for their latest title
they feel no obligation to stay with them for the next - whatever the
publisher's previous efforts on their behalf.)
the rise of literary agents (not only do they act as a filtering service for
publishers, but they also negotiate better royalty rates for authors, can
sell overseas and film and television rights for their clients, and
organise the auctions that are increasingly taking place for authors'
works.)

Perceptions about the traditional ethos of publishing are at odds with the
dollar-driven needs of quick returns. Yet while the pace and scale have
changed, the basic framework is still the same: publishing is a commercial
operation, that produces prized cultural artefacts -but to keep publishing,
companies must first stay in business.

3.3

Publishing and Profiting

Publishers have always been aware of the need to balance two opposing
interests, of their own 'Janus-headed nature' as Unseld puts it (1980 p. 5).
Whatever the myths of publishing having once been a genteel disseminator of
culture rather than a huckster of products, it is clear from any study of the
history of publishing that that wistful belief is purely wishful thinking. 'This is

the way things are and the way they will have to remain as long as books
possess the character of a commodity - in other words, as long as author and
publisher, the producers of this commodity, are inescapably involved in the
total economy of our society.' (Unseld 1980 p. 6) Like any other field of
publishing, publishers for young adults carry the weight of dual roles conveyors of culture, and purveyors of products:
On one level, the publishing business does not differ from any other
business, in that all firms, from miniscule ones to multinational
enterprises, are constrained by the forces of the market to look at the
'bottom line.'

. . . The pressures of the marketplace will soon eliminate

anyone who remains oblivious to them. (Coser, Kadushin and Powell 1982
p. 15)

Anne Galligan of UQP (1998 p. 225) voiced concern that the long term
prospects for independent Australian publishers are less than rosy:
Publishing for the Australian market has always been an economically
precarious proposition. In the 1990s the nation-wide depression has
seriously affected book sales and government funding has been reduced.
The Australian marketplace is increasingly governed by multinational
forces which are adding to the traditional difficulties of too many imported
books in a small market. Like many other independent Australian
publishing houses, UQP is dealing in original publishing with full editorial
work, full production and marketing in its particular niche areas. There is a

pragmatic approach to the realities of the market.
Cutting the costs in production, for example, using cheaper quality paper, is
seen as preferable to increasing prices.

As with any other business, without an awareness of commercial reality,
publishers would fail. However, the nature of how that business is conducted
has changed dramatically, particularly in the last thirty years. Coser, Kadushin
and Powell (1982 p. 14) highlight the fact that there have been huge changes
in publishing between the nineteenth and twentieth centuries, and that 'The
possibility that publishing houses would be owned by large corporate entities
engaged in a wide variety of unrelated businesses would have struck
nineteenth-century publishers as the fantasy of a diseased mind'. Yet it is the
nature of business itself, not only publishing, that has changed.

Our attachment to books as tangible yet emotional icons perhaps makes the
criticism more pointed than in other industries. For example, Brent (1993 p.
20) points to the suspicion of teachers (as portrayed in English Journal) of any
attempted move by publishers to link literature and commerce:
'Profit' is one of the words to which publishers and teachers react with
vastly different attitudes. When teachers speak of publishers' insistence
that books be 'profitable', they sound suspicious. They reveal that for
them, good literature combats, rather than reflects, the values of the
market-place.

This middle-class attitude that 'literature' is 'above' the taint of cold cash is
one that has survived at least two centuries, fostered assiduously by those such
as Henry Austen who portrayed his sister as a genteel amateur. Reality, of
course, was very different (see Fergus 1998 pp. 12-31 for an effective
debunking of the Jane Austen money myth). In the nineteenth century, of
course, class and status were inextricably bound with the issue of how one
earned one's income. This was particularly the case with middle class women,
who had few respectable job options, and were trained to be managers of their
husband's home rather than earn any income themselves. In the field of
writing, the well-publicised money-making lecture tours of Dickens and
Twain later that century illustrated that the idea of authors making money
from their work was no longer as unpalatable as it had been (although the fact
they were male is likely to have made it easier for them). The idea of books as
entertainment, and their creators as entertainers rather than educators, began at
the same time that the novel was developing into an accepted art form. This
can be seen in the introduction of Penny Readings in Australia 'between 1865
and 1870' (Askew and Hubber 1988 p. 134). The notion of author as celebrity
will be examined in Chapters 6 and 7.

However, as Kroll(1999, 2002) has pointed out, the 'snob' factor attached to
popular (and therefore profitable) authors for young people is still alive and
well. A large part of this attitude comes down to the belief that those who

convey culture are somehow serving a higher god than mere profit. They are
serving 'Art' with a Capital A. This belief is much more fervent when it
comes to those writing for children and young adults, where the dominant
social constructs of 'young adulthood' and 'childhood' are so fiercely
defended. However, as Aidan Chambers (1990 p. 90) said in his 1986
Arbuthnot Lecture:
The family of literature for young readers has its own parentage to live
out. It was born of a humble, well-intentioned mother named Simple
Didactics, and sired by a cunning but aggressive father called Cheap
Commerce. Many children of the family inherited the worst of the genes
from both sides. Even now, they stick close to home and carry on the
business of telling readers what to think in off-the-shelf stories more
notable for the craft of their marketing than the skill of their crafting.

The overwhelming public belief, nonetheless, is that authors and publishers
for this market should be aiming for the highest possible standards, and
challenging their readers to do the same. Any author will say that that is
exactly what they are doing - crafting the best work they can for their
audience. The difficulty arises when the adult constructs of the young adult
readers are different, and the tension is exacerbated when young people and
adults disagree on what is a 'good' book. Many adults, unlike young people,
seem to have great difficulty in accepting the popular as being also - at least
potentially - 'good'. It is certainly not a new issue: Gillian Avery (1975 p.

230) commented on it thirty years ago, and pointed to the continuous flux in
adult opinions:
Children's reading seems to fall into three categories: the books adults
promote; those that they merely tolerate, and 'trash' which they would like
to withhold altogether. Adult opinion, as we have seen, has wavered from
generation to generation.

However, as Brent (1993 p. 21) states:
Publishers, though, maintain that if the book industry is not profitable,
literature will suffer because its production and distribution will be
curtailed. To them, allowing the market to shape their editing and
promotional priorities is the best way to ensure that kids will always have
access to fresh supplies of books.

The debate about 'quality' and 'popular' books for this readership is unlikely
ever to be completely resolved, partly because the kinds of value judgements
being made will continue to be tested on title after title, series after series,
readership after readership, and will always depend on the social and cultural
changes (such as educational priorities) that take place at the time and
therefore impact on the constructs of young adulthood. It is not relevant to this
thesis, except in very general terms, as the researcher was careful to make no
judgement about what 'quality' of books keen readers chose, but concentrated
instead on how and why they chose them. That said, the issue is an ongoing

one, and impacts on the commercial aspects of publishing for this age group.

The quest for profit and the demands of excellence have all too often
refused to go hand in hand. One should not be surprised that these same
tensions, albeit in somewhat different form, are still here today. (Coser et
al. 1982 p. 35)

I am unable to explain why the two are seen in the 21st century as still
mutually exclusive; a satisfying explanation also eludes those involved in the
industry. The sincere enthusiasm of editors when they discover a manuscript
that excites them, because they believe it will excite the intended readers, is
unquestionable. As publisher Laura Harris (2000 p. 80) said, the emotional
and literary appeal of a novel is critical in it being published, 'But to make a
book, there are costs, and we have to manage these too.'

Authors recognise the need for their books to have 'saleability' to a market,
either niche or mass. As Sonya Hartnett (1998b p. 33) said,
Any writer who imagines publishing as anything other than a business is

not innocent but naive, and at all times the writer must work around this
fact, and sometimes he or she can make use of it.

A similar concern is expressed by another author, James Moloney (1999 p.
15I), but he makes the point specifically in terms of the overwhelming

importance of the school market for Australian Young Adult titles:
If school libraries and the concept of a class novel set by the teacher were
to disappear suddenly, the YA market would collapse overnight. I know
this because I've seen the figures . . . up to 70 percent of YA books like
mine and Brian Caswell's, Gillian Rubinstein's, Gary Crew's and so on,
are sold to schools for use in the school library or the classroom. Public
libraries are not included in this and somewhere in amongst what
percentage remains are the sales to book lovers, the kids who love reading
and go out to buy books for themselves or have books bought for them by
family and friends.
I find this a sobering thought.

Implicit in Moloney's comments is the need for writers to keep those main
customers - adult teachers and teacher-librarians, rather than the nominal
audience, young adults - satisfied with what is being written and published.
The financial incentive to avoid publishing a book that may risk losing the key
market is extremely strong - an aspect explored further in Chapters 6 and 7.

Clearly, Young Adult authors, with rare exceptions, are by necessity writing
for adults. I find this a sobering, if not surprising, thought. It is, after all, the
contradiction of publishing for young people: books need to be profitable, but
to be profitable, they have to appeal primarily to an audience that is not the
intended reader.

Yet, while the economic necessity is well recognised in the industry, it is far
from the main motivation for creators. As demonstrated in Chapter 6, writers
and publishers want to reach and move young people with their novels.
Carmel Boyle (1999 p. 164), who has worked in marketing for publishers for
more than two decades, points to the potential conflict between publishing
company staff - on the one side, the commercial arm; on the other, the
creative:
Sales teams tend to be quite conservative. They only want the publisher to
publish what they know they can sell, so no risk-taking, please.
On the other hand, publishers and editors can have a nasty habit of
falling in love with their projects. Each one, after all, is their baby.. .

Whatever the compromises made in negotiating the competing interests within
and outside the publishing house, they do not guarantee success. Publisher
Frank Eyre (1978 p. 47) summarizes the dilemma: there is no rulebook, no
policy, that will guarantee the success of every title:
Publishing has to be such a mixture of idealism and practicality, of
conservatism and experiment, that the principles on which a responsible
publisher bases his decisions have to be too fluid to constitute a 'policy'.
The best he can claim for the way he has to operate is a kind of
enlightened opportunism.

Michael Bollen (Wakefield Press), somewhat ruefully, speaks for the small
independents: 'Publishers seem attracted to an industry which isn't normally
especially lucrative.' (1998 p. 26). Without the lucre, there is no literature.

3.3.1

Pricing and Profits in Publishing for Young People

Although customers' view of the price of a book was inevitably coloured by
the ready availability of cheap imports from the 1970s and 1980s on, people
still bought - and buy -new Australian titles. The changes between buying
and borrowing behaviour in 1978 and 1989 were illustrated in the 1990
Australia Council report Books - Who Reads Them? Among the findings were
that:
book prices rose substantially faster than the consumer price index (an
average 12.8 percent increase per year compared to an 8.5 percent CPI
increase)
the number of people who said they only ever bought (as opposed to
borrowed) books dropped from 20 percent to 17 percent
the number of people who said they only ever borrowed books (as
opposed to buying) rose from 12 percent to 17 percent
the number of books sold had fallen per head of population

In contrast, the report also showed that Australian children's and Young Adult
publishing was doing remarkably well, particularly when compared with its
adult fiction counterpart. Among the positive findings were:

a

of all children's (and YA) books bought in 1989, 30 percent of them were

by Australian authors, compared with only nine percent of fiction sales for
adults
of all books bought in 1989, 20 percent were children's and YA titles,
compared with just nine percent in 1978
of all children's and YA books borrowed from public libraries in 1989,31
percent were by Australian authors (compared with 7 percent for adult
fiction), compared with 15 percent in 1978.

By value, the share of Australian books bought in the 1989 survey accounted
for eight percent for fiction, 44 percent of non-fiction and 40 percent of
children's and juvenile titles. (1990 p. 6, my emphasis). In other words, the
newcomers to the publishing world, the children's and Young Adult
departments, were effectively subsidising their adult fiction sectors. Although
the picture for Australian publishing in general was not rosy, it is hard to
argue with Maurice Saxby's 1993 (p. 2) assessment that at that time,
'Australian children's publishing in this country has never been in a stronger
position.'

There is one critical commercial issue involved in publishing for children and
young adults that does not affect adult trade publishing to nearly the same
extent. Buyers are resistant to paying a high price for a book for children or
young adults. Sheahan-Bright (2002 p. 288):

There has been an expectation that books for young people must
necessarily be 'cheaper' than books for older people. This stems from the
desire to make books accessible, but also from notions that they are
shorter, easier and 'less worthy' of the purchase price applied to adult
books.

Books Alive (2001 p. 10) stated: 'The budget pressure of family life is just
one of several factors that make this a much more price sensitive market,
hence variety stores and second-hand outlets are significant [sources of
books].' The discounts provided to variety stores are so high, publishers (and
authors) receive little return. However, a little is better than nothing at all,
which is what they get from the remainder and second-hand shops. While the
unit cost of books is reduced if the print run is larger, the trend towards quick
turnover and reduced inventory means that books are remaindered and / or
pulped rather than warehoused until sold.

To sell a title, publishers have to squeeze both costs and profit margins much
more tightly than is required for the adult market:

A children's book still has to be edited, paper paid for, a cover illustrated,
internals designed, printed, packaged, sold and distributed. But, whereas

an adult book pricing might be close to $20 for a novel and over $50 for a
colour book we need to keep our retail price closer to $14 for a novel and
no more than $25 for a colour book. So automatically, we have much less

dollars per book coming into the company! (Harris 2000 p. 80)

Hartnett (2004a p. 62) makes the point that it is not only publishers who are
affected by this price resistance, but also the authors:
The publisher's advance will be smaller than usual, reflecting the fact that
the public insists on paying less for children's than for adult books,
although the production costs of children's books are often equal to or
greater than those of adult work.

Sarah Foster (1998b) of Walker Books Australia provided a breakdown of the
costs and returns on a hypothetical book for this market, taking the nominal
Recommended Retail Price (RRP) as $20:

BREAKDOWN OF COSTS
book

RRP

$20

sale of book to bookseller

$10

net income

$10

warehousing / distribution

$ 1 (10 percent of net income)

royalty

$ 2 (10 percent of RRP)

printing and freight

$ 2 (10 percent of RRP)

marketing

$ .75 (5-10 percent of net;

7.5 percent in eg)
origination (pre-print cost, proofs)

$ .40 (2 percent of RRP)

INCOME FOR PUBLISHER:

$3.85 (before returns)

However, the manner in which books are sold is very different from other
products, and this breakdown is not the final figure out of which publishing
houses have to pay for wages, lease or rates for their buildings, vehicle costs,
taxes, travel and equipment. While some publishers, such as Allen & Unwin,
operate on the basis of firm sales, this is not universal. The 'sale or return'
policy that exists in bookselling is peculiar to this industry, and makes sales
figures particularly difficult to define, as booksellers can return unsold new
books for up to three months after invoicing, and up to a year for backlist
titles. Sales that are confidently reported one financial year become the returns
of the next financial year. Sarah Foster (1998b) calls returns 'the most costly
and wasteful aspect of the publishing industry.' Averaging 20 percent, returns
mean that the hypothetical $3.85 income for publishers is reduced to $3.10,
from which all of the publisher's costs must be met. Yet the costs of a larger
initial print run are still lower than the costs of a small initial print run and a
small reprint. To be viable, said Erica Irving (2000c), an initial print run of
5,000 for a new or C-list author is normal for the larger publishers. Initial print
runs for recognised authors are higher.

3.3.2

Sale or Return: Juggling

Cost savings must be made somewhere. The quality of paper, the time editors
can afford to spend on any manuscript, the amount of white space on a page or
the kind of font used in order to squeeze a book into fewer pages all impact on
a customer's view of the value of the product. Short-term savings may
become long-term regrets if customers perceive a publisher's name to mean a

lack of editorial or design quality.

Coser et al. (1982 p. 14) point to another reason why the shift from the
predominantly family-owned publishing houses of the 19th and early 20th
centuries to the media conglomerates of the late 20th and early 21st centuries
is perceived as being a threat to quality literature:
Critics of the recent rash of takeovers and mergers argue that publishers
once balanced the demands of commerce with their responsibilities to
culture by letting commercially successful books pay for books of high
quality but limited appeal. . . . In the view of many critics, the hard-headed
businessmen running today's publishing corporations care only for books
likely to sell to a mass audience. . .

Publishing houses may well have written off losses on one book against
profits on another. Publisher Sarah Foster (1998b) told a Canberra audience, 'I
would estimate a good half of books do not make a profit and these authors /
illustrators do not earn out their advance. Every publisher needs a best seller
to cover the costs of other non-profit books.' That ethos is not universal (if it
ever had been), and although the overall bottom line is still the critical one, the
sales performance of individual titles is looked at closely:
The aim of the capitalist enterprise is to return the investment to the
shareholder so that the product, the book, has to sell in a certain volume to
keep the enterprise afloat. It's not like a small home-based operation

where you mortgage the house to up the print run. It's not even the
situation where you publish the best seller and then use the profit to offset
the losses made on another less popular title. Everything has to earn its
place. (Gleeson 2000 p. 76)

If publishers do not believe they can sell a book, and sell enough copies to
recoup their costs, it will not be published. The traditional publishing attitude
of developing an author, sticking with them through the not-so-profitable
times in order to reap the rewards later, is one that some publishers, such as
Leonie Tyle of UQP (2001) are still trying to project:
Like all editors, I'm looking for the long-term arrangement and always
searching for the author who has the burning desire to making writing
their life: I believe in the writer and not a single work.

However, it would appear that such publishers are now a minority. Unseld
(1980 p. 29) argued that 'a literary publisher who is serious about his
responsibilities will never, not even in hard times, stop publishing the latest
literature, no matter how difficult it is to find buyers and readers for it.' His
idealistic world is nostalgically enticing nowadays, when so many major
publishing houses refuse to accept unsolicited manuscripts, or only accept
manuscripts through literary agents (and agents are seldom interested in
representing an unpublished author). One-book contracts, bidding wars for
popular authors, and the heavy emphasis on the A-list rather than less-

established authors show that the loyalty between author and publisher has
been at very least eroded and possibly irreparably damaged over the last
decade. Publishers want proven successes, and are prepared to pay well for
them. They want celebrity authors, best sellers, or at least solid sellers. They
want recognised brand name authors, proven market demand, and high
projected sales, and are prepared to put a high proportion of their marketing
dollars behind what they think will be a 'sure seller' to ensure it becomes a
'best seller'. As UQP's Anne Galligan said (1998 p. 232), the loyalty
relationship between author and publisher is at stake: 'There has been
increasing pressure in this area as other publishers with 'seemingly unlimited
budgets' search for authors with reputations, a marketable commodity.'
Although this clearly applies to the A-list authors (and every publisher has at
least one), it also applies to the mid-grade, or B-list authors. Glyn Parry
(1998~)told the researcher he felt uncomfortable shifting from Random
House to Hodder Headline:
There is a new corporate cowboy mentality that has crept in. Why invest in
a new author when you can poach a successful author? Hodder has not
invested one single moment or cent in getting me to where I am. But they
offered me a lot of money for my last book.

Many publishers no longer accept unsolicited manuscripts or only accept
specific types of manuscripts at particular times. The situation constantly
changes, depending on the firm's commitments and the size of their existing

slushpile; it is a regular occurrence for companies to advise prospective
authors that they cannot look at any more manuscripts until they have cleared
the backlog. Publishing companies that do accept unsolicited manuscripts,
when they do, generally try to filter the submissions from the first. For
example, Random House Australia (2005) as at July 2005 was advising
writers that it preferred manuscripts to come via an agent, or 'with at least a
positive recommendation from an accredited manuscript appraisal
service.' Penguin Books Australia (2005) warned would-be authors that
it is 'extremely rare for any unsolicited manuscripts or proposals to be
accepted for publication. Manuscripts and proposals submitted by literary
agents will always take precedence.'

Publishing only established authors reduces the risk of a failure; without the
successful sellers on their list, publishers would be unable to 'retain the
capacity to produce the books we want to.' (Unseld 1980 p. 37)

That said, first-time authors have earning potential, too. If editors believe in a
story, they are prepared to be strong advocates for an unknown writer. Every
manuscript needs a strong advocate; it is not enough to convince an editor, the
editor must then convince the rest of the publishing team (including editors
from other sectors of the publishing house, each of whom will have their own
manuscripts to 'sell' at the meeting), the designers, the marketing staff, the
accountants and - critically - the sales teams. Although the author is the public

face of the book, it is only through the unified efforts of those within the
publishing house that a manuscript makes it to the bookshelves. The issue of
how to 'sell' a book to a sales team is complicated dramatically for those
publishers relying on another for warehousing, distribution and sales (an
increasingly common factor, with Penguin dominating the trade distribution
means). Not only do you have to 'sell' your book to the individual salespeople
who will be taking it into retailers, libraries and schools for you, you have to
ensure that at the personal selling level they are pushing your titles just as hard
as their parent company's (your rival publisher's) titles. Moreover, as Boyle
(1999 p. 166) points out,
In the big companies those sales reps may have over 200 new titles to 'sell
in' to a bookseller each month. Everyone's brain dead by the end of it.
Children's books tend to be allocated to the end of a publication sheet.
Guess which part of the list cops a bookseller's tired mind at the end of the
selling process?

3.4

Determining a Category: YA Literature

As already described, there is difficulty in determining the difference between
Young Adult and adult novels in terms of the relationship between the
narrator and implied reader (Wall 1991, Nimon & Foster 1997). With
boundaries blurred between the two, in terms of age groups, decisions are
clearly made on other grounds.

Key to the decision making, I contend, is the focus of the story - does it see

the world through the eyes of a young person? By that I do not necessarily
mean that the protagonist must be of a certain age, but more that the incidents,
experiences and responses within the text are perceived with a young adult's
eye, not the eye of an adult author in hindsight. This is supported by
Chambers' view (1986 p. 86) that the portrayal of young adults in books
written for adults and books for young adults is very different: 'it requires a
definition of the difference between the adult exploitation of youth in
literature and literature written on behalf of adolescence.'

Cart (1996 p. 95) said that the books popular among young adults are those
which they feel have 'something authentic to say about their lives and,
perhaps, their futures.' To do that, the books will not denigrate what the
readers are going through; they will not talk down to the readers; they will
take concerns seriously. This means that even in the funniest books, the author
is recognising that what the protagonist is going through is also important to
the reader. A character's embarrassment, misunderstandings, budding
romances, shame about the behaviour of family members and spectacular
failures in public settings are all fodder for humour. We may be laughing, but
we are also cringing on their behalf. Our laughter is with them, not at them.
The readers know exactly what Dan, the narrator of 48 Shades of Brown
(Earls 1999 p. 170), means when he says:
Burns arrives, an hour before the party's due to start, and right away I feel
better. I feel better in a totally selfish way. He's far worse off that I am.

My afternoon may not have been perfect, but I haven't turned up at a uni
party with dabs of something not-quite-flesh-coloured on my more
pulsating zits, an air mattress, a monogrammed sheet-bag, pyjamas and a
cling-wrapped platter of cakes. Burns is aware that he has lost any
association with cool.

While Burns is worse off than Dan, Dan is worse off than the readers. They
may not be so desperate to impress a girl that they pored over a book on
ornithology, hoping to slip some facts into conversation. However, they also
know the nervousness and desire to impress that are behind his actions. They
are laughing, but they are also recognising his dilemma. While they may not
have been invited to a uni party - yet - they know that they would hate to look
stupid when they are there. Author Nick Earls, like other good writers for
young adults, is on their side.

3.4.1

Reading Patterns

Usually the reader is a couple of years younger than the age of the
protagonists, and it is accepted doctrine that young readers are happy to read
'up', but will not read 'down' to a character younger than themselves (Kropp
and Cooling 1995 p. 132), except in the case of familiar favourites from their
own reading. The same applies to adults, who would not think to look through
the young adult shelves of bookshops or libraries for a book to read, yet
happily buy it if it is not branded as a book for young adults (see below). The
behaviour, of the young adult readers at least, links closely with the

psychological evidence discussed in Chapter 2. In trying out these new
possibilities, experiencing vicariously, they are posing the questions, 'What
would I do? How would I feel?' The character's motivation, actions, feelings
and voice must all ring true to the reader, which is a - perhaps the most relevant reason for writers and publishers to be aware of psychological and
personality development in the teenage years.

Young adult readers share all of the things that adult readers look forward to
in a book - escape, entertainment, information, diversion, comfort, challenge,
release, empowerment, resolution, catharsis, ideas, excitement, consolation,
joy, to discover new people, to understand more about why things happen,
what makes some people treat others the way they do, why some people are
victimised and others victirnise, to experience things we may never live in our
daily lives, to recognise that others have survived what we are going through.
Reading is a means to connect to the world, to connect to an individual, to
examine the self, to laugh at ourselves, to remind ourselves that our lives are
not too bad, considering.

The pattern of young people's reading has attracted attention by many
commentators over the years, particularly the 'three steps forward, one step
back' pattern of reading books that challenges, informs and encourages a
greater appreciation of the aesthetics of literature, and the return to familiar
books from childhood. More than thirty years ago, Williams (1970 p. 113)

reassured parents that this behaviour is to be expected as much from the
advanced as the reluctant reader:
Adolescence is just as transitional and difficult a period for the bright and
intelligent as for the slower. Boys and girls are apt to feel and behave like
adults one minute and like very young, even silly, children the next.
Readmg is one of the few activities that is adaptive enough to make
allowance for this swing, to provide the right atmosphere for either mood.

Carlson (1971), Nilsen and Donelson (2001), Kropp and Cooling (1995 pp.
145-146), among others, adopt that same reassuring tone to parents and
teachers: It is okay for your child / young adult readers to do that.

Ironically, but in line with adult constructs of young adults, what is not
acknowledged in these texts is that this pattern is shared by adult readers.
There are times when we want the comfort of the familiar, re-reading
favourite books, and seeking out books whose conventions we know (mass
market genre fiction, such as romances and westerns, rely for their success on
meeting readers' expectations of 'more of the same', in the same way that
series fiction appeals to young readers). Other times we look for escape in
light reading, such as 'airport novels', or a brush with worlds we are unlikely
to ever experience (such as crime fiction, historical fiction, fantasy and
science fiction); and sometimes we are looking for a more substantial literary
experience, when the interior life of the characters is at very least as important

as the events in the story, when the sense of recognition is heightened, when
the narrative devices resonate with us in a way that makes the experience
'new' and significant.

Adult reading experiences and our motivations for reading are the same as
young adults', yet are perceived as less worrying, less significant,
unremarkable, and therefore acceptable. The social constructs through which
we perceive young adulthood in turn define our ideas of why reading - and
reading the 'right' material, in a particular way - is so critical for young adults
and children, and why adults can live with the contradictions between our
expectations of adults' and young adults' reading. It is unlikely that adults
would make the same effort to control what their peers are reading, and they
would certainly have less chance of success.

3.4.2

Crossing Audiences

From a publisher's perspective, the key issue is how to get that book to the
people who want to read it, whatever their motivations or age. If the story's
appeal is broader than an age group, how can they reach different readerships
with the same book? Is having a YA label a technique that works when selling
to an institution such as a high school library, but counts against the book in
trade sales?

Not surprisingly, writers who publish in the YA imprints have widely

divergent views about who they are writing for, whether the YA label is a
good or necessary thing, and how the notion of audience impacts on how they
write (or how works are edited). The rapid development of a new market
niche, crossover fiction, has further complicated the identification of specific
categories for individual titles, or of individual authors with a specific market.

With a few notable exceptions, those published in the field are adults. Among
those who were first published for a YA audience while still in their teens are
Sonya Hartnett (Trouble All the Way [I9841 was published when she was 15);
Gabriel Carey and Kathy Lette, whose novel Puberty Blues (1979), written
when they were 18, was a watershed in Australian publishing for this age
group; Erin Skiffington, whose The Day After Forever (1997) was published
when she was 14; Lisa Vasil, who had had three books published by the time
she was 18, and four before she was 21 (Duder 1994 p. 2000; Vasil 1991
cover notes); Simon French, who wrote Hey, Phantom Singlet (1975) when he
was 13, and had it published when he was 18 and still in high school; and, of
course, S.E. Hinton, whose novel The Outsiders (1967), written when she was
seventeen, was a pivotal book at the time it was published and remains a
popular novel more than thirty years later. Publishers heavily promoted the
age of these writers as an indicator of authenticity, and perhaps also as an
aspirational factor for readers. More writers (including Isobelle Carmody,
Scott Monk, Melina Marchetta and Anna Fienberg) were published in their
twenties (sometimes with novels they wrote or began while in their teens), but

the vast majority of writers published for this age group are in their thirties or
older.

This gap in age between intended reader and writer is perceived by some to be
irrelevant, and others to be critical. For example, Nicole Pluss (1998 p. 218)
admitted the difficulty of recreating the teenage experience in an authentic
way, while Brian Caswell worries about connecting with a teenage audience
(1994 pp. 274-5). That gap in age and experience is a real one yet, clearly,
many writers have managed to connect with young adults, their stories to
resonate with them, their characters to live to them. The industry would not be
alive otherwise. Yet as Chapter 6 shows, that awareness of audience is one
that writers remain divided over in terms of the writing process.

3.5

Bookselling for Children and Young Adults
Adults buy these books, and this is one of the trickiest parts of the
marketing of children's [YA] books. Retailers commit to a book; teachers
and librarians chose (sic) books for the classroom; parents buy books for
their children. Parents are indeed subject to the desires of their offspring,

and children [young adults] will be honest in their response to them, but
ultimately, not that many children [young adults] are wandering around
bookshops looking for something to read on holidays. (Harris 2000 p. 80)

The institutional market is critical to the success of most books. Sarah Foster
(1998b), Managing Director of Walker Books Australia, said that 80 percent

of a publisher's income from children's and Young Adult books will be
derived from institutions - public and school libraries. Others put the figure
slightly lower. Former publisher Barbara Ker Wilson (1998a p. 12) said that
with the exception of 'best sellers', at least two thirds of total sales for books
produced for the Australian YA and children's markets are to public and
school libraries. Moloney (1999) put sales of his titles to school libraries at 70
percent, but did not specify the percentage of sales to public libraries.

Whatever the real total - and figures are extremely difficult to obtain - it is
clear that the vast majority of YA books, probably around three quarters, are
bought by adults. In recent years, however, when school and public libraries
have had proportionately less money to spend on books (and have often had to
decide between large capital investment in computers, or buying books),
publishers and booksellers have recognised the need to target the reader
directly (see Chapters 6 and 7).

Key to turning young adults into active buyers is the issue of where books are
sold (see next section). The increasing importance of department stores for
book sales along with (to a much lesser extent) the incursion of overseasbased sales and distribution companies (such as Amazon.com) through the
internet have put pressure on the traditional booksellers. The higher discounts
demanded by chain stores and book clubs have narrowed publishers' profit
margins (and author royalties), despite savings in higher print runs and

distribution costs. The acceleration in the drift away from the 'traditional'
book store is putting pressure on independent booksellers. As publisher Mark
Macleod (1998a p. 7) said:
Dramatic changes in the ways books for young people are being bought
are forcing publishers to reconsider at every level the ways books are sold.
And given that publishing margins are so small in Australia, publishers
themselves do not have the money for market research to guide these
considerations.

In the United States, changes in the places where books are bought have had a
direct impact on the products being sold. This trend began in the 1980s, but
has continued since. When teenagers decided that shopping malls were their
home away from home, chain bookstores reaped the benefit, with demand for
paperback romances starting the trend and series books following. Michael
Cart (1996 pp. 150-15 1) states:
This is tremendously important, because it is now the buyers for the chains

- not librarians, not educators, and not psychologists - who dictate how we
define 'young adults.' ... And since that paperback must be sold to a chain
if it is to return a profit, it must be suitable for readers who match the
chain's definition of young adults - ie, eleven-to-fourteen-year-olds.

..

And since kids like to read about people like themselves, is it any wonder
that the protagonists in young adult fiction have become younger and
younger as readers have become younger and younger and are now,

typically, of middle school age? ... It is not young adult fiction that is
extinct; it is - so far as market-driven publishers are concerned - its former
fifteen-to-eighteen-year-old readers who have become the endangered
species.

It would be interesting to track any changes in protagonists' ages over, say,
the last ten years, and see whether the same could be said of Australian Young
Adult literature. Perhaps the development of the crossover market, where
some books are published simultaneously for adult and YA release, has
enabled publishers to maintain the spread more easily than US publishers
were able to.

3.5.1

Bookselling Data

The Australian Bureau of Statistics (ABS), which collected data on
booksellers for the first time in 2002 (on the 2000-2001 financial year),
showed the average profit for bookshops was just 2.2 percent of turnover, or
$22.6 million, on a turnover of $1.02 billion in the first year of the Goods and
Services Tax (GST). (AB&P 2002- 2003 p. 8) As these are the first national
figures available, it is impossible to compare them with previous years' to
determine the impact of the tax, which added 10 percent to the cost of each
book. However, the statistics will allow for benchmarking in future, and the
breakdown of where books are sold will enable those in the industry to track
changes in buyer habits.

Those taking part in the survey were a mixture of those who sold books as
their prime business (545 bookshops in 876 locations) and those, including
newsagents, department stores, supermarkets and 'major retailers' (a total of
740 retailers) who sold books as part of their business. Unlike publishers that
same financial year, where the 20 largest companies made all of the profit, it
was the dedicated booksellers who had done better financially than the large
retailers. Although the bulk of sales (45 percent of sales, or 56 percent of
turnover) were through the 48 large businesses (those employing 20 or more
people), their profits were significantly lower than smaller businesses (0.7
percent compared to 4.1 percent). Bookshops accounted for a total turnover of
$933.6 million, and sold 4 1.8 million books during the 200012001 financial
year. Newsagents and department stores accounted for 22.7 percent of all
book sales. (AB&P 2002 - 2003 p. 8)

These figures make interesting comparisons with Books Alive (2001) statistics.
Their national telephone survey of 1,053 adults (18 years or older) was part of
the Book Industry Assistance Plan set up after the introduction of GST. Those
who had bought books in the previous year for themselves were asked where
they had obtained them, and how often they would use that source (often,
sometimes, rarely, never). Chain bookstores were the most popular, with 65
percent of buyers saying they use them often or sometimes. Independent book
retailers were the next most popular, but significantly behind at 35 percent;
second hand shops rated 25 percent; newsagents 25 percent; discount

(remainder) bookshops 21 percent; variety stores 20 percent; fairs or garage
sales 16 percent; through the workplace 15 percent; department store 14
percent; book club (direct mail) 11 percent; and those used least often were
the internet or a reading group. (p. 36)

Those who bought for their children also used chain book stores most often
(often or sometimes), at 55 percent. Significantly different, and illustrating
Ashton Scholastic's market penetration for the primary school age group, was
the proportion of those who bought often or sometimes through school book
clubs (45 percent). This was just one percent below variety stores (46
percent), but well above independent bookstores (35 percent); 23 percent used
discount stores and newsagencies; direct mail book club (22 percent); secondhand book shop or department store (both 21 percent); 19 percent through the
workplace; 19 percent through fairs or garage sales; 16 percent used specialist
children's book stores, and the number using the internet was insignificant.

Although the Books Alive figures are interesting, they provide no indication of
the value or quantity of what the participants bought, how often, for what
purpose, or in what fields, so are of little practical assistance to those
researching the area. Questions were also asked about whether parents read to
their children, whether their children borrowed books for pleasure from the
school library, whether their children borrowed books for pleasure from the
public library. (p. 73,74,76,77) The word 'children' was applied to those

younger than 13.

Again, those aged 13-17 are invisible, with only one question relating to
young adults. Parents were asked how easy they found it to buy suitable books
for their children and teenagers: only 16 percent said they found it very easy
(35 percent for children); 39 percent said it was easy (44 percent for children);
25 percent said they found it hard (16 percent for children); 15 percent said
they found it very hard (3 percent for children), and 5 percent said they did not
know (2 percent for children). (p. 75)

When asked by the researcher why young adults were not included in the
survey, ACNielsen's Project Director for the survey pointed to the study
undertaken by the Australian Centre for Youth Literature (ACYL 2001).

This study looked at the reading experience of 801 people aged between 10
and 18 (398 aged between 10 and 14, and 403 aged between 15 and 18). All
lived in capital cities, and undertook a quantitative telephone survey. Followup qualitative work was undertaken, with both focus groups and in-depth
interviews. Adults were also asked for their opinion, with 626 answering a
one-question telephone survey, and 14 in-depth interviews with stakeholders
(parents, librarians, booksellers, journalists).

This study will be examined in more detail in Chapters 5 and 7, and its results

will be referred to in the analysis of the researchers' qualitative research with
young adults. However, it is useful to report that 25 percent of 10-18-yearolds in the study, who read for pleasure once a month or more, obtained books
from bookshops. This is only slightly behind the number who borrowed from
the school library (28 percent), and is above the number who borrowed from
the public library (22 percent). Family was the source of books in 16 percent
of responses, and friends 8 percent. Therefore, more young people chose
books from book shops than they borrowed from or received as gifts from
family and friends in total. The proportion of those obtaining their books from
shops increased as they got older, with only 17 percent of those at primary
school obtaining their books from a bookshop. This finding shows that a
sizeable proportion of young adults have disposable incomes that they are
prepared to spend (at least in part) on books.

Macleod points to the 'urgent need here for university research into ... a wide
range of factors determining the choices adults make (as publishers,
booksellers, reviewers and educators) and the choices young people make.
And some of the most interesting factors clearly involve an examination of
marketing.' (1998a p. 7)

These issues are central to the next three chapters of this thesis.

3.6

Conclusion

Young Adult literature in Australia has developed into a vibrant and
commercially important element in contemporary publishing. In the second
half of the twentieth century, Australian publishing in general and children's
and Young Adult publishing in particular has made the transition from being
perceived as a British literary outpost and legally-constrained market to being
part of an international, globalised industry.

Social and legal changes, particularly from the 1970s on, resulted in changes
in the type and amount of material published for young adults. The
introduction of young adult imprints by publishers recognised that the needs
of young adult readers and those who bought for them could not be met
specifically by the original publishing binary division of child readers and
adult readers. The niche marketing proved to be successful, and the rewarding
sales of titles in Australia and rights overseas have demonstrated the
continuing importance of this sector.

Commercial considerations such as pricing resistance by customers, costs of
production, distribution and returns of books, and the need for sales of
international rights to offset publishing costs, impact on the viability of
individual titles. Changes in where and how books are sold and bought, which
mirror changes documented in the United States, may in turn affect what is
published; however the identification of a new market niche - crossover

novels - may broaden sales by blurring boundaries between adult and young
adult.

The commercial and creative difficulties inherent in producing titles aimed at
young adults but largely bought by adults are exacerbated by divergent and
often opposing adult constructs of young adulthood. Adults - whether
publishers, writers, booksellers or book buyers - make decisions on the basis
of these contradictory social constructs. The fluid nature of young adulthood,
as demonstrated in Chapter 2, young adult reading patterns and adult
expectations of young adult reading (which are in sharp contrast with adult
expectations of adult reading), and the constant flux of adult constructs of
young adulthood over time, mean that publishing in this field will always be
fraught with tension. With so many adults holding strong and conflicting
views of what young adults want and should have available to read, it is
important to enable keen young adult readers to speak for themselves. Chapter

4 outlines the methodology used in seeking that information, and Chapter 5
reports the views of young adult keen readers in Victoria, New South Wales
and the Australian Capital Territory who took part in focus groups.

Chapter 4: Methodology
Introduction
This chapter presents the processes I used in obtaining and analysing data, and
the philosophies underlying the methodology chosen. It acknowledges the
limitations of the study, my potential biases and the efforts made to minimise
their impact, as well as the recognised advantages of this form of research
methodology and the reasons it was selected. The various stages in designing,
preparing for and conducting the study are examined, and the chapter
concludes with an examination of the data analysis procedure.

4.1

Methodology Review

My research was predicated on Lesnik-Oberstein's (2000 p. 27) argument that
'The concepts of 'adult' and 'child' interact in an immensely complicated
process of self-definition'. Not only does this impact on the attitudes of adults
in society regarding young adults and those within the broader publishing
industry, but also upon myself as researcher.

There is a lack of information about the decisions keen young adult readers
make in selecting books to read for pleasure, and the information available
from those in the publishing, educational or information management
industries comes from an adult perspective based on the various constructs of
young adulthood these adults maintain, but is also largely anecdotal in nature.

Therefore, I decided it was critical to take a young adult-centred approach to
this study. This had a number of implications, not only in terms of choosing a
suitable methodology, but also in terms of how the data would be collected
and analysed. It also meant that I, as an adult, had to consider my own
constructs of young adulthood and adulthood, how these could influence the
study, and what I could do to minimise the impact of my conscious and
unconscious social constructs so that the information obtained would be
accurate and meaningful.

As Peter Hunt said, one of the problems for adults exploring the field of
children's or Young Adult literature is that 'childhood [young adulthood] is,
after all, a state we grow away from' (1999a p. 1). American publisher Wendy
Lamb (1998 p. 168) recognised that the world in which she grew up is not the
same as the one in which young adults are growing up today, and that
therefore we cannot assume similarities. However, as discussed in Chapter 2,
all adults make assessments, assumptions and create constructs of young
adulthood that are at least partly related to our own experiences and
memories. Moreover, I have been an extremely keen, even compulsive reader
from childhood through to the present. My construct of young adults, let alone
young adults who define themselves as 'keen readers', is inevitably connected
to my own experience. To be constantly and actively aware that these key
constructs are subjective assumptions rather than empirical knowledge, and

that they must therefore be acknowledged and guarded against has been
critical for the gathering, analysis and presentation of data in this study.

Feminism is a crucial influence in my belief that all groups have a right to
have their 'voices' recognised and respected, and that individual experiences
are valid and important subjects for research. As feminism is concerned with
power relationships, and particularly with the issue of empowering and
recognising those who are not traditionally part of the hegemony, it is logical
that I made the views of the individual participants central to my thesis. Lissa
Paul argues that: 'one of the primary problems feminist critics and children's
literature critics have is how to recognize, define, and accord value to
otherness' (cited in Lesnik-Oberstein 1999 p. 23). I contend that allowing
young people to speak for themselves is the central means of according value
to the 'otherness' of young adulthood. By recognising their opinions and
knowledge, and acknowledging our own ignorance of their experiences,
researchers can minimise the influence of our pre-formed adult constructs of
young adults' experiences. This determination to allow the participants their
voices is parallelled by my use of the first person (rather than 'the
researcher'). This decision is supported by social scientists Cuba (1997 p. 73)
and Wolcott (1995), both of whom point to the change in address from third
person to first. Wolcott's comment (1995 p. 206) is particularly pertinent to
my study: 'A new self-consciousness about representation, especially about

voice,has allowed (and even encouraged) authors to put more of themselves

in fieldwork-based accounts'.

These factors influenced my decision to quote the participants in their own,
unedited words wherever possible, rather than paraphrasing or generalising
responses. As an experienced interviewer (oral historian and former journalist,
editor and news producer), I value individual responses to experiences and the
immediacy and individuality of direct quotes rather than paraphrasing, as the
former is more revealing, 'truthful' and richer than indirect reporting, which is
more open to misinterpretation and influence by the writer.

Various methodologies were considered, including individual in-depth
interviews, focus group discussions, and the use of open-ended questions in
surveys. Lewins (1992 p. 92) points to a key problem in relying on
questionnaires with young people: 'Specifically, the likelihood of
untruthfulness and game playing among schoolchildren [young adults] in
completing questionnaires is high.' Other potential problems in using survey
methodology with teenage participants include the lack of rapport between
researcher and participants, the potential to be impersonal (therefore failing to
motivate participants to be involved and forthcoming), and for participants to
see the researcher as an outsider who cannot be trusted with personal and
honest information. This lack of perceived relevance to participants, and the
possibility of peer pressure (eg, to not take the survey seriously), may

invalidate the information obtained. Moreover, the information may not be
detailed enough to be useful, participants may misinterpret questions, and the
use of closed questions leading up to any open questions may implicitly
dictate the kind of responses that participants believe the researcher wants. In
the same way, individual interviews potentially bias the responses as
participants may be trying to please the interviewer by providing what they
believe are the 'right' answers to questions. Personal interviews may also
make the interviewee feel self-conscious in a way that being part of a group,
encouraged and stimulated by others' comments, may not.

Hill, O'Sullivan and O'Sullivan (1995 p. 78) point to the benefits of focus
group discussions as a means of obtaining information that may not be
revealed in one-to-one interviews:
It is quicker and cheaper than interviewing respondents individually.
Groups can provide a social background which reflects the fact that
many of the decisions made by an individual are taken in a group
context, particularly decisions on participation in leisure activities such
as the arts - depth interviews do not provide the restraining influence
of others' opinions.
The range of opinions being expressed in a group discussion helps to
stimulate an individual to articulate his or her own beliefs, attitudes,
opinions and feelings - this stimulus is absent from other forms of
research.

I decided that semi-structured focus group discussions (Minichiello, Aroni,
Timewell and Alexander 1995, Hill, O'Sullivan and O'Sullivan 1995) would
produce richer information than a quantitative, or survey-based study.
Stratified random sampling is a recognised methodology in qualitative
research, and was endorsed by the statistician I consulted as the best means of
obtaining a representative sample. Strata of both gender and age were used,
with self-defined 'keen reader' volunteers selected at random within those
strata (see section later this chapter on sample selection). Each focus group
involved five volunteers, encouraging discussion by all participants. This is
more difficult to facilitate if larger groups are involved.

However, Hill, O'Sullivan and O'Sullivan (1995 p. 78) also pointed to a
potential limitation to the focus group approach:
The less assertive individuals may feel group pressure to conform to the
norms of attitudes expressed in the group and dominant individuals can
discourage a full discussion of topics about which they feel strongly.

This was a particular concern because of the range of ages of participants in
each focus group, and the possibility that older students would dominate the
discussion. In the event, however, this was found to be seldom the case, and
when necessary I would recognise quieter individuals by name as an invitation
to contribute to the discussion. Body language (maintaining eye contact,

leaning forward, nodding and facial expression) was also used as an implicit
encouragement for participation by quieter students, and as a signal that what
they had to say was important and was being taken seriously. With the
exception of the first pilot focus group (described separately), no explicit
directions to dominant members were required.

In line with Glaser and Strauss's (1967) central tenet for naturalistic research,
I developed theories in response to analysis of the information provided by
focus group participants. The 'grounded theory' approach has the advantage,
too, of recognising the complex and varying contexts from which the young
adults' responses came (Glesne and Peshkin 1992 p. 7). Thomlinson (1968 p.

5) enforces the point that 'to understand an action requires knowledge of its
context.' Cuba (1997 pp. 71-2) points to the chief concern of qualitative
researchers as 'illustrating in rich detail social interaction as it occurs in
limited settings' (my italics). In the case of this study, there were three main
contexts affecting each group: firstly, all participants were in secondary
school (Years 7 to 12), and secondly, defined themselves as 'keen readers'. A
variable was that these young adults studied in either a rural centre, a regional
city or a capital city; each of those locations provided another context for the
individuals involved in the study.

Another factor in the research, as Henwood and Pidgeon (1992) point out, is
that as the study progressed and information was obtained from the early

focus groups, the conceptualisation of the research was affected by data
already obtained. This is the nature of grounded theory research: theories
evolve as data is collected. Lewins (1992 p. 68) refers to it as 'theory
construction research'. Henwood and Pidgeon (1992 p. 104) describe it as the
'flip-flop between ideas and research experience', and contend (p. 106) that
naturalistic research

'.... acknowledges the ways in which research activity

inevitably shapes and constitutes the object of inquiry; the researcher and the
researched are characterised as interdependent in the social process of
research. This can be termed the reflexive character of research.' This is
recognised in my research, with comments in earlier focus groups followed up
by questions I posed to the later groups. Rather than being a negative or
limiting factor, I see this as an inevitable consequence of this research
methodology, and a factor that enriched the data obtained.

I deliberately employed a number of means to demonstrate my respect and
interest in participants' knowledge and developed theories in response to
analysis of the information they provided. These included allowing young
people largely to determine the nature of the debate during focus group
sessions, asking for self-selected participants who saw themselves as 'keen
readers', following their lead in discussion, concentrating on open rather than
closed questions, asking questions in a randomly-ordered manner that
reflected and supported the discussion flow rather than dictating the terms,
constraints and structure of the discussions, supporting their reading choices

rather than passing judgement on the 'quality' of the books they read,
transcribing focus group discussions in full, and - critically - by quoting them
in their own words. These measures were also critical in limiting the impact of
my own constructs of young adulthood, reading, and 'keen readers'. However,

I did have prior knowledge of adult views of the process, as well as the
various constructs underpinning those views. Therefore, although grounded
theory was my methodology in dealing with the information provided by
focus group participants, it is also fair to say that I was both theory testing and
theory constructing (Lewins 1992 pp. 86 - 99), and my analysis of the focus
group data (Chapter 7) was in relation to the expressed opinions of adults in
the industry. Also, it is inevitable in a study of this nature that not all quotes
will be used. Selection of material presented, despite all efforts to represent
the young adults' views fairly, accurately and without bias, must be
subjective. My goal in selecting quotes was to represent the full range of
views expressed; those quotes not used were only those which repeated or
supported other participants' comments without adding new material.

4.2

Research Mission or Purpose of the Research

As previously discussed, young adult keen readers' views and experiences are
central to this thesis. However, after exploring and analysing the results of the
focus groups, the results would then be juxtaposed, for the purposes of
analysis and practical implications, with the expressed views of (adult) writers
and publishers who are producing novels marketed for this sector.

The research was based on four main areas of enquiry:
what these young adults choose to read for pleasure;
why they choose to read those particular books;
how they select the books; and
where they obtain them.
Follow-on questions developed from these main issues, such as the influence
of media tie-ins on book selection; influence of appearance of books;
influence of friends and family on what they read and so on (see Chapter 5).
Some of these issues, such as where young people obtain books for pleasurereading, also reflect other studies such as Australia Council reports (1978,
1990, 1995), Books Alive (2001), Bunbury (1995), Foster and Prince (2002)
and, most importantly for this study, the research undertaken by the Australian
Centre for Youth Literature (2001). The intention behind this was not only to
discover new information from a young adult-centred focus, but also to place
that information into the broader context of existing research as a means of
indicating whether the results were particular to the individual participants, or
whether they support other findings (and therefore have broader implications).

Secondary to the intention to discover young adults' perspectives was to
canvass views of adults in the industry, particularly authors and publishing
staff, so that the views of adults and young adults could be seen in conjunction
to each other. This would enable me to draw conclusions about any 'gaps' in

understanding between the two groups; similarities and differences in
approaches; assumptions and constructs that adults make in reference to
young adults and their reading choices, and whether or not those assumptions
were borne out by the information obtained from focus group participants. If
the adult assumptions and constructs were contradicted by the focus group
results, there were clearly implications for publishing decisions and activity,
as well as for the social constructs of 'young adulthood' held by those adults.
If the focus group results did support the adult assumptions, they would
provide some endorsement for publishers' decision-making. However, I have
no intention of claiming universal applicability of my results: by the nature of
the research methodology, the findings are indicative of the views of these
particular keen readers at the time the research was conducted, and illustrative
of their experiences.

4.3

Research Design

In order to obtain the kind of information I sought, a number of decisionmaking processes were involved. Initially, I had to discover the 'gaps' in
knowledge in this field through an extensive literature review. I then had to
refine the topic and determine the limits and definitions I would be using. As I
had already determined that the research would be youth-focussed and
qualitative (see above), the next step was determining who I would speak to
and how broad the focus would be.

Rather than limiting the study to those books explicitly marketed for a young
adult market, I chose to use the broader definition of 'any novels young adults
choose to read for pleasure'. This includes both Australian and foreign writers
and titles. I limited the study to novels, although recognising that young adults
(as well as children and adults) read much more broadly than that, as it
provided some commonality of reading experience for the participants. I also
limited the study to those young adults attending secondary school (Years 7 to
12). This was largely for practical reasons, as it was easier to contact potential
participants through schools and to hold focus groups in surroundings that
were familiar and comfortable for them. Their shared participation in
secondary schooling also provided some cohesion of experience to an
otherwise vague and often disputed period between childhood and adulthood.
Additionally, those attending secondary school are (with very few exceptions)
aged between 12 and 18, the age group generally considered to be 'young
adults', and the broad age group for whom young adult novels are produced
and marketed. Within that age range, of course, there are many individual
differences; however, the experiential knowledge, broad interests, and
physical process of maturation attained during those years will have
similarities.

One of the key aspects in the research design was that participants self-select
as volunteers, defining themselves as 'keen readers' who read novels for
pleasure. I specifically told the coordinating teacher at each school that that

did not necessarily mean that those potential participants were seen as
academically proficient students, although there may be some intersection; but
that it was designed for students who enjoyed reading novels of any type in
their spare time. It was the enthusiasm of students for leisure reading, rather
than their perceived ability with classroom texts, that was critical for the
study. Not only did that remove any possibility of teachers mistaking this
study as being concerned with literacy levels or ability in English classes, it
also reinforced the non-judgemental stance I was employing. Critically, it was
a deliberate effort to prevent teachers from selecting students for the study,
and put the emphasis on self-selection, as teachers would be dependent on
students defining themselves as 'keen readers' in their out-of-school lives.

4.3.1

Focus Groups

In order to test whether the focus group discussions would be relevant to or
indicative of other young adults' experiences, I decided to conduct these
discussions in three different educational jurisdictions (Victoria, New South
Wales and the Australian Capital Territory) and three different-sized locations
- rural centre, regional city and capital city. Public libraries were also

organised differently in these locations, with central organisation in the
Australian Capital Territory and council-run public libraries in Victoria and
New South Wales. I consulted a statistician with experience in qualitative
research to ensure that those variables would add to the validity of my results.

Participants all attended co-educational government day schools. It is
possible, though not necessarily likely, that different results would be found if
the study was replicated in single-sex, boarding and I or private schools.
Participants of each gender and of a mix of ages were involved. More
information about sampling and the procedures adopted is provided in a
separate section.

Focus group discussions took place without the presence of teachers or
teacher-librarians, who may have unconsciously influenced or inhibited the
discussions or whose presence may have encouraged students to try to provide
'correct' answers. However, the fact that teachers distributed and collected the
permission forms before my arrival, and sometimes escorted me to the
discussion group venue, provided implicit support for the students'
involvement. Participants were assured at the start of each focus group, as
well as in the introductory letter I permission form (Appendix B), that their
comments would remain confidential and anonymous. They were also told
that they did not have to answer a question if they chose not to.

Another factor that showed school I teacher support for the project was that
although I suggested that the focus groups take place during lunchtimes so as
not to disrupt the teaching day, in each case class time was set aside and
students given permission to miss timetabled classes in order to participate in
the focus groups. Although student volunteers were not told by me in advance

that this would be the case, it was (not surprisingly) seen by them as a benefit
or reward for participating. That students were keen to participate is supported
by the fact that several groups continued the discussion after the focus group
time had elapsed. In those cases, the discussions continued through the
following recesses or lunchtimes if the students requested that they do so
(although they were all told they could leave if they preferred).

The need for the researcher to go to the participants and conduct the focus
groups in a location where participants feel comfortable, rather than asking
participants to take part in the focus group in the researcher's or neutral
territory, is accepted as a critical element in conducting this kind of research
(for example, Hill, O'Sullivan and O'Sullivan 1995; Minichiello, Aroni,
Timewell and Alexander 1995). I conducted the focus groups on school
property, in either empty classrooms or quiet areas within the school libraries.
The participants' familiarity with the venues fostered a sense of safety and
confidence, not only in terms of where the focus groups took place, but
implicitly that they could trust me to maintain that sense of a 'safe place' in
terms of the freedom to discuss issues openly. It also implicitly recognised

their expertise: they knew the venue, they knew their experiences, and I was
the learner.

4.3.2

Development of Question Areas

Although the literature review, particularly articles by or about publishers,
pointed to concern about a lack of knowledge on the buying behaviour and

choices of readers (as well as concern about how changes in the industry
would affect editorial decisions), the industry lacks the resources to undertake
market research (Macleod 1998a, Munro 1998b, Ker Wilson 1998a). That my
research area would be of use to the adults in the industry was encouraging, as
the readers themselves could be the ones to benefit longer term.

However, this is not a marketing thesis. The priority was to discover from
young adults what motivational triggers were behind their book selection,
rather than to examine the full range of marketing techniques that were used
by publishers in an effort to reach this market (or those adults buying books
on behalf of young adults, such as librarians and teacher-librarians).
Concentrating on adult marketing decisions would also have changed the
focus of the research from youth-centred to adult-centred. Clearly, issues such
as distribution, price and competition have an impact on book selection.
However, I determined that, from the young adult reader's point of view, the
promotional mix was likely to be the most influential aspect of book selection.
Once the book was available in shops or libraries, which itself involved a
range of marketing measures from the publishers' perspective, the aspect that
interested me most - decision-making by readers - began. Promotional aspects

I believed would influence readers at this stage incorporated the appearance of
the books (covers, titles, blurbs, design), in-store, school or library promotion
(such as dump bins, displays, posters, give-aways such as bookmarks, author
visits), knowledge of / profile of / contact with the author, media publicity

(often associated with film or television tie-ins) and - critically - word of
mouth recommendations. The latter is perceived by publishers as the most
important means of selling directly to this audience. It is the goal of publishers
to generate this interest among those likely to influence others to read specific
books.

4.3.3

Assumptions Underlying Question Design

As previously referred to, I acknowledge that my constructs of young
adulthood and young adult 'keen readers' are inevitably a factor in the
research design and data analysis. However, a number of other assumptions
also underpinned the questions, and it is in these areas in particular that the
'theory testing' element came into play (Lewins 1992 pp. 86 - 99). To ensure
the accuracy of my findings, I had to design questions that were not biased in
favour of my own constructs. To design the questions, I first had to identify
those assumptions I had consciously or unconsciously brought to the research.

These are that:
to define themselves as 'keen readers', young adult participants
will be making judgements about the pleasure they obtain through reading
to define themselves as 'keen readers', young adult participants
may be making judgements about the quantity of novels they read
young adult self-defined 'keen readers' are likely to have clear
ideas of what they like to read for pleasure

young adult self-defined 'keen readers' are likely to read more
novels than those who do not define themselves in this way, and are
therefore likely to go through the book selection process more often than
readers who do not define themselves in this way
there are multiple factors influencing book selection by young
adult self-defined 'keen readers'
the most important factors affecting book selection may be
promotional in nature
promotional triggers may be formal (industry planned and
executed) or informal (word of mouth from somebody respected by the
young adult self-defined 'keen reader')
young adult self-defined 'keen readers' may have particular
loyalties to a genre or author
young adult self-defined 'keen readers' may choose unfamiliar
titles or authors because they perceive them as being similar to a genre or
author they are already familiar with and enjoy
young adult self-defined 'keen readers' will have varying degrees
of access to sources of books depending on where they live
the behaviour of young adult self-defined 'keen readers' in
selecting books may be similar across age
the behaviour of young adult self-defined 'keen readers' in
selecting books may be similar across gender

the behaviour of young adult self-defined 'keen readers' in
selecting books may be similar across geographical location
young adult self-defined 'keen readers' are likely to be buyers as
well as borrowers of books
young adult self-defined 'keen readers' are likely to be 'early
adopters' of new books and / or authors
young adult self-defined 'keen readers' are likely to be influencers
on other readers
young adult self-defined 'keen readers' are likely to use multiple
sources for books
young adult self-defined 'keen readers' are likely to continue
reading into adulthood
young adult self-defined 'keen readers' are likely to continue to
buy books into adulthood
if young adult self-defined 'keen readers' are likely to continue
reading and buying books into adulthood they therefore justify special
attention from the publishing industry
at least some views of young adult self-defined 'keen readers' will
differ from the views of some adults in the publishing industry

However, given the nature of my methodology, I could not presume that these
assumptions would be borne out by the results of the focus groups. Therefore,

I had to develop open-ended questions that would not influence the answers of

participants. My goal was to discover information from the young adults,
rather than seeking information that may support my assumptions.

Once I had developed my draft questions, I consulted with a specialist in
research design to ensure the questions were likely to provide accurate
information for the study. With only minor amendments, these questions were
adopted as the basis for the focus group discussions, and later trialled in pilot
focus groups. The four questions that resulted from this process were:

1) What novels do you enjoy reading?

2) How do you find out about them?
3) What makes you choose one book over another?
4) Where do you get hold of those books?

By beginning the focus groups with a question that reinforced the participants'
knowledge position I hoped to foster their confidence. As I made no 'quality'
judgement about the books they mentioned, I reinforced the 'safety' aspect of
their participation: there were no wrong answers, and it was the fact that they
were 'keen readers' that was important rather than any judgement about what
they read. The question also served as a check that the participants were all
'readers for pleasure', and specifically readers of novels. I encouraged
participants to identify genres and 1 or authors when specific titles were not
forthcoming.

The second question built on their knowledge position - nobody else could
answer that question on their behalf. Again, the fact that there were different
answers by participants reinforced that all answers were valid. The openended question also linked directly to promotional aspects, while not dictating
or indicating preferred or 'right' answers. It was also designed to encourage
them to think about the relative importance of specific factors (such as media
promotion, displays, word of mouth recommendations and who made those
influential recommendations) that initially influenced their perceptions of a
novel.

These factors were examined in greater detail through the third question.
Knowing that a novel exists (question 2) is a pre-requisite for book selection
decisions (question 3). This question related most directly to their decisionmaking process. Multiple factors were identified by participants and follow-up
questions (when required) were designed to bring out more in-depth
information about the relative influence of the factors they had identified. For
example, if the 'blurb' was named as a factor, they were asked to describe
what made a 'good' or 'bad' blurb (encouraging / discouraging them to read
it). For the purpose of my research, question 3 provided the most detailed
information, and was also the one most clearly linked to perceptions by
participants. Initial responses were often added to as other participants
contributed their thoughts.

Question 4 ('Where do you get hold of those books?') brought the discussion
back to more concrete aspects, enabling participants to identify themselves as
borrowers, buyers or both. This question also linked to two recent studies (by
Books Alive 200 1 and Australian Centre for Youth Literature 200 I), and put
my research into a broader context. Although my other questions were not
included in those studies, I believed it would be useful to determine whether
those who identified themselves as 'keen readers' followed the same patterns
as other readers. The participants' answers may also be indicative of future
buying and borrowing behaviour, a field which (I believe) would be of interest
to those in the industry and a justification for future research.

Additionally, I felt that moving from issues that were more complex to those
with more definite and readily identifiable answers would reinforce the
participants' confidence at the end of the focus group discussions.

Although these questions were designed to be asked in a particular order (as
described above), the nature of each discussion dictated the actual order.
When discussion led naturally from one aspect to the next, whether or not it
was in the order outlined above, I followed the participants' lead. This semistructured approach worked effectively in all groups.

Some questions also developed as a result of the early focus group
discussions. These included whether participants' families or friends were
readers, whenlwhere participants read, how much time was available for
reading, and whether there had been changes in their reading behaviour over
time. These aspects were all seen by participants as relevant to their decisionmaking processes, although I had not identified them earlier as being
particularly significant for those who already identified themselves as 'keen
readers'. My decision to incorporate these factors is consistent with grounded
theory research methodology (Glaser and Strauss 1967). It also recognised the
complexity of their decision-making contexts (Glesne and Peshkin 1992 p. 7).
In this way the research was interactive, and the contribution by the young
adult readers influenced the direction of my study.

4.4

Formal Procedures

Permission to conduct the research had to be sought at a number of levels.
Firstly, the University of Canberra's Committee for Ethics in Human
Research considered my application and the information I proposed to give to
Principals and participants.

Once that permission was obtained, separate applications were lodged with
each of the government departments responsible for education in Victoria,
New South Wales and the Australian Capital Territory. Permission was
granted in each case, with the standard proviso that the decision rested with
the Principals of the individual high schools and colleges I approached.

I made initial contact with Principals by telephone, and when they expressed
interest in the research, I followed up with a letter (Appendix A) to Principals
outlining the area and reason for the research, my background, conditions
under which I envisaged the research taking place, and copies of the
permission forms (Appendix B) and demographic profile forms (Appendix C)
that would be distributed to parents and potential participants. Once that
information had been received by the Principals, I again phoned them to find
out whether they would agree to the focus groups taking place in their schools.
Although four schools (one in Victoria and three in the Australian Capital
Territory) declined to participate, the majority of those approached were
interested in being involved. Where schools had declined, alternative schools
were approached and permission obtained. Principals nominated a staff
member to be the liaison and delegated to them the final decision on whether
or not the school would be involved, depending on other school commitments,
activities and curriculum requirements at the time of the proposed research. In
each case, the staff member agreed that student volunteers could participate in
the research.

A variety of communication means were used to liaise with those staff
members, including telephone, fax, email and mail. Dates and times for the
focus groups were determined at that stage, and arrangements made for the
permission and demographic forms to be distributed to interested students.

The final level of permission was of a dual nature. Both potential participants
and their parents / guardians were asked to agree to the research taking place.
Signatures were required from both the student and their parent / guardian
before the student was eligible for participation. (Appendix B). Demographic
forms (Appendix C) were also completed and collected before participants
were selected and focus group discussions commenced.

4.5

Data Collection: The Sample

4.5.1

Schools

As previously discussed, I had determined that the best means of obtaining
volunteers was to contact them through (and hold focus groups in) secondary
schools. I had identified three kinds of population centres (rural centres,
regional cities, capital cities) from which I sought focus group participants.
These areas, for the practical reason that they were easier for me to get to from
Canberra, were located in Victoria, New South Wales and the Australian
Capital Territory. Different educational jurisdictions and public library
structures operated in each State and Territory. These variables - size of
centre, educational jurisdictions and public library structures - were
considered by a statistician with experience in qualitative research to add to
the validity of my results. However, it was also important that other aspects of
sampling were equitable across the study. For this reason, I limited the study
to co-educational government day schools.

Once those variables and limitations were determined, locations / schools
were determined on a random basis. The internet provided profiles of school
areas, and confirmed the potential areas to target. I eliminated all areas where
there was a possibility that I would know the students or their families. In the
Australian Capital Territory, where I lived, I excluded schools attended by
students I knew personally. A combination of Telstra white pages and the
internet identified secondary schools in the remaining centres, and I contacted
individual schools in Victoria and New South Wales on a random selection
basis. The exception to this was in the Australian Capital Territory, where I
wanted to ensure that the participants came from a variety of suburbs (and
were therefore less likely to have spoken with other students I had already
held focus group discussions with). In this case, I randomly selected the first
school through the Telstra white pages listings of Government secondary
schools. When permission was granted by the first school, I randomly selected
other schools that were in suburbs at some distance from the first school. I had
no prior knowledge of any of the schools in Victoria or New South Wales, and
limited, indirect knowledge of the schools in the Australian Capital Territory.
Once the schools were contacted I confirmed that they were government coeducational day schools, and therefore suitable for the study.

As initial focus groups would take place in Victoria, and I wished to undertake
the Victorian focus groups during the one trip, I identified one rural centre and
one regional centre. I contacted the principal of the only co-educational

government school in the rural area, and obtained permission to undertake the
research. The first pilot was held at this school, followed later by a focus
group discussion (different students were involved). I had identified a regional
centre (in a geographically distant part of Victoria) with a number of
government high schools that would be eligble. After investigating the
websites of these schools, I determined three that seemed to suit my research
requirements. I contacted them in alphabetical order. The first school
approached declined to take part, but the second was enthusiastic about
participating, and arrangements were accordingly made. It was determined
that three focus groups involving a total of fifteen students would take place at
this school, as a means of ascertaining whether the responses of the
participants in the initial focus group there were representative of other young
adults' experiences within the same geographic and educational context.
Although there were individual differences, which was expected, it was found
that the responses were representative of the range of views expressed. This
endorsed my chosen methodology and discounted the need to undertake
multiple focus groups in schools in other locations. In the event, I held a
second pilot focus group and two focus groups at this school.

The next focus groups were undertaken at schools within the Australian
Capital Territory. Given the different educational structure, in which high
schools incorporated students in years 7 to 10 and colleges for students in
years 11 and 12, it was decided that two high schools and one college would

be involved (a total of fifteen students). I was keen to involve schools in
different geographic areas of Canberra, which occurred. Although permission
was readily obtained from one high school and one college, three other high
schools declined the opportunity to be involved. The fifth high school agreed
to allow its students to participate. The reasons cited by the schools that
declined were that staff and students were too busy to take on additional
commitments (two schools) and that they had been involved in a number of
previous research studies by Masters and Doctoral students and were not
interested in being involved in any other studies at this stage (one school).

Finally, a school in rural New South Wales was selected, in order to balance
the geographic areas involved. The first school approached agreed to
participate.

The variety of locations and the checks and balances incorporated in the
research design, as well as the sample size, were determined subject to
consultation with a statistician experienced in qualitative research, and an
academic expert in research design.

4.5.2

Participants

I had determined to involve both females and males in the focus groups, and
to involve students from year 7 to year 12. Stratified random sampling was
adopted to obtain participation by students across this range. However, before
that could take place, students had to indicate their interest in being involved

in the focus groups. The final mix of each focus group depended on the crosssection of volunteers at each school.

The information provided to the students and their parents 1 guardians clearly
outlined the kind of participants sought: they must read novels, they must see
themselves as 'keen readers', and must read for pleasure (ie, in their leisure
time, by choice) as opposed to only reading classroom texts. It made clear that
I was not concerned with the kind of novel they enjoyed, but, rather, that they
saw themselves as 'keen readers'. I informed them that their responses would
be confidential and that they could not be identified by their comments. I also
informed them that the demographic information form was necessary in
collating and analysing the data.

Because the forms were being distributed through their school, it was likely
that the potential participants would be aged between 12 and 18: in fact, some
of the volunteers were 1l-year-olds. I did not exclude them from the
volunteers, as their school year (Year 7) meant that their experiential context
was the same as their peers, and they would turn 12 during that school year.

As they were in contact with the same range of novels as their peers, and were
therefore making the same kind of book selection decisions, I felt it was valid
to include them in the pool of potential participants. In the event, one was
randomly selected to participate. I encouraged the staff liaison person to make

the forms available to all interested students, rather than limiting involvement
to those they already knew were readers.

Once signed permission forms had been returned, providing a pool of
potential participants, stratified random selection took place. Strata of both
gender and age were used, with volunteers selected at random within those
strata. Five participants were required for each group. The statistician
envisaged that over the course of the research, the participation rate across
ages and genders was likely to balance out using this method.

Selection was based on the demographic data form, which included age and
gender. For the purposes of sampling, I included the 11- and 12-year-olds
together in one group, and the 17- and 18-year-olds in one group. This left
twelve groups (six age groups x two genders) from which to select five
volunteers at each school. One name was randomly selected from each group
of potential participants. The five participants were then selected at random
from this pool.

Volunteers did not, of course, fall into such neat patterns all the time. There
were more female volunteers than male volunteers. There was an uneven
spread of volunteers across age groups. Different numbers of volunteers came
through at different schools. One Australian Capital Territory school catered
only for years 11 and 12, therefore providing a limited range of ages from

which to select volunteers. However, the same principles were followed in
each case. The exception was the smallest pool of volunteers (a small New
South Wales rural school), when only six people had volunteered. One name
was randomly eliminated, and all other volunteers took part.

The final breakdown of focus group participants by gender and age is
illustrated in the following table.

Table 1: Breakdown of Focus Group Participants by Age and
Gender
Age

Female

Male

Total

11

1

0

1

12

1

3

4

13

4

4

8

14

1

2

3

15

3

0

3

16

5

2

7

17

4

3

7

18

1

0

1

Total:

21

13

34

Although the statistician envisaged that over the course of the research, the
participation rates across ages and genders was likely to balance out using this

method, this is not what happened. There were no 15-year-old or 18-year-old
males selected as participants. More 13-year-olds (nine) participated than any
other age group. Although only slightly fewer (seven) 16- and 17-year-olds
participated, there were five female and only two male participants in the 16year-old strata, and only five males aged between 15 and 18 years participated
compared with 13 females in the same age range.

In a larger sample, it is possible that the participation rates across ages and
genders would have been more balanced, but with random selection there
would still have been no guarantee. Another factor in the selection process
was the number of volunteers that came forward in each strata. The majority
of year 11 and year 12 volunteers were 16- and 17-year-olds. There were very
few 18-year-old volunteers, as most year 12 students turn 18 during the school
year or during their first year after completing secondary school. Therefore,
the probability of randomly selecting a high number of 18-year-old
participants would be low.

Less easy to explain is the low number of 14- and 15-year-old young adults
who were selected. As material relating to students who were not selected was
destroyed immediately after the selection process in each case, I am unable to
provide any breakdown of volunteers. Material was kept only on participants
themselves. Therefore, I am unable to comment on whether there were fewer
volunteers in these strata across the project from which to randomly select

participants, or whether the low level of participation is only due to the
random selection method adopted. Likewise, the gender imbalance may
reflect the number of females, as opposed to males, who define themselves as
keen readers; alternatively, it may reflect a higher number of females than
males who were prepared to participate in the focus groups (and therefore be
recognised by others as 'keen readers'), or it may be the result of the random
selection process. However, without a breakdown of volunteers and answers
from those who chose not to participate, it is not possible to draw any
conclusions.

The young adults who did participate in the project came from a range of
ages, and both genders were represented. The subjective nature of this
research, in which participants were asked for individual views and
experiences (rather than being expected to speak on behalf of their peers),
validates the participation of these young adult keen readers. The stratified
random selection process removed any suggestion of bias by me, and likewise
removed the possibility that participation by particular young adults (that is,
those who would have balanced the sample) would be engineered in any way.
Each of the students involved made an important contribution to my
knowledge of their experiences. The data collected during the focus groups
will be discussed in Chapter 5. The breakdown of volunteers across type of
population centre is shown in Table 2.

Table 2: Breakdown of Participation by Type of Population Centre
5

Rural Centre: Pilot Study (1)
Rural Centre: Focus Groups (2)

10
5

Regional City: Pilot Study (1)
Regional City: Focus Groups (2)

10

Capital City: Focus Groups (3)

14"

Total: 44 participants
(* One participant turned up after the focus group discussion had concluded.)

4.6

Pilot Studies

4.6.1

Pilot Study 1

A pilot focus group discussion was held in a rural Victorian town. Despite
both written and telephone contact with the school's liaison staff member
before I left Canberra, it became clear on my arrival that there had been
misunderstandings. Most importantly, although I was able to pilot the
questions and ensure that they would bring out the information, I was unable
to test my sampling procedure. The liaison teacher had selected five students
she felt would be appropriate, ratherthan asking for a pool of volunteers from
which participants could be randomly selected.

Additionally, as the students had not self-selected as 'keen readers' of novels,
one of the participants failed to meet the criteria. He was dismissive of other
participants' reading choices and, when questioned about his own reading

preferences, it became clear that he did not read fiction and saw no value in
novels. He was thanked and asked to leave. I reassured the remaining
participants that there were no wrong answers, and I was interested in talking
with them because they were keen readers, not because of what they read.

Another issue related to the consent forms, which in some cases had not been
signed by parents. The liaison teacher had to obtain permission from those
parents by telephone before the students could take part in the pilot.

A final issue related to technology. The microphone battery went flat during
the discussion (something there was no means of detecting at the time with
that equipment), making comments increasingly difficult to pick up on the
recording, to the point where much of the discussion could not be transcribed.
Although I had taken some notes during the discussion, they were not full
enough for me to be confident I could fairly use them for any analysis.

As a result of the initial pilot study, I instituted a number of measures to
ensure these problems would not occur again.

Firstly, I clearly could not rely on liaison staff reading the information, nor
could I rely on them taking notes during conversations. Repeated reminders,
in different forms, appeared to be the best way to overcome this. In all
conversations, emails and faxes I referred directly to the information material

the liaison staff had been sent, offering to fax it through to them again while
we talked if they did not have it easily at hand. I verbally reinforced that
students must self-select on the basis that they read novels for pleasure in their
leisure time. I also made the point in every phone call, email or fax in the lead
up to focus groups that I needed more than just the five students who would
eventually take part, in order to ensure that my sample would give a mix of
ages and gender. I explained in detail that from this pool of volunteers, I
would be seeking a range of ages and both genders; but that within that
parameter, participants would be chosen at random. Not all student volunteers
would be able to take part. In several cases, I mailed or faxed the information
letters and permission forms / demographic forms to them twice, once in the
original written contact via the Principal and again in their own name once a
liaison staff member had been appointed. In one case, I faxed the material
three times.

In my initial questions to each participant, I ensured that they met the criteria:
that they were keen readers, that they read novels in their leisure time, and that
they wanted to be taking part. If students were too vague in their original
contact I asked for more information to ensure that they fitted the criteria (e.g.,
'What are some of the titles of books you've read recently?' 'What was the
last book you read that you really liked?', 'Who's your favourite author?',
etc.). I reinforced that there was no wrong answer, and that I wanted to hear

everyone's opinions, whether or not they agreed with each other. I specified
that it was a discussion, rather than a question-answer session.

Not once, after that first pilot, were there any disruptive participants,
inappropriate or intimidating behaviour by participants, or participants who
were unwilling to listen to other people's views. The required level of
strategic management of group dynamics was never as high as it was in the
initial pilot discussion group. In all focus groups, quieter participants were
encouraged to speak (and louder participants to listen) by my use of direct
address and supportive body language rather than my having to resort to
explicit instruction for louder participants to be quiet. Peer support by and the
interest of other participants was also an important factor in making all
participants feel at ease. The level of enthusiasm (including one group that
decided to keep the discussion going through their lunchtime, even though we
had completed the focus group itself, and two groups that continued their
discussions into recess); thoughtfulness in responses; the information they
supplied; the humour and debate made the other focus groups a pleasure to
learn from.

4.6.2

Pilot Study 2

Given the problems encountered with the initial pilot, I felt it was important to
conduct a second pilot at a different school. This was undertaken at a regional
Victorian secondary school, two days after the first pilot. The second pilot
focus group discussion proceeded extremely smoothly; all permission forms

had been completed, the sampling went as designed, students were
enthusiastic and supportive of each other, and the information obtained was
valuable (confirming that the questions being asked were the appropriate
means of obtaining the information). Also, a comparison of the comments
made during that second focus group pilot and other focus groups showed that
the same kind and depth of comment was made by all students, irrespective of
the location of their school.

Following the two pilot focus group discussions being conducted, three focus
groups were held in capital cities, two in regional cities and two in rural
centres. The first pilot took place in a rural area, the second in a regional city.

4.7

Administration of Data

Focus group discussions, which each took approximately an hour, were
recorded by note-taking and on audiocassette. Cassettes were transcribed in
full as soon as possible after the focus group discussions. Transcriptions were
checked against the audiocassettes for accuracy. Quotes from participants
used in this thesis are taken from the transcription, and have not been
modified in any way.

Anonymity is a critical condition for students' participation. Each participant
was given a code, and all analysis was performed on the coded data. The
demographic information about the participant (age, gender, general urban
size of school area) was recorded against the code. All original material

(cassettes, notes taken during the focus group discussions, consent forms,
demographic information, original transcripts and coding information) has
been placed in locked files, where it will be kept for five years before being
destroyed. Pseudonyms, indicated by an asterisk after each name, have been
used in reporting the data, with general demographic information included
(e.g., Paul*, 12, rural centre). The same pseudonyms are used for those
participants throughout the thesis. The identity of individual participants is
impossible to identify through the reported data.

4.8

The Process of Analysis

As described, all analysis was undertaken on coded data. Both topical and
thematic approaches were used in the analysis, in which comments by the
individual participants were collated on the basis of shared 1 related topics,
which were then clustered under broader themes. The coded information was
recorded against each quote to ensure accuracy in data reporting.

The topics derived initially from my four key questions, asked in every focus
group discussion:

1) What novels do you enjoy reading?

2) How do you find out about them?
3) What makes you choose one book over another?

4) Where do you get hold of these books?

The nature of the semi-structured interviews meant that discussion often led to
other matters. In collating the quotes along topic lines, themes became
apparent. These themes crossed more than one question. Where quotes related
to more than one theme, they were recorded under all of the themes addressed.

For example, the role of schools (and, to a lesser degree, public libraries) in
these young adults' choices came through in contact to three of the four
questions (2, 3, 4). The influence of other people on their book selection came
through in contact to all of the questions, to varying degrees. In terms of the
friends, family, teachers and 1 or librarians of these young adults, their
influence was clear in the contact to questions 2, 3 and 4; in terms of the
authors (their reputation, participants' knowledge of their previous works,
writer's association with a particular genre), their influence was clear in
contact to questions 1 , 2 and 3. The appearance of books, which I had
expected to be specifically related to question 3, was also a factor in questions
2 and 4, as some participants related the novels' appearance to where they
obtained books (e.g., library books looking dated, tatty or missing pages, and
therefore making borrowing less appealing than buying titles) or how they
found out about them (e.g., identifying a book by its spine as a specific genre,
whether or not they recognise the author's name).

Data is reported in three ways: firstly, specific responses are identified in
relation to the original questions (e.g., participant enjoying Carmody's fantasy

novels); secondly, associated and / or mediating factors drawn out through
follow-on comments by the young adults are presented (e.g., ability to borrow
books from other family members as a factor in discovering new authors,
titles andlor genres); thirdly, the responses are linked in terms of the broader
themes I identified (e.g., influence of other people). By clustering responses in
these three ways, I was able to present not only the range of the individual
responses on specific issues, but also the complexity of the inter-relationships
involved in their decision-making.

Although there was a variety of responses to each subject, which is reflected
in my reporting, there were also commonalities within those responses. For
example, participants named a number of sources for books, and identified the
relative importance of the different sources in their own experience. However,
participants across the sample (location, age, gender) reported many of the
same kind of sources. The relative frequency of the sources is reported, in the
priority participants gave them, as well as the range of sources. The various
factors participants identified as determining why they chose one book over
another are reported in the same way.

Quotes were selected to indicate the breadth of responses and, where relevant,
the relative frequency of common responses to questions. I indicate in the text
where quotes have been used as representative of a number of participants'
experiences. Each quote is identified as coming from the individual speaker

concerned. This is done by using a pseudonymous name identifying gender
(indicated by an asterisk after the name), age and general location (e.g.,
Cindy*, 17, capital city).

All conclusions I drew (Chapter 7) were firmly based on the information
supplied by participants, and this is reflected in the way I have recorded and
reported data.

4.9

Conclusion

Designing the methodology for this research incorporated a range of
elements, including consideration of the social constructs and resulting
assumptions I was bringing to the research, and the best means of ensuring
that the information I sought from young adult keen readers would not be
slanted to support my own views. Consideration of the various means of
conducting the research, such as quantitative surveys or qualitative
individual interviews, informed my decision to use semi-structured focus
groups. Questions were designed, examined and then trialled in two pilot
studies before being used with the 34 participants in the focus groups,
ensuring their validity as means of obtaining relevant information. Formal
permission for the research was sought and received from the University of
Canberra, three Government Departments responsible for education in the
States and Territory involved, principals, liaison staff, parents and young
adults. Stratified random sampling, incorporating gender and age, was used
to select focus group participants from larger pools of self-defined keen

readers. Ensuring anonymity of participants was a prime concern, and
analysis of data was conducted on the coded transcripts. The depth and
breadth of information obtained from these keen readers is clear in the
following chapter, endorsing the decisions made regarding the methodology

Chapter 5: Data Reporting: Keen Readers
Introduction
As described in the previous chapter, a number of processes were used to
develop the sampling procedures, refine data collection and management
procedures, and confirm the question design itself. Two pilot focus groups
were held, one in a rural town, one in a regional area, in order to trial all
factors of the methodology. The results of those two pilots are not included in
the following reporting of data, but served as useful validation of
methodology chosen. As a result of this preparation, I was confident that the
participants in the seven focus groups would contribute valuable knowledge to
my research.

A total of 34 keen readers participated in focus groups held in the Australian
Capital Territory, Victoria and New South Wales. Participants came from
rural and regional centres as well as a capital city. There were 21 females and

13 males, and participants ranged in age from 1 1 to 18 years old. Each
volunteer had self-defined as a 'keen reader' of fiction, who chose to read
novels as one of their leisure activities. Given the methodology, sample and
sample size, the data obtained from the focus groups reflect the statements of
the individual participants at the time of the research, and cannot be directly
extrapolated to the broader young adult population. However, the in-depth
qualitative research and analysis will be of interest to all involved in
producing, promoting and disseminating fiction for young adults. Importantly,

this research into a seldom-studied group - 'keen readers'

- highlights

their

multiple roles including audience, selectors, buyers, borrowers, lenders,
readers, promoters and critics.

This chapter presents and collates the comments of participants by topic and
theme, in a multi-layered process designed to illustrate the depth and breadth
of responses. The initial topics are identified through specific contact to the
four key questions asked to all focus groups: 'What novels do you enjoy
reading?', 'How do you find out about them?', 'What makes you choose one
book over another?' and 'Where do you get hold of these books?' These
answers are presented under the headings of the individual questions.
Associated and 1 or mediating factors nominated by participants (either as part
of their initial contact or in follow-on comments) are then presented under
relevant headings. Additional information provided by participants, not related
directly to the four key questions but deemed by them to be relevant, is
presented last. Some comparison with external studies is included if it seemed
to be appropriate for this chapter, although the majority of that analysis is
contained in Chapter 7.

The direct quotes from participants are acknowledged in each case under a
pseudonymous name indicating gender (marked with an asterisk to show an
alias has been used), as well as information about age and general location.

The titles of books cited by participants are recorded in italics, and when an
author is referred to, his or her name is underlined.

A summary provides an overview of the breadth and complexity of the
responses of the participants, as well as highlighting any commonalities of
response based on the three strata - gender, age and geographic locations.
Findings drawn from the analysis are listed.

5.1

Topic Responses: Question One

The first question asked in every focus group was: 'What novels do you enjoy
reading?'

The variety of responses was broad, incorporating specific titles, authors,
series and / or genres. Appendix E lists specific books and authors mentioned
during the focus group discussions, including the number of times they were
mentioned. Very few participants nominated only one genre:
Owen* (13, regional city, Vic.): War fiction, mainly about planes.

Linda* (17, capital city): Realistic - Francesca Lia Block is my favourite
author.

Meredith* (15, rural Vic.): I like to read about kids who live on the streets
and things - kids who aren't like me. Brvce Courtenav. Margaret Clark.

Warren* (12, regional city, Vic.): I like adventure and thrillers. My
favourite author is Matthew Reilly.

Chris* (15, regional city, Vic.): I read fantasy and stuff - Robert Jordan,
Robert Heinlein - most of them really.

Paul* (13, capital city): I read fantasies. I like J. K. Rowling. Good books.

I read Lord of the Rings. I read others, but I forget them. I read the whole
Deltora Quest series, one and two. I like the Star Wars novels. They're all
real good. It's not like it goes on all the time, it just goes into a different
story every book. Like someone's attacking someone else, and the next
one it's they've made peace and that. I like reading like, they're sort of
old, but changed to fantasy, like, when there were lots of wars. Maybe,
like, it was so far back into the Arthurian age, when wars were with
swords and shields and spears and all that? I like reading that.

However, with only two exceptions (both widely-read fantasy fans) even
those who had initially only nominated one genre added in response to
discussion, other books and authors they had read and enjoyed. For example,
Owen* (13, regional city, Vic.), whose dominant reading passion is Biggles
and other flying-oriented war books, later added: 'I like funny hooks. Like the
Andy Griffiths' books, Just Annoying, Just Stupid.' He also spoke positively

about Area 7 (Matthew Reilly) and Harry Potter (J. K. Rowling), was keen to
read Tolkien's Lord of the Rings after the movie publicity, and thought
Rabbit-Proof Fence 'sounds a good book to read' because of the title.

More common than single-genre or single-author responses were those who
mentioned one or two main genres / authors / titles, either by themselves or as
part of broader reading interests:
Mitchell* (13, rural Vic.): I like to read rpurder mysteries, thrillers and
stuff like that, but sometimes I read other stuff. Matthew Reilly, but he's
only done three.

Joan* (16, rural NSW): I read, like, lots of horse stories, because I love
horses. And I like John Marsden and Harry Potter as well.

Cushla* (13, rural Vic.): Any book with humour or a bit of mystery. I
haven't got a particular favourite.

Catherine* (17, regional city, Vic.): Harry Potter. Mainly fantasy, also
read romance novels that my Mum recommends.

Mike* (16, capital city): Fantasy - Lord of the Rings, Raymond Feist,
Terry Pratchett, Robert Jordan's Wheel of Time series, Katherine Kurtz,
Tomorrow series, Wilbur Smith.

Beth* (15, regional city, Vic.): Mystery, crime - because I want to be a
forensic scientist when I'm a bit older. So I've read a bit of Patricia
Cornwell. Also 'true life' stuff [realistic fiction] so I don't have to think
too much.

Warren* (12, regional city, Vic.): I've read all the Harry Potter series
about three times - and the first book of Lord of the Rings twice. I've read
a lot of the old stuff on the Second World War and that.

The majority of readers (two-thirds) specified a range of material they
enjoyed reading:
Ruby* (15, capital city): Anything, but mostly fantasy, like Robin Hobb.
I've always read anything at all. Sometimes if it is really, really interesting
or a series I will read one at a time but usually I read several books at
once. At the moment I'm reading Schindler's List (sic).

Anne* (15, capital city): Margaret Clark. I like her a lot. Mystery,
adventure. Realistic fiction. Tamora Pierce. The Tomorrow series. Harry
Potter. I used to love The Babysitters Club, and I still do (laughter) - it's
the best! And my sister reads all of them as well. But even with the older
books, they're still interesting, like The Once and Future King, which is all
about King Arthur, I really liked that. It was more like, I could sort of
relate to that even though it was written such a long time ago.

Madeline* (13, rural NSW): I liked the Harry Potter ones too, and I like
Jackie French, and history ones, and things like that, and Paul Jennings
because they're really funny.

David* (13, capital city): I like history as well as fantasy. I suppose I have
a few favourite authors. Philliv Pullman is one of them. I love his books.
I've just finished reading them again. I like J. K. Rowling and I liked Enid
Blvton when I was younger, but I don't really like her very much any
more. Tamora Pierce, I love her stuff, and I think I've read all of her
books except one of them. The Circle Opens, Circle of Magic, Immortals
series, the first series about Alanna the Lioness [Song of the Lioness
quartet]. David E d d i n ~ books,
s
which are really good, I love all of them.
Another kind of book I like reading is courtroom thrillers.

Emily* (17, capital city): I like Virginia Andrews. Flowers in the Attic

-

that's a good series. Harry Potter. Teenage fiction. Reading about other
people's lives and experiences. . . . I love that book Diary of a Street Kid,
by Margaret Clark, because she's like a teenager and going through things
that teenagers go through, experiences that some of my friends have had
and stuff like that.

Although most readers were open to a variety of material, during four focus
group discussions participants expressed views about genres they disliked.
Primarily, there were some fans of realistic fiction who were negative about
fantasy fiction, and fantasy fans who were negative about realistic fiction.
Sandra* (15, regional city, Vic.): I liked Harry Potter, but I don't know I've just never really gone for those sort of books - these far away, magical
lands and stuff. It doesn't really catch my eye.

Paul* (13, capital city): [re: fantasy fiction being interesting] Not like the
real [realistic] ones, 'cause it's too limited a view of what can happen, but
in fantasies it's not like it's real, so you can just do anything, just go
anywhere.

David* (13, capital city): I've never really liked normal - well, not normal,
but not so out there - not fantasy, but teenage fiction and stuff, because it
seems too normal. I like to read about completely different things, that
have really complex systems and that's why I like his pullm man's] Dark
Materials series because everything sort of works out towards the end.

Normal lives with different events, they're like - you could believe them,
so it sort of makes it a bit boring for me.

Sally* (16, capital city): I just hate fantasy stuff so don't go near it. Don't
read it at all. I hate the whole made up kind of thing.

Meredith* (15, rural Vic.): Like you [another student] like fantasy, and I
just don't - I don't know why, but it just is not what I'm into. We've just
got to be happy that there's a variety out there for us to choose from.

Of the 34 participants, only one (Anne* [15, capital city]) had not read any of
the Harry Potter novels; of the 33 who had read them, only one expressed a
dislike for them:
Sean* (12, regional Vic.): Oh, Harry - I really can't stand those ones.
ME: Is that because it's been hyped so much?
Sean* (12, regional Vic.): That, but also it's so childish.

Fantasy was the most commonly read genre by the keen readers. Of the 34
participants, 22 had read fantasy titles or series apart from or in addition to
Harry Potter. This compares to 18 who read adventures / thrillers (Marsden's
Tomorrow series was the most frequently mentioned, with seven participants

referring to it by name); 12 who read realistic fiction (two of whom had not
enjoyed the books, and three others who mentioned Looking for Alibrandi but
no other realistic fiction titles); eight who read mysteries / crime; 14 who had
read at least some humour (three of them only mentioned Bridget Jones'
Diary; four only mentioned Paul Jennings). Twelve participants read

historical fiction of some type, but three of them only read war stories, and
three (all fantasy fans) were keen on medieval settings, but did not mention

any other era. Five readers mentioned science fiction (three of them only
referred to Star Wars books). One mentioned horse stories, another romance.
Few classics were mentioned: Pride and Prejudice (three readers); Little

Women (two readers); Anne of Green Gables (one reader, who did not finish
it because she found it too slow in comparison with the television series);

Gulliver's Travels (one unimpressed reader, who described the 'horses' as
'stupid'); Les Miserables (one reader who did not finish it).

Clearly, the majority of keen readers in the focus groups read across genres.
However, the popularity of fantasy is interesting in light of the comments by
Samuels (1989) regarding the Young Adults' Choices programme in the
United States, sponsored by the International Reading Association. This
programme claims to assess teenagers' free reading (fiction and information
books), by compiling young adults' ballots on adult-selected books (an
interesting contradiction). She said (1989 p. 716):
As might be expected, the largest single area of comments came from the
fantasy and science fiction lovers. . . this is particularly intriguing because,
of the 30 books on the final YA Choices list, only [one] . . . fits the
category of either fantasy or science fiction. Apparently, as many of us
have recognized for a long time, there is a group of students who love
anything that is fantasy or science fiction, but they represent only a
minority of the teen population.

It is possible that there are differences in reading taste between the readers of
fifteen years ago and today (she was referring to the results of the 1987
ballot), or between Australian and American readers, or between keen readers
and other young people. She does not expand on why she believes it 'might
be expected' that fantasy and science fiction readers should be commenting
more than readers of other genres. Two British studies on young people's
reading choices, Whitehead, Capey, Maddren and Wellings (1977) and Hall
and Coles (1999) add little to this issue of genre preference. Neither study
included a section on fantasy, with Whitehead et al. preferring to classify on
the grounds of 'quality' and 'non-quality' narratives. Hall and Coles used a
broader genre-based classification but did not include fantasy novels
(although they did include two other speculative fiction categories, science
fiction and horror). Both studies investigated a younger cohort than those
involved in my focus groups, providing questionnaires to 10-year-olds, 12year-olds and 14-year-olds. Both studies were concerned with reading choices
by a large number of young people (Whitehead et al. received responses from
7839 young people; Hall and Coles a similar number - around 7900) which
could then be extrapolated to the whole of the populations of young people in
England and Wales. The lack of self-definition by participants as 'keen
readers', the differences in classification of books, the differences in ages of
participants in the different studies and differences in methodology make it
impossible to relate their conclusions on preferred reading material to my
study.

There are several Australian studies (Bunbury 1995; Foster and Prince 2002;
van der Hoeven 2002; ACYL 2001) which are of some relevance to the issue
of favourite genre, although none of the studies use exactly the same terms.
In the national 'Children's Choice' study (Bunbury 1995)' school-distributed
questionnaires were completed in 1981 by 11'46 1 children and young adults
(students from their fifth, seventh, ninth and eleventh years of schooling [p.
21) and were followed up by case studies in 1982. For those participants who
said they read for enjoyment in their spare time, the type of reading matter
they enjoyed was broken down into various sections including fiction. No
distinction was made between novels and short fiction. However, the study's
authors said in relation to the popularity of thrillers nominated in earlier
surveys, ' ... the evidence of the much wider sample in the My Choice survey
suggests a stronger preference for fantasy and the supernatural' (p. 73)' a
statement based on titles nominated by participants.

As part of her PhD thesis, van der Hoeven (2002) looked at responses by 77
female and 72 male urban South Australian students (from six classes, two
each of years 9, 10 and 11) on reading inside and outside the classroom. Her
survey incorporated all students, not only self-defined 'keen' readers. In her
study, she used several categories for speculative fiction: horror, science
fiction, fantasy and the supernatural. Fantasy was the favourite type of fiction
for 32 percent of females and 26 percent of males in her study. This compares

with horror (78 percent and 46 percent respectively), mystery (57 percent and
33 percent), crime (30 percent and 21 percent), action I adventure (43 percent
and 49 percent), supernatural (35 percent and 28 percent), humour (47
percent and 43 percent), science fiction (19 percent and 26 percent) and
growing up I relationships (40 percent of females and no males). However,
she did comment on a cohort of fourteen Year 9 males who were particularly
avid readers of fantasy novels, and who read by choice more often than all
but one of the other groups (p. 305). Although apparently unsupported by the
figures listed above, van der Hoeven stated, 'Some of the titles of books they
had read recently were of the fantasy genre, the genre which not only my, but
other surveys have placed at the top of boys' reading preferences.' (my
italics) She did not name the other surveys. She made the further point that
twelve of these fourteen boys 'at least sometimes bought books for
themselves' (p. 306), making up half of the total number of boys in the study
(24 out of 72) who bought books for themselves. Given the confusion over
how she reached the conclusion that fantasy was the favourite genre
nominated by students in her study (see figures above), it is difficult to make
any useful comparisons with my study; however, it provides some anecdotal
support for the apparent links between keen readers, the popularity of the
fantasy genre and book buying by young adults indicated in my study.

In another South Australian study, Foster and Prince (2002) looked at the
reading of 357 students from reception (the first year of formal schooling)

through to year 12 (from one primary school and one secondary school). This
pilot study incorporated all students rather than only those who described
themselves as 'keen readers' in their leisure time, and the survey results
include responses from both secondary students and primary students. A total
of 204 students aged between seven and seventeen completed the survey (1 16
males, 88 females), with students from reception through to grade 2 being
surveyed separately. A specific question on preferred genre gave students
options including fantasy, scary and sci-fi: 55 males and 42 females
nominated 'fantasy', which was the third most popular genre after 'funny'
and 'scary' (p. 61); however, there is no age breakdown of responses. The
raw data from this main survey was requested but is no longer available, so it
was unfortunately impossible for me to compile relevant responses by keen
readers in secondary school.

The Australian Centre for Youth Literature study (200 1 pp. 39-40)
incorporated fantasy and science fiction in one genre, and its findings showed
that it was the second most popular genre after mystery 1 thriller
(approximately 48 percent of respondents nominated fantasy / science fiction
for pleasure reading compared with approximately 52 percent of respondents
who nominated mystery / thriller). These genres were also the most popular
among focus group participants, although the order of the genres' popularity
was reversed. The ACYL study involved participants aged from 10 to 18, and
ranging from those termed 'Avid, confident readers' (3 1 percent) and 'Book

positive rebels' (24 percent) (both of which would incorporate 'keen readers',
with 68.5 percent of those categories saying they read every day or every few
days), to those who read for pleasure seldom or never ('Book neutral light
readers' [24 percent] and 'Reading irrelevant' [21 percent]), 36 percent of
whom said they read once a month or less often.

There was no breakdown of genre preference within the reading groups in the
ACYL study, so no direct comparison is possible.

However, the general popularity of the fantasy genre among contemporary
young Australian readers is clear from the results of studies as outlined. What
was apparent in the focus group discussions undertaken as part of this thesis
was that those who see themselves as 'keen readers' not only read fantasy,
but read many books that fall into the genre. Appendix E records the titles
and authors referred to by participants, and it is clear that fantasy titles
dominate the list. The quantity of fantasy novels these readers borrow and importantly - buy, would argue against Sarnuels' casual dismissal of them as
'a minority'. With one exception, these young adults were reading fantasy
novels before Harry Potter was published, and all have continued to read
within the genre as well as outside it. If they are, indeed, a minority of
readers, they are an important group for publishers, librarians and booksellers
to pay attention to.

5.2

Topic Responses: Question Two

The second of my key questions was: 'How do you find out about them?'

Responses to this question usually incorporated more than one factor. The
relative importance of these factors varied between participants. Knowledge
of an author through previous reading was important in every case as an
influence in participants reading (or, in two cases, avoiding) other titles by
that author, but does not explain how the readers initially discovered the
writers. Browsing bookshelves in libraries and shops was the most common
means of finding out about new books and authors, and the participants'
comments incorporated factors related to question three ('What makes you
choose one book over another?'), although the third question drew out more
specific information.

Personal recommendations (including having other family members' books
available at home) were the second most significant factor in leading
participants to following up individual titles and authors. Personal
recommendations came from both peers and adults (parents and other adult
family members, teachers and school [rather than public] librarians). Reviews
(newspaper [two participants], radio [one], 'magazines' [one], Womarz's Day
[one]) were mentioned as a factor in five cases, in addition to two readers
who began reading particular series because a teacher had given them books
to review. Computer searches on subjects andlor authors were used by three

people, and movie and television tie-ins had an effect for some titles
(primarily Lord of the Rings) but not all. Comments about tie-ins are reported
separately.

5.2.1

Personal Recommendations

In some cases, personal recommendations were accompanied by or followed
by the books themselves:
Owen* (13, regional Vic.): My friend Thomas got me started on aeroplane
books. He handed-me the first three Biggles books that I read.

Marie* (16, capital city): Mum keeps going to the library and borrowing
books and we will both read them. She tells me what she thinks I am going
to like.

Rafe* (12, rural NSW): I like reading fantasy. What got me started was because I liked reading but I didn't have anything to read, so my grandma
gave me a book called Battleaxe by Sara Dou~lass,and I just got stuck
into it.

Fiona* (13, rural NSW): One of my friends, Catherine, on the bus, she
reads books and that's how I got to read the Phillip Pullman series,
because she said, 'I'm giving it to you. You've got to read it now, whether
you like it or not!' So I started reading it and I really enjoyed them.

Meredith* (15, rural Vic.): Me and my best friend practically live at each
other's houses so we always swap books.

More often, the personal recommendation is only one factor, and the
recommendations are not always successful:
Julie* (12, capital city): With my friends, the people who do give me
books know me really well; and like some people do give me books just
because they know I go to the library, and those books I might not like
some of them, but most of them give me new ideas to what books I want to
read.

Jodie* (17, regional Vic.): I don't so much get recommendations because
my friends aren't readers either, but if I see someone reading in class, or
my Dad's friends are all big fantasy readers, then 1 might borrow it when
they're finished, because they read it, so it's probably worth reading. Not
so much recommendations as seeing other people read a book.

Madeline* (13, rural NSW): If a friend's read it and they think it's really
good, I'll go and.look at it.

Ruby* (15, capital city): Other people recommending. Or you spot a book

- you're just drawn to a book. Sometimes the author.

Eight participants mentioned having books available at home, although it was
implicit in other contact that other (not all) participants had books available
either at home or through the extended family. In terms of family
recommendations or borrowing from family, three participants mentioned
their fathers (one only in terms of her being read to as a child) and one a stepfather; six mentioned uncles or aunts, five mentioned grandmothers, one
mentioned a grandfather, two mentioned sisters, one mentioned elder
brothers, one mentioned a brother-in-law. However, with mothers being
spoken of positively by eighteen participants, it was clear that the role of
mothers is particularly important in terms of recommending or providing
books:
Vicki* (1 1, rural Vic.): My mum's a house cleaner and she's really good
friends with the woman so she usually just borrows them.

Mitchell* (13, rural Vic.): My Mum buys them. She also goes to the
library and gets books for herself, and for me, and my sister - she reads
too.

Linda* (17, capital city): Mum always buys books.

Jack* (13, rural NSW): I don't know -just go to the library. My Mum, she
likes reading, so I basically copied her.

Madeline* (13, rural NSW): Well, my Mum and my grandmother and all
my family had all these books that Mum read when she was young, like
Enid Blyton books, so I've read all of those Famous Five and all those
books when I was younger.

Simon* (16, regional Vic.): My Mum buys books for Christmas, and I
generally like them. If I'm in a bookshop I'll have a look.

The overwhelming majority of participants chose their own books to read (33
out of 34)' and some were extremely reluctant to have books chosen for them
by relatives:
Sandra* (15, regional Vic.): I won't ask for books from anyone else unless
I know the title and I know the author, and I'll say to Mum I want THIS
book. But I won't let her just go off and pick out a book, because she'll
pick out the wrong one and I'll just hate it.

Rafe* (12, rural NSW): I tell them everything that's on the front, on the
back, round about how thick it is, how tall it is.

Warren* (12, regional Vic.): I usually buy a book by myself. Or if Mum
was getting one I'll tell her the author and the title of the book so she
doesn't stuff up.

Joan* (16, rural NSW): With my Mum I would [be okay about her buying
a book], but my Dad I wouldn't. He'd be into the wrong stuff.

Ruby* (15, capital city): Money, Mum, me, book.

Jack* (13, rural NSW): My Dad would buy me sheep stuff. (laughter)
He'd probably get me a worming sheep thing. That's what he likes, but I
don't like it.

Paul* (13, capital city): I prefer to get them for myself Anne* (15, capital city): Yeah
Paul* (13, capital city): - because people don't really know what type of
book you like, and then they'll buy a book that you don't like, and then
you're like, 'Oh, thanks' (flat), but you really don't want to read it.

The negative impact of word of mouth came through in discussion only once:
Mike* (16, capital city): Did anyone read Lord of the Rings before seeing
the movie? (none had, apart from him) It is a good book. You may find it a
bit boring at the start but it is really good.
Marie* (16, capital city): My Mum said it was her least favourite book.
She put me off reading it.

5.2.2

Computer Searches

Few participants nominated computers as a means of finding out about books.
Two people mentioned computer searches in relation to finding new novels in
a specific library; one mentioned browsing the Angus & Robertson website to
find out about new releases, and one nominated posters and web pages as his
main ways of finding out about books. The latter two came from rural New
South Wales; one of the library searchers was from rural New South Wales,
and the other from regional Victoria. The location and relative isolation of
these participants may be a factor influencing their use of computers,
particularly for the keen readers from rural New South Wales. Angus &
Robertson is the only chain book store with a branch in the nearest town,
although there is also a newsagency (not on the web).

5.2.3

Browsing

Browsing was the single most popular means of discovering books (33 of 34
participants), whether at school libraries, shops or public libraries. Although
there were some keen fans of borrowing books, there was a division between
the way participants generally perceived and used school and public libraries.
Few used both, and even fewer relied on the public libraries alone. This is
explicated further in response to question 4, and examined in Chapter 7 as
part of the analysis of the results in the context of other studies.

The responses to question two tended to segue into areas covered by other
questions, particularly question 3 ('What makes you choose one book over
another?') and question 4 ('Where do you get hold of these books?'). For
example:
Chris* (15, regional Vic.): Looking in the shops, reading the backs where
they have examples from other authors, or what people say - someone else
might have read something that they recommend.

Vicki* (1 1, rural Vic.): School library, and sometimes they'll tell you what
books you'll like.

Madeline* (13, rural NSW): Um ... anything that sounds interesting, like
about mystery; or if a friend's read it and they think it's really good, I'll go
and look at it. [School librarian] suggests some every now and then for me,
because she sort of knows what I'm into, because I'm in here a lot. And
my grandmother has shelves of books, and I borrow from friends, or I buy
them.

5.3

Topic Responses: Question Three

The third question posed to each focus group was 'What makes you choose
one book over another?' A total of 20 factors were identified by participants,

with only two keen readers saying that their choice of what to read was
completely random.

In order of the number of participants who mentioned each factor, the
elements were:

Factor
author
blurb
cover
title
series
recommended
movie/TV tie-ins
subject
genre
first page
if book is new
first chapter(s)
author visits
format / dialogue
internet / web searches
information at back of another book

Number of Participants

review
'flick through'
first sentence
posters

* tie-ins: a total of 14 mentioned tie-ins, but only three said it was a major
factor

** author visits: a total of four participants said that author visits had been a
factor in reading a book, but two others said that it may be a factor if they
ever met or saw an author, but that they had not had the opportunity.

More than one factor at a time was involved. For example, some participants
saw book selection as a series of decision-making factors:
Fiona* (13, rural NSW): I sort of read what it's about first, and then if it
sounds interesting then I'll read it. I read the blurb after the book's caught
my eye, then I read the first couple of chapters. If I like it, I keep on
reading non-stop.

Further discussion about the different factors elicited more detailed
information, as reported in the sub-sections below.

5.3.1

Author

Once an author has been 'discovered' by a keen reader, the majority (18) of
focus group participants said they read other titles by the same author. This
author loyalty applies to both individual titles and series:
Julie* (12, capital city): If there's one author that I really like, then I just
read all her books.

James* (13, capital city): I usually stick to authors I know because I know
what I like.

Steve* (16, regional Vic.): I just pick up a book. If it's a part of a series I
read the rest of the series. Also sometimes if I really enjoy one I'll look out
for more by that author.

Mitchell* (13, rural Vic.): Usually the author - if it's someone I've read
before I'll usually go to see if it looks good.

Kirsten* (13, capital city): I get stuck on an author. Read all of Enid
Blyton one year - Famous Five and Secret Seven..

Linda* (17, capital city): Want to look for set authors. If I read them I read
all of them.

However, other participants said that loyalty to an author or series is
conditional on other factors, including enjoying the book they have read most
recently, the cover, blurb and start of the book:
David* (13, capital city): Some authors I read all of - that's how I read
most of Enid Blyton's books - because she was a really good author; but
sometimes an author can sort of go down a bit and have a really bad book,
so I at least don't get into the habit of reading all the author's books.

Sean* (12, regional Vic.): Yeah - there are heaps of different authors that
write books and I rarely read series, I just read the ones that I like. If I see
a book at the bookstore I'll just pick it up no matter who it's written by.

Madeline* (13, rural NSW): Like I read the Marsden [Tomorrow]series,
and then I saw a book called Winter up there, and I got it out because I
knew it was by Marsden so it had to be good, and 1 looked at the cover and
it looked pretty interesting as well. Then I read the back as well.

While the importance of familiarity with an author's other works cannot be
ignored, it fails to explain how a reader first discovers the author, or what
persuades them to choose a book by an author that they are unfamiliar with.
All other factors put forward by the focus group members were more broadly
applicable, being relevant to both new authors and those they already may

have read. However, as with other findings, that is not to claim that the views
of these participants may be extrapolated as representative of a larger sample.

5.3.2

Blurb

The majority (18) said that the cover blurb was a primary factor in
determining whether they would read a book or not.
Madeline* (13, rural NSW): Read what's on the back and see if it sounds
like something I want to read.

Meredith* (15, rural Vic.): I'll read the back before I buy it or borrow it.

Kirsten* (13, capital city): If the blurb's boring, the book will be.

Emily* (17, capital city): I hate books that don't have blurbs.

I asked the participants what they thought made a 'good' blurb:
Anne* (15, capital city): It sometimes depends on how the blurb's written,
because if it doesn't tell you enough it [the book] might be good, but
you'll think it's stupid. And if they write too much they've given the
whole story away, so there's no point in reading it.

Sally* (16, capital city): I like the blurb to tell you something about the
book. It's the first thing you see and want to read.

Cushla* (13, rural Vic.): Something that doesn't tell you the whole story
but gives you an idea. When it includes a bit from the story itself - then
you have a good idea about what kind of style it is.

David* (13, capital city): A question, like 'is so-and-so going to kill soand-so', or something like that.

Julie* (12, capital city): You have to give enough information to get you
involved, but then the last question has to be catching, or I won't borrow
it.

Mike* (16, capital city): If it's in a series you look for something you
know about it.

To clarify further, I asked whether they were looking for information about
the characters or the storyline. Predominantly, it was the plot or a major
/tense situation that they wanted to read about in the blurb; however, two
keen readers said that the style was important, and four said that they thought
there should be something about both character(s) and plot.

5.3.3

Cover

Eighteen people said that a novel's cover was one of the deciding factors in
picking up a book. However, it became clear that 'cover' was interpreted in a
number of ways. The majority of people referred to the illustration on the
front:
David* (13, capital city): Sometimes when I see a book with a good cover,
I pick that, even though I've heard people say all the time 'Don't judge a
book by its cover'.
Anne* (15, capital city): I do that.
David* (13, capital city): Sometimes it's just like - because the picture
should have something to do with the storyline [unanimous agreement
from others].

Chris* (15, regional Vic.): Cover - the type of thing on the front - with
fantasy you usually see like a fight scene or something like that.

Kirsten* (13, capital city): If it has lots of blood and gore on the front I
won't read it.

Jodie* (17, regional Vic.): Look at library shelves, looking at the covers. If
the cover looks interesting then I'll read the blurb and then if the blurb
looks good...

Owen* (13, regional Vic.): One of the last ones that I read - Biggles and
Friends - it had a picture of him attacking a German balloon - or not him,
one of his friends, and Biggles had fallen out of the plane and when you
read the book it explains it, so the picture is about them highjacking the
plane.

James* (13, capital city): I like spy books. The cover has something to do
with terrorism, like betrayal, danger, adventure.

Joan* (16, rural NSW): But if it's a mystery you've got to show it's a
mystery. Like with Tomorrow When the War Began you never see their
faces on any of the covers, and that's kind of a mystery in itself.

Steve* (16, regional Vic.): Yeah, sometimes illustration, sometimes title.
Like, I've started reading books - more like real life - majority are set in
London, and pretty much all about 30-year-old people - it's called 30something - bright bold covers, cartoon picture of people and I thought it
sounds pretty interesting. It was pretty cool.

Four participants said the colour of the cover andlor spine was the first thing
they paid attention to:
Sandra* (15, regional Vic.): Usually a bright colour, not dull and scummy
kind of, because that makes you think that's what the book is going to be

like. Then I'll turn it over and read the blurb. If it sounds good I'll usually
read the first page to see what it's like and then decide from there whether
I want to take it or not.

Jack* (13, rural NSW): The first Artemis Fowl book, that caught my eye
something major. Bright gold, and sparkly.

Rafe* (12, rural NSW): Sometimes if they look good, though, really cool
looking colours and everything you'll pick them up to see what they're
about.

The ability to identify a book with its genre through the cover illustration was
particularly linked to fantasy:
David* (13, capital city): Well, because I like fantasy, if it's got, like,
magic or sort of looking pictures 1'11 have a look at it, and then I'll read its
blurb, and sometimes if they just like really bright colours or intense
colours, then you just notice them standing out on the shelves.

Jodie* (17, regional Vic.): You can always tell a fantasy book by its cover.
Steve* (16, regional Vic.): Like dragons or elves or something.

Jack* (13, rural NSW): With the Harry Potter, they're good, you can
definitely tell they're fantasy.

Catherine* (17, regional Vic.): I don't think it's the cover itself, I think it's
the idea of the cover. Like I don't think 'That must be a good fantasy
book', I think 'That must be a fantasy book'.

Sally* (16, capital city): I hate fantasy books - see the cover and won't
pick them up.

Two participants referred to the cover in terms of the age and/or condition of
the books:
Sandra* (15, regional Vic.): Yeah, not like really old, with the contact
coming off them.

Beth* (15, regional Vic.): There are some pook covers] in the school
library with long hair and bell bottoms and that.

Other participants identified books through their cover illustration, which
they had clearly remembered whether or not they had read the book:
Simon* (16, regional Vic.): Have you read Memoirs of a Geisha?

ME: Yeah, it's great.
Simon* (16, regional Vic.): I got it for Christmas and have just read it. It
was really good, because I like Japan and everything.

Sandra* (15, regional Vic.): Is that the one with the red lips on the cover?
I've seen that and wanted to read it, but I just haven't got around to it.
Beth* (15, regional Vic.): What's it called?
Simon* (16, regional Vic.): Memoirs of a Geisha

Julie* (12, capital city): With the book covers, when I was borrowing for
the holidays I just took four books and borrowed them, because I just had a
few minutes; and when I got home I was looking through them and I
didn't really like a book I had got - it was brown, and it had a picture of a
butterfly on the front, so I was thinking, 'I'm not really going to enjoy this
book.' Then in the end I ran out of books to read so I read that one, and I
actually really enjoyed it, so now I'm reading books written by that author.

ME: Is that A Cage of Butterflies?
Julie* (12, capital city): Yeah.

Participants not only mentioned that publishers re-issue books with fresh
covers, they also associated that with publishers' commercial motivations,
and were at best ambivalent about it:
Rachel* (12, capital city): Sometimes they publish a book with three
different covers. Probably to sell to different people,

Joan* (16, rural NSW): Like Tomorrow When the War Began, all the
series that I bought, they're all totally different covers.

Ruby* (15, capital city): People think that if a book's lousy or not selling
then they will change the cover.
James* (13, capital city): Go big, bold and fluffy.

ME: So if a book came out under a different cover you'd be more likely to
pick it up?
Beth* (15, regional Vic.): Yeah. Sometimes the stories are just so 'that
time', though.

The lack of cover illustrations, for example, with older books, did not prevent
readers selecting them if other factors, such as title, had caught their attention:
Joan* (16, rural NSW): They look old, and I like old things. Like, anything
that's old I think is interesting. Like history - I love history stuff.

Steve* (16, regional Vic.): Or there isn't a cover. Like I've got three and
they're very old original ones, and you just get a cover with the title on the
spine and that's it.

Jack* (13, rural NSW): I read a book once and it was just a plain cover,
and I didn't have a clue what was in it, but it was a good book.

The phrase 'Don't judge a book by its cover' was mentioned by participants
in four focus group sessions, and the majority of the keen readers made it
clear that the cover was only one aspect of the decision-making, and was not
necessarily the determining factor.
Mike* (16, capital city): Sometimes the cover totally sucks.

Sean* (12, regional Vic.): Some books are good even if the covers are
pretty dodgy and if they don't have them they're still really good. Some
are very good - like I've seen books that have got really good covers good picture - but they're really Steve* (16, regional Vic.): Yeah.

Kirsten* (13, capital city): I go on title. I don't think it matters whether it
is in a new cover or not.

Simon* (16, regional Vic.): Yeah, I read The Red King, then I probably
wouldn't have picked up his [Victor Kelleher's] other books because of
what they looked like, but I did read them because I liked The Red King.

Mitchell* (13, rural Vic.): [he first listed title and author] and the cover.
Meredith* (15, rural Vic.): Yeah, but that's if it's a new book by someone
you don't know, because that's what will catch your eye.

Some participants used the term 'cover' in a more holistic sense, incorporating
title with artwork, or blurb and illustration.
Mike* (16, capital city): There's a Terrv Pratchett one - good cover shows you what kind of story it is (he remembered the blurb and recited it
for us in full).

5.3.4

Title

The initial factor in piquing interest in seventeen cases was the title of the
novel.
Rachel* (12, capital city): I read Chinese Cinderella and The Convict's

Daughter because of the titles.

Steve* (16, regional Vic.): I suppose you can tell some sorts of books by
the title - like Operation Flash Point and you can just pick what it is, or In

The Dead of the Night - it could be a war book or a fantasy book, and you
have to look at the picture to find out. The title makes you look at the
cover and the rest of it to see what it's about. Because that's what you see
when you look at the shelves is just the title. So that's what really catches
your eye.

Anne* (15, capital city): Sometimes it's the title of the book on the spine.
If the title looks good you'll take it out and look at the cover, and go,
'Hey!', read the blurb, think, 'Hey, it's a good book'.

I asked what kind of title appealed:
Paul* (13, capital city): Something exciting, sort of. Something called
'This boy's dog'

- well, we hear about dogs all the time, so it's not exactly

new.

Jack* (13, rural NSW): Well, if it's got a good font, or like there's a book
called The Firebird, and I sort of liked the sound of that. And also The
Green Prince, I liked the sound of that as well.

Owen* (13, regional Vic.): Like Rabbit Proof Fence I haven't read but it
sounds like a good movie or book to read and you think of how rabbits
tunnel and things like that and although it's not about that, it's interesting.

Rafe* (12, rural NSW): Artemis Fowl, I thought it was quite boring,
because it's a name; but it sounded sort of weird in the name, so I started
reading it.

5.3.5

Series

A total of 15 participants said they liked to read series.
Chris* (15, regional Vic.): I like the big long [series] that go on - you can
get into it and it keeps going - not like short ones and then they end.

Beth* (15, regional Vic.): If it's a really good one and it ends, I would like
to keep reading and find out what happens.

ME (after participants had nominated several series they had read): Why
read series?
Mike* (16, capital city): I want to know what's going to happen.
Marie* (16, capital city): Want to know the characters.
Linda* (17, capital city): They are kind of like friends you don't
particularly like but you have no-one else to hang out with.
Andrea* (16, capital city): Sometimes in a series if you like the first ones
you can relate to them [characters]. You read the same author. If you read
the first book you like to try the next one.

However, other participants said that while they enjoyed reading series, there
were frustrations such as the availability of all the titles (examined later in
relation to library collections) and the length of time before the publication of
the next in the series:
Catherine* (17, regional Vic.): Taking too long to bring out the next book
- you lose interest - you forget what the first one's about and then you

can't be bothered.
Steve* (16, regional Vic.): Yeah, like they should write the first four or
five books and release them like a month after each other.

Catherine* (17, regional Vic.): Like Isobelle Carmodv's Obernewty~z

Chronicles - how long have we been waiting for the next book?

In two cases, different authors had written the individual titles, but the appeal
of the series as a whole was strong:
Anne* (15, capital city): Have you heard of the My Story series? I love all
of those books. I'm reading all of them.

Paul* (13, capital city): I like the Star Wars novels. They're all real good.
It's not like it goes on all the time, it just goes into a different story.

5.3.6

Personal Recommendation

As already discussed in relation to question 2, personal recommendations are
important in terms of not only informing somebody about a book, but often
influenced these participants to read it. However, as with the other factors
(with the exception of 'author' for some participants), it is only one part of
the process of deciding whether or not to read a particular novel, and accounts
for only some of the books they choose.
Rachel* (12, capital city): Friends and family may recommend it. 1'11 read
the book cover and if I like it I might pick it up. Sometimes 1'11 read the
first page and if I like it I will pick it up.

Simon* (16, regional Vic.): I just look in the library, on the shelf - and if
something catches my eye. Or if I've read another book by the author I'll
go back and see what else they've written. Chris*'~recommended a few
books to me, and I try to do the same, but he never reads what I
recommend.

When the recommendation is accompanied by the book itself, participants
were more likely to read it (see section 5.2.1).

5.3.7

Movie or Television Tie-in

A total of 14 participants referred to movie or television series' tie-ins as
being an influence in what they read:
Ruby* (15, capital city): I read [Harry Potter] before I saw it. But I read
Sleepers and Looking for Alibrandi after the films.

Owen* (13, regional Vic.): It's [Rabbit-Proof Fence] been out for ages.
Same like Lord of the Rings. Had never read it. Now it's been made into a
movie I'm going to read the book.

Marie* (16, capital city): (re: where she gets books from) TV and movies
also, and from home.

Those who had read the novel before seeing the film adaptation expressed
relief when they thought the film had 'got it right', but the overwhelming
majority of participants expressed disappointment in the film / TV version:
Sara* (14, rural Vic.): [re: Harry Potter ] When I saw the movie I'd
already read all the books and I enjoyed it because I could see all the
characters.

Warren* (12, regional Vic.): When I knew Lord of the Rings was coming
out, I quickly bought the book of the movie one and started to read that,
and the day we went to the movie I'd just finished the last chapter because
I really wanted to read the book before we saw the movie. And then when

I saw the movie I thought yeah, that's pretty good, just like the book. It
was good.

Rafe* (12, rural NSW) The Lord of the Rings is actually quite a good
story, but I hate the wording and all that. Just all weird stuff. I prefer the
movie than the book.

Madeline* (13, rural NSW) I've read the first, fourth, fifth and sixth
episodes of the book [Star Wars]first, then I watched the movie, and I
reckon the movie was far better.

Catherine* (17, regional Vic.) Looking for Alibrandi

- I thought oh, I'll

read the book first - but that's just because the book is always better than
the movie - you're always disappointed if you read the book first.

Cushla* (13, rural Vic.): With Looking for Alibrandi, I read it then saw it
afterwards, and the film was a bit of a disappointment because the book
was so good. It was interesting to see how they did it differently, but most
of the time I like to read the book - the original.
Mitchell* (13, rural Vic.): Yeah, Green Mile was a bit like that - it was
pretty good, but I preferred the book.

Jodie* (17, regional city, Vic.): I read The Horse Whisperer and then heard
that the movie was coming out and the movie was all right, except I think
they really did spoil the ending, it was just so different.

Meredith* (15, rural Vic.): When I read Harry Potter I got it for a
Christmas present and read it and it was pretty exciting, then saw the
movie and it was pretty boring, but that may have been because I already
knew what happened.

Although tie-ins were mentioned by fourteen participants, and all focus
groups discussed the issue enthusiastically, the attitude of readers was not
always positive:

Sandra* (15, regional Vic.): Yeah, I read all the Harry Potter ones, then
when the movie came out I was kind of disappointed in a way - like, not
disappointed, but I didn't know whether I wanted to see it, whether I'd
keep my own images of the book.

Kirsten* (13, capital city): Movies can either make you want to read a
book or put you off it.

Beth* (15, regional Vic.): When you've read a book first it's kind of fun
when you watch the movie because they'll do something wrong and you'll
have the image in your head and you can just notice and just think nah,
that's not right, I'm going to still think of it like it is. But I think the book's
always better.

Vicki* ( I 1, rural Vic.): I haven't seen Lord of the Rings yet. But with TV
series, you already know what's going to happen, so there's no point
reading the book.

The negative comments related primarily to the differences between the
media, with keen readers perceiving the novels as more open to individual
interpretations and imagination than visual adaptations were.
Sandra* (15, regional Vic.): You can like create your own images, and
everyone's going to have a different perspective on the book, so it's better;

so you're not thinking wrong, you're just thinking your own picture of
how you want it.

Warren* (12, regional Vic.): Yeah, I think a book's better than a movie or
a TV show because you get more descriptions and everything like that.
You get a better picture in your mind and you think yeah, that's what it's
really like. Whereas in the movie and everything they don't really describe
it but you sort of see it and then you have to come up with what the
personality of that person is.

Fiona* (13, rural NSW): Because when you're reading you sort of imagine
the scenery and the people, then go and watch the movie and it's totally
different from the way you imagine it to be.

Beth* (15, regional Vic.): If a movie comes out I've always got to read the
book first, because it always seems to spoil it. Like watching a movie is
still good because in the back of your head I remember this as a book, and
you get all the ways it describes stuff and it adds to it.

Mitchell* (13, rural Vic.): They cut out a lot of thinking stuff in the
movies that you get in books.

The decision to read a novel before seeing the movie or series was a
preference for all but four of the participants (two of whom did not express a
preference, and two of whom regularly saw a movie / series first). A film's
failure to adhere strictly to the novel's story was a common complaint, and the
keen readers often expressed disappointment in the films / series for which
they had previously read the novel:
Beth* (15, regional Vic.): I hate it when they change a book at the end.
Like I read Lookingfor Alibrandi, and the end's slightly different - for
some reason, I like when the end's not tied-up versions. But in a movie,
sometimes they can do it well, because they may leave stuff out, but they
make it so if you have read the book you can still think and kind of know.

Jack* (13, rural NSW): We read The Hobbit, then saw the movie. It was a
cartoon, and was nothing about the book.

Julie* (12, capital city): I prefer to watch the movie first and then read the
book, because then you have surprises and stuff; but if you read a book
and then the movie, it's always a disappointment. Harry Potter wasn't a
big disappointment, but it was still a disappointment.

Paul* (13, capital city): The only exception I make where a movie is better
than a book is Lord of the Rings. It's better to see the Lord of the Rings
movie than it is to read the book. Because, like, EVERYTHING'S in it -

everything that's in the book is in it, virtually. There's hardly anything
that's missed out.

However, when a keen reader selects a book after seeing a filmlseries, that
disappointment can still occur, suggesting that for most the first experience of
the story (whether by book or visual media) sets the expectations and
determines how the alternative version is assessed:
Jack* (13, rural NSW): With The Borrowers I watched the movie first,
then read the book, and I reckon the book was horrible. But I thought that
the book would be the same as the movie, but it wasn't. I hate the books
when the movie's made first and the book's done after it, like the Star

Wars series and all that, because [in] the book there's nothing about the
movie.

Sandra* (15, regional Vic.): Sometimes when you read a book - or watch
the movie first, whatever - and you get a good picture, and then you do the
other one and it's different and they leave out things Chris* (15, regional Vic.): Or they change things.
Sandra* (15, regional Vic.): - then you're like 'well, that's not what
happens'.

Fiona* (13, rural NSW): I've seen Anne of Green Gables, I've watched it
over and over and over, it's one of my favourites, and then I tried to read
the book and I just got lost in the first page. It was so long and everything.

As with the other categories, tie-ins were only one factor of several influences
in decision-making:
Beth* (15, regional Vic.): Pretty much trial and error. I'll read the back. It
depends what mood I'm in when I read, like I'll go - I'll see something I'd
usually read and think no, I'm not in the mood for that. And I'll read the
start of it. But by the first couple of chapters, if I'm not into it I'll put it
down. But lately I've been reading lots of books that are along the lines of
movies that have come out. So one of my all-time favourites is A Time to
Kill, yeah, those kind of things suck me in as well. Like a big, complex
story so I can get away from stuff.

5.3.8

Subject

Ten of the 34 participants said they chose books because of the subject. This
was closely related to the books / genre they preferred to read (question one)
and also relates to the genre as a factor in book selection (see section 5.3.9).
Although this study is specifically concerned with novels, it was clear from
comments that participants read both fiction and non-fiction if they are on
subjects that interest them.

Steve* (16, regional Vic.): If I read a book - say about the wars or
anything else - and I like it I'll go read more books about that sort of thing.

Joan* (16, rural NSW): Yeah. And if I'm in a mood for like a horse story
or something 1'11 go it up on the computer and see if there's any fictional
books about it.
ME: So you do a subject search?
Joan* (16, rural NS W): Yeah. Or my favourite authors or something.
(later in discussion)
Joan* (16, rural NSW): There's this really, really old book, and my Mum's
so attached to it, and she's like, 'Don't ever put it on the coffee table, you
might spill coffee over it,' and all that stuff, but yeah, it's called My
Teachers, My Horses, and it's really old, it's by some guy that directed the
Spanish Riding School for 20 years, and it's got everything in it about
riding, so I've been reading that.

Owen* (13, regional Vic.): When we moved in next to the airport I wanted
to find out more about planes - I was really interested in tiger moths.
Started reading fact books. Then [friend] suggested Biggles. So I started
reading them; started reading Derek Robinson - A Piece of Cake and
another one. Reading magazines - libraries and newsagents. Mags about
flying, planes, fishing, tips, facts, a story. If I see a magazine with an
aeroplane on the front, I'll buy it.

Julie* (12, capital city): And if I find any books about the Middle Ages I
usually borrow them, because I like the Middle Ages.

Sean* (12, regional Vic.): I don't know - I quite like stories about the life
of people - like A Town Like Alice, I thought that was a really good book the movie was OK but I liked the book better. But it just depends. I'm not
really sure. But if the subject's what you like, I just take them.

5.3.9

Genre

Seven participants identified genre as a selection trigger. As discussed above,
this relates closely to 'subject' and the reading preferences they had nominated
for Question 1. However, comments also indicated that most readers do not
only read within one genre, but will choose a genre depending on their mood
at the time.
Fiona* (13, rural NSW): It also depends on what kind of mood you're in.
Like, if you're looking for an adventure or something, and you go to the
bookshelf and see one saying, like, a Nancy Drew mystery or something,
and you think, 'Oh yeah, that'll do.'

Warren* (12, regional Vic.): It depends what kind of book it is. If I wanted
to read a mystery instead of action, I'd pick up the mystery. If I want
action, I'll pick up the action book.

5.3.10

First Page

Six keen readers said they would decide whether or not to read a book
depending on the first page. In addition, one participant said that the first
sentence was the deciding factor; four said they read the first chapter or the
first two chapters; two said they 'flicked through' the book looking for
particular features (one looked for action sequences, one for dialogue); three
said they looked at the format and design for dialogue, white space, or letter /
diary format. As these factors are so closely connected, in terms of providing
a narrative 'taste' of the rest of the novel, they are considered together.

Importantly, these influences all came at the end of the selection process they were usually the deciding factor. Other factors had caught their initial
interest, and maintained it until they reached this point. But if the books do
not pass this 'taste test', they remain unbought, unborrowed and unread by
these keen readers - 16 of the 34 participants. The writing will determine the
selection. Having a catchy title and appealing cover definitely help any book,
but the participants revealed a distinct cynicism about whether the gloss is
backed by substance. With 18 participants identifying the cover 'blurb' as a
primary factor, and 16 participants performing a form of narrative appraisal
as a determining factor, it is clear that these keen readers relied primarily on
textual rather than packaging qualities to evaluate whether or not to buy or
borrow the book. However, without the influence of other factors to ensure
the book is picked up, no narrative appraisal is possible.

Rachel* (12, capital city): Friends and family may recommend it. Read the
book cover [ie, blurb] and if I like it I might pick it up. Sometimes read the
first page and if I like it I will pick it up.

Steve* (16, regional Vic.): If I see a book I'll pick it up and start reading it
and if I like it I'll keep reading it and if I don't I'll put it back.

Mitchell* (13, rural Vic.): I just get out all the ones that look interesting
and start reading, and if they're not, I stop straight away.

ME: Is this from the library?
Mitchell* (13, rural Vic.): Yeah, or buying.

Joan* (16, rural NSW): I just pick up anything and read it. Pick it by
random and hope it's a good one.

Paul* (13, capital city): I just pick a book up and read it, and if I don't like
it then I don't like it.

Jack* (13, rural NSW): Read the first couple of chapters to see if I like it,
and keep on going.

Ruby* (15, capital city): Sometimes it is the first sentence.

Not all of the participants read the first page as a guide to the rest of the book:
Mike* (16, capital city): First pages don't always tell you much - like
Robert Jordan always starts with someone else's point of view, not the
main people.

ME: You've said you looked at the cover, the title, the author, the blurb then what?
Meredith* (15, rural Vic.): I'll look at other books too, and then decide but that's all I really look at.

Others do open the book but do not actually read, so much as look for specific
features:

Owen* (13, regional Vic.): Sometimes I flick through. Like with Piece of
Cake - 'cause it's a really thick book, 672 pages or something like that - I

flick through until I find 'then he dived down and shot at something' or
something like that, and then you think 'Okay, so it does have some action
in it, it's not just a running commentary of what happened during the war.'

David* (13, capital city): If I'm going to read a book like that, that you
guys like, [realistic fiction] I'd read the ones in a diary format or letter
format. There's this one book called Back on Track...

Steve* (16, regional Vic.): I read a book a while ago that was about the
rave scene or something in England, and it had absolutely no talking at all

- no dialogue - I thought it did because I picked it up and had a look at the
first page -just the shape of paragraphs and stuff - and there was just no
dialogue in it.
ME: So you're looking for dialogue.
Steve* (16, regional Vic.): Yeah. You're not actually reading, you just
flick through it. You can tell by the way it's set out.

5.3.11

New Books

Five participants said they would be influenced to pick up a book if it was
new.

Sandra* (15, regional Vic.): Like I don't tend to read the bit older books. I
just read the newer ones.

Sally* (16, capital city): If it's new it helps.

However, 'new' was also associated with the latest release by a familiar
author:
Jodie* (17, regional Vic.): One of my favourite authors brought out a new
book, and it was one of my Dad's favourite authors too, so we were both
trying to read this book at the same time, so I'd read it until 9 o'clock at

night and then my Dad would come in and take it, so I'd often try to read
more.

It was also used by one participant to refer to books that were completely
unfamiliar, and probably would not be the kind of book they usually read:
Beth* (15, regional Vic.): I tend to sometimes [raid siblings' bookshelves]
- it depends what mood I'm in, whether I'm desperate for a new book to
read because I've got no others.

Although relatively few participants nominated 'newness' as a factor, it was
implicit in reactions to other readers' statements:
Jack* (13, rural NSW): He's [Andy Griffith's] got a new book coming out,
too.
Fiona* (13, rural NS W): Really?
Jack* (13, rural NSW): It's not out yet.

5.3.12

Author Visits

Four keen readers said they had been influenced by meeting or seeing the author.
Sara* (14, rural Vic.) I did with Morris Gleitzman, 'cause he was really
funny, so I read all his books.

Steve* (16, regional Vic.): Yeah, I'll read things sometimes if people
recommend them. We had Matthew Reillv at our school a little while ago,

and I was just talking to one of the librarians, and they recommended it,
SO...

Sally* (16, capital city): Saw Morris Gleitzman - really interesting to see.

Cushla* (13, rural Vic.): Yes, when you hear about their ideas and
everything it intrigues you.

Others said they would welcome the opportunity:
Mike* (16, capital city): I think I would like to meet authors - good to see
what they are like. I'd like to find out where they get ideas.

One keen reader made her own contact with an author:
Marie* (16, capital city): Jackie French - loved her books and wrote to her,
and got a three-page letter back.

5.3.13

Internet

As described under Question 2, one participant browsed the Angus &
Robertson website for information on new books, and another surfed web
pages for information and opinions on books. Two other participants
mentioned using computers for subject or author searches for books at their
local library.

5.3.14

Promotional Material Within Books

Three participants said they found out about books or were influenced by
information at the end of a book they had enjoyed reading:
Owen* (13, regional Vic.): Or when you get to the end of a book they'll
say other books written by this author and then other recommended books
by Puffin or whatever the brand is.

Chris* (15, regional Vic.): I'll just go to Target or something and see any
ones I like. If I like the sound of it I'll buy it. Or the school library, or at
the back of books they'll have that bit that explains other ones, and if it's
interesting I'll write it down.

5.3.15

Reviews

Reviews played little part in influencing keen readers, and few referred to
reading or listening to reviews. Only two participants mentioned being
influenced to choose particular books after they were reviewed. However,
under Question 2, two other students had begun reading particular authors
after being given books to review through school, and three additional
students had mentioned finding out about books through reviews. The
apparent discrepancy of contact between Question 2 and Question 3 - how do
you find out about books, and what makes you choose one book over another
- may be due to the weight they give to the reviews they read / heard,

compared with other factors identified. Only one of the participants actively
sought out material after a review:
Jodie* (17, regional Vic.): There's a radio programme that I listened to
during the holidays that had a book review on it, so I'd listen out to what
books they were talking about and if I thought it sounded interesting I'd
make a note of the author and go to the library and see if I could find it.

For the other four people who said they sometimes found out about books
through reviews (newspaper [two], 'magazines' [one], Woman's Day [one]),
while a review may have alerted them to a book's existence, it appears to have
been of little influence in itself in encouraging participants to actually read it.

5.4

Topic Responses: Question Four

Question 4, asked to all focus groups, was 'Where do you get hold of these
books?' This question was designed to incorporate contact from both
borrowers and buyers of books. The most popular answer was 'buy them' (21
participants) followed by 'school library' and 'extended family 1 have them at
home' (both nominated by 18 participants), presents or gift vouchers (13
participants), public library (1 1 participants), friends (10 participants), three
readers obtained books from the personal bookshelves of teachers or
librarians they knew, two said that their mother and grandmother would buy
specific books whenever they asked, one borrowed from his old primary

school library. Few nominated just one source for books (one only borrowed
from the school library; two only obtained books from their family - one via
their mother, who borrowed from the public library for herself and her two
children).

I distinguished between those who used their own money (earnings or pocket
money) to buy books, and those who bought books after receiving book
vouchers as presents. Given the restricted disposable income available to
participants, their decision to invest it in a high-risk product which carries
strong emotional expectations - ie, a book - shows a greater commitment to
their purchase than when a present is used. It was clear from contact that at
least some of the participants had requested the specific books they received
as presents, and that some requested vouchers as presents. However, six of
those who bought books with vouchers or received books as presents do not
buy books with their own money, and 14 of those who buy books themselves
do not receive books or vouchers as presents.

5.4.1

Keen Readers as Buyers

With nearly two-thirds of all participants defining themselves as book buyers

(21 of 34 participants), I was interested to know where they bought them, and
whether they bought them new or second-hand. Some answers (such as 'shop'
or 'bookshop') were not specific as to whether they were new or second-hand
outlets, and while some participants were clear that they bought new rather

than second-hand, they did not specify a particular retailer. Of those shops
specified, four named Angus & Robertson, two nominated Dymocks, and one
each named ABC Shop, Collins and Target. No independent bookshops were
named. However, nine participants mentioned second-hand book shops (two
participants named specific second-hand book shops), two people bought
books at opportunity shops, two from garage sales and fetes, one at deceased
estate sales and one bought discarded library books. Three participants who
said they did not buy books later talked about second-hand outlets where they
bought, implying that they interpreted the question originally as meaning
buying new books.

A few bought books because they had caught their interest when they were in
the shop:
Chris* (15, regional Vic.): I'll just go to Target or something and see any
ones I like. If I like the sound of it I'll buy it.

However, more said they chose to buy books they had already read and
enjoyed:
Emily* (17, capital city): Yeah. If I've read it, like in the library or
something and I really like it I'll go out and buy it so I've got it there.

Sandra* (15, regional Vic.): I'll save the big expensive ones for Christmas
and that. I'll usually get a lot of book vouchers - like ABC shop and that at

Christmas so I'll go to that. But throughout the year I'll tend to get
biographies and that and just use the library, and then if I find a good one
that I like I'll go out and buy it.

ME: One that you've already read?
Sandra* (15, regional Vic.): Yes.
Beth* (15, regional Vic.): Yeah, if it's a really good one 1 have to buy it,
because I always read books more than once, so I don't like not having a
COPY.

Kirsten* (13, capital city): Went to the mall and found a book that I had
liked and bought it.

Some prefer to borrow books:
Simon* (16, regional Vic.): I just go to the library generally. I don't buy
books very often - they're so expensive, and I generally only read one
once.

Anne* (15 , capital city): I don't buy books, I just borrow them from the
library. School library.

David* (13, capital city): I don't buy books so much, because if you buy a
book and you don't like it, then you've made a mistake, and then if you
read a good book sometimes, like, you know what's going to happen so

you can't really read it again. But then there are some books that are
really, really interesting and then you do want to read them again. So it
depends on the book.

Others tend to borrow books most of the time, but buy books by particular
authors:
Jodie* (17, regional Vic.): I worked in a bookshop for a while, so I bought
a few books then because I got a discount, but that's probably the only
time I've ever bought books. Unless it's an absolute favourite author.

Julie* (12, capital city): I decided on Emilv Rodda after I did a review for
[teacher]; and he said 'These books are really good,' and so he brought me
the whole series, because he had them at home. So I've read the whole
series. Then he brought me more from Emily Rodda, so now I just buy
them.

The cost of new books was a factor for some participants:
Meredith* (15, rural Vic.): If I get a book it's usually for Christmas or my
birthday. I don't really go out and buy a book. They are pretty expensive.
Like the latest Bryce Courtenav cost an absolute fortune. You want to have
a good job.

Catherine* (17, regional Vic.): If I really like a book I'll just borrow it
again and read it again.

Owen* (13, regional Vic.): They really cost a fair bit - like fact books can
be $23.

Buying books second-hand or discounted was a popular option, with
participants buying at bookshops, second-hand book shops, opportunity
shops, fairs and garage sales, libraries and estate sales.
Sandra* (15, regional Vic.): This may sound really scummy and stuff, but
Mum has an obsession in going to op shops and that, and if there's like a
deceased estate and that I'll usually go, because they usually have all the
old books, all the classics and cheap stuff.

Julie* (12, capital city): And the libraries, they cancel the books, so you
can get them. And actually it's better, because the book's in pretty good
condition from the library.

Cushla* (13, rural Vic.): Usually book exchanges and things you get them
a bit cheaper. Or just second-hand books. But every now and then I'll buy
a new one.

Steve* (16, regional Vic.): Discount tables. I bought about 6 or 7 books for

Emily* (17, capital city): The second-hand shop at [XI Markets is good,
because it gets the - still the new books, but because they're the extras that
when they get sent to the shops they get sent there, and they're cheaper. So
instead of paying like $30 for a new hardcover book you only pay, I don't
know, 10, 15 [dollars].

5.4.2

Keen Readers as Buyers and Borrowers

As described above, some keen readers who would normally be borrowers
made an exception in the case of favourite authors. For others, availability or lack of - books seemed to be an incentive to buy, with participants talking
about borrowing or buying in the same statement.
Warren" (12, regional Vic.): I usually hear about books from friends and
1'11 buy them in a shop or just borrow them from the library and stuff like

that and then I'll pass it on to another friend. We'll like read the same
book and then we're able to talk about it.
ME: School or public library?
Warren* (12, regional Vic.): Probably usually the public.

Cushla* (13, rural Vic.): In holidays I always do [buy books]. I run out of
things at the library.

Beth* (15, regional Vic.): When I go into town, like I'm right into
biographies and stuff at the moment, and I'll look at different sections and
usually just write them down at home and I'll go to the library with Mum
and pick some up there, and if I can't find it I'll usually buy it.

Others were fans of new books, which one participant saw libraries as
lacking:
Marie* (16, capital city): Books are all old [at libraries].
Sally* (16, capital city): If it's new it helps.

Further comments on libraries are included below.

5.4.3

Keen Readers as Borrowers from Libraries

5.4.3.1

School Libraries

As shown in other studies (ACYL 2001 p. 29), school libraries were more
popular than public libraries as sources of books. The convenience of the
school library - particularly for those who live some distance from public
libraries - is no doubt one factor, but it was clear that some participants found
public libraries intimidating, and had difficulty finding books that appealed to
them. The familiarity of the school library and the personal knowledge of
participants' reading tastes by librarians / teacher-librarians made the school
library a more appealing option for participants than public libraries (1 8

participants and 11 participants respectively). Only three participants said
they preferred public to school libraries; other participants used both school
and public libraries. Only one participant used no libraries at all:
Sally* (16, capital city): No libraries. Can't find things. Too difficult.

Although as many people obtained books from home or other people in their
extended family as did from school libraries, as many of the comments
referred to comparisons between school and public libraries, those sections
are dealt with consecutively. Comments about school libraries were largely
positive:
Madeline* (13, rural NSW): I usually just get mine from this [school]
library. They've got a good variety.

Steve* (16, regional Vic.): Also the college library it has little stickers on
the spine - like a tank for warfare, or a dragon for fantasy, so you're not
scouring the shelves for ages looking at titles - you can go a bit on the
pictures.

The personal relationship with school library staff, and the staffs ability to
suggest or provide books of interest to the individual readers is an important
factor.
David* (13, capital city): I get advice I suppose you'd call it from the
librarian down at the primary school, 'cause I was there for the last term in

Year 4 and all of year 5 and I was always borrowing books so she knows
me really well. She's picked out all the books that she thinks I would like.
Most of them I've liked, but some of them I haven't really - they don't
really have any point or anything. Then sometimes she brings her own
books in. She's given me some of the David Eddinns books, which are
really good, I love all of them.

Vicki* (1 1, rural Vic.): School library, and sometimes they'll tell you what
books you'll like.

Steve* (16, regional Vic.): If I see a book I'll pick it up and start reading it
and if I like it I'll keep reading it and if I don't I'll put it back. And I get
them from Mr (X), the English teacher - he's really good at choosing
books. He helped me a lot last year.

Madeline* (13, rural NSW): Yeah, Miss (X) suggests some every now and
then for me, because she sort of knows what I'm into, because I'm in here
a lot.

However, two regular school library users expressed frustration about being
able to find specific titles:
Owen* (13, regional Vic.): Or trying to find the barcodes, like you look on
the computers at our [school] library and it will say the code, like Fic or

whatever, and it might say 'Fic B ybut there's hundreds of them, and it's
like so confusing and you just have to look through the titles.
Jodie* (17, regional Vic.): It's annoying when they just change the library
around, because you always knew where the books were and then all of a
sudden it's all different.
Owen* (13, regional Vic.): I went to look for a book I read last year and it
took me simply ages to find it.

5.4.3.2

Public Libraries

Age and gender played no part in whether keen readers used or did not use
public libraries. A slightly higher proportion of those interviewed in the
capital were public library users, but accessibility seemed to be the key factor
here. Four of those interviewed in the Australian Capital Territory used more
than one branch of the public library. In the other centres, only one public
library was mentioned as a source of books.
Sara* (14, rural Vic.) The public library in [place] so you have a bigger
range.

Meredith* (15, rural Vic.): I normally use the [public] library because I'm
so close to it.

Ability to get to public libraries was usually dependent on having transport,
which meant relying on family members to take them. This was a difficulty
for those in regional and rural centres in particular:
Sean* (12, regional Vic.): I'll finish a book on a Saturday night or a Friday
night, and we're not going to the library that weekend - you've got nothing
to read [in unison] Catherine* (17, regional Vic.) - and you've got nothing to
read!
Steve* (16, regional Vic.): It drives you insane.

Jack* (13, rural NSW): No, I travel. I live in (X). I like the bus, though you get to read a lot.

Although he lived more than an hour and a halfs drive from his school, his
grandmother lived in the local town, and due to sports commitments on
Saturdays, Jack* stayed with her on Friday nights, enabling him to attend the
public as well as school library. During school holidays it was difficult to
obtain new reading material, and he was wary of borrowing books from the
public library in case he could not return them in time. His situation was
reversed for another participant, who also relied primarily on his school
library:
Simon* (16, regional Vic.): During the holidays we'll go to the public
library.

Some participants found public libraries intimidating, and felt more at ease
with the school libraries that they were familiar with:
David* (13, capital city): I've only been to a couple of public libraries
before. I don't really seem to like them very much. It's probably because,
like, I know the librarians here [school], so they can always help; and I
don't know. Oh, I go to the library down at the primary site, because I'm
friends with the librarian down there, so they let me borrow books.
They've got different books - they're not more childish books, just
because the people are younger, but sometimes there's a book in a series
missing up here, so I go down there and get it.

Linda* (17, capital city): Can never find them. Always at other places
[branches]. Don't know what to go and read.

The lack of complete collections at libraries - both school and public - was
raised by participants in four focus groups:
Jodie* (17, regional Vic,): That's really annoying about public libraries they never have complete series. (Loud agreement from the others)
Catherine* (17, regional Vic.): They always start with the second book.
You can get the second and third, but not the first Jodie* (17, regional Vic.): Never the first.
Steve* (16, regional Vic.): Yeah.

Catherine* (17, regional Vic.): Really annoying.
Jodie* (17, regional Vic.): - and because I read books really fast, I always
get the whole series out at once. Except they never have the whole series.
That's why the school library is better.

David* (13, capital city): There's an author called Tamora Pierce, and I
love her stuff, [Julie* (12, capital city) and Anne* (15, capital city) agree]
and I think I've read all of her books except one of them, and the first
series about Alanna the Lioness [Song of the Lioness quartet] has got the
third one missing, and then one with the wild magic in it [Circle of Magic
series], it's got the first one missing, and then the fourth one for the next
series [The Circle Opens] hasn't come out yet.
Julie* (12, capital city): I've been trying to read her books like for a year
now - I started on that series, and couldn't get the third one, so I thought
I'd start reading about Dane, but that had one missing as well, so now I'm
just stuck - I don't really know what to do now, because I don't really
want to read the Circle of Magic [series] before I finish all these.

The penalties imposed by public libraries, and the perceived attitudes of
public library staff, were also seen as reasons to avoid using them.
Paul* (13, capital city): Libraries blame people that come back with a page
ripped or something... probably by people ages back, when it was new or
something.

Owen* (13, regional Vic.): It really annoys me when you can't find the
books - like I went around all the libraries looking for these Biggles books
I wanted to borrow, and it turned out I had to wait a month and a bit before
they were posted in from [XI.
Jodie* (17, regional Vic.): Yeah, and at the public library you have to put
it on hold, and that's a $2 fee.
Catherine* (17, regional Vic.): I know once I got halfway through a book
but I had a music exam, so my mother deliberately returned it, and after
the music exam every time I went to the library it was out, and I couldn't
be bothered paying to put it on hold, and every time it was out and it took
about four months before I could get hold of it again.

David* (13, capital city): It's really annoying when you get to that missing
page and you find 'Whoops!', and I don't want to return it because I think
I might get in trouble.

The responses of focus group participants reinforce the results of the 2001
study of young readers commissioned by the Australian Centre for Youth
Literature. In that study (p. 32), which included reluctant as well as keen
readers, slightly fewer mentioned the public library as a source for borrowing
books (22 percent as opposed to 28 percent of participants who nominated
their school library as a source of books). It is not surprising that keen readers

were much more likely to borrow books from libraries (more than half of
participants - 18 of 34 - used school libraries, and a third of participants - 11 used public libraries) than the broader high school and college populations.

5.4.4

Home and Extended Family as Book Sources

With 18 participants obtaining books from home or family members, it
ranked equal to school libraries in popularity as a source of books. However,
analysis of comments showed that there were a number of different factors
involved. In three cases, readers obtained public library books via their
mothers rather than borrowing books from a public library themselves:
Catherine* (17, regional Vic.): I think that's probably where I got my
reading from - she's a very keen reader as well. She borrows a lot of books
and if she has any really good ones she'll hand them on to me. Most of the
time her choice is really good. Some of the time I don't quite agree.

Mitchell* (13, rural Vic.): My Mum buys them. She also goes to the
library and gets books for herself, and for me, and my sister - she reads
too.

Others had books available at home:
Linda* (17, capital city): Mum always buys books.

Jodie* (17, regional Vic.): My Dad had a whole bookshelf full of fantasy
so I started reading those.

Sally* (16, capital city): Have heaps of books at home. Lots of book cases.

Others obtain books through the extended family:
Julie* (12, capital city): I get them handed down from grandparents,
who'll say 'This book is really good'.

Meredith* (15, rural Vic.): I normally use the library because I'm so close
to it. My grandmother gets a lot of books at Christmas, so I just get them
off her.

Rafe* (12, rural NSW): I pinch both Mum's and my grandma's books.
And if they have my uncle's books, then I pinch them anyway. (laughter)

Anne* (15, capital city): I get a lot of books off my Nana. She reads heaps,
so I go through her collection. She gets them from like second-hand shops

and stuff.

Vicki* (1 1, rural Vic.): My cousins don't [read.], so their Mum's given me

a whole lot of their books to read but they don't know about it.

Although many participants had books at home or were able to obtain them
from their extended family, that was not always the case. Of the 34 keen
readers interviewed, three had either no fiction at home, or very limited
fiction at home:
Joan* (16, rural NSW): We've got, like, a box, because we don't have
bookshelves yet, 'cause we've just moved in. But it's just full of books.
They're all horse stuff and diseases and how to cure them and stuff like
that. That's all.

Andrea* (16, capital city): Used to have a book case until we moved.

Jack* (13, rural NSW): Well, I've read all of our home books. We've
hardly got any. We've only got about half a bookcase full at home.

These three self-defined keen readers were enthusiastic borrowers from
libraries. None borrowed from friends (perhaps because they could not return
the favour; although two of the three said that their friends did not read).
Their behaviour goes against the findings of Hall & Coles (1999 p. 120):
Libraries do not therefore necessarily act as a substitute source of reading
material for those children with few books. In fact, children tend to borrow
books more frequently from a public library the more books they own.

Although many of the focus group participants did have easy access to books
at home and were also library borrowers (although only a third of participants
used public libraries), I did not specifically ask the quantity of books owned
by the participants (as opposed to books available in the family home or
through family members). I can therefore not comment on the applicability of
Hall & Coles' findings to the Australian 'keen reader' cohort I interviewed,
except to point out that keen readers source books from a variety of places,
and for those with no or few books at home, the libraries played a vital role.

5.4.5

Books as Gifts - Cash, Voucher or Kind

Thirteen participants obtained books, money or vouchers from family
members for birthdays and 1 or Christmas.
Rafe* (12, rural NSW): For my 12th birthday I was given the seven books
of the Deltora Quest series, the first one.

Sara* (14, rural Vic.) Usually get a voucher for Christmas.

Jack* (13, rural NSW): They just give me money. I bought the whole
Harry Potter series with birthday money.

Steve* (16, regional Vic.): Usually I'll be given it or else gift vouchers.

However, for three participants, gifts from family members did not include
books. One said this had changed over time:
Jodie* (17, regional Vic.): I very rarely get books for Christmas. When
you're little I think they give you books, but not later. If I did, I think I'd
probably tell them what to buy.

The role of families is explored further in section 5, where issues not directly
relating to the four questions are presented.

5.4.6

Borrowing from Friends

Ten participants nominated 'friends' as a source of books. Although it was
unclear in statements in two cases whether it was the books themselves or just
recommendations for books that they received from friends, I have included
them in this total because of their initial response to the direct question.
Sandra* (15, regional Vic.): Some friends after school, waiting for the bus,
sometimes we'll just chat about books, 'cause we're all pretty much into
mostly the same, we all have a few off to the side but mostly the same, so
if someone's read a good book they'll pass it on around the circle.

Anne* (15, capital city): Yeah. We do that.

Catherine* (17, regional Vic.): I also borrow fantasy books from my
friends.

Meredith* (15, rural Vic.): Me and my best friend practically live at each
other's houses so we always swap books.

Warren* (12, regional Vic.): I usually hear about books from friends and
I'll buy them in a shop or just borrow them from the library and stuff like
that and then I'll pass it on to another friend. We'll like read the same
book and then we're able to talk about it.

Other people made the distinction between getting recommendations from
friends, and borrowing / swapping books with them:
Julie* (12, capital city): I mostly don't swap books for some reason. They
just tell me the name and I borrow it from the library.

Cusl~la*(13, rural Vic.): Usually [get recommendations] from friends what they think is good.

ME: What about friends? Do you swap with them?
Sara* (14, rural Vic.): I did once with one of my friends, but not usually.
Mitchell* (13, rural Vic.): Oh, magazines and stuff, but not really books.
Vicki* (1 1, rural Vic.): Not really. Only sometimes, if someone's read a
book that is quite good.

Cushla* (13, rural Vic.): No, I've never borrowed from friends.

Emily* (17, capital city): I rarely get books from them, I don't borrow
them or anything. I just borrow books from the library.

More than a third of the participants, 14 of the 34 keen readers, however,
knew few readers among their friends. There was no gender imbalance, with
both males and females having friends who read or friends who did not read.
Joan* (16, rural NSW): I don't have many friends who read. They're all
into the party thing, but I think parties are a waste of time, because all you
end up with is a hangover, and sex that you didn't want. So there's no
point to it.
Fiona* (13, rural NSW): Yeah.
Jack* (13, rural NSW): My friends would prefer to bum books than read
them.
Rafe* (12, rural NSW): Yeah.

Mitchell* (13, rural Vic.): They read magazines and stuff, but not books

Mike* (16, capital city): I don't think any of my friends read. Except
people here.

Vicki* (1 1, rural Vic.): They only read when they have to.

Sean* (12, regional Vic.): None of my friends are really great readers, but
I'll often recommend books to them that they would like, because I don't
think they'd like books that Owen* (13, regional Vic.): Too complicated ones (laughs)
Sean* (12, regional Vic.): Yeah - they aren't reading books that are older like not too old for them, but older books - they just read things that they
should be reading [ie, class ones], but 1like reading older stuff. I'll just
read.

5.5

Topic Responses: Other Issues

In addition to responding to the key questions, participants incorporated other
information they thought relevant to the discussion. Among the issues raised
were how often they read, where and when they read, whether the amount
they read had changed over time, and whether the kind of material they read
had changed over time.

5.5.1

Reading Behaviour

Although I had asked participants to self-select as 'keen readers', I had not
defined that beyond saying that it meant they chose to read fiction as one of
their leisure activities. I did not quantify the term in any way, as I wished to
ascertain potential participants' attitudes towards reading, rather than the
quantity of books read, or frequency of reading. However, not surprisingly,
the vast majority of participants read often, with the most popular times being

in bed at night, during weekends and holidays, and on the bus on the way to
and from school. More than two thirds of them (24 of 34) read every day,
seven others said they usually read at least every few days, and only three
saying that even though they loved reading, they only managed to read during
holidays and sometimes weekends, because of school commitments.
However, the impact of homework and other obligations was clear in contact
by other participants, who were caught between what they wanted to do - read
for pleasure - and what they were obliged to do. Older participants
particularly, but not exclusively, found it harder to make time for pleasure
reading, especially during the week.
Anne* (15, capital city): On a different subject, I find that I used to read a
lot more, like when I was in Years 6 and 7 I used to read a lot more than
what I do now, I think it's because I had the time. There's less work in
those years, so you've actually have time to sit down and read a book, but
as you get to the older grades you don't really have the time unless it's like
a novel study or a review for school work to actually sit down and read a
book because you've got too much on your plate.

Sara* (14, rural Vic.): I tend to read during holidays, as I don't have a lot
of time during the week, and I can't read late at night because I'll just get
too tired.

Simon* (16, regional Vic.): Lately I haven't been reading a lot - I don't
really have time at night time - usually watch TV, and do homework 'ti1
about 9.30. Generally if I read I'll read in bed at night time, so you're a bit
tired and doze off half way through a page Beth* (15, regional Vic.): Yeah, fall asleep when you're reading ...
Sandra* (15, regional Vic.): Read the same paragraph six times!
Simon* (16, regional Vic.): So I only read during the day, really. I can't
read on the bus - too many distractions.

David* (13, capital city): Things to finish off and portfolios to do, things
like that. We don't have as much time as before. But I usually read to and
from school when I'm on the bus, because I've got quite a bit to travel - so
I'm reading all the time then, and I'm reading on the way back to home,
and then I'm so into the book when I get home I don't do anything for a
while, and somebody has to make me put the book down and do all the
other stuff I have to do.

Linda* (17, capital city): Don't even have time to [read at night]. Used to
read ten books every week from the library but can't. Used to read before
bed.

Catherine* (17, regional Vic.): I can't put a book down until I've finished
it. If my mother wants me to do homework or something, it's not actually
going to get done until I've finished it.

Mike* (16, capital city): But there's so much schoolwork. Sometimes I
read instead of work.
Marie* (16, capital city): When I was reading Harry Potter I got so far
behind in schoolwork and had to catch up.

These experiences reinforce the findings of the ACYL study (200 1 p. 35), in
which more than a third (35 percent) of 10-14-year-olds said their reading had
decreased over the past two years, but more than a half (56 percent) of 15- to
18-year-olds said their reading had reduced. In that study, 33 percent of
participants who felt their reading had decreased over the last two years
blamed extra schoolwork. (p. 36) On the positive side, 39 percent of 15- to
18-year olds were reading more than they had two years earlier (58 percent of
10- to 14-year-olds).

However, despite the many demands on their time (homework,jobs, sport,
music, tasks at home 1 on the property, social life), it was clear that keen
readers made time for leisure reading.

Vicki* (1 1, rural Vic.): [I read] Whenever I can. Often I'll be reading until
midnight, because I just can't put it down a lot of the time. Holidays as
well, I'll just lie on the beach and read.

Julie* (12, capital city): I have so much on. I normally get involved in all
the school things that happen, but I do get time to read; from 9 to 10 at
night I read; so I always set that time because normally I find I can't go to
sleep if I don't read, because I've got used to the habit of reading for an
hour before I go to bed.

Cushla* (13, rural Vic.): Depends on what's happening - like, if it's good,
I'll make time to read it, otherwise just any time.

Paul* (13, capital city): I read like an hour before I go to bed; I read any
spare time I get; I read at school as well, so I have lots of times to read.

Mike* (16, capital city): I read whenever possible.

Meredith* (15, rural Vic.): I usually just hide in my room for hours. Mum
knows I like reading, she'll figure it out.

James* (13, capital city): I can knock off a 600-page book in two days.

Ruby* (15, capital city): I read anywhere, any time. I live to read.

The extract of conversation below is typical of the kind of group interaction
and enthusiasm for shared experiences that came out in all focus groups when
discussing their reading behaviour:
ME: When do you read?
All: At night.
Steve* (16, regional Vic.): Sometimes after school.
Catherine* (17, regional Vic.): - and between classes.
Owen* (13, regional Vic.): During the weekends - I'll just sit in bed and
read until lunchtime, then maybe for a while in the afternoon, and then I
read it again at night.
Catherine* (17, regional Vic.): Yeah. I'll even read while I'm eating.
Sean* (12, regional Vic.): Weekends and sometimes at night, 'cause my
sister has this really annoying habit of setting my alarm clock off at like 2
in the morning, so I just read then.
Owen* (13, regional Vic.): My little sister has this really annoying habit of
knocking on my door at about 4 or 5 in the morning.
Steve* (16, regional Vic.): Mum will try to ask me what it's like, and I'll
say, 'I don't want to talk about it, I just want to read!'
Catherine* (17, regional Vic.): Yeah! They'll come in and just start
chatting away!

Owen* (13, regional Vic.): Or like with homework - Mum will come in,
and I'll say I'm reading, and she'll say, 'What is it?', and I'll just go
[groans].
Jodie* (17, regional Vic.): And I'll just keep saying, 'Just one more page!'
Steve* (16, regional Vic.): Just ten minutes more!
Jodie* (17, regional Vic.): I read and watch television at the same time.
Catherine* (17, regional Vic.): And Mum will say, 'What about your
homework?'
Steve* (16, regional Vic.): 'Just one more page! One more page!'
Owen* (13, regional Vic.): Or you'll be reading something really
interesting and you'll think I'll just finish this...
Catherine* (17, regional Vic.): Or you'll think, 'I've just got two pages to
go before another chapter, so I'll read them', and you just keep going!
[Everyone agrees - 1oud.l~- lots of laughter]
Catherine* (17, regional Vic.): You don't even notice that you've finished
it, you just do!
Steve* (16, regional Vic.): And then you'll realise, and you'll think, 'Just
to the end of THIS chapter...'
Jodie* (17, regional Vic.): I've been like that since I was about eight - I
remember in about Grade 5 there was this book I was trying to get
through, and my stereo system puts out a little bit of light, so I left it on
and was leaning out of my bed trying to read, and whenever my Mum

would come I'd drop the book and pretend I was asleep, then pick up the
book again and keep reading.
Catherine* (17, regional Vic.): I'll quite often fall asleep reading, with the
book in the bed.
Jodie* (17, regional Vic.): Yeah, I've done that quite often. Or you're
meant to be doing homework, and you've got the book under the desk.
Sean* (12, regional Vic.): I went through a stage of reading by torchlight.
Owen* (13, regional Vic.): Until the batteries start going flat, and I'll use
my laser light, and that really, really hurts, reflects off the page right at
you.

Every participant in the focus group was engaged in the conversation, and
although I had asked nothing about the quantity of books they read, it was
clear that they met my criterion for 'keen reading' - the attitude towards
reading that encourages that self-definition. I found the same situation in
every focus group. Young people want to talk about books and reading, with
other readers. As a result of taking part in the focus group, for example, two
students in the same class discovered that they both liked reading for
pleasure. They had been in the same class for two years, but had never
discovered they liked the same books. Reading was not discussed with their
friends. They left the focus group discussion arranging to swap a book.

The issue of time for reading is complicated not only by schoolwork (see
above), but also work, duties at home / on the property, drama, music, sport,
as well as social life. Although those who said they were forced to read less
now because of other commitments expressed disappointment that that was
the case, they were all still reading, and were still enthusiastic about books
and reading. They were still book buyers, as well as book borrowers.

Reading on school or public transport was particularly popular with those
living in rural areas, but was frequently mentioned by those in regional and
capital cities as well. The duration of the bus ride seemed to determine how
many participants read. Those who had a journey of more than 15 minutes
were likely to read (only one said that she chatted with friends, and another
said she read sometimes on the bus). However, as this was one of the
questions that had been added to the focus group discussions on the basis of
comments in earlier groups, data is not available for all focus groups.
Joan* (16, rural NSW): Yeah, there's nothing better to do on the bus - it's
so boring. I've got an hour and a half on the bus.
Rafe* (12, rural NSW): I spend about two hours a day reading on the bus.
Madeline* (13, rural NSW): Yeah, mine's 45 minutes to get in, so I read
most of the time.

5.5.2

Sibling Readers

In contrast to Hall and Coles (1999 p. 108) finding that, 'There is a significant
positive relationship between children's enthusiasm for reading and the
amount of reading they do, and living with a sibling who reads a lot,' most of
the keen readers participating in the focus groups did not share books with
siblings. Many said their siblings did not read, or did not read fiction; others
said that reading tastes were very different, or that their siblings were
younger. Implicit in the last statement is that the keen readers were not
interested in reading material they felt was aimed at younger readers.
Marie* (16, capital city): I've got two older brothers. I'll sometimes try
books they like.

Beth* (15, regional Vic.): I tend to sometimes - it depends what mood I'm
in, whether I'm desperate for a new book to read because I've got no
others.

Mike* (16, capital city): Mum's a big reader but no-one else in the family.
Andrea* (16, capital city): Same.

Warren* (12, regional Vic.): I've got an older sister, but I don't read her
books because she's into all the girly type books if you know what I mean
- like romance sort of stuff.

Meredith* (15, rural Vic.): I have two older sisters but they don't read
much.
Vicki* (1 I, rural Vic.): My brother only reads magazines. He's not really a
reader.
Sara* (14, rural Vic.) My brother doesn't really read much. Sometimes
he'll go into my room and look at the bookshelf to see if there's anything
he wants to read.

Sally* (16, capital city): I got into mystery books from my Mum, also
Brvson. I've got a younger brother but don't know what he reads.

However, at least some of the younger siblings of the keen readers were
following their reading behaviour:
Julie* (12, capital city): I have younger brothers and sisters, and because
during primary school Enid Blvton was my most favourite writer, and so
my sister now reads all my Enid Blyton books. She just tends to read the
books that I read.
David* (13, capital city): So does my little brother. He's read some books
that I tell him are really good, because he doesn't read as often as me, but
he's a good reader.

5.5.3

Changes in Reading Interests

Most participants (28 of 34 readers) said that the kind of books they liked to
read had not changed over time, except in terms of complexity. Of the others,
several said they had changed their reading tastes and pointed to series they
had been fans of in their younger lives (eg, Babysitters' Club and
Goosebumps), that they felt they had outgrown. Yet, their preferred genre had
often not changed diametrically, with two of the former Goosebumps fans
still nominating speculative fiction as their preferred reading, but being
interested in fantasies and thrillers rather than horror.
Sandra* (15, regional Vic.): Yeah, but I've still got that basic interest in
the same stuff. Like, I've never been into all that Babysitter Club kind of
stuff.
Beth* (15, regional Vic.): I was. (laughs)
Sandra* (15, regional Vic.): I actually go to Mum's room and bypass all
that kind of stuff. Still mysteries. Because I've known what I wanted to do
since pretty well the start of Year 7.

James* (13, capital city): Used to read a lot of fantasy but like spy action
thrillers.

Simon* (16, regional Vic.): Adventure, fantasy - still pretty much the
same. Even ones that I've read in Year 7 and Grade 6 - like Obernewtyn
series, I just read them again last year.

Chris* (15, regional Vic.): I've always been interested in, like, fantasy.

Warren* (12, regional Vic.): Yeah, I pretty much read the same books action and fantasy and adventure - hasn't really changed for me, I've
always been into that sort of stuff.

5.6

Conclusion

The 34 participants provided detailed information not only on the four key
questions, but on other influences identified during the discussion. A number
of statements can be made about the reading choices and book selection
processes of these young keen readers.

Among the findings from analysis of the transcripts are that:
most readers read across genres, but fantasy was the most popularly
read genre;
they found out about books through a variety of methods, the most
common of which was browsing bookshop and library shelves;
once they had discovered an author they liked, they read extensively
within that author's oeuvre;
personal recommendations from friends, family, teachers or librarians
were the second most important means of hearing about a new book /
author;

participants identified 20 factors involved in book selection, and more
than one factor was involved in 32 of 34 participants' choices;
the blurb and cover equalled author's name as being the most
commonly identified factors, followed by title, whether it was part of
a series, and personal recommendations;
the positive role of mothers as readers and book providers was
mentioned by 18 of the 34 participants

33 of 34 participants chose their own books;
participants obtained books from several sources, the most popular
being buying books with their own money;
school libraries and extended family / home were the second-equal
source nominated (18 participants), compared with just 1 1 participants
who nominated the public library;
keen readers bought books new as well as second-hand;
the majority were more likely to buy books they had already read and
enjoyed than books they were unfamiliar with;
keen readers made time to read, despite other commitments;
increased schoolwork was seen as affecting time available for reading,
particularly for older participants;
most participants did not have older siblings who read; and,
the genres read by choice had not changed over time for 28 of 34
participants.

Gender, age and geographical location of participants appeared to have no
bearing on the kind of responses given, with one exception: most of those
who had extended bus travel time frequently took advantage of the
opportunity to read.

Chapter 6 will examine comments from creators - authors and publishing
staff. These creators' views will be considered in Chapter 7 in light of the
comments from focus group participants.

Chapter 6: Data Reporting: Adults
Introduction
The previous chapter reported detailed comments from the 34 self-defined
keen readers who participated in focus groups; this chapter provides insights
into the views of the adult Australian creators who are producing novels
targeted at this age group. While the views of both adults and young adult
keen readers will be examined together in Chapter 7, as outlined more fully
below, there are aspects affecting the publishing industry that may be invisible
to the focus group participants, but are important to consider here. It is in
order to accurately reflect the context within which the young adult readers
were commenting that I have restricted information from creators to the
Australian situation. To incorporate creators from other countries is likely to
have meant taking their comments out of the social, commercial and
ideological context within which they were made. In the same way, comments
from Australian creators may not be directly relevant to the context of foreign
creators.

A combination of analysis of written material by authors, publishers and
marketers (conference papers, articles in newspapers, magazines and journals,
interviews, and chapters in books on young adult literature and publishing)
and personal and email interviews has been drawn on to provide the data for
this chapter. Given the amount of potential material that could be included

here, there is inevitably personal selection of quotes. However, this has been
done with every effort to reflect fairly a range of views including recognising
changes in individuals' views over time, and the quotes selected are those
deemed by the researcher to be most relevant to the topics. This includes both
professional information (such as publishers' knowledge of the more
commercial aspects) and perceptual (creators' views, specifically on issues of
'audience', based on their social constructs of young adults and adults).

On some topics, a direct comparison with responses from keen readers
(Chapter 5) is possible. This includes the key 'triggers' the focus group
participants identified for book selection, such as covers, blurbs and titles.
That data from young readers and adult creators/publishers will be analysed
together in Chapter 7. However, there are many issues for those writing,
publishing and promoting young adult literature that may be invisible to
readers, yet critical for creators and the publishing industry. These include, for
example, an awareness of audience as an adult writing or publishing young
adult novels, the determination of which age-group category a novel should be
marketed for (children's, young adult, crossover, adult), 'author-branding' for
promotional purposes, the level of personal contact with young people, and so
on. As these factors are critical in determining what is produced and promoted
for young adult readers (and how), it would be remiss to exclude them.

Data from individual writers and publishing staff are collated under themes,
with specific aspects presented under topical sub-headings. As with the
material from the keen readers, both topical and thematic approaches were
used in the analysis.

6.1

The 'Young Adult' Publishing Category

As discussed in Chapter 2, the issue of the development of the 'young adult'
category in publishing is one that continues to be controversial, despite it
being so well-recognised. Some authors' concern seems to be focused on how
their individual titles have been classified, or how they have been perceived
and promoted as a writer for this market.

Others have misgivings about the title 'young adult' itself, and some authors
and publishers are concerned about the branding of books and whether the
'YA' label or particular imprints directly targeted at young adults are still an
effective means of reaching the intended reader (for example, Macleod 2000).
These concerns have some validity in light of the reading choices made by
focus group participants, who read widely across the nominal 'boundaries'
established by publishers. Although many authors and titles nominated by the
keen readers are among those marketed under the 'young adult' imprints, not
one reader specifically nominated that marketing category as a motivational
factor in book selection. They also failed to mention it as being a negative
influence in book selection; that is, the keen readers did not state or imply that

identification of a book as belonging to a specific marketing category would
discourage or encourage them from picking it up. Far more relevant to them
were the title, author, genre, cover and blurb (see Chapter 5). (However, as
explored further in Chapter 7, the books they get access to in school and
public libraries may be largely pre-determined, with many institutional buyers
looking to that categorisation for purchasing decisions.)

In contrast, there is support for the category by other adults in the industry,
and a strong perception among some writers that producing novels for the
young adult reader requires particular awareness of the audience, the buyers,
and marketing as well as editorial considerations. These views are presented
and explored in detail in the following sections.

6.1.2

The Term 'Young Adult'

Some writers disagree with the terms 'young adult' and 'Young Adult
literature'.
Author Glyn Parry (1998a) calls them 'teenage novels':
YA is categorising once again from a very, very adult point of view. I
don't know any kid that calls themself a young adult, they all call
themselves teenagers, so it's a term that we've coined.

. . .Young adult

sounds a little bit too suspiciously adult for me.

Writer Sonya Hartnett (1998a p. 26) would also prefer to go back to a name

that identifies with the intended readers more, 'teenage':
The new name [YA] sticks in my craw, for it reeks, to me, of political
correctness, although I understand it was initially invented to give a more
precise title to the age group older than fifteen, or thereabouts. Now,
however, it is applied more freely, and just about anyone between ten and
twenty-five can qualify as a young adult. The looseness of the name
irritates me, but I fear the mess that could result if we try to classify more
tightly, seeing younger young adults and slightly older young adults and
any variety of contortions.

That level of classification in the young adult field is one that Garth Nix (1998
p. 187) questions, and, again, the issue of what age group is intended by the
phrase is raised:
Young adult is an odd sort of category, in that, to my mind, the best young
adult books are adult books that happen to be readable by, and accessible
to, people down to the age of fourteen or so - I'm not sure what the official
definition is.

Nadia Wheatley (1994 p. 5) points to the amorphousness of the terms
'adolescent' or 'young adult', and how the social constructs have varied over
the years:

... the way in which we define the various categories - children, teenagers
and adults - is tied up with the time in which we live, and is subject to
change over time.

However, she was not always accepting of the term 'young adult':

I cannot remember when I first came across this, but I know that when I
began to hear it and see it, I complained long and loud: 'Why do we have
to keep on bastardising the language with these silly neologisms when
there are already perfectly good old words to do the job?' Of course, the
point is that there wasn't a perfectly good old word doing the job. (1994 p.

6)

The phrase 'doing the job' is a telling one: her comment recognises (despite
her original resistance) that there is a 'job' or 'role' that the description
performs. Like it or not, she accepted the term's existence and purpose. She is
not alone. Other writers believe it is either appropriate, or a fait accompli, and
therefore not worth contesting. Jenny Pausacker (1993) both opposed the use
of labels and resigned herself to the categorization, again, because of its
usefulness:
When I first started writing books for children, I was dead against labels of
all kinds.. .. On the whole, 'young adult fiction' seems the clearest way to
describe a literature that bridges the gap between children's books and
adult fiction.

Nick Earls (1999a p. 12) thinks there is more than just marketing
considerations involved:
If there's one argument outside marketing that justifies the pigeon-holing
of some books about teenagers as young adult fiction, it's this: the thing
that makes the books we label as young adult particularly proper is that we
read to escape, we read to learn, we read to imagine - if you're as shallow
as me, you might have had a time when you read to impress (not that it
gets you anywhere) -but sometimes we read to identify.

In other words, rather than classification for sales purposes alone, the YA
imprints also serve intended readers as a means of indicating something they
will recognize: themselves as they are or might be. Earls' comment is unusual
in that it specifically recognizes the readers; as can be seen from this chapter,
many authors see the YA categorization in terns of their own writing and
potential sales, or as a marketing tool publishers use to highlight particular
titles to adult booksellers and institutional buyers.

For example, Libby Hathorn (1999):
I think the YA classification is a useful one particularly for schools and
libraries - where they are assured of constants - that the protagonists will
more than likely be adolescent, that they more than likely will be without
adult supervision and solving problems for themselves.

The classification, in effect, she deems useful for adult buyers making
purchasing decisions for young adults; it is useful from a commercial
perspective rather than for young adults themselves directly. Commercial
considerations are also brought out by Nix (1998 p. 187)' although he sees the

YA genre as limiting rather than expanding audiences:
I don't like books being marginalised into very thin categories, because
fewer people read them. . . . It's a marketing problem created by
publishers and booksellers who over-categorise things to death. Some very
good books don't get the chances they deserve because of it.

His view is supported by Gleeson (1991 p. 59)' although she puts the
responsibility onto the shoulders of 'the market' (which she does not define)
rather than publishers:
I find the whole segregation of work into specific age divisions to be very
disturbing and most writers, teachers and others involved with children's
literature would agree. Even publishers say books shouldn't be classified
too narrowly, but the market requires a label saying 'appropriate for this
age group'. It's totally artificial and you only need to look at the number
of adults who get enormous pleasure from reading children's books to see
that books can't be labelled as only for a specific age group.

Sally Odgers sixteen years ago (1989 p. 19) pointed to the controversy, but
rather than a strictly commercial slant, she pointed to the need for writers to
pitch at a particular audience if they wanted to be published:
Some people claim that the categorising of children's books into age
groups is artificial and unnecessary, and may even be harmful in that a
slow reader of eight will avoid a book which advertises itself as being 'for
children of seven and under'. To a certain extent I agree with this view,
but the unfortunate fact remains that it seems to be necessary to have a
clear picture of the audience for whom you intend your book.

John Marsden (1999) perceives categorization as an inevitable development:

I don't have any strong views about it, really; it's just evolved as
adolescence has gotten longer and special marketing and brands and
product styles have developed, in clothing and in music and in jewellery
and in entertainment and so it's not surprising that books would follow the
same path.

Glyn Parry is more damning. He said (1998b): 'Remember, 'Young Adult'
was a market created because there was a market to be exploited.' Rather than
referring to the institutional market / adult buyers, he was describing the
intended audience - teenagers.

Whether it is termed 'young adult fiction' or 'teenage fiction', or not
imprinted at all, authors recognise that the categorisation exists in practice, if
not in name. They will be marketed as writers for this intended audience,
whether or not they perceive themselves as writers for young adults (or, in the
more frequently used but ambiguous phrase, as young adult authors).

6.2

Commercial Considerations Behind Categorisation

Nadia Wheatley (1994 p. 14) is among most creators in acknowledging that
YA fiction, like all publishing, is market-driven:
Sad though it may be, it is simply the case that in capitalist countries the
fate of any genre of literature is at the whim of market forces, for
publishing companies and bookshops are not in business either for Art or
for Fun.

Marsden (1999) believes that the sales part of the publishing equation must be
recognised:

I remember one of the more eminent figures in Australian children's
literature saying to me in an outraged voice, 'You know, that publisher
dropped her just because her books weren't selling!', and I thought, 'Well,
they're not a charity, they've got to stay in business, they've got to be
viable.' So it's a fine line between nurturing a writer and recognising that
someone's books aren't appealing to the readership.

Erica Irving (2000~)says that the dual role of publishing as both business and
cultural arbiter can put pressure on those working with the YA market:
Our whole economy is based on selling and buying and we're talking
about something that we see as culturally really important, and it's that
clash I find sometimes really hard to deal with.

Publisher Mark Macleod (2000) says YA 'was a market that was there waiting to
be created,' but points to the success of the category as creating problems, too.
What was intended to indicate a particular kind of audience - those who were
between children and adults, but particularly mid-teens up -has been adopted
by many readers who are younger than the nominal target audience: those
aspiring to young adulthood.
What's happened in the success that publishers have had in Australia with
'Young Adult' is that it has been increasingly attractive to younger kids.
When I published My Life is a Toilet by Gretel Killeen, which we clearly
intended for teenagers - fourteens, fifteens and so on - because there were
some quite sophisticated little sexual references or jokes in there - nothing
damaging but just little jokes - we were getting fan letters from nine- and
ten-year-olds.

. . . So, what's happened then to 'Young Adult' in Australia

is that whereas we always did mean a kind of crossover age group, it's
come down and sort of devalued to being what traditionally we would
have called older readers - upper primaries.

. . . In a way I feel that's just

an inevitable result of the success of 'Young Adult' and the appeal that it

had to younger people. I kind of feel like we failed, because in a way the
term has outlived its usefulness.

His comment supports Heather Scutter's (1999a and 1999b) argument about
the age of readers of YA literature. Erica Irving (2000~)is also aware of the
discrepancy in age between those a book may be marketed and / or intended
for and those who actually read it; however, she points out that the readership
has extended up as well as down in age:
The books that we call older - Sonya Hartnett or whatever - and we think
'Oh, sixteen plus' or whatever - they're not: it's the thirteen-, fourteenyears-olds reading Sonya Hartnett, and so I think your teenage / young
adult readership is going to be eleven- to fourteen-year-olds, that's what
we're talking about. So when we say 'Young Adult', those are the kids
that are reading it, whether we like it or not; even though publishers in
their catalogues will put fifteen plus if there's drugs and sex and whatnot
in it. I think some fifteen-, sixteen- and seventeen-year-olds will still read
the young adult fiction - I think a lot of them do - and I reckon there's a
whole new breed of readers of the genre too, who are twenty, twenty-one.

Gary Crew (2000 p. 55), speaking on a panel at the CBCA's conference in
Canberra, made the point that any term or the fiction it describes has to
change to survive:

As far as the future of Young Adult Fiction is concerned, I hesitate to
make any definitive statement, save this: any invention, whether social or
material, is liable to evolve into another form to survive or, failing that,
become extinct when no longer needed.
Perhaps this will be the fate of YA fiction - unless, like any other
invention, it evolves sufficiently to remain an essential tool in the life for
each new generation.

Whether perceived as 'evolution into another form' or the development of a
new marketing niche for novels which were not seen by publishers as reaching
all of the potential customers, the 1990s saw the specific recognition of a new
- if

not formally imprinted - category: the crossover novel.

6.2.1

Development of 'Crossover' Titles

The upper-teen and older readership has been recognised in marketing terms
in recent years by the 'crossover' niche, in which books are released for both
adult and young adult markets, rather than eitherlor. Although individual titles
had been published and/or marketed previously in young adult and adult
categories, including being categorised differently in different countries
depending on the national or cultural constructs of the audiences, the
publishing awareness of the crossover market extended in this period to
recognise it as an option for more than only the occasional title. Sonya

Hartnett (2004b p. 8), in the space of two paragraphs, describes 'crossover'
literature in three ways, each with slightly different nuances:

... a novel that is deemed to appeal equally to adults as well as young
adults, though the latter is the audience at which the work is primarily
aimed.

. . . an essentially adult work, written by a young-adult author. . . .

books that coast seamlessly between adult and young adult.. .

Parry (1998b) sees the purpose behind crossover titles as appealing to the
older teens who have been marginalised by the apparent lowering of
readership age of YA novels:
The crossover market developed for those kids trapped in their high
schools longer

. . . . Crossover books won't talk down to someone stuck in

Year 11.

As with the YA classification, the crossover market is fluid:
It's true that is a moving field all the time. And the whole genre itself,
there's such a tenuous line between who is and what is a young adult
reader, and this whole crossover market, where do you draw the line?
And that market is continually evolving and so are the lines, but how do
you categorise it? It's a very tough market. (Marcuzzi 1999)

Julie Watts (in Sheahan-Bright 1999b, pp. 19-20) gives the example of the
already best-selling Looking for Alibrandi (Marchetta 1992):

We wanted more adults to be aware of its existence so we did a Penguin
edition of it with a similar but more sophisticated cover. On the other hand
Maureen McCarthy has managed to transcend both markets without
having to have two editions. And then too, we did Sonya Hartnett's Black

Foxes [1986, republished 19961 in an adult mass market A-format edition
with gold lettering, to indicate that here was a sweeping generational saga.

) ~ working at Penguin at the time, put a slightly less reverent
Irving ( 2 0 0 0 ~ also
slant on the decision to re-package Alibrandi for adult readers:
The adult Penguin edition was done because of feedback that adults were
reading it, and that some adults wouldn't buy it because it had a Puffin on
it. So it was a really, almost a - well it was quite a jovial decision in a
way. We sort of said, 'Oh, let's put on a different cover, put two dollars
more on the price' - and it sold it! The other edition was the one that
really sold the most copies, but this one did very, very nicely as well. But
I think there was a real snobbery at that time about reading kids' books
which is probably still apparent now, but maybe not to the same degree - I
think maybe that gulf is starting to be a little bit breached because of
things like Harry Potter - adults are reading that too, and maybe it is
starting to change a little bit.

McKenna and Pearce (1999) in their study of Crew's works make the point
that he 'appears wary of being pigeonholed' (p. 18)' and that he welcomed the

re-marketing of his CBCA award-winner Strange Objects as an adult book
'enormously as he believes that really good fiction should appeal to all age
groups.' (p. 52) In contrast, editorial changes were made to Angel's Gate at
the suggestion of American publishers to reduce the age of intended readers:
In contrast to the Australian version, which is aimed for the older
adolescent market (around 15 years and upwards), this American version
successfully targets ten to thirteen year olds. (p. 131)

This rejigging of intended audience is an interesting one: editorial changes
were required to lower the targeted age, but only cover changes were made to
books which were being targeted at an older (ie, adult) audience. This
supports comments (Nimon and Foster 1997 p. 15) that 'the demarcation lines
between the adolescent novel and others must be seen as fluid' and that the
titles produced for the 'older end of the market blend indistinguishably into
adult material'. (p. 6 ) (See Chapters 2 and 3 of this thesis for further
discussion of this aspect.)

This development can be explained partly through the recognition (see above)
that the age of actual readers of YA-imprinted novels was younger than the
nominal intended market; partly through acknowledgement that the novels at
the older end of the YA market merged seamlessly with adult material, and
partly through the realisation that as the novels were displayed only in the
children's section of bookshops, adult readers (and buyers for themselves as

well as or instead of buying for young people) had no awareness of the
literature produced with potentially broad cross-age appeal.

Publicity Manager Leanne Marcuzzi (1999) said that while she was unaware
of research into the importance of covers, she knew that the publishing team
did take some to schools and asked young people for their opinions. However,
she also identified the cover as being important in attracting the interest of
literary editors and therefore reviewers:
And what I've seen lately is that they're [literary editors] picking up some
young adult books that don't look like young adult books and so in terms
of our author sheets with real kids books we'll do it on coloured paper and
we'll stick the puffin there and it's a kids' book! But with these crossover
ones, there's one that recently went out called Spare Parts, by Sally
Rogers-Davidson and on the cover of that is a naked women sort of curled
up in the foetal position and it has received so many reviews. We all think
it's because of this cover - it looks like an adult novel, even though when
they read it's quite obvious, well it is a crossover one, adults would read it
quite easily but it has come out of the Young Adult Publishing
Department. So that's something that we do as well with our media
releases, we try not to make them look so - we don't put this is a young
adult novel on there, don't make it so obvious and leave it up to them to
decide.

In other words, both identifying the Young Adult market originally, and more
recent decisions to not identify a book as belonging to a particular age market,
have been publishing decisions geared around adults, rather than young adult
readers. Adults are the major buyers of books for this age group in their roles
as librarians, teachers, booksellers and parents; now there is the opportunity to
compete for the adult dollar in a new way - as intended readers as well as
critics and reviewers, as Marcuzzi identified. Moreover, as a tactic it is
working with authors such as Sonya Hartnett, whose latest book, The Silver

Donkey (2004) is a good example of the targeting of multiple audiences. The
novel has a prominent cover note describing it as a book 'for children'; yet the
publishing imprint (Viking) is a literary imprint associated with the adult trade
market; and the publisher's website (http://www.pennuin.com.au) promotes it
as 'a joyful and enchanting novel for all ages.' Cover colours are muted, and
the novel was published in hardback (unusual for an Australian publication for
children and young adults).

An important beneficial factor in the development of the crossover market is
that young adult fiction is, in at least some degree, no longer ghetto-ised as
'lesser' due to its association only with the young. Publishers and marketing
teams - as they had with the development of the Young Adult imprints recognised a gap. While recognition of the 'Young Adult' classification was
strong among those working with young people and books, such as teachers
and teacher-librarians, among the wider book-buying adult population it was

at best invisible, and at worst, a reason to dismiss the novels without
examining them. Publishers, in other words, were familiar with the negative
constructs that adults held regarding young adults and therefore the fiction
produced with that audience in mind: that it would be less interesting, less
intelligent, less well-written, less valuable, just as young people are widely
perceived to be 'less' than adults. Adding to the price and changing the covers
(Irving 2000c) - in effect, successfully using adults' 'snobbishness' against
them - must indeed have been a deeply satisfying, 'jovial' decision, as well as
a promising commercial move. As Sally Odgers (1998 p. 199) said 'I don't
honestly care whether I'm writing for teenagers or for adults. I can't see a lot
of difference in the material ...' - and, as sales of individual crossover titles
show, neither can the adults who buy the re-targetted books for their own
pleasure reading.

Being marketed for two readerships could mean - at least theoretically - a big
increase in the number of potential buyers
for particular titles;
of particular authors;
for particular imprints (such as Penguin's Viking imprint, which is used on
literary novels for both adults and young adults, such as Nadia Wheatley's
Vigil) ;
less immediately, it can build greater awareness of the quality of material
being produced and / or marketed for young adults, and name-recognition

for authors who would normally be invisible to adult buyers (particularly
non-parenting adults); and
the greater visibility of titles 1 authors and acceptance by adult readers
minimises the stigma (Hartnett 2004b, Hartnett 1999, Moloney 2000,
Lucashenko 1999, Parry 1998b, Nieuwenhuizen 1991, Gleeson 1991) of
being associated with writing for young people.

This can be a consideration in author satisfaction as well, particularly for
writers such as Garth Nix (1998 p.187) who situate themselves as writers of
particular genres, rather than writers for particular age groups:
It is an issue with my books. I have had problems convincing my
publishers to treat them as books with wide appeal as fantasy novels - not
just fantasy novels for young adults.

Nikolajeva (1999), while talking about literary genres in general, also makes a
special case for fantasy in light of what she called 'an ambivalent audience'
(p. 63), meaning both adult and child readers:
It is essential, however, to remember that fantasy has never been a genre
exclusively for young readers; indeed, some of its masterpieces, like
George Macdonald's Phantastes, were never intended for children and
never have become part of children's reading. Recently, fantasy has
become a popular genre in adults' reading, alongside other types of
formula literature. (p. 65)

The issue of wide appeal is important. As Philippa Hawker (1994 p. 49), a
reviewer and former literary editor for the Sunday Herald, stated:
There may be marketing advantages in establishing a category of writers
and readers, but it always means that you are creating a sense of exclusion
as well as inclusion -in the case of 'children's' or 'young adult' fiction, it
suggests that this writing need not be the concern of anyone else. . . . The
books also can be subjected to a special kind of scrutiny, measured against
certain specific requirements. Do particular qualities define a 'young
adult' novel? What are they? From this point it is a short step to more
basic and pre-emptive questions. What values does it impart? Is it suitable
for young minds? Is it safe?

Whether those 'pre-emptive questions' of young adults' reading material
would disappear with an absence of a label is debateable given the widelyheld adult constructs of young adults needing protection and control, as
demonstrated in those questions. However, Nix's view regarding a genrefocus rather than age-focus is supported by the comments by focus group
participants, and will be examined in more detail in Chapter 7. It is not only
writers associated with a particular genre who object to being labelled as an
author for young adults: as the next sections show, objections take several
forms, but underpinning them all is the issue of self-definition, or self-concept
of authors in relation to their constructs of 'young adult' or 'child'.

Writers' Ambivalence Regarding Identification as a

6.3

'YA Author'
Many writers for this market claim that the categorising as 'young adult' is
fairly arbitrary. It is not necessarily an audience they thought they were
writing for. For example, Isobelle Carmody (1998 p. 28) said: 'I began writing

Obernewtyn when I was fourteen. I never saw myself as writing for
adolescents. I simply was one.'
I've always wondered why exactly I was initially considered a children's
author by the publishers. Maybe it's simply that, with an adolescent
protagonist, I fitted a new and dynamically lucrative market category.
(1998 p. 33)

Fantasy writer Richard Harland (in Masson 2001 pp. 17-18) admits he was
somewhat bemused by the categorisation of his novel Ferren and the Angel
(2000):
When did I realise that it would be a YA novel rather than an adult one?
I'm not sure I've ever come to that realisation! I believe - and my Penguin
editors believe - that Ferren and the Angel has the potential to appeal to
both adult and YA readers - a crossover novel similar to say, the Earthsea
trilogy (sic) or Garth Nix's Sabriel. For me, it's the age of the main
character, Ferren (and the secondary character Zonda) which tips it into
the YA category.

Another fantasy author, Patricia Wrightson, said that after her first two or
three books she has never written for children (1991 p. 325), saying 'you write
for the story and not for any specific group.' Her Wirrun trilogy ran into
problems in terms of how it would be classified, with The Dark Bright Water,
for example, deemed ineligible for The Children's Book Council of Australia
Book of the Year Awards due to perceptions about its audience. She points to
the support she received from her editors (1991 p. 326), but:
There was some concern and confusion amongst sales managers and
booksellers about where to place the books, but again that was their
decision. In the USA the Wirrun paperbacks are also included in an adult
series, which seems a good way to handle the matter.

However, it is not only writers of fantasies who query marketing
classifications. Steven Herrick (2004a p. 8), when asked whether he would
like his verse novel By the River to be read by adults, replied, 'Very much so.
I think it's appropriate for all ages, 14 and up. In fact, I think it could easily be
categorized as an adult book.' His protagonist is 14 when the river floods, but
the story of coming of age in 1962 country town Australia is framed by adult
hindsight and even nostalgia. The publisher's website recommends it for 'age
12 and over' (Michaels 2004)' highlighting how interpretations of audience(s)
vary between writer (14 - adult) and the publisher (pitching via teachers'
notes at the secondary school market of 12 and over).

Inconsistency within a series is another potential difficulty. In reviewing Paul
Collins' DragonFang (2004)' the second in a series, John Cohen (2004 p. 4)
said the inclusion of sexual themes in the second novel raised the age-level of
intended readers:
Whereas the first book is appropriate for 12 year old readers this is more
suited for readers 14+ years.

Margo Lanagan (2004 p. 9)' speaking about her short story collection Black
Juice, said, 'There are several stories featuring adolescents, but I didn't set out

to write a YA book.'

Author Melissa Lucashenko (1999) highlights the differences in social
constructs of 'young adult':
To me, my characters in my adult books are more motivated and they
control their lives - and again this is a class thing and an Aboriginal thing,
because a seventeen-year-old Aboriginal person isn't really a child. A lot
of seventeen-year-old white kids are still children in the eyes of their
family and the eyes of the world, but by the time an Aboriginal kid is
seventeen, usually they will be making their decisions, they'll be living
their lives, running their lives, even if they are still living with their
family. They'll be responsible for kids; more than likely they will have
been in trouble with the police, or had encounters with police; they'll
know that their lives are political in a way that white kids don't have to

know. So, yeah, maybe it's that - I'm seeing my seventeen- and eighteenyear-old characters as adult, and the readership isn't because they're
coming from a different cultural perspective.

Rather than only the readership, whose perceptions have been guided through
Lucashenko's titles being labelled 'UQP Young Adult Fiction', it is the
judgement of the publisher in determining a label for marketing purposes. The
cultural expectations of what is 'adult' and 'young adult' may well be a factor
in determining individual constructs (Lucashenko's and her editor's) of the
two terms; however, to presume that cultural expectations are the only
determinant of constructs would be to presume uniformity within cultures in
spite of other factors (such as age, gender, religion, location, experience and
so on) affecting individuals and their formation of social constructs. The
variety of comments presented in Chapters 5 and 6 demonstrate that
uniformity is not the case.

Earls (1999 p. 11) is resigned to the association of protagonists' ages with the
marketing classification, and the classification with particular kinds of adult
judgement:
I'm pragmatic enough to accept two things relatively comfortably. One is
that, if I write a story with a teenage central character, my publisher will
see it as a young adult title.

. . . I also completely accept that, however

justifiable they might be in terms of story and character, it doesn't take too

many frank scenes to make a book far more trouble than it's worth in the
life of a teacher librarian.

YA fiction, as demonstrated above, is not necessarily written specifically for
young adults. One of Penguin's publicity managers, Leanne Marcuzzi (1999),
made the point that the decision on which market to release an individual title
in - children's, young adult, or adult - is made at an editorial, not a marketing
level:
They decide what age group it's going to be geared at and then it comes
through to marketing and we say, 'Okay, well if you're classifying this as
a young adult we will promote it as a young adult.' I don't really know
how they make those distinctions. . .

The pitching of certain books at specific age groups is a matter of concern for
some writers. Deborah Lisson (2000 p. 56) points to the difference in the age
of the audience she was writing for, and who is being targeted by the
publishers:
Red Hugh (Lisson 1998) ... is being marketed in Ireland in a series

produced for a readership ten years old and over. I was quite devastated
when I found out. That book was written for young adults and I would
defy any child of ten, eleven or even twelve to cope successfully with the
issues and ideas explored in it ...

This again echoes Scutter's concern that children of nine or ten (ie, younger
than the nominal intended readership) will be reading books that are 'very
daunting for them' (1999b). Given the traditional view that able young readers
should be reading adult fiction, it is interesting to note (although not within
the scope of this research to explore) that current concerns are about those
same able young readers having access to young adult fiction, let alone adult
fiction. Scutter's concern relates primarily to contemporary realism, a sector
of the YA field that has already been widely discussed and ably defended over
the last three decades (see, for example, Marsden 1994 pp. 100-115; Hawker
1994 p. 53; Gleeson 1998 pp. 112-114).

Writer Joanne Hornimann (1998 p. 96) makes the point that it is not only the
label that publishers put on the spine that determines how it will be perceived,
but also how it is categorised in libraries. She gives the example of the Vogel
Award-winning novel Praise (McGahan 1992), which she discovered in the
YA section of her public library:
I was shocked because it wasn't published as a YA, and is full of very
explicit and not very pleasant sex, so what was it doing in the YA section?

.... Yet when I did finally read it . . . I found it to be one of the best books
I've ever read about love and sex: subtle and intelligent and aware, and,
despite the awful sex, tender. But it's not a book for most teenagers: it
demands a fair bit of experience as a reader to get beyond the apparent
surface pornography.

In defence of YA librarians, having done some project work for the young
people's team at ACT Public Library I can say that the categorisation issue
was probably out of their hands. Certainly in the Australian Capital Territory,
categorisation for all holdings has been centralised and is performed by
someone without specific experience or training in literature for children and
young adults. The use of the words 'stunningly frank and often darkly
humorous novel about being young in Australia' in the cover blurb may have
influenced whoever categorised the book in Hornimann's public library into
believing it was for a young adult audience, despite the lack of a YA imprint
label. However, even if that is the case, Hornimann herself said that it was
'not a book for most teenagers'. Implicitly, some YA readers would
appreciate it; those whom Hornimann recognises are experienced, or 'keen',
readers.

The issue of how the classification affects what and how authors write is
explored later this chapter.

6.3.1

Dealing with the Adult 'Snob' Factor

Melissa Lucashenko (1999), while also adding weight to the widely-held
perception that the age of the protagonists will determine a book's
categorisation by publishers, also points to one of the key issues in this field:

association with writing for young people, whether for children or young
adults, can be seen as 'lesser' to being associated with writing for adults.
People are apparently labelling me as a young adult writer because my
adult novels have young characters. Now I don't mind it if people say that

I am both, but I do mind it if they take my adult-intended books as young
adult books, because I think that's patronizing in the same way that young
people are patronized.

That sense of being patronized because of the perceived audience of the books
is not something that Lucashenko is alone in experiencing. Hartnett (2004a p.
61) also points to the condescending attitude that writers for young people are
subjected to as 'second-class writers':
But writers of adult fiction are treated with a respect that is not extended to
children's writers . . . . the adult-writer experience [following publication
of Of a Boy in 20021 has served to highlight the many small and large
neglects under which children's writers habitually labour, and these
revelations have been depressing - and infuriating. (p. 60)

Gillian Rubinstein (1991 p. 233) said 'many writers for adults are so
disparaging of children's writers'; Libby Gleeson (1991 p. 62) said she resents
'not being perceived as a writer':
We put in just as much time, effort and thought as people who write for
adults and yet we're regarded as the poor relations, or as people who

haven't quite made it. This is a dichotomy which is absolutely irrelevant
and comes from the adult writers rather than from us. It is borne out by the
time and space given to children's writers in conferences, festivals and
reviews but bears no relation to the degree of critical or economic success
of writers for young people. These often reach a far wider audience and
have considerably greater success at every level - initial sales, overseas
sales, translations and through Public Lending Right.
There is some resentment about the financial success of some children's
writers. (199 1 pp. 62-3)

This point is also raised by Parry (1998~):
Some adults look down on you for doing it. But our sales are so huge
compared with their sales. There is tremendous reader loyalty.

Gleeson is not alone in feeling marginalised as a 'children's writer' or 'young
adult writer' rather than 'writer' (for example, Baillie 1991 p. 19, Caswell
1994 p. 282, French 1991 p. 45). Many point to the lack of media attention for
children's literature in Australia compared with other countries (eg, Hartnett
2004a pp. 61-2, Marcuzzi 1999, Wrightson 1991 p. 338, McVitty 2004. p. 164,
Pausacker 1994, Macleod 2000) as indicative of the negative attitude adult
opinion makers have of literature for young people. Nieuwenhuizen &
Thompson (1994 pp. 323-4) put it down to 'who has and wants to keep
control' :

Is it to protect boundaries that major reports on the Melbourne Writers'
Festival by various esteemed critics make no mention of the Youth
Literature days or of the participating authors or their huge audiences? Is it
for the same reason that many critical or review journals never or seldom
include articles or reviews on this area of writing or that most books on
Australian writing have no chapters on writing for younger readers?

. . . Or

are children and young adults themselves so threatening that their books
and authors become so by extension and association?

Pan Macmillan publicist Anyez Lindop (2004 p. 12) agrees that writers for the
young are not given the media profile of their adult-writing counterparts:
The challenge for a publicist working with children's and young adult
titles is to find ways of having these books and their authors taken
seriously by the mainstream media.

Academics Nixon & Comber (2001 p. 57) make the point that those reviews
of Young Adult fiction, when or if they do appear, are with rare exceptions
written by adults:
Often young people, while they are the intended readers, are absent from
the review process. We adults and educators usually decide 'what's good
for them' !

This, again, reinforces the controlling role of many adult gatekeepers, and
their view that they have both the right and the power to make value
judgements on behalf of, but without reference to, the young people for whom
the books are intended. Young adult readers are again invisible and voiceless.

No creator I spoke with or whose opinions on the issue have been published
thought that writers for young adults or children were given more kudos than
writers for adults, or even equivalent kudos. There a perception among
creators that their work for this audience, per se, is seen (by adults) as of less
value than novels for adult audiences, and therefore the people producing it
are seen as being of less value. Paradoxically, given the undervaluing of the
literature, audience and creators there is also a sense of their work being
stringently scrutinised and severely judged in a way that work for adults
would not be. They are 'not important enough' to be respected as their
audience is 'not important enough' to be respected; yet - like young people they are expected to conform to (often unspecified and sometimes
contradictory) adult standards. Authors and publishers for young adults are
vulnerable to judgements made by those who are not the intended and / or
targeted readers: the gatekeepers. As Peter Hunt (1999 p. 2) described the
contradiction, 'Children's literature is important - and yet it is not.' That
awareness of different audiences is examined in the following sections.

Creators' Attitudes to Audience@): Young Adult

6.4

Author Archimede Fusillo (2004 p. 9):
Bruises is a novel that grew out of the privilege I have in talking with and

to thousands of adolescent males, and adult men, in my role as teacher,
writer, father and friend - and male. . . . [the characters'] aspirations and
hopes as far as wanting to be males were concerned were no different to
those of adolescent males of my generation. Their story was our story, and
ours was theirs.

That 'universal' perspective - that people and situations are the same across
time and place - is countered by another perspective; that there are differences
in the generations, with each era having cultural elements specific to its time
and place:
1 like hearing the way kids discuss things -the changing patterns of
language, the expressions that slip in and out of the vocabulary of the
young (in a different way to older generations). And I'm interested in what
they talk about - 'the scene' that's always particular to a time - its music,
fashion and its heroes. (Hathorn 1999)

Attitudes of other creators tilt towards one view or the other: although these
two authors have some things in common, such as direct contact with young
people, and both are best known for social realism, their focus, attitudes and
assumptions are different. For example, Fusillo talks 'with and to', Hathorn's

interested in 'hearing' what and how young people discuss things; Hathorn
acknowledges cultural differences between generations, while Fusillo
perceives no generational differences; Hathorn expresses interest in finding
out what young people are talking about (ie, she positions herself as the
learner rather than the expert), whereas Fusillo claims knowledge and
ownership of young people's aspirations, while being willing to share his
generation's 'story'. Personality and gender differences between the authors
may partly explain the variation in attitudes to young people, and the creators'
self-positioning as expert (Fusillo) or non-expert (Hathorn).

Of course, the two views are not entirely incompatible: assumptions that
everything changes from one generation to the next are as likely to be wrong
on some points as the assumption that everything stays the same. Debate over
whether the similarities and differences are fundamental or superficial, and
therefore assumptions about which elements young readers wish to recognise
in literature targeting them, is just one aspect of how individual constructs of
young adulthood and adulthood can affect what is written, why it is written,
and how it is written.

However, the self-construct of one author as talker/teacher/knowledge-definer
indicates not only his construct of himself as adult, but the power relationship
he perceives between adult and young adult. Likewise, the self-positioning of
the other author as listener 1 learner 1 knowledge-recipient indicates a

construct of young adults as experts in their own culture and lives,
knowledgeable about things that adults are not, and respected for the
knowledge they are willing to share.

Some writers are very aware of the fact that they are adults writing for a
different generation:
How does an author who is not a teenager, who has not been a teenager for
nearly two decades, make the connection? (Caswell 1994 p. 274)

For an adult [writer], there's the difficulty in recreating [the teenage]
experience in an authentic way. (Pluss 1998 p. 218)

Macleod (2000) links the successful authors and publishers for this market to
their self-constructs, placing them with one foot in adulthood and the other in
youth:
The first thing to say, if it doesn't sound too glib, is that every publisher
for children is a child himself or herself, and so are many of the writers. I
think it is one of the things that fits you for this job is that somehow - noone uses that phrase 'inner child' any more do they? - but somehow that
'inner child' has to be very active.. . The point is that I'm not pretending
I'm a child - I can't do that, that's condescending. There is no way in
which I can exactly replicate the way a child thinks but I am closer to it
than a lot of other adults. How? Because I see myself still in my teens and

a show off, still young in myself; but also because I do listen and I read
and I talk to [young adults] a lot.

These two aspects, how awareness of audience affects the writing and the
level of direct contact between creators and intended readers are looked at in
following sections.

6.4.1

Creators' Contact with Young Adults / Readers

Most creators refer to school visits and their own families as their key contacts
with intended readers:
I have fairly regular contact in that I attend schools to give talks, and of
course there's the intimate contact of a large family with kids of all ages. .

. . Though I do talks in schools far less frequently than I used to, I consider
it important to keep up this contact with young people not as any 'market
research' but because I actually enjoy their enthusiasm and their youthful
attitudes - fair and foul! (Hathorn 1999)

Tony Hill (1999b) said that contact with readers is a key difference between

writing for adults and writing for young people:
It's everything, it really is. It's what I like about writing for kids. Writing
for adults wasn't really for me. You tend to write in a vacuum. You write
these words, and it's a solitary occupation anyway; whereas for young
people you are in schools, you're talking to the kids, you do get feedback.

Melissa Lucashenko (1999):
The Aboriginal community has a young demographic, so we tend to have
a lot more contact with young people than your average white person, or
white writer might have. You know, we constantly interact with young
people and see what's happening in the lives of young people.

Macleod (2000) says that getting opinions from young people about particular
titles and/or covers is problematic, and not only because of cost:
What we do a couple of times a year, two or three times a year, is to have
focus groups and we do get responses from young readers to books that
we're proposing to publish, and book sellers and teachers. It's logistically
very difficult to get kids' responses much more frequently than that, and
of course many of the more able readers who you may wish to get a
reader's report from, there's an element in their response which is wanting
to please the teacher and being on their best behaviour, so - you know I'm stuck because the opinions of one child - well which child, for
example - the opinions of one child are risky to base any sort of
judgements on, and yet I don't have the money, nor know of any other
children's publisher to take a broad market survey and to sort of go 'Okay,
I've got the opinions of 50 kids' - you know, that's hard.

Marcuzzi (1999) also points to some market testing with intended readers, but
again in a limited way:
The Publishing Department do take various covers into schools and they'll
show them and say, 'which one do you like?' I know they've done that on
a few occasions.

Contact between author and readers is increasingly direct. Letters have
traditionally been the means by which a reader contacted an author to give
views of a work. Nowadays, with authors increasingly having their own
website and e-mail (and those who do not, able to be contacted through
publishers' websites) there is the immediacy of contact that letters did not
provide, with the opportunity for ongoing conversations.

This can create problems as well as benefits. John Marsden (1999):
Emails have become a bit of a nightmare, really. I can get 40 a day, just
from students; and for the first time in my life I've had to start sending out
a sort of standard reply to probably half of them. I send this set letter,
because often they'll just dash off an email in thirty seconds and for me to
answer it would take me five minutes, and the time just isn't there.

Melissa Lucashenko (1999) prefers to receive reader feedback via her
publisher:

I'm on email but I never get responses by email. Probably not enough
people know my email. I'd probably think it was a bit invasive if people
wanted to respond to my writing by email.

Many writers for young people, including Marsden, Parry, Moloney and
Caswell, have also worked as teachers; others, such as Marchetta and Wheat,
still do. The daily contact with young people and the opportunity to see a
range of interactions between individuals and groups, to follow their interests
and listen to what they say and how they speak, and access to other material
published for this target audience have all been acknowledged as important
elements in what and how they write.

However, speaking in the role of 'The Author' to a hall or class full of
strangers is not as easy, especially as they often have to squeeze in several
schools, libraries andlor workshops every day of a tour, with extended periods
away from family and often, from writing itself.

6.5

Promotional Role of Authors

Although an already-successful author would receive far more of the
promotional budget than B-list and C-list authors, who are largely expected to
maintain their own promotion, all authors are expected to help generate
interest in their work. Part of that role is authors making themselves accessible
to their readers. Personal appearances, tours, talks, book signings, running

workshops, and class visits are as much a part of the life of a contemporary
YA author as writing itself. The necessity for authors to promote their work is
accepted (for example, Edwards and Alexander 1998 p. 146; Hill 1999b;
Gleitzman 1996), but reactions to the role vary depending on the writer's
confidence and familiarity with the task, and the time it takes away from
writing and family.
I'm relieved that this is my last year of touring. I'm just tired of it now. I
was home eight nights in the last 60. There is a lot of pressure on us now
to become personalities. I'm not going to tour for the next 12-18 months if
I can. (Parry 1998a)

If you go away on a trip, say with the Book Council, you really do work;
it's four schools a day, and you're just about stonkered by the end of it.
It's good though. (Hill 1999b)

I'm standing in front of a sea of young faces, some interested, some eager,
some clearly bored, and a lot merely waiting. They're staring at me, the
visiting author, waiting for me to come up with whatever I'll come out
with. I've prepared a speech, but in front of all these eyes, a fear assails
me.. . (Masson 1996 p. 30)

I do it [talks, tours, festivals] - it is usually not hard but when it's hard it is
really hard. I mean basically you are putting on a show and because I had

the training and Uni and practised public speaking at Uni and that, I can
do it. But like I said about going into the classrooms, if I'm not putting
the energy in, if it's not the right day and the right time then it feels really
horrible. (Lucashenko 1999)

Sonya Hartnett (2004a p. 60) agrees that the expectations on authors,
particularly to deal with large numbers of young people at a time, can be
'draining' :
A writer can emerge from such ordeals with shattered confidence and a
migraine. Somewhere, somehow, there seems to be confusion: too often
those who write for the young are expected to be clown-like entertainers
of them. Some authors can do it; many, though, find talking to auditoriums
full of children a test of courage.

Christobel Mattingley (1999) also acknowledged the pressure of being a selfpromoter of her work; however, she pointed out that it is not a particularly
new development, and that her promotional role was made clear from the time
that her first published novel appeared (1970):
Suddenly I found it wasn't enough to have just written the book, you had
to perform about it as well. It wasn't just speaking; you had to engage an
audience, you had to be clever and you had to be funny and you had to
really take them with you. Also, they're very greedy, audiences; they'll
ask you all sorts of questions they wouldn't dream of asking other people.

They expect you to open up in such a way that gives them everything, and
at first I really did resent that.

Despite saying she really enjoys it 'most of the time', Mattingley (1999) has
great empathy for those who are not naturally oral presenters:

I think it's a great pressure to expect that someone who is a writer is also a
communicator face-to-face. I mean, of course, a lot of people become
writers because it's easier to communicate in that way.

However, the role of author as entertainer and self-promoter is seen as an
increasingly essential part of the job if sales are to continue beyond the initial
attention publishers are able to generate:
You can't depend on them, the industry, to sell your book - you've got to
get out there and sell the damn thing yourself, and keep it selling . . . I
almost call it a cult of personality authors, and I think publishers are being
sucked into authors like me who have lots of personality, whereas there
are better writers than Glyn Parry who are remaining invisible because
they're shy, they don't have the network, they certainly don't have the
personality that any agent would say, 'Put them on the speaking circuit';
and so what happens is the best performers are the ones that are getting the
most publicity, the most exposure, and it just stands to reason. (Parry
1998c)

Gleitzman's advice to writers is that to be noticed, they need to work on their
'likeability', and accept that they must be involved in promoting their work
(1996). Chris Wheat (1999)' on the other hand, is a fulltime teacher, which
limits the time he can devote to school visits and other promotional activities,
but because he is not dependent on income from his writing it also removes
some of the pressure he feels to 'perform' for potential buyers:
I'm really approaching this whole thing as someone who has an alternative
[fulltime employment]. I would be speaking in a very different way if I
didn't have an alternative. Because of that I think I do a shocking job of
promoting it. I won't make more priority for writing until I finish my
teaching career.

Leanne Marcuzzi (1999) points out that promoting an author is not always
possible:
The thing is if you're trying to promote an author, they need to be
promotable; they need to be able to do interviews and present themselves
well. It's very hard if you have an author who's not a great speaker, it's
really difficult to push them that way. So, if they have a varied

background or they've done other things and we can pick up an angle on
them, that's really where the media's interest is, because they are not that
interested in fiction.

Publisher Mark Macleod (2000) disagrees that promotion depends on the
author's speaking and presentation skills:

I think in that situation where you discover that an author just is not and
never is going to be a confident public speaker, then you decide that the
book is going to have to rest on point of sale - like posters, dump bins,
book marks, advertisements - those sort of things - teachers' notes always
help because you are not going to be touring the author and not going to
be seeing her or him get invited to festivals or appear on radio and
television and so forth. . . . . I think a lot of authors are learning how to
present themselves better. Some of them are taking courses to do that,
some of them are just practising - the thing is to simply practise.

. . . So

more opportunities and festivals and so on have allowed the writers to
develop expertise in their area and many of them have, many of them are
fabulous performers. I do feel sorry for the ones who just are seemingly
never going to have the confidence or just don't have the voice quality or
something like that.

Promotional budgets for most books by C-list and B-list authors (those who
are new 1 unknown writers or those who are experienced and have steady
support but are not major sellers) are pitifully small, and have to be used in a
way that will generate the most promotion for the sum available. Generally
there will be a general media release, a few review copies sent out, and
EITHER an interstate trip, OR a quarter-page (or smaller) ad in a metropolitan

paper or magazine, OR a launch. More money goes towards the A-list authors
- the ones the publishers expect to make them money.

Well you know, it's the old 80/20 rule - 20 percent of your authors give
you 80 percent return - and we have to be realistic when we are starting
with newer authors, that we know a book seller is only inclined to take
two or three copies of a book by an author who is not as well known as
someone who is more established. So, yes, we would spend more on point
of sale, on advertising, on marketing the bigger authors, but we do that so
that we get the revenue to be able to publish up and coming authors and
unknowns as well. (Marcuzzi 1999)

Macleod (2000) puts the figure at 90 percent of income coming from ten
percent of authors. Sarah Foster (1998b) of Walker Books agrees that
publishers' income is generated by only some of those titles published, and
that best selling titles cover the costs of the 'good half' of books which fail to
make a profit. This is supported by publisher Anne Godden (1994 p. 219):
With such a [small] market, it's an uphill battle to get your book the
attention you think it and its author deserves. Advertising, author tours and
promotional material are almost always prohibitively costly for an
emerging author and without them the small publisher is left very much at
the mercy of the specialist children's booksellers and a handful of
reviewers.

Authors not only have to put in a lot of time and effort on the promotional
side; some are effectively turned into 'products' for marketing purposes. This
aspect, author branding, is investigated further in Chapter 7, in light of
comments from focus group participants.

Targeting young buyers directly is one element that is receiving increasing
attention from publishers (Hathorn 1999, Parry 1998c) but it is intrinsically
bound up with where and how books are sold (see later this chapter).
Underpinning all marketing approaches is the commercial reality that most
fiction for young adults is selected and bought by adults, and therefore much
of the promotional effort is designed to appeal to these adult institutional
buyers. These include prioritising the educational market (Marcuzzi 1999) and
the introduction of teachers' notes as a norm (Macleod 2000; Irving 2000~);
and seeking reviews, features and author interviews and paying for advertising
(including the premium spot, a magazine's front cover, or second most
prominent, back cover) in professional magazines and journals that are not
read by young adults (for example, Australian Bookseller & Publisher,
Australian Book Review or Reading Time). The next section looks at creators'
comments about publicity and promotional activities generated by the
publishers, in general terms and in particular, a form of promotion
(overwhelmingly for adult buyers) that authors look forward to and publishers
have phased out - the book launch.

6.5.1

Promotion by Publishers

Former independent publisher Walter McVitty (2004 pp. 162-3):
I enjoyed every aspect of publishing except the business of publicising and
promoting books because this activity took me away from what interested
me most, which was creating those books. However, marketing was
something that had to be done - if you produce something with the
intention of selling it then you have to sell it - so I tried to do it as
thoroughly as I could.
It is common for authors to complain that their publishers don't do
enough to promote their books (as the author of fourteen books of my
own, published by others, I can understand this), so I tried to singlehandedly do what large publishers have specialist staff doing for them all
the time.

Specialist staff are employed by all major trade publishers to look after the
publicity and marketing aspects; however, these staff have a steady turnover
of titles to promote, limiting the time available for individual titles. Money for
promotion is extremely limited for all but A-list authors.
It is easy to blame the publisher if no one has ever heard of your book, but
the fact is that large publishing houses handle so many titles that they
can't give every one the V.I.P. treatment, while smaller companies don't
have the staff or the funds for big campaigns. Often it is not worth putting

a lot of money into advertising as the number of extra copies sold will not
cover the costs. (Odgers 1989 p. 128)

One promotional aspect that was the norm for decades but has now fallen into
general disfavour with publishers is the official launch of a title. Budget
constraints mean that publishers are looking for the most effective
promotional mix for the sum available, and launches do not justify their
expense. Hill (1999b) said that while small, independent publishers such as
Stephen Matthews continue to hold launches (and usually sell many of the
small initial print run at those launches, with the option of print-on-demand
for future sales as required), it is now unusual for larger publishers:
Commercial publishers would prefer to put those resources into
promotion, advertising, author tours, all of that.. .. It's worth more to the
staff to concentrate on the star names, putting in the best for them, and
then very little for the rest of us. And that's the way it is. It's true
commercial entertainment.

Christobel Mattingley (1999) said she had had to put a lot of pressure on
Penguin to hold a launch for her novel Cockawun and Cockatoo; Chris Wheat
(1999) paid around $800 for his own launch of Loose lips (1998).

Authors, clearly, are fond of the traditional 'launch' of a title. It is a chance to
thank people; an opportunity to display, sign and sell that tangible object they

have already spent so much time on, but which was not 'real' to others until
printed; it brings some attention (even if only from those present), and the
hope that those initial readers will begin building that word of mouth
momentum. Metaphorically, their long-awaited baby's been born: now the
admiring onlookers can gather for the first photo opportunity. Nice things will
(hopefully!) be said; the largely solitary effort validated.

However, publishers are less enthusiastic:
Book launches seem to be a peculiarly Australian custom. . . . nobody
seems to know whether or not these launches are cost-effective. (McVitty

2004 p. 185)

Marcuzzi (1999) has no doubt that there are better ways of promoting titles
and authors:
It's very difficult to get media to a launch, and especially for children's
authors or YA authors it just doesn't really happen.

. . If it's something at

night, after hours, it's even harder. So launches - no, we tend not to do as
many anymore.

Libby Hathorn (1999) highlights the change in promotional tactics and budget
allocation over time:
Ask any author and I guess they will say there's never enough publicity
and promotion of their work by publishers. Certainly this is a vital part of

your work reaching your readers

. . . . Ten or fifteen years ago it was

considered enough to have a 'launch' of a book and send out a few
promotional copies. These days most publishers like to put their marketing
dollar into something which they consider will be more long-lasting.
Perhaps brochures or bookmarks on the 'paper promotion' side of things
and school tours or conferences on the contact side of things.

Glyn Parry (1999b) makes the point that with the number of books being
published each year in Australia, publicists have only so much time, as well as
money, to devote to each title:
Publishers have only got limited budgets for publicity, so you will be this
fortnight's money and then the next book has come along. You will get
more of the publicity dollar off them once they know that they will get
their money back off you.

Given the lack of time and money available to promote each title, the angle
promoted to media in order to attract attention is critical. Marcuzzi (1999):
We take each title individually and look at a number of things. We look at
the subject matter, we look at who the author is and we try and tie in our
promotion - to get an angle with the media you've got to go with whatever
you can. So if it's an author who's had a background doing other things
we try and promote them.

As McVitty (2004 p. 164) said, 'All publicity is good publicity, especially in a
field as invisible (pre Harry Potter, that is) as children's literature.' However,
as with public appearances, some authors are happier than others to be
promoted as 'the angle', rather than the attention going to the book.

Whatever level of promotional efforts by publishers, or the sum spent on
particular titles, there is no guarantee that a novel will be successful.
One of the great lessons of publishing books is that people will read what
they want to read, no matter what marketing you do. How often it is the
case in publishing that the harder you try, the less you succeed! (Godden
1994 p. 216)

Publishers.. . have been so wrong so many times that I think the good
publishers know you never really know what the book is going to do. The
best publicity campaign in the whole world is not going to sell a dud book,
even if you think it's the best book there is; and then sometimes the
sleepers come along with no publicity and that's basically where Paul
Jennings went crazy. (Parry 1998c)

With a first novel by an unknown writer we can hope, by use of good
marketing techniques, to sell plenty of books into the shops, but there is no
guarantee that the books will sell out of the shops. (Ballantyne 1992 p. 8)

The 1992 article by Ballantyne, a publisher, supports Marcuzzi's approach,
but also points to something that has changed over time: backlist sales.
Our aim would be to establish the credibility of a new writer and
encourage people to buy, read and use his or her books and thus to
establish 'backlist' sales. That is, on-going sales over a long period of
time. (Ballantyne 1992 p. 8)

Macleod (2000), however, said that backlists are now unavailable for most
authors as the costs of warehousing and bookshop leases (and therefore
shelving space) do not justify a company holding on to unsold or very slowselling titles for long:
There isn't such a thing as a 'sleeper' any more because it has become a
very immediate gratification society, an instant gratification front list
society, and if a book doesn't work straight up it goes back into the
warehouse and isn't seen or available. In children's this is a really crucial
issue . . . . If there are no reviews or if there are very few reviews how the
heck is it going to get back out of the warehouse? Especially when the
profit margins in children's publishing don't allow big advertising
budgets.

Long delays (sometimes more than a year) have resulted in some books being
reviewed after they have been remaindered (Macleod 2000), a situation he
described as 'appalling'. However, he sees hope in new technology:

The good news on the horizon is print on demand, where electronic
printing is going to mean that back list titles will be available, and that the
public will have access to an author's entire back list because it is not
going to be taking up shelf space and warehouse space. So, although
many book people are afraid of electronic developments I think ironically
there is good news for us in that.

6.6

Creators' Attitudes to Gatekeepers

Awareness of intended audience also means awareness of customers, who
may not be (and often are not) the same thing. This is a particularly thorny
issue for creators, who are necessarily aware that adult buyers and teenage
readers may have different priorities. Ernie Tucker (1998 p. 109) points out
the difficulty:
All writers for a young adult audience mediate their text, not only for the
adolescent readers but for the other, sometimes less mature and less
worldly adult readers who might destroy their sales.

Although the actions or attitudes of gatekeepers are not directly a part of this
thesis, creators have no doubt that with around 70 percent of YA books being
bought by schools, their role is instrumental in the success or not of a title.
Rather than perceiving the gatekeepers' role as both connecting young people
with books and standing between young people, books and those who created

them (see Model 1 in Chapter l), many writers are active critics of
gatekeepers. Creators such as Hartnett, Marsden and Parry situate themselves
allied with young adults and against other adults; all creators are aware of the
impact gatekeepers have on the availability and reception of their work; others
(particularly publishers) feel caught between opposing forces: how can they
maintain peace between such conflicting adult views? Which group of adults,
each claiming to speak on behalf of young adults, should carry the most
weight? How much priority should be given to young people themselves?

The perceived expectations of gatekeepers - and the pressure to therefore
conform to their expectations - conflict with the views of many authors for
this intended readership.
Often the real story of children's books in this country is a group of Enids
trying to recreate their icecream memories of childhood. Every writer's
trying to work out their own solution in fear and trembling. (Parry 1998a)

Hazel Edwards and Goldie Alexander (1998 p. 143) reinforce that view that
gatekeepers are unrealistic in their constructs of childhood and young
adulthood, and therefore those who write for those intended readers:
In particular, children's authors are expected to be morally pure and are
therefore more likely to be criticised for their choice of language, subject
matter, moral stance or lack thereof. Often an adult critic assumes the
stance of a hypothetically perfect and innocent child.

Conflict between creators' views and their experiences of gatekeepers'
attitudes is easy to find:
[A YA novel] should not treat its young reader as an idiot for whom
everything must be spelled, painstakingly, out. It should leave a
developing mind room to formulate its own opinion on the events and
values it contains rather than press its own morality relentlessly. A novel
for young adults, in other words, should never be its own Temperance
Union. There are plenty of people out there who are quite Temperance
Union enough, its members being those for whom the books were not
written. (Hartnett 1999 p. 10)

Ian Bone (2003 p. 5) points to the difference between the triangular
relationship Margaret Atwood describes with the [adult] reader and the author
connected by the text, and the situation for those writing for young people:
My relationship with my readers has a shadowy, other triangle hovering
across it: a secondary relationship involving an adult readership who act as
guardians, opinion-makers, librarians, judges, teachers, reviewers,
gatekeepers and exciters about literature for young people. It informs
practically every aspect of the transaction between myself as the author,
and my readers.

. . . Sometimes I think these two different triangles can be

poles apart in how they operate.

At the 1998 Youth Literature Days at the Melbourne Writers' Festival, author
Brigid Lowry told her student audience:
The industry is between the author and reader. There is some kind of a
little dance that we do, something between what we want to write and
what will sell.

'The industry', in other words, is basing (reluctantly or not) editorial decisions
on commercial concerns: if a book works against the gatekeepers' constructs
of 'young adults' and therefore what is 'appropriate' for that readership, it will
not be bought by many institutions - and without the institutional support, it is
a very rare book that will be successful commercially. Irving (2000~)made
the point that most young people discover particular books through their
schools (an argument supported by focus group participants, Chapter 5). Earls
(1999 p. 11) does not pass judgement on teacher librarians by accepting that
'too many frank scenes to make a book far more trouble than it's worth in the
life of a teacher librarian'; rather, the implication is that parents are likely to
be the complainers.

Walter McVitty (2004 p. 174) casts a wider net:
A problem with publishing books for young readers is that between them
and the book stand a formidable number of adults: award judges,
reviewers, critics, librarians, teachers, booksellers and, of course, parents.
Books can have a tough time getting past these well-meaning people who,

today, are usually more interested in what a book is about than whether it
is any good or not.

However, recognising that factor has been an important consideration in his
own publishing choices, such as with John Marsden's So Much to Tell You:
His original manuscript contained a few swear words which I had
persuaded him should be deleted, firstly because we didn't want to
alienate a potentially huge (as it turned out) school market, and secondly
because such language seemed gratuitous and out of character for a girl
whose way of expressing things was otherwise so articulate, sensitive and
poetic. However, to John's chagrin, I substituted less offensive words such
as 'damned', which he didn't see until the book was in print. He has never
forgiven me for interfering with his text in this way, but I believe the great
commercial success of the book, year after year, is a vindication of my
editorial stance. (2004 p. 144)

In other words, consideration of adult buyers took precedence over the
author's views, and the commercial success of the book was seen as the
publisher's 'vindication'. While McVitty states that the swearing did not suit
the character, this was listed as his second reason for making the editorial
changes: he primarily, it appears, was concerned about loss of sales. There is
no mention of intended readers, and what they would or would not accept: the
gatekeepers' perceived social constructs of young adults as innocent and

needing protection - whether or not McVitty shared those constructs determined what would be published for the intended readership.

As outlined in Chapter 1, the role of the gatekeepers is one that demands more
research, and although this example is useful in demonstrating the impact that
various adult constructs of young adulthood have on what is (nominally)
published for this age group, it also serves as an example of the power roles
involved. The publisher made editing decisions based on what he thought
other adults would accept as appropriate reading material for young people those same anonymous but numerous 'well-meaning' adults who, in
McVitty's term, 'are usually more interested in what a book is about than
whether it is any good or not.' (2004 p. 174; also Hill 1999b, Caswell 1994 p.
282) While criticism of that kind of value judgement is implicit in his
comments, McVitty not only made the commercial decision to appease (or
pander to?) those same values, he also made changes without the author's
consent, and then justified his rationale on the basis of the book's sales.
Would it have succeeded commercially without the editorial changes? Was it
'any good or not' without the changes? We will never know. It was never
tested and therefore proven; it was only rationalised, or as Lesnik-Oberstein
(2000 p. 8) phrased it, McVitty displayed 'an urgency of belief, asserted as
knowledge' about what would or would not be acceptable to the main (adult)
buyers, based on what he perceived were their beliefs of what would or would
not be appropriate for the (young adult) readers. In other words, the decision

was based on McVitty's social constructs of those 'well-meaning' adult
gatekeepers, and secondly, therefore, what their social constructs of young
adult readers would be, and thirdly, whether they wished to 'control' and
'protect' (Lesnik-Oberstein 2000 p. 8) the intended reader. He decided they
would, and acted accordingly.

Yet he acknowledges that his decision was not approved of or agreed with by
another adult - the author. McVitty expresses surprise at Marsden's reaction
on seeing the changes in the printed novel; perhaps, given that they had not
worked together previously and Marsden was an unknown author at the time,
the surprise is genuine rather than ingenuous.

Marsden (1994 p. 104) is damning of what he calls 'one of the great scandals
of industrialised western society', the denial of power and 'continued
repression of the young' by most adults. He blames primarily parents and
schools:

... they egoistically assume that all young people who read the books will
react the same way that they, the adults, do. In fact - and it is hardly
surprising - young readers have emotional and intellectual responses to
the books they read that are very different from those of adults. To shrink
from some topics because they are seen as too shocking, too depressing,
too realistic, is to continue the repression of the young, to prolong their
ignorance and therefore their impotence. How similar some words sound:

innocence, ignorance, impotence! And how close and complex is their
relationship. To understand that is to understand a lot. (1994 pp. 113-4)

He is not damning of all adults / gatekeepers, but is especially angered by
those who wish to censor or restrict availability of social realism:
To them, anyone under an arbitrary chronological age is a child, and
blanket prohibitions can be placed on that child, regardless of its
intellectual, emotional, social or spiritual development.

. . they don't talk

to young people much, or, if they do, they don't listen. (p. 113)

Marsden is one of many who see the issue in terms of a power struggle
between adults: those who wish to disempower young readers, and those who
wish to empower them.

Caswell(1994 p. 274) acknowledges the contradictions in adult expectations
of teenagers, also recognising the power politics at work:
We expect them to behave with an adult responsibility when faced with
the dilemmas of a worldwide drug culture, institutionalised corruption, the
threat of AIDS, the prospect of a future without the certainty of full
employment, a growing trend towards economic, political and religious
fundamentalism and the threat of an environmental apocalypse; and yet so
often we insist on treating them like kids. Because in many ways, at times,

they still are; and even when they're not, it's a great way of maintaining a
semblance of power and control over them.

Nieuwenhuizen (1993 pp. 4-5):
(And when are we going to get an acknowledgement that people over
fifteen are not children, or reading the same material as nine-year-olds?)
Those of us interested in youth and what they are reading should
strenuously question what motivates much of the current 'concern' for
what young people are reading.

However, creators' attitudes to gatekeepers are not always negative.
Although we don't get extensive media coverage here, we have been well
served by sincere people who have had valuable opinions. The children's
book world has been a small, close-knit community with a feeling of
shared good-will. (Wrightson 1991 p. 338)

I think what we've got to do is support the teachers a lot more, and I think
that's where maybe where their conservatism comes in, because you get
some really good teachers and you get some that aren't interested and
don't want to know and aren't enthusiastic. . . . There are lots of people
doing things [to connect young people and books] and so that's why I
think it is really dangerous to generalise in a way because at the same time

that you hear all the horror stories of it not happening, there are a lot of
people who are doing stuff. (Irving 2000c)

Even one of the most vocal critics, Glyn Parry, believes that not only are
Australian publishers of YA novels 'gutsier' than publishers overseas: he also
praises some of the gatekeepers:
I think by and large that we have gutsier librarians here, too. I mean there
are still too many Ma Possums who are still living in Noddy-land, but by
and large I

... don't find as much censorship in our school libraries as

perhaps we think is out there. I think mostly books automatically go on the
shelf. ( 1 9 9 8 ~ )

6.7

Impact of Notions of Audience(s) on Writing 1
Publishing Decisions

The dual audience of young people and adult gatekeepers can provide
difficulties for creators, and while they focus on trying to appeal to the
intended readers it is inevitable that publishers and writers are also aware of
having to satisfy the institutional market.

Often, an author will claim: 'I don't write to appeal to an audience, I write
for myself.' And of course in a real sense this is true, for to produce
something in which you do not believe, purely to appeal and sell, is the

ultimate insincerity, and beyond the ethical scope of most dedicated
writers. In another sense, however, 'I write for myself' is a dangerous - or
at least an inaccurate claim, especially on the part of writers for young
people. (Caswell 1994 p. 275)

Sonya Hartnett (1998a p. 28):
When I write, I'm not writing for teenagers, there's no universal
adolescent in my mind. When I am at the keyboard I am writing for me;
the book must satisfy the demands of my thirty-year-old sensibilities. And
although I know the book will be released onto the young adult market, I
never make concessions for the youth of the eventual reader.

However, Hartnett admits (1998a p. 26) that that lack of 'concessions' has
caused her 'huge problems' in having her work published:
I have battled editors who call my work bizarre, exciting, different, but not
exactly what they want to publish, because it appeared written for no age
in particular, being too old in outlook and complexity for the traditional
teenage market, and too young in characterisation and plot for the adult.

Another crossover author, Maureen McCarthy (1998 p. 147), said she writes
for herself, not for young people:
Once that process is over, of course you hope that it's going to find an
audience, you're hoping people are going to like it. But when you're doing

the actual writing, you can't be thinking: 'I'd better not put this word in
because they won't know what that is, or I'd better add a bit about da-dada-da because that'll really grab young people.'

James Moloney (1998a p. 172) consciously writes differently for this
audience:
Writing for adults you go for far more sophisticated themes. When writing
for young adults I simplify my aims. . . . You can't be too subtle with
teenagers. And that's not to discount them; there is subtlety in YA books,
and in mine. But with adults you're dealing with a completely different
audience.

However, two years later, he admitted that having too strong an idea of the
audience you want to write for can be detrimental:
Writing about sport, as I thought boys might like to read it, did not work,
however. It is always a mistake to consider your audience too strongly.
The important thing is to write what you want to say and tell the story that
compels you. (2000 p. 4)

Hathorn believes that awareness of the reader is instinctive rather than
conscious (1999):
I don't set out to write for a market so much as write a story that interests
or intrigues me. Having said that of course there are constraints one feels

as a writer that perhaps one wouldn't, were the book for an adult audience.
(For example, long descriptive passages are not to be entertained.)

Author Nicole Pluss (1998 p. 220) advocates a particular awareness of the
distinction between literature aimed at an adult rather than a young adult
audience:
Some people argue that the boundary between young adult and adult
literature is so grey that there should be no distinction. I disagree. I think
the rite of passage to adulthood should be specifically respected, and
handled with a level of responsibility that is not demanded of adult
literature.

Her comment regarding 'the rite of passage to adulthood' specifically refers to
a life / experiential phase rather than the individual young adults / intended
readers going through it, and could therefore be interpreted as applying to all
Bildungsroman rather than only books aimed at the young adult audience. By
concentrating on the process rather than the people, Pluss has implicitly
assumed a link across time and place between adult author and young adult
reader (or, in a more negative interpretation, provided a justification for adult
authors to rely on nostalgic memories of their own youth rather than
questioning how valid those experiences are for young adult readers today).
The argument is that as the authors have also experienced that rite of passage,
however long ago, they share common ground with young adults of today;

they therefore know what young people are going through without having to
ask. This assumption of greater knowledge (they are, after all, those who have
climbed the mountain to adulthood and can therefore look down as well as
back) reinforces adult authority to speak on behalf of young people and, as
mentor / teacher, give them the benefit of their experience. There is no need to
investigate whether those adult assumptions are correct, or whether the
individual experience of the author can be applied to or is meaningful for a
young adult of the 21Stcentury. The 'regime of knowledge [savoir]' (Foucault
2002 p. 331), or the way that knowledge circulates and functions, is a form of
power: as it emphasises the knowledge of adults (writers / publishers) it
devalues the knowledge of young adults (intended readership). The implicit
assumption is that the transaction between creator, text and reader is one way
rather than mutual. Her use of the word 'responsibility' reinforces the sense of
providing protection of young adult readers in a way that adults do not
require. She does not specify which readers within that broad 12-18 year
'young adult' grouping she is referring to, and therefore where she sees the
demarcation between 'adult' and 'young adult' - only that there should be a
distinction between the two. The experiential distinctions are also vague:
which rite of passage is she referring to as needing respect? For example, if it
is one of the typical Australian markers of maturation and independence gaining a driver's licence - is that rite of passage to be treated differently if it
is achieved by a 48-year-old rather than a 17-year-old? If it is undergoing
puberty, is the rite of passage dealt with differently for a 9-year-old rather than

a 14-year-old? Is it really the rite(s) of passage or the audience (her construct
of 'young adults') that she is referring to as needing responsible and respectful
treatment? Is it subject matter or the way it is presented? The fact that her
first novel Beach Baby (Pluss 1997) is at the 'edgier' end of the scale of
young adult fiction makes a deconstruction of her statement particularly
interesting.

Brian Caswell (1998 p. 52) also believes that there are particular
responsibilities for those writing for a YA intended readership, but frames his
comment in terms of that audience and their experience:
If you make the rational choice that you are writing for developing
adolescents and teenagers and young adults who are still forming world
views, who are still forming their characters, who are still asking the
questions that a lot of adults think they know the contact to, then you
assume a moral obligation to be aware that that is what you are doing.

That awareness, while not precluding particular treatments of material, or
particular themes or subject matter, has a sharp edge. Firstly, adult authors for

young adults may or may not include themselves in the group of adults who
'think they know the contact', and that 'awareness' of potential influence
could be interpreted as either an opportunity to promote (overtly or covertly)
the author's personal ideology through the text, or as an encouragement of
self-censorship on the basis of 'better safe than sorry it has not made the

school lists, because maybe I a m expecting too much from readers - or the
gatekeepers may think so.' Interpretation would depend on the individual
creator's constructs of 'adult', 'moral obligation' and 'young adult' (for
example, I hope my world view is open to change rather than being set for
life, and therefore do not accept 'adulthood' as a 'finished' state and 'young
adulthood' as incomplete - implicit assumptions in Caswell's statement).
This may seem a harsh interpretation, given that Caswell clearly intends
authors' obligations to be to the intended audience rather than adult
gatekeepers; however, the point remains that his comment is open to various
interpretations dependent on adults' constructs of young adults, which are
concomitantly dependent on adults' constructs of adults. They are, in other
words, examples of that constant interaction of 'self' and 'other' that LesnikOberstein refers to (2000 p. 27)' or Foucault's central question in assessing
power relationships: 'Who are we?' [2002a p. 33 I].

Other writers also say there are responsibilities for those writing for this
market:
You're touching lives, and helping to shape lives. You really are. You're
opening up a series of possibilities. I have no truck with people who say
that as a writer for kids you have no ethical or moral obligations - that's
not how children work. They're young minds, and they're being shaped,
and they're learning. I'm not saying you preach to them, but if you write

some of these utterly hopeless, nihilistic stories you're doing them no
service. It's like abandoning responsibility. (Hill 1999b)

Baillie (1994 pp. 14-15), like Earls (1999a) and McVitty (2004)' is aware that
the language used in books for this market can cause problems with some
gatekeepers:
This is one reason I avoid using swear words in all my books. My view is
that if I put them in, I lose some of the people I want to reach. I wouldn't
get my books into certain schools or into Britain at all.

However, not all creators share that level of concern, with Godden (1994 p.
217) saying she very rarely wants to change what a writer has written - 'I
assume that they write for a reason other than to please me.'
A cynic might say that swearing is okay as long as the book it appears in
doesn't sell. I've never been too worried about swearing or 'loose morals'
in books for young adults. The world in which most teenagers live is
altogether more crude and violent than anything they could possibly read
about in books. (Godden 1994 p. 2 18)

Recognising that the publishing industry is a business as well as a conveyor of
culture, according to some writers, is an essential step in becoming
professional. To write to please oneself is not enough: or, at least, not enough

to help sales. Marcuzzi (1999) points to the school market as being the most
important, not only immediately, but over time:
Educational booksellers are [those] who deal with the young adult novels
the most, that's where we sort of push them because once we get them
onto a school list the life span is much longer, compared to three months
in a book store, they could be around for three years. So we do tend to
push the young adults and most children's books to our educational
booksellers, but we still do get them into the trade in the hope that young
adults walking past, you know, may go into book stores, a lot of them do;
and if there is something on a school list, booksellers will pick that up and
stock it as well.

However, not all adults hold the same social constructs of 'young people' and
therefore expectations of what is 'a good book for young people'. The conflict
between various 'adults' expectations' can be seen with the example of John
Marsden's first novel, So Much to Tell You (1987), outlined in this chapter.

6.8

Bookselling Considerations

...the future of both bookselling and publishing, particularly for
adolescents, looks tough. There is a need to get titles in front of young
people and the traditional bookshop is not the place. (Cohen 2003 p. 21)

As outlined in Chapter 3, statistics on bookselling for this market demonstrate
changes over time, with chain and department stores taking increasingly more
of the turnover. These figures are supported by comments from focus group
participants on their sources of books (Chapter 5). Independent booksellers
tend to be more knowledgeable about the novels, and therefore better at handselling to individual customers; however, the limited number of sales mean
that increasingly publishers are looking at the big end of the market.

Publisher Mark Macleod (1998a p. 7) highlighted how the industry is affected
by changing trends in where and how young people's books are being bought,
'forcing publishers to reconsider at every level the ways books are sold.'
The book selling accounts that we like working with the best are, of
course, the independents, because the book sellers read the books, they
hand sell, they try to match the book up with the customer, and they get
involved in the purchase. Unfortunately, they are the minor part of the
business, the major part of the business are the big chains. So - Myers,
Grace Brothers, Book World, Collins, all those people are very, very
important to publishers. They don't, on the whole, hand sell. (Macleod
2000)

Godden (1994 p. 220) agrees that publishers would prefer to support the
independents, children's book shops, educational and library suppliers, as

they have the interests of children's writing at heart. What small
publishers are having to ask themselves increasingly is: if the outlets that
have traditionally supported children's literature cannot support Australian
children's publishing by selling enough books, can publishers afford to
keep supporting them? Would we not be better off selling through highvolume suppliers, bypassing the traditional ways of selling children's
books? At least then we'd be selling our print runs and therefore doing the
best by the author.

Key to the issue is the unit cost of a book: the more copies are printed, the
lower the unit cost and therefore the higher the potential profit on a title for
publishers. Foster (1998b) makes the further point that not only do book clubs
enable higher print runs, but also the books are delivered straight from the
printer, saving the publisher warehousing costs.

McVitty (2004 pp. 187-8):
The viability of children's publishing depends, to some extent, on securing
advance bulk orders from book clubs. Although these clubs demand such

exorbitant discounts that proceeds sometimes barely cover costs, if their
orders are large enough they help to reduce the unit cost over a total print
run and so are regarded as being worth doing.

However, book clubs and other high discount sales receive substantial
reductions in cost: Foster (1998b) put the figure at 'either 55 or 60 percent
discount on recommended retail price'. Royalties for authors are substantially
reduced, to the point where Hill (1999b) said about the sale of 1,000 copies of
a hardback novel to a book club, 'I didn't get anything out of it at all.
Nothing.'

Another important factor in commercial success (or even survival) is whether
titles can be sold overseas. Walter McVitty (2004 p. 176):
To maximise sales, publishers have to seek markets beyond their own
country. It seems reasonable to assume that if, say, the American
population is ten times the size of ours, an Australian book might sell ten
times as many copies if published there. It doesn't work out like that, since
Australians tend to buy more books than most people, but small overseas
sales are better than none at all and for some books the figures can be
substantial. Indeed, a particular book's commercial viability might depend
on securing advance foreign orders.

Foster (1998b) said foreign rights sales are 'important' not only for individual
authors, but also for publishers: 'International sales are the only way of
staying in business.'

However, not all novels will travel well. Melissa Lucashenko (1999), for
example, said she would be 'surprised if my books were successful overseas':
They are very idiomatic and I know Paul Kelly, the musician, went to the
States and tried to crack that market but they were not interested, he was
too Australian. Because my writing is indigenous writing it might have
some chance, but - you know - again, I write to tell a good story, to
practise an art form and to change the way people in Australia think. So if
people in America want to read my books, well and good. If they don't,
so be it.

6.9

Conclusion

Authors, editors and publicists are all conscious of the dual audiences they
must satisfy, and the potential conflict in interests between intended readers
and the major buyers - adult gatekeepers. The invidious position this puts
both publishers and authors in is actively resisted by some authors, with
gatekeepers coming in for much more criticism than thanks. Some authors and
publishers accept and work within the limitations imposed by some
gatekeepers, such as omitting swearing; some believe that there is an
obligation or responsibility to write for the intended readership in particular
ways, while others present themselves as advocates for young people and in
opposition to the 'protective' urge of gatekeepers. There is no uniformity in
views. The advocates and protectors demonstrate fiercely contrasting
constructs of young adulthood and young adults, with each grouping claiming

to speak on behalf of young people. Those who have situated themselves as
advocates often refer to the situation in terms of the exercise of adult power
and control over young adults. The assertions from both groups are loud, the
young people silent.

The need for writers to actively promote their titles to potential buyers and
intended readers is universally accepted, although personal circumstances,
personality and experience mean that not everyone is comfortable in the role
of author-as-marketer or author-as-celebrity. Limited budgets and even more
limited media interest mean that any publicity is welcomed. Publishers and
authors alike are seeking ways in which to reach young people directly, and in
the following chapter views of focus group participants and creators will be
looked at in conjunction.

Chapter 7: Focus Group Participants and Creators
Introduction
Creators, as demonstrated in the previous chapter, are acutely aware of the
potential difficulty of pleasing two audiences: those who buy the most books
and therefore keep the industry going, and those who are the nominal intended
readers. This inherent tension is part of all publishing for young people, but,
as demonstrated in Chapters 2, 3 and 6, opinions are particularly divided when
it comes to literature targeted at young adults, due to the conflicting adult
constructs of what a 'young adult' is, and therefore what is suitable material
for their reading. While Chapter 6 highlighted considerations specific to
creators but perhaps unrecognised by the focus group participants, this chapter
examines those areas (such as design elements, and the appeal of particular
authors / author 'branding) in which the experiences and opinions of both
young people and creators can be seen in conjunction.

This chapter is structured to follow relevant focus group responses (Chapter

5), and will use the same order of items when possible. Other items, such as
views about gatekeepers, will be incorporated in these sections as appropriate.
Although there are specific elements that are raised by focus group members
regarding such things as availability of titles in libraries, it is not within the
limits of this thesis to explore those elements except as they relate to creators
and possible options open to them to resolve complaints.

As previously stated, comments of the self-defined 'keen readers' who took
part in the focus groups may not be applicable across the broader population
of their peers. However, their knowledge and experience as readers, and their
multiple roles including as nominally intended audience, selectors, buyers,
borrowers, lenders, readers, promoters and critics, warrant serious
consideration of their statements. The likelihood of these keen readers and
current buyers becoming the neo-consumers of books in the future - the
emerging class of book-buyers who spends twice as much of their disposable
income on books as the traditional consumer (Honeywill 2002) - adds a
commercial incentive for creators (and booksellers) to evaluate their views.

7.1

Topic Responses: Question One

The first question asked in every focus group was: 'What novels do you enjoy
reading?'

As detailed in Chapter 5 and Appendix E, the range of material read by the 34
participants was broad. Their leisure reading choices crossed genres and
included multiple authors, even when a strong preference for a particular
genre was expressed. Although this research is limited to novels read for
pleasure, it was clear through the focus group discussions that an interest in a
particular subject or era will result in readers selecting both fiction and nonfiction.

Fantasy was the most commonly read genre by the keen readers. Of the 34
participants, 33 had read at least one of the Harry Potter books. Given the
overwhelming publicity and popularity of that series, combined with the
impact of the movie tie-ins, I considered that including Rowling's novels may
skew the results regarding genre. However, fantasy was still the most popular
genre once the Potter effect was removed from the results: 22 participants had
read fantasy titles or series apartfrom or iiz addition to Harry Potter. This
compares to 18 who read adventures / thrillers (Marsden's Tomorrow series
was the most frequently mentioned, with seven participants referring to it by
name); and 12 who read realistic fiction.

One aspect that came up in the focus group sessions was the number of
Australian authors and titles referred to by participants. This element is
examined in detail below.

7.1.1

Australian Books

The predominance of Australian authors and titles, as demonstrated in
Appendix E, was particularly noticeable in one group of participants who
were based in rural Victoria. When I asked whether the nationality of the
author was important to them when selecting books, it was made clear that the
readers distinguished between an obvious1y commercial product with no
emotional or intellectual associations, and the cultural artefact of 'a book',
which were perceived as having different selection requirements:

Vicki* (1 1, rural Vic.): You might buy socks because they're Australian
made, but you don't buy a book because it's an Australian author. If it
sounds good you'll get it.

This view supports the contention by Burn and Tredinnick (1993 p. 15) that:
Books are a fairly high involvement purchase: buyers invest a lot of time
in choosing books for themselves because they know they will invest time
and emotion in reading them. They are aware of taking a risk.

The second response, while sharing the opinion that the nationality of the
author is not a selection trigger in her personal reading choices, recognises
that the views of adult buyers and young readers may differ on this issue:
Meredith* (15, rural Vic.): I don't think it particularly matters, but maybe
we're exposed more to Australian authors - like the school library, they
like them.

This statement supports data presented in Chapter 3 regarding buying
behaviour of parents, where the nationality of authors is deemed to be more
significant in their selection of books for young people than for adults.
Seventeen percent of adults buying for their children (defined by the survey as
those under 13 years old) say they select books on the basis that the author is
Australian (compared with 10 percent of those buying for themselves [Books
Alive 2001 p. 721). As is shown in Chapter 5, keen readers make choices at a

variety of levels; one factor alone (with the frequent exception of author
name) is not enough to determine a novel's selection. Four out of five parents
surveyed for the Books Alive research place no importance on the author's
nationality; of those who do, it is possible that their response interpreted
nationality as one rather than the only factor in book selection on behalf of
their children, or as a factor in selecting some of the books purchased rather
than every book. The number of books bought is not factored in; nor is there
a distinction made between novels and other books. Most importantly, in
terms of this thesis, as pointed out in Chapter 3 the Books Alive interpretation
of 'children' excluded young adults, with only one question to parents relating
to that age group. That question asked parents whether they found it hard to
choose books for their teenagers: overwhelmingly, parents said it was.
Parents, of course, are only one set of buyers. As shown in Chapter 5,33 of
the 34 keen readers selected their own reading material.

Interestingly, given the participants' perception of greater institutional access
to Australian titles, there is an apparent discrepancy between those figures and
the recently-published Australian Bureau of Statistics (ABS 2005c)
breakdown of sales figures for the 2002-2003 year. The ABS sales figures
show that while 64 percent of all trade (as opposed to educational) books sold
here are Australian in origin (an increase each year since 2000-Ol), and that
sales of overseas titles have been declining since 1999-2000, the situation for
children's fiction is different:

For children's books, however, income earnt from the sales of imports
exceeded those of Australian originated publications. The income from
[imported] children's books were (sic) $64.9m, compared with $42.9m
from the Australian originated product.

The previous year's figures (ABS 2004a) showed an even sharper
discrepancy:
Sales of imported children's books were $75.lm, which is almost double
the $40.9m for sales of the Australian origination product.

In other words, while the sales of children's books overall were down to
$107.8m from $1 16m, the value of sales of Australian titles was increased by
$2m over the financial year.

While it may appear that the Books Alive and ABS results are at odds, that is
not necessarily the case; nor are those sources of information invalidating the
students' impressions. A number of key factors are in play: how statistics are
measured; who is buying the books; where and how they are buying, and
levels of promotion.

7.1.1.1

Sales Statistics

The ABS sales figures referred to general, or trade, sales; while this is the
main source of sales of adult fiction, that is not the case with fiction for young

people. As stated in Chapter 3, the majority of sales of books targeting young
adults are made to institutions; and as stated in Chapter 6, schools and
libraries are targeted by publishers through their educational sales teams who
are selling directly to schools - not through bookshops or department stores.
(Macleod 2000, Marcuzzi 1999). ABS has a separate category of 'educational'
books (including reference and tertiary texts as well as fiction and non-fiction
targeted directly at the pre-school, primary school and secondary school
education market). Not only is this the largest sector in Australian publishing,
but it also has the highest value of sales of Australian-origin books. In the
2002-2003 financial year, the income generated through sales of Australian
educational titles was 60 percent higher than the value of imported
educational books (ABS 2005~).

Therefore, while sales of Australian children's fiction through bookshops may
be smaller than sales of imported fiction through bookshops, the sales of
young adult fiction through educational sales representatives and suppliers is
impossible for the researcher to determine separately from sales of other
educational texts. Publishers have their own detailed records of how many of
their titles are sold through each kind of outlet, and make decisions
accordingly; however some, such as Macleod (1998a) acknowledge that sales
figures may be hard to interpret accurately because of the lack of additional
contextual information (such as who is buying).

7.1.1.2

Promotion to Institutional Buyers

Promotion of Australian titles to institutional buyers is fostered at a number of
levels. Buyers in schools and libraries are likely to be more familiar with
recent Australian titles than with overseas novels, thanks to the active
promotion of Australian books through professional magazines such as
Reading Time, which has a commitment to review (albeit briefly) all
Australian titles released, and The Children's Book Council of Australia
material such as the annual Notable Books publication, awards and shortlists
and Book Week promotions and activities. Other publications, such as
Viewpoint, Magpies, Australian Bookseller & Publisher, Australian Author
and Australian Book Review concentrate on local writers and recent Australian
releases. Publishers regularly provide teaching notes for local titles, further
encouraging their use in schools.

In addition, Australian authors are more accessible than overseas authors.
Whether through school tours, workshops or appearances at literary events
such as the Youth Literature Days and Bookgigs (both Victoria), or the
literary component of the youth arts festival Come Out! (South Australia), the
chances of connecting young people with local authors are much higher than
with foreign writers. This, in turn, means that teachers and librarians are more
likely to encourage students to read and discuss titles by local authors who
will be visiting or have visited. This factor is supported by comments by focus
group participants (Chapter 5.3.12).

Other means of selling to institutions, such as standing orders, are also worth
considering briefly. Bolinda specifically targets libraries with its standing
order options, offering a standard 16 percent discount and free freighting of its
large-print and audio books. The promotional website for 2004-5 standing
order plans (http://www.bolinda.com/download/standordcat.pdf) states that
authors and literature are 'from both Australia and the rest of the world' and
that the company's 'focus is on Australian authors'; its Young Adult CD plan
promotes two Australian authors, John Marsden and Garth Nix, but no foreign
authors.

Ron McCarthy (2005) of Australian Standing Orders (ASO), which sells
books direct to schools and libraries, said that he aims to incorporate not only
discounted Australian but also selected overseas titles in the material he
supplies to buyers. Eight Standing Orders a year are sent to institutional
buyers in secondary schools, each including between six and eight selected
(Different
titles. (http://www.scholastic.com.au/common/aboudivisions.as~)
Standing Orders are provided for primary and pre-schools.) Although some
overseas titles are included by the A S 0 (a division of Scholastic, but it sells
titles from other publishers as well), the majority are Australian releases. The
discount demanded by A S 0 means that some creators are unhappy about their
titles being sold through them (for example, HarperCollins children's editor
Lisa Berryman (2005) said she did not allow her picture books to be sold

through A S 0 as she did not think the very limited returns were fair to her
authors and illustrators, who already had to share royalties; however, she did
sell young adult titles through ASO). Author and Omnibus publisher Dyan
Blacklock (2005), however, said that the success of a picture book often
depended on it being selected by ASO, as the number of guaranteed sales
ensured a lower unit price and therefore affordability for customers. Omnibus,
like ASO, is a division of Scholastic, and she was referring specifically to
picture books rather than YA literature: her comments should be interpreted in
both of these contexts.

The potentially high number of additional sales of titles through selection by
ASO, despite the lower per-unit returns to creators, can make a big difference
in publishing costs (printing, warehousing and distribution). However, A S 0
selects only a small number of books available, and the concentration of
institutional budgets on those few titles limits the amount that can be spent on
other books.

Clearly, institutional buyers are strongly encouraged to support Australian
literature. Rather than being surprising that there are so many Australian
authors and titles represented in school libraries, I contend it would be
surprising if the reverse were true. Although the adult buyers are specifically
targeted in this way, these marketing efforts are likely to be largely invisible
to intended young readers except in terms of what is available on library
shelves. Browsing, whether in libraries or shops, is the main way that focus

group participants discovered and therefore selected books for leisure reading
(Chapter 5.2). Some participants said that the books they bought were ones
they had already read and loved; therefore, access to predominantly Australian
authors and titles through libraries (particularly school libraries) is likely to
have a flow-on effect to retail sales.

7.1.1.3

Retail Sales

The preponderance of new book sales to bookshops (defined as earning more
than 50 percent of income from the sale of books) from Australian suppliers
(92 percent of books bought) rather than overseas indicates a close
relationship with publishers' representatives (ABS 2004d). Anecdotally, these
representatives are more likely to recommend or promote their own firm's
publications before those of companies for whom they distribute titles; they
have been exposed to in-house 'pitches' of upcoming titles by colleagues in
editorial or marketing roles, and are therefore more familiar with new local
titles and which readership is being targeted. Their knowledge and enthusiasm
has been boosted, enabling them to recommend particular titles. They,
effectively, hand-sell to booksellers, just as the publisher hopes that
booksellers will hand-sell to customers.

Booksellers Ann Dwyer and Roz Greenwood (1994 p. 242) proudly admit to
fostering that attitude among their adult buyers for young adults: 'With so
many good Australian books available we unashamedly push these and guide

the buyer in the final choice'. Their comment also reinforces publishers'
views about the important role of independent booksellers in hand-selling
titles to customers (Godden 1994 p. 220, Macleod 2000). Boyle (1999 p. 166),
who has worked in Marketing Communications for book publishing for more
than twenty years, provides additional support regarding the availability of
Australian titles: 'Booksellers are also more responsive to Australian books as
they know that this is what the public readily accepts and there is some chance
of media / author activity.'

However, individual independent booksellers are decreasingly important to
publishers. As discussed in chapters 3 and 6, sales patterns are changing, with
books increasingly being bought in department stores and other large retailers
rather than independent bookshops. The most recent figures (for 2002-2003)
from the ABS (2004g) show that bookshops sold 58 percent of all trade books
purchased (43.7 million), down three percent on the previous year. The
biggest change reflected in the statistics was that the 'five major department
stores' (unnamed) increased their market share over the twelve months to 27
percent, a significant increase from 20 percent in 2001-2002. Newsagents sold
nine percent and major supermarkets and retailers (also unnamed) sold six
percent. The dollar-value of sales in 2002-3 shows bookshops reaping 74
percent, department stores (which receive more significant discounts from
publishers) 15 percent, newsagents 10 percent and supermarkets and discount
stores one percent. The price differential between vendors show bookshops as

the most expensive place to buy, with the average new book costing $22 in a
bookshop, $18 in a newsagency, $9 in a department store and $4 from the
other retailers. There is no breakdown of the kinds of books sold, so
conclusions about cost are impossible to draw (for example, the cost
difference between buying a hard-cover reference book such as an atlas and
buying a mass-market paperback is significant, and the range of books stocked
by a supermarket is likely to be different from those stocked in a bookshop).
Classification of businesses has changed each year of the survey, making
year-by-year direct comparisons impossible. There is also no information on
the customers: whether they are buying for themselves or somebody else,
what kind of material they are buying, or the age of the buyer.

Nevertheless, it is in bookshops that direct promotional targeting of young
people is most likely to occur. This aspect is looked at in more detail later this
chapter.

7.2

Topic Responses: Question Two

As detailed in section 5.2, focus group participants nominated a number of
factors in response to my second key question: 'How do you find out about
them?' The most important was that the reader was already familiar with an
author's previous work. This pre-existing connection and familiarity with an
author's work was also one of the three top reasons participants gave for

choosing to read a particular title (section 5.3), and is also the prime factor in
booksellers stocking particular titles (Dwyer and Greenwood 1994 p. 243).
For this reason, the role of the author and the direct author-reader link
demonstrated in Model 1 is looked at in detailed sub-sections here.

7.2.1

Author 'Branding'

Publisher Walter McVitty makes the point that 'perceptions about an author
can be a major factor in determining how a book will be received, or indeed
whether a book will be received at all.' (1996 p. 7) McPhee (2001 p. 237)
identified the trend as taking off in Australia from the mid-1980s, going so far
as to say 'Public personas were marketable and soon seemed an important
ingredient in a work's success.' The effect of perceptions about the author, as
opposed to or in relation to the novels, was also examined by Day, who
investigated contemporary South Australian adult readers of 'Literature'. She
not only demonstrated the significance that those readers placed on knowing
the author's name and the status attached to it, but also contended (2000 p.
160) that knowledge of the author was central to how their work was
perceived:

... the author undoubtedly acts ... as an important mechanism for
decoding the text, measuring the text (in both social and literary terms)
and of 'making it meaningful'. Indeed, it could be argued that the author
acts as the readers' mentor.

This connection between reader, author and text is illustrated in Model 1
(Chapter 1); however, in the field of writing for young adults, I would contend
that the role of a familiar author as 'reader's mentor' is particularly
pronounced. This is partly because reading experience is likely to be less than
for adults, and therefore young readers trust in previous experiences of a
particular author's work to a high degree. Authors are not only mentors in that
sense, but also because they are collectively and individually nurturing the
reading experiences of young adults, enriching and surprising the readers'
expectations and expanding their sense of what is possible.

Although not a new thing, promotion of the author as celebrity in terms of
public appearances, and as a brand in terms of commercial marketing, is
increasingly seen by publishers as fundamental to ensuring success. Of course,
for every author that a publishing house invests considerable money in
marketing, many other authors will proportionately miss out on the publicity
dollar.

John Marsden (1999) believes his novels are marketed directly to teenagers,
although he is clear to state that that may not be the case with all novelists:
As I understand publishing, it's the ambition of every publisher to turn
you into a brand name; and if they can do that, so that someone will walk
into a bookshop and say, 'Can I have the new Paul Jennings'?' rather than
ask for a specific book or say, 'Have you got anything that would be good

for ten-year-olds?', then you've achieved what they want. I'm kind of
conscious that that is happening; it doesn't bother me much, I've got to
say.

'Brand recognition' within the intended target market (provided, of course,
that the recognition is accompanied by a positive brand attitude) may well be
the ambition of 'every publisher', but the reality is that it is an ambition
seldom met. Among the problems facing marketing staff is identifying the
'brand' to start with. Is it an author? A series? An individual title? A genre?
An imprint? In practice, it is all of the above. Efforts have been made to link
individual titles in similar styles, with covers such as those of Gleitzman's
books designed to look like a series; Hathorn (1999) points to not only the
rejacketing of books, but the use of dumpbins and posters in bookshops to
showcase all of an author's titles, effectively associating quite separate, standalone novels as a 'set' in the buyers' minds. Both she and Parry ( 1 9 9 8 ~ )
believe these efforts are designed to target the intended readers directly.

No author in Australia's Young Adult literature field has become a 'brand' on
the basis of one book. Those authors who are marketed as 'brands' developed
a body of work with strong appeal to both adult and younger readers before
the publishing houses brought their marketing might to bear. For example, it
was through sales to institutions that young readers first became aware of
Marsden and his work. The Tomorrow series which began in 1993, and which

shot Marsden to publishing superstardom, came six years - and five novels after his first book was published. As demonstrated in 7.1, while marketing
direct to the intended readership may be playing a larger role than in earlier
years, it is still the younger sibling to the real - or, at least, initial - market:
adult buyers.

7.2.2

Author Visit.

A total of four focus group participants said that author visits had been a
factor in reading a book, but two others said that it may be a factor if they ever
met or saw an author, but that they had not had the opportunity. Accessibility
to authors had no direct relationship with the location of participants: keen
readers in the capital city were among those who had never seen an author,
and participants in rural and regional areas were among those who had seen an
author. Rather than geographical location, access to writers appears to have
been dependent on the individual school and its support for author visits. Both
the cost of visits and the time away from normal classroom activities may be
factors influencing the school's decision.

The May Gibbs Trust (2005) helps encourage visits by out-of-town authors by
paying for flights and accommodation, therefore saving publishers that major
expense and serving the Trust's goal of 'helping [authors and illustrators]
meet and work with new audiences'. However, the expectation is that schools
and libraries will pay the recommended minimum rates for author visits as set

down by the Australian Society of Authors (2005). The Society, while setting
a minimum, makes the proviso that higher fees will be commanded by
experienced authors. The recommended rates for secondary school visits in
2005 (with a maximum of 60 students per group) are $500 for a whole school
day (maximum 180 minutes - up to four x 45 minute sessions); $350 for half
a school day (maximum 90 minutes - up to two x 45 minute sessions);
$250 per school session (up to a maximum of an hour) and $2200 for a week
(average of up to 180 minutes per day). A further ten percent must be allowed
for those authors who are registered for the Goods and Services Tax. Even the
most enthusiastic staff and schools would have to consider their budget
carefully, or split the cost among the students (knowing that there are some
students who may not have the resources to participate in such events).

Despite it being clear from Chapter 6 that writers do spend a lot of time and
energy in attempting to meet their intended readers, readers blame the authors
rather than the schools or other institutions for their apparent invisibility:
Linda* (17, capital city): Authors aren't really out there. It's one of the
things that makes me think they are not interested in making money
because they are not there with readers.

This attribution of blame may be due at least in part to the personal connection
between gatekeepers and keen readers. Meeting or seeing authors at evening
or weekend community events such as book shop or library talks would be

largely dependent on the keen readers firstly hearing about the event, and
secondly being able to travel to it. For example, although ACT Public Library
does occasionally have events with authors, these could be at any of the
branches in the Australian Capital Territory. Given that very few of the keen
readers would have their own vehicles or licences, they would be dependent
on either family members or public transport to reach the venue and return
from it - not a simple task, particularly at weekends and night, when these
events are usually held. Moreover, if these readers are not regular public
library users, members of the ACT Writers Centre (which includes notices of
events in its monthly newsletter) or assiduous readers of the paragraph-long
mentions of coming literary events in the Canberra Times, they would be
unlikely to find out that the author is visiting the city. Media coverage is
usually after the event (if it happens at all).

Connecting authors and young people in person - or keeping them apart - is
achieved therefore through the adult gatekeepers rather than through direct
appeals to keen young adult readers. Even direct online appeals for
suggestions from target readers, such as Kaz Cooke's four age-specific
surveys for her new book girl stufS(htt~:llwww.kazbook.coml),which is
aimed at the very broad market of 10 - 18-year-olds (and also seeks
information from 'Parents, teachers and other professionals') must first be
discovered. The surveys are accessed through her publisher's website

(htt~://www.~ennuin.com.au/default.htm
); there is no way of determining

how many young adults are looking at the site themselves, but I suspect that
this, too, is a request that will be passed on to young people (at least initially)
through gatekeepers. Again, once that initial contact with young people has
been made, publishers are seeking their word of mouth promotion, with
survey participants asked to let others know about it.

The point remains: as demonstrated in Model 1, Chapter 1, gatekeepers are an
important connection between young people, creators and novels - when they
wish to be. Enthusiasm of staff (whether at schools, libraries or bookshops) is
critical in organising events designed to bring young people and writers
together. Few bookshops now have the space or facilities for large events with
authors; even book signings at supportive venues such as Readings (in
Melbourne) are more likely to involve authors for adults than for young
people. The enthusiasm of keen readers for specific authors is - and is likely
to always be - primarily derived from their novels; however focus group
participants also heard about and began reading work by individual writers
through author visits (section 5.3.12).

As described in Chapter 6, not all authors feel comfortable in the role of
'entertainer', and publishers in those situations seek other means of
publicising titles and authors. The level of promotion of individual authors is
not only cost and time dependent, but also raises other issues for publishers:

I reckon there is a lot we could do in terms of the marketing but at the
same time I feel a bit sick about that, even as I hear myself saying that it
makes me feel sick, because then I think the minute you say that, it's
almost like you're tricking them. And you can't do it with every book,
you've just got to do it with those few books that you actually think en
masse will really, really work for [teenagers], because otherwise they are
just not going to be interested and they will know that it's a con and so on.
(Irving 2000c)

This element links in with participants' responses to the question of how they
discovered books. While browsing was the most common means of
discovering a new author or title, a number of other factors were identified.
These factors are likely to be less dependent on publishers' promotional
campaigns. Personal recommendations from peers and adults (outside and
within the family) were nominated by keen readers as the second most
important means of discovering new authors and titles (section 5.2.1).
Although initial promotional techniques may have encouraged the first reader
to select a book, it will be the enjoyment of that novel that generates word of
mouth support to a wider circle. However much effort goes into initially
marketing a title, only the reader's personal enjoyment will encourage them to
recommend a specific title to friends. A difficulty with this is the limited time
that a book is available for sale. Word-of-mouth is a very effective way of
building up a book's popularity (and therefore sales). However, as stated in

Chapter 6, books are seldom available for long. Word-of-mouth support grows
gradually; while booksellers such as Bruce Mackey (2005) can order a copy of
a specific novel for buyers, he said that the shelf-life of a book is between
three and six months at most. It is impossible to know how many sales are lost
once a book is no longer on the shelf, particularly as word of mouth / personal
recommendation is only one of many factors involved in choosing a book. It is
likely that only the most dedicated young adults (and even then, only those
with complete faith in the person recommending a novel) will place an order
for a book they have never seen. In the same way that delays in reviews may
mean that a book is being publicly recognised only after it has been pulped,
the time involved in generating word of mouth support can mean a novel is
either unavailable or hard to obtain by the time a potential reader hears about
it. Not only are bookshops not holding on to stock for any length of time; ABS
figures show that publishers reduced inventories by $21 million dollars in
2001-02, and a further $2.5 million in 2002-3. (ABS 2003a and ABS 2004a)

The role of connecting keen young adult readers and books is most effective
when there is a personal connection, for example, when the keen reader knows
the taste and trusts the opinion of a friend, family member, teacher or school
librarian. Mothers were the most influential sources for books and
recommendations (mentioned by 18 of the 34 participants). None of the keen
young adult readers mentioned hand-selling in bookshops, but they obtained
books through retailers who were less likely to hand-sell than an independent

bookseller would be (see section 5.4). Few of the keen readers (five out of 34)
mentioned reviews as means of alerting them to new titles or authors, and only
one of those five had sought out a specific novel from a review. This
reinforces my earlier point about reviews being primarily for adult (and
particularly institutional) buyers, rather than young people. However, young
people are being increasingly targeted through reviewing websites such as
Young Australian Readers' Award (YARA). It has had 83,628 visitors
between 15 October 2002 and 9 April 2005, and provides reviews of
(primarily) young adult books by young adults, for young adults. It, like the
journals and magazines for adult professionals, concentrates on 'the latest titles
from the best Australian authors' rather than overseas titles. Other online reviewing
options include booksellers such as Amazon.com; however, not all of the titles
reviewed there are readily available in Australia. Moreover, for those without
credit cards (ie, all of the focus group participants, who are high school
students), the books cannot be ordered from overseas or Australian online
bookshops. Immediate and personal access to the novels of interest is a critical
issue, and one that (given the ABS statistics on lower retention of backlist
titles in stock) seems to be getting worse rather than better. This issue is also
referred to in the section on libraries. In spite of the various difficulties
identified here, online reviews are likely to be the easiest publicity for young
people to access. Reviewing for these sites can also be another means of
obtaining novels and hearing about new authors: two of the focus group
participants first began reading and buying titles by particular authors because

they were asked to review a book by the writer. Not only, therefore, has the
supply of the book for review generated new readers and buyers, but also it
has generated quickly word of mouth publicity that can be easily accessed by
other readers around Australia as well as overseas.

Additional direct appeals to young people through websites and online
advertising may help alleviate the situation. A recent Nielsen / NetRatings
Market Intelligence survey, for example, showed that among New Zealand
students under 20, the Book Council was the fourth most popular site visited
in the week ending 20 February 2005 (Nielsen / NetRatings 2005a). Six of the
top ten sites were leisure-related. In comparison, the non-age-specific top ten
sites visited in New Zealand as at 27 April 2005 (Nielsen / NetRatings 2005b)
included none of the same sites at all, indicating that interest in websites about
leisure pursuits is higher among young people than among the general
population. It is reasonable to suggest the same situation would apply in
Australia. 'Therefore, advertising on those websites most frequently visited by
young people (even if the sites are not directly author-, publisher- or bookrelated) would appear to be a useful means of reaching that audience directly.
Another possibility for direct targeting is via text messages to mobile phones.
Although advertising of this nature is at an early stage and its success still
unknown, the swift development of technology and the popularity of mobile
phones among young adults would indicate that this is a promotional area that
may well be worth tapping into in the future.

The national and international reach of online peer reviewers would seem to
be a critical change in how novels will be promoted in the 21" century. It is
also an important means of encouraging young keen readers to voice their
opinions in a public space, recognising and validating their knowledge as
readers, opinion-leaders and promoters of books to fellow borrowers and
buyers. If publishers are to make direct pitches to young adult readers rather
than adult gatekeepers, the internet is a growing and increasingly important
means of reaching them in a way that has not been possible before.

7.3

Topic Responses: Question Three

Focus group participants identified 20 factors that influenced them to choose
one book over another. Only two keen readers said that their choice of what to
read was completely random.

As stated in section 7.2, familiarity with the author was one of the three most
important factors; equalling that in number of mentions were blurb and cover
(all nominated by 18 participants).

7.3.1

Blurb

Predominantly, participants said they wished to read about the plot or a major
/tense situation in the blurb; however, two keen readers said that the style was

important, and four said that they thought there should be something about
both character(s) and plot. Participants thought the author should be
responsible for writing the blurb of their own book, as they felt the authors
would know the story best. However, publishers and editorial staff have also
worked closely with the manuscript over time, and this intimate knowledge of
the novel, combined with (perhaps) their stronger commercial edge, was not
recognised by the focus group participants (perhaps because of publishing
staff's invisibility to the end reader).

Writers are divided over whether it is a good thing to write their own cover
blurb for a book. Edwards and Alexander (1998 p. 146) say it 'is advisable in
order to stress the key aspects of the book'.

)
advocates authors writing their own blurbs. 'I won't
Glyn Parry ( 1 9 9 8 ~ also
have anybody write a blurb for me, because it just can't be done as well as me
doing it.'

Not all writers agree. Melissa Lucashenko (1999):

I hate writing blurbs. I've written the last two - hate it! I don't want to
write about my own books at all. And I find it really hard - I think the
blurbs I have written have been rubbish, basically - whereas the one for
Steam Pigs was good, because someone else wrote it.

Christobel Mattingley (1999) also said it was very difficult to write the blurb
for her own novels:
I like someone else to do the blurb really because they are at a distance
and they can see it; whereas you're so close to it it's hard to condense it
into an effective blurb.

However, she stated (1999) that she has asked for at least one blurb to be
changed due to inaccuracies.

Publisher Mark Macleod (2000) said that there were various opportunities for
authors to correct the blurb. Some authors, he said, 'resent' being asked to
write them. However, he said that the personality and specific skills of the
writer would influence whether or not they were asked to produce the blurbs
for their work, in the same way that some are better public performers than
others:
It suits some authors to write their own publicity and their own blurbs
because they are very good at it - they're very snappy - they get good
creative ideas. There are other authors who will just ramble on and

they're too close to the story and they want to tell the whole story in the
blurb and so on, so they can't do it. And they don't have a very
commercial eye - now I'm not saying they have to, and I'm not saying
that's a fault in the author but it's just like, that isn't their thing.

7.3.2

Cover

The importance of the cover in piquing a potential reader's interest is a factor
recognised by keen readers and publishers alike. Eighteen focus group
participants said that a novel's 'cover' was one of the deciding factors in
picking up a book; however the difference in interpretation of 'cover' became
apparent in the discussion. While most saw it as meaning the cover art, others
saw it as including the whole design, including spine, blurb, title, layout and
artwork. The majority of people referred to the illustration on the front, and
particularly whether the artwork enabled them to identify a book with its
genre (although this point was particularly linked to the fantasy genre,
comments also referred to mysteries, thrillers, comedy and spy novels).

Author Glyn Parry (1998~)agrees that enabling a potential reader to identify
the book's genre is one of the two jobs a cover has to perform, the other being
to grab a reader's attention. Rather than a cover identifying a literary genre, he
saw it as a means for readers to identify a book with a particular author. He
used the example of Paul Jennings' books to demonstrate the way novels are
marketed by publishers 'so they almost look like they belong to a series. And
that's good.'

Publisher Mark McLeod (2000) said that stylistically there had been dramatic
changes since the 1970s, with books nowadays looking much 'slicker'.

However, in today's hard-sell world, appeals to potential buyers and
borrowers must make an impact quickly to be successful:
[M:]ost of the research on children's responses to books, book covers and
so on suggests that most book buyers spend between three and seven
seconds looking at a book in a book shop before they do or don't pass on,
and therefore if you're going to grab that person's attention and focus
them on what that book is about and whether they want that book, you'd
better be able to do it really sharply and quickly - so it's been the
development of that quick hit marketing that I think has happened during
that period.

Artist Anne Spudvilas (2000 p. 131) said that the attention-grabbing role of a
cover is critical given the 'intense competition between books on the shelves',
particularly with the move in recent years towards bigger bookshops with
more titles available to browse through. However, she maintains that that is
only part of the cover's role, and there also has to be a strong connection
between the contents of a book and its packaging:
A good cover is one that somehow gives the potential reader or customer a

feel for the book, whether it's through illustration, photography or simply
the choice of typeface and colour.. .. if the cover is doing its job, you'll
find the contents of the book fit the initial reaction to the cover - it should
speak to you.

That sense of a cover introducing a reader to the story - effectively, the first
link in the narrative chain - is one that was also raised by focus group
participants:
David* (13, capital city): Sometimes it's just like - because the picture
should have something to do with the storyline [unanimous agreement
from others].

However, as publisher Julie Watts said (in Sheahan-Bright 1999b p. 16), it is
not always possible to ensure cover and contents are a perfect match due to
the time-lines involved:
You can never start the process too early because there are many stages to
go through, many people to please and many things that can go wrong.
And on a prosaic level you need printed covers for the sales
representatives three months prior to publication if they are to do an
effective sell-in. This means covers being printed at a time when the
manuscript may not yet be in its final form.

Illustrator Shaun Tan (2000 p. 132) says he tries to 'hook' the imagination of
both the reader and himself, 'either consciously or otherwise' and describes
cover images as both the most important factor of a book ('to get the reader
interested in the first instance') and the least important once that goal has been
reached. 'At the end of the day they are a form of advertising, outside the

actual narrative content and, as the word 'cover' would suggest, quite
superficial.' (Tan 2000 p. 132)

There is no doubt that as forms of advertising, they are important. The
repetition of cover art on dump bins, posters, free bookmarks and so on is
designed to not only catch the attention of buyers, predominantly young
buyers, but also to reinforce the familiarity of image and title in their minds.
This 'branding' technique is not only used for individual titles, but to series,
genres and authors themselves. Repackaging of covers to link an author's
individual titles together as if part of a series not only keeps older titles
looking 'fresh' for a new group of readers, but also encourages readers to
recognise and continue reading other titles by an author they have already
discovered. The success of tie-in covers with shots of the film or television
actors is looked at separately in this chapter.

Not only creators but also booksellers support the view that a successful cover
means successful sales. Bruce Mackey (2005), who operates two franchises of
Dymocks in Adelaide, told the Re:views conference that 'covers sell a helluva
lot of books'; Mahon and Miller (1994 p. 129) make the point that teenagers,
like adults, 'do judge a book by its cover.. .. No matter how good a book is, an
unsuitable cover will affect its sales.' They gave the example of the original
cover of Nilsson's The House Guest: because of the youth of the character in
the cover illustration, they said, 'many teenagers refused to pick it up. The re-

issued edition features an older looking boy and has given the book a whole new
audience.'

Parry (1999b) appreciates the commercial benefit of changing the look of a
novel:
Each year there is a new crop of teenagers so that is why they re-jacket the
books every three years or so. Which means you can have quite a long
shelf-life.

As detailed in section 5.3.3, focus group participants were acutely aware that
publishers re-issue books with fresh covers. They associated the repackaging
with publishers' commercial motivations, and were at best ambivalent about
it. While only one participant made the point that the different cover styles
were aimed at selling to different audiences, participants in four of the focus
groups gave a more cynical perspective. Their inference was that publishers
were in some way putting something over on the reader: rather than an effort
to ensure a successful older book reached new readers, they saw it as a sign
the book had not been selling well previously and a new jacket was an attempt
by publishers to convince intended readers that it was a 'new' book. One keen
reader complained that her books in Marsden's Tomorrow series did not
match (presumably because she had bought different editions); others
commented on the specific differences of covers for the same title within the
Tomorrow series. However, keen young adult readers are more likely to be

familiar with previous editions of a title than their peers, and therefore their

responses are not necessarily 'typical' of other young adults, who may be
unaware that a title has been printed previously.

Bearing in mind that the cover art was only one factor in their selection of one
book over another, it is not surprising that the participants in most focus
groups used the phrase 'don't judge a book by its cover', even when they
admitted that the cover was often the first step in their decision-making
process. Participants were clear that the cover was a factor in their decision to
pick up a book for a closer look at other aspects, such as the blurb, first
sentence or first page. If the cover did not grab their attention, triggers such as
title and author (which can be determined from the spine) were more likely to
spark their initial interest. However, the impact of covers was critical. Among
characteristics mentioned were:
the colour (including the sparkly cover of the Artemis Fowl books),
brightness and intensity of colour so it stands out on the shelves and
gives a mood for the book (for example, 'Sandra* (15, regional Vic.):
'Usually a bright colour, not dull and scummy kind of, because that
makes you think that's what the book is going to be like.'),
illustration on cover (mentions ranged from cartoons to action
sequences, but most attention was given to fantasy fiction as indicator
of genre through illustration style, the depiction of 'magic', conflict
and recognisably 'fantasy' characters such as elves),

recognition of titles many had never read (such as Memoirs of a
Geisha) through the dramatic cover illustration,
remembering cover illustrations when they had forgotten the title of
the book in question.

Linsay Knight of Random House (2005) said that 'covers is a big thing (sic)
that we have always got feedback on'. This is done through the 100-strong
Book Buddies Club, which is made up of the children of Random House staff
(although she said that they tried to get a mixture of reading levels and
backgrounds within that). The participants are aged from four to 15, but
Knight could not say why the feedback stopped at that upper age group. Not
only are opinions sought, but quotes from readers are also used to promote
particular titles in cover notes of books, media releases, bookmarks, and
advance information sheets.

Other publishers also 'test' cover illustrations on potential readers and buyers,
usually providing choices of possible covers in focus group situations. Cover
art (whether photographic or illustrated), layout, colour choices and so on may
well be changed at this stage. However, Foster (1998b) said the cost of proofs
is a factor in coming up with the best possible cover:
Cover design is always a moot point between accountants and designers.
Covers can go into several proofs.

Tan (2000 p. 132) makes the point that what may please the artist may not
please the publisher, who has a commercial purpose rather than aesthetic goal.
'Cover artwork is a fairly conservative affair; the marketing people will
usually correct any artistic pretensions to the contrary.'

Writers, too, may have differences with publishers over the cover for their
books. Some authors (eg, Parry 1999b) have a power of veto written into their
contracts so they can assess a proposed cover before it is approved. Others
have times when they wished they did.

Part-time author and full-time teacher Chris Wheat said the cover choice for

My Excellent Lives (1999b) was not what he would have wanted, as it
effectively diminished his audience:
The cover art was very pink and yellow. I didn't think it was going to
capture the boy readers. It became nearly untouchable for a 14-year-old
boy.

. . . The publisher had to pay $500 a year for use of that image - an

image that it downloaded. If it is a faster seller they will change the cover
so at that point I will probably speak out. (1999a)

Melissa Lucashenko (1999) also reported problems with the original cover
design of Killing Darcy:
When it first came to me it had a mimi figure - a spirit figure - in the top
comer, which is completely inappropriate for my book. For a start you

don't use spiritual images without permission - and that's usually handed
down through your bloodline, and I had no relationship to any mimi figure
whatsoever; and it's from a different area. My book's set in Byron Bay
and the character had also lived in central Australia, and the mimi figure is
from the north, and it was grossly offensive on a whole lot of different
levels. So I faxed off straight away that this was totally unacceptable, and
you know - it went. There was no argument, no drama, but that was just
an instance of them whacking on an Aboriginal symbol thinking, you
know, this will help flog it, I suppose, as an Aboriginal book.

Cover designs go through fashion cycles. Publisher Harris (2000 p. 80) said:
Making a book look appealing is a big part of marketing a book. Unlike
music, which an audience can sample and decide on before buying, a book
is a risk. You buy then unravel the beauty and form an opinion. So the
look of a book is something we consider and that can be subject to
fashion, fads and styles as well as our own opinion of aesthetics. The
package needs to be considered if we are to be the preferred buy.

The publishers' choice between photographs, computer graphics or artists'
illustrations; particular colours, matt or gloss finish and so on change in
popularity regularly: what looks fresh and interesting at one stage becomes
standard, meaning that the individual titles no longer stand out. To grab
attention again, publishers brief their designers to try something different.

Given the limited budgets, time and production constraints and multiple tasks
that a cover has to perform (to provide information on title and author;
accurately reflect content of novel; grab attention; indicate mood of novel;
indicate potential readership, particularly age and gender; appeal to both
intended reader and institutional buyer and so on), the task is not easy. As Tan
(2000) indicated, the final choice of cover is often a compromise leaning
toward the conservative. Re-jacketing for different countries - for example,
Zusak's Fighting Ruben Wove, highlight different elements likely to appeal to
the local buyers. Zusak (2002 p. 4) described the Australian cover as
'designed to be an attention seeker'; the American cover as 'far less
imaginative than the Australian version, going straight for the grit of the story'
(2002 p. 5) and his favourite version as the English cover as 'extremely
strong', and though lacking the humour of the book, he said 'It's the book that
I would pick up first.' (2002 p. 5)

Publisher Price (in Nieuwenhuizen, Nieuwenhuizen and Price 1998 p8) also
points to the cover differences between countries. Her comments support
Zusak's impression of Australian covers being 'attention seekers', describing
Australian young adult book covers as looking 'much bolder, more modem
and more allied to popular culture than their counterparts elsewhere which
still tend to look like old-fashioned library books.'

Watts (in Sheahan-Bright 1999b p. 20) said that while Australian titles sold in
the UK 'invariably' have the same cover (a contradiction of others'
statements), those sold to the USA tend to be rejacketed with 'a photo-realism
style of illustration' to appeal more to the library market, while in European
and other foreign language markets a fresh cover is always produced:
Certainly each country knows its own market and will target their
audience accordingly. Perhaps in some of the European countries the book
as object is somehow still that sacred thing that should have a literary,
arty, elite kind of a feel about it and they may not pander to the whims of
young people as much [as Australian publishers], or perhaps their young
people are less influenced by advertising and fads!

It would appear from the focus group participants' comments (above and
Chapter 5) that they, too, are less influenced by advertising and fads than
Watts gives them credit for.

7.3.3

Title

The title of a novel is part of the text - the first part of it, in fact, that we
encounter - and therefore has considerable power to attract and condition
the reader's attention. (Lodge 1992 p. 193)

The initial factor in piquing interest in seventeen cases was the title of the
novel. As several participants pointed out, the title and author's name are

generally the first things seen as it is usually only the spine, rather than the
cover, that is visible on the shelves.

The title of a book can also be one of the hardest things to come up with, and
often the 'right' title comes at the end of the process. For example, former
publisher, Walter McVitty (2004 p. 144) spoke about the difficulties in
naming Marsden's first work:
We drew up a contract for the book, which I designed to look like a diary,
which was, in fact, its working title -just Diary. I think John's original
title was something like What am I Doing Here?, which seemed negative
and off-putting to us. We bounced possible titles off each other for months
without finding a suitable one, and it wasn't until I was pasting the very
last line of typesetting on the very last page that the perfect title jumped
out at me. The concluding words of John's text were '. .. so much to tell
you'. I wrote to him and received a one-line reply: 'I love it!'

Julie Watts (in Sheahan-Bright 1999b p. 17) points to the inter-relationship
between title and cover in two ways. Firstly, the title can be an impediment in
the conceptual stage of cover design:
When this happens it sometimes turns out that the title of the book is the
hindrance, and if we come up with a different title this can elicit a whole
new spontaneous range of ideas that are just right.

Secondly, the title, like the cover art, has to make sense to someone who has
not yet read the book. The example from one focus group participant, of
Caswell's (1992b) A Cage of Butterflies, would be a case of a cover that only
made sense after the novel had been read: even then, she forgot the title of the
book but remembered the dull brown colour and butterfly artwork because it
had put her off reading a novel she later enjoyed.

Although several keen young adult readers could name books that they had
chosen only because the title caught their interest, others saw the title as one
of many factors that influenced their decision.

7.3.4

Series

A total of 15 participants said they liked to read series. These participants'
reading interests included fantasy and realistic fiction, adventures and
humour. Preference for a particular genre, participants' age, gender or location
had no influence on whether or not the keen readers were fans of series
fiction.

Series are popular with many writers as well, and although some series are
planned from the start, others develop because the writers are challenged to
create characters that are complex enough to support several books, or
because a book that was initially designed as a 'stand-alone' becomes so
popular that the writers respond to readers' interest in knowing 'what happens

next'. Author Christine Harris (1999 p. 13) makes the point that many young
readers 'love series. They rush to the library or bookstores in anticipation of
the next instalment.' This is supported by Mahon (2001 p. 6), a bookseller,
who also refers to the popularity of series with children and young adult
buyers. In fact, so proven is the popularity of series that writers Edwards and
Alexander (1998 p. 118) advise aspiring writers to 'organise a series' as a
'survival strategy'.

There are, of course, commercial considerations behind the production of
series. Ross (2002 p. 37) comments on the continuing trend of publishing
takeovers in terms of what is published:
In publishing terms it can lead to the loss of a lot of small imprints and
entrepreneurs, with the much sought-after 'economies of scale' offset by
committee decisions and a certain predictability of product. If 10 people
are making the decisions, rather than one inspired maverick, they are less
likely to make mistakes, but also less likely to produce the quirky, one-off
success.
The big firm also needs endless material to feed its turnover needs, to
pay the mighty overhead bills. We have products chasing the market,
rather than vice versa.

That 'certain predictability of product' is a key factor in the success of series.
They are often tied to television series, therefore readers / buyers have pre-

conceived ideas of what kind of story - and what characters - they will be
reading about. In the same way that readers demonstrate loyalty to specific
authors, they will often continue with a series once they have read the first
novel. Paul* (13, capital city) was not the only participant who nominated
several series in response to the question 'What novels do you enjoy reading?'
(see 5.1); a number associated author and series either explicitly or through
references to reading all titles by a particular author (see 5.3.1); others such as
Madeleine* (13, rural NSW) were led from reading a series by a particular
author to reading stand-alone titles by the same writer. Edwards and
Alexander (1998 p. 123) point out:
Commercially, it makes sense to plan more than one title. The time and
energy required to prepare a single book proposal for a publisher could be
better spent in suggesting a series. When each new title is issued, this
gives a boost to earlier ones, especially if there is a memorable overall title
for the series. Merchandising of the characters with soft toys, cards or
games may also occur.

The popularity of series with publishers, writers and buyers seems particularly
clear when looking at previews for the 2005 publishing calendar (Coronel
2004 / 2005 p. 19). Only three stand-alone titles were promoted in the Young
Adult category, compared with seven titles in series. Children's publisher
Hardie Grant Egmont, which launched its Australian list in 2005, announced

three series to launch their list (AB&P 200412005 p. 5), but no stand-alone
titles.

Not only does it make commercial sense for the publisher and author to
produce series; they are also easier for untrained and often non-reading shop
staff to order and sell. This is particularly important when the changes in
where books are sold are considered. Andy Palmer of Macmillan Distribution
Services makes the point (in Kennewell 2003 p. 36) that getting books to nontraditional markets such as the Coles Myer Group (which incorporates
department stores as well as supermarkets) is 'fairly demanding. Its systems
are probably more suited to the grocery end of the market than the specific
needs of the book industry.' Books are, in other words, just products expected
to turn over quickly - a little like milk, but with a slightly longer shelf life.
This attitude is in sharp contrast to the keen readers' view of books as highinvolvement, high-risk investments, or the creators' view of each title as
unique and warranting individual attention at all stages of the writing,
publishing and promotional process (Boyle 1999 p. 164).

Another aspect relating to series is visibility via point-of-sale promotion.
Higgins (2002 p. 28) points to the popularity with booksellers of publisherproduced display material in children's (but not in adult) sections of
bookshops, where he describes the point-of-sale material as 'positively
embraced'. Mahon (2001)' too, recommends that general bookstores make use

of existing publicity and publisher's material. Much of this display material,
as previously discussed, is promotion of series, or collections by individual
authors, re-jacketed to look as if the stand-alone titles are part of series.

7.3.5

Movie or Television Tie-in

A total of 14 participants referred to movie or television series' tie-ins as
being an influence in what they read (although only three said it was a key
factor) and all focus groups discussed the issue enthusiastically. However, the
attitude of readers was not always positive. While some said they were
motivated to read the book following a film or television series and others said
that they read books knowing that a film was about to be released (primarily
Lord of the Rings), others felt disappointed in the visual version produced. As
contended in Chapter 5, this may depend on whether the participant had read
the book before seeing the visual representation, or vice versa.

However, the re-issuing of titles with cover shots from film or television tieins, such as Robin Klein's Hating Alison Ashley, or McCarthy's Queen Cat,
Carmel and St Jude Get a Life, make 'sales jump' (Mahon and Miller 1994 p.
129) and provide 'a new lease of life' (Coronel2004 12005 p. 19). Writing in
1969, Aidan Chambers made the point that books and visual media support
each other: 'Here TV and film have actually stimulated reading activity. In
fact, far from being opposing media, mutually exclusive, I would suggest they
have a happily linked relationship.. .' (p. 9); however, Australian publishers

were slow to see the benefits. As touched on in Chapter 3, the impact of tieins on sales was first noticed at Penguin, the publishers of Lindsay's Picnic at

Hanging Rock, following Peter Weir's 1975 film of the novel; Bob Sessions
(in Dutton 1996 p. 87) admitted to be shocked at the unexpected commercial
impact it had, encouraging several reprints:
That was an amazing revelation for us, how cross-media promotion could
sell books. So that started us down a new line of thinking - that we were
much more publishers of popular culture than we had thought we were. It
took some of the elitism away from our publishing thinking.

Tie-in publications are not only accepted by creators now, they are welcomed
for the revenue they will generate.

7.4

Topic Responses: Question Four

Question 4, asked to all focus groups, was 'Where do you get hold of these
books?' This question was designed to incorporate contact from both
borrowers and buyers of books. The most popular answer was 'buy them' (21
participants) followed by 'school library' and 'extended family / have them at
home' (both nominated by 18 participants), presents or gift vouchers (13
participants), public library (1 1 participants), friends (10 participants), three
readers obtained books from the personal bookshelves of teachers or librarians
they knew, two said that their mother and grandmother would buy specific

books whenever they asked, one borrowed from his old primary school
library. Few nominated just one source for books (one only borrowed from the
school library; two only obtained books from their family - one via their
mother, who borrowed from the public library for herself and her two
children).

I distinguished between those who used their own money (earnings or pocket
money) to buy books, and those who bought books after receiving book
vouchers as presents. This is due to the additional level of personal
commitment involved for buyers investing their own money, and therefore the
higher 'risk' involved with their already 'high involvement purchase' (Burn
and Tredinnick 1993 p. 15, Harris 2000). That said, it was clear from contact
that at least some of the participants had requested the specific books they
received as presents, and that some requested vouchers as presents. However,
six of those who bought books with vouchers or received books as presents do
not buy books with their own money, and 14 of those who buy books
themselves do not receive books or vouchers as presents.

That keen young adult readers are selecting and buying their own books is
clear; that 21 of the 34 participants described themselves as 'buyers' rather
than 'borrowers' of books would no doubt provide encouragement to
publishers to continue to market directly to young readers. The fact that they
are buyers already, despite having a lower disposable income than is likely to

be available to full-time workers, serves to reinforce Honeywill's (2002)
argument about neo-consumers of books and the need to foster them. Their
attitude is the same as the adult buyers' he referred to, who spend double the
usual amount of their disposable income on books.

7.4.1

Keen Readers as Buyers

Nearly two-thirds of all participants defined themselves as book buyers (21 of

34 participants), and while some bought second-hand, most bought books
new. Some comments (such as 'shop' or 'bookshop') were not specific as to
whether they were new or second-hand outlets, and while some participants
were clear that they bought new rather than second-hand, they did not specify
a particular retailer. Franchise and chain bookstores were the most popular
source of new books. Of those shops specified, four named Angus &
Robertson, two nominated Dymocks, and one each named ABC Shop, Collins
and Target. No independent bookshops were named (although two secondhand bookshops were). Buying books second-hand or discounted was a
popular option, with participants buying at second-hand book shops (nine
participants), opportunity shops, fairs and garage sales (each nominated by
two participants), libraries and estate sales (each mentioned by one focus
group member). Three participants who said they did not buy books later
talked about second-hand outlets where they bought, implying that they
interpreted the question originally as meaning buying new books.

Others tend to borrow books most of the time, but buy series or books by
particular authors (see 5.4.1). These tended to be books which participants had
already read and enjoyed, books in series they already owned one or more
titles in, or those by authors that the participants were already very familiar
with. In the first case, buying led directly on from borrowing books, and
therefore reinforces the importance of libraries in introducing readers to titles.

The cost of new books was a factor for some participants, particularly those
such as Simon* (16, regional centre) who did not re-read books. This
contributed to the popularity of second-hand or discount outlets. Several
participants mentioned specific dollar amounts in relation to the cost of new
books, indicating their awareness of current prices for particular books or
types of books. That level of information could only come from participants'
browsing in bookshops, indicating that even when they did not buy books
new, they were familiar with what was being stocked and alerted to new titles
they may wish to borrow from libraries.

That young people are buying books for their own reading pleasure is
something creators are increasingly aware of. Author Libby Hathorn (1999)
said:
Whereas the institutional markets provide a steady market, more and more
I believe publishers are aware of the impulse buyer - the new breed of

kids who have their own money and can make their own choices at the
bookstand.

It is one thing to be aware of that 'new breed'; however, it is still a difficult
market to reach when marketing money is tight. Point-of-sale promotion is a
means of encouraging buyers to select a particular title, but can only work
once someone is in the store. This is particularly the case with books stocked
in children's sections, which are usually at the back of the store and therefore
not visible to passers-by. The majority of participants nominated 'browsing'
as their main means of finding out about books; again, this relies on them
already being in the shop (or library).

Increasing the number of people who are seeking particular titles or authors
requires more, and no single form of promotion will be an answer in itself.
However, options already exist. As discussed earlier this Chapter, making
material available to young people who are reviewing books for their peers
through online publications such as YARA is one way of significantly
boosting word-of-mouth. While this website is dominated currently by
reviews from Canberran students (hardly surprising, given that is where it
began and is based), it also includes reviews from young readers in New
South Wales, Queensland, Victoria, South Australia and England.

As knowledge of such websites spreads from a local to national and even
international audience, valuable word of mouth promotion is also likely to
increase. The worth of this form of effectively free advertising is increasingly
being recognised by those involved in marketing books: Boyle (1999 p. 165)
points to the internet as a 'less expensive solution for publishers [than
television, film or mass market promotion]', while also pointing to the need
for publishers to be 'more proactive in creating truly interesting and attractive
websites so that young readers will want to browse'. Given that promotional
budgets are 'woefully little in many cases' (p. 167), and that young adults are
unlikely to have access to the professional publications that keep adult
gatekeepers informed of new titles, the advantage in creators supporting sites
such as YARA appears blindingly obvious. If creators are serious about
marketing directly to young adult readers, as they say they are, they must go
to the young people. This means thinking beyond conducting the expensive,
important, effective but time- and energy-consuming school visits. Schools
which cannot afford (or cannot be bothered with) author visits still invariably
have computers for students' use. 'Real time' online discussions between
authors and groups of students can certainly be encouraged more actively, and
are another economic means of connecting creator and intended reader. Links
connecting publishers' sites to YARA (and other websites aimed at young
people) may in turn encourage more young people to look at publishers' sites
themselves. In time, I contend, publishers may begin to see such online
promotion as an adaptable, effective and cheaper form of tie-ins promotion.

This is particularly important because those such as Penguin publicist
Marcuzzi (1999) said there are limited means of reaching young people
directly, although marketing staff do target media such as Triple J and Triple

R radio stations as a means of building author recognition and alerting
listeners to new titles.
We try and do give-aways in magazines like Dolly or Smash Hits or that
sort of thing. There are festivals with Youth Literature days where we try
and promote our authors. There are a lot of agents who deal with getting
authors into schools although we're not intrinsically involved with that,
but we do support it and send information where we can. So we try to
reach that market but it's difficult because they don't have as much
disposable income, they're not salary earners, they're so distracted by
other things going on it's hard to get a young adult to pick up a young
adult book.

Interestingly, her comment at the end may well apply to many young adults;
however, my research with keen readers is supported by the Australian Centre
for Youth Literature research survey (ACYL 2001) and bookseller comments
(Dwyer and Greenwood 1994 p. 240,241; Mahon 2001): some young people
are not only picking the books up, they are buying them.

7.4.2 Keen Readers as Buyers and Borrowers
As described above, some keen readers who would normally be borrowers
made an exception in the case of favourite authors or series. For others,
availability - or lack of - books seemed to be an incentive to buy, with
participants talking about borrowing or buying in the same statement (see
5.4.2.1). Most participants were both borrowers and buyers; increased buying
patterns may be linked to particular times of year, such as holidays when
school libraries are closed, or Christmas and birthdays, when vouchers, cash
or specific books may be requested. However, it was clear from responses that
impulse buying was not restricted to particular times of year, and those
following authors and / or series would simply buy the latest title whenever it
became available.

Far more consistent than buying patterns were borrowing patterns. The
dependence on school libraries (nominated by 18 participants) meant most
books were borrowed during the school year, with several participants
mentioning public libraries as sources during holidays but not at other times.
Only one participant said they did not use libraries at all, with another
participant buying books for himself, but also reading books that his mother
had borrowed from the public library for him.

7.4.3

Keen Readers as Borrowers from Libraries

7.4.3.1

School Libraries

Although it is not within the limitations of this thesis to explore the role of
libraries in a broader sense, there are a number of aspects that are useful to
look at here in terms of them being a major source of books, and also to point
out some of the complaints of young people that creators may help to remedy.

As shown in other studies (ACYL 2001, p. 29), school libraries were more
popular than public libraries for obtaining leisure reading. Proportionately,
more than half of the focus group participants used school libraries, while less
than a third of participants used public libraries. School libraries are perceived
as familiar, non-intimidating and convenient sources of books. There is also a
personal relationship between readers and staff; librarians 1 teacher-librarians
were often able to help suggest books to individual readers due to their
knowledge of borrowing patterns over time, and in some cases loaned their
own books to students. Only three participants said they preferred public to
school libraries; other participants used both school and public libraries.

Although comments about school libraries were largely positive, there were
criticisms that applied to both school and public libraries. The most-voiced
complaint was titles missing from series; the second was difficulty in finding
specific books; the third was the condition of books. These criticisms are
examined in the next section.

7.4.3.2

Public Libraries

Eleven participants used public libraries; this is a slightly higher proportion
than that found in the ACYL (2001) survey, but given that the thesis is
examining the views of keen readers rather than the broader cross-section of
young adults, this is not surprising. Although four ACT participants
mentioned using more than one branch, only one public library was mentioned
by focus group members in other centres. Age and gender played no part in
whether keen readers used or did not use public libraries.

As well as the three criticisms listed above, which will be explored in detail
later this section, public libraries were subject to additional complaints from
focus group participants. Inaccessibility was a difficulty for those in regional
and rural centres in particular, but lack of their own transport made it difficult
for at least some participants in the capital as well.

Some participants found public libraries intimidating, and felt more at ease
with the school libraries that they were familiar with. In contrast to their
statements about school staff, no participants mentioned public library staff as
having helped them select books or suggesting titles to read. In fact, several
saw public libraries to be discouraging readers rather than helping them.
Aspects mentioned included the cost for putting a book on hold or ordering it
in from another branch; fines incurred for overdue books; delays in ordered
books arriving at the branch; and intimidatory staff that would 'blame' them

for damage to books even if they were not responsible. Only three of the 34
participants preferred public libraries to school libraries, crediting them with a
greater range of reading material.

The lack of complete collections at libraries - both school and public - was
raised by participants in four focus groups. Of particular concern was the lack
of the first title in a series. Given the wear and tear that popular paperbacks go
through in multiple borrowings (and with only rare exceptions, books for
young adults are only published in paperback), it is completely understandable
if copies are lost or have been discarded by a library before the rest of the
series has even been published. However, the perception was that little if any
effort appears to have been made to re-order popular titles automatically when
a copy has been lost or discarded. As discards and damaged books are
identified at the returns desk of public libraries, it is quite possible that any
specialised children's and youth librarians (if employed by the branch at all)
would be unaware that titles have been removed and not replaced. The
specialists are the only library staff likely to be familiar with books held in
these sections, and particularly with popular titles and authors.

Given that many purchasing decisions are based on various Standing Orders
(which cover new and re-issued titles rather than backlists) or literary prizes
(again, only for new books), special effort must be made to maintain full
copies of series. One possibility is to electronically 'tag' titles in series when

they are first catalogued, so that when books are returned or reported as lost or
damaged, staff are automatically alerted to the need to re-order a title. Another
means of avoiding criticism is to buy an additional copy / copies of an early
title in a series when the next title is to be released, or, thirdly, to buy extra
copies of an initial title when it is first released, and hold one or two copies
back so they can be added to the collection as required.

However, this is not always possible. Series take time to write and publish,
and sometimes a number of years elapse between titles. It is not always easy
to predict which series will be especially popular with readers, and therefore
will require extra copies. Backlist titles are difficult and sometimes impossible
to obtain from publishers, as due to pressure on warehousing costs fewer
books are kept in stock. As stated in section 7.2.2, publisher inventories were
reduced by $23.5 million in the two years 2001-03. No distinction appears to
be made by publishers between stand-alone and series titles: all excess and /
or slow-selling stock is liable to be pulped. If the first of a series has already
sold out or been destroyed, it is unlikely to be reprinted unless demand is high.

However, as stated in section 7.3.5, the publication of one title in a series
helps regenerate interest in previous titles. Arguably, it would be in
publishers' commercial interests to make a distinction between pulping series
and stand-alone titles, in order to take advantage of the additional publicity
and interest generated when the next title in a series is released. It is also

worthwhile for sales representatives to institutions (and bookshops) to
promote all titles in a series as well as the most recently published.

A suggestion from one participant, which other group members concurred
with, was that titles within series be released more closely together. This
seems to already be occurring with some series such as the Quentaris

Chronicles (comprising stand-alone titles by different authors, set in the same
secondary world); Scholastic's My Story series of historical novels (again by
different authors) also releases titles on a regular basis. However, the
publication of series titles by individual authors is not as consistent. Proposed
publication dates are frequently pushed back (for example, the fifth Harry

Potter novel), or even - it appears - series never completed (Carmody's
Obernewtyn series). These problems are largely out of the hands of publishers:
if the author has not completed the work to deadline, the publishers can do
very little. Although a keen reader suggested the publisher not release the first
book until they had the others ready to go, this is not likely to work in
practice. Writers depend on the advances and royalties to buy the time to write
the next novel in a sequence; although advances can be staggered as material
is completed, they seldom provide enough money for writers to live on.

The problem of unavailable titles may not be permanent. As technology
develops, it is more likely that publishers will be printing backlist titles to
order, although at this stage it is only small publishers such as Ginninderra

Press that do this on a regular basis. For the medium-term future, the issue of
supply and maintenance of full series is one that libraries need to manage
more successfully if they are to avoid the prime criticism by borrowers and
the resulting negative perceptions.

The second key criticism of libraries was the difficulty in finding titles.
School libraries that used stickers on the spines of books to indicate genre
received less criticism in this regard. While most novels are stacked
alphabetically by author surname, participants complained that some libraries
did not stack books alphabetically within the broad section (eg, FIC B), and
therefore books by a particular author may be scattered throughout the section
rather than being able to be accessed in one place. In addition, some libraries
used revolving stands to display paperbacks, which were not kept in any
particular order and therefore it was difficult for readers to find the specific
book they were seeking.

The third criticism was the condition of books. This links in with the first
criticism: when should libraries discard a damaged or tatty book? Is it better to

spend the limited budget on new titles or replacing popular ones that many
have already read? If the title is no longer available for sale, but the librarian
believes it to be one that readers should have access to, is there any option but
to keep the tattered copy for as long as possible? These are issues that libraries
have to battle with on a regular basis, and there is no single answer. A

librarian / teacher-librarian will make a judgement call in each case. If titles
are no longer available from a publisher, it is still worth letting the publisher
know that the title is in demand: publishers need to know there is commercial
interest before they will commit to re-issuing a novel.

Likewise, publishers would help pre-empt the criticism regarding availability
of titles within series if part of the initial print run andlor returns could be held
in stock, and made available as additional titles are released. Due to the direct
cost implications and trend towards reducing inventory, as discussed above,
this would be a harder goal to achieve as the financial benefits would not be
immediate. While it would make more sense for individual libraries to order
an additional couple of copies than it would for publishers to warehouse stock
for however long a series runs, publishers can assist by alerting libraries about
this consistent criticism by keen young adult readers and means of avoiding it
in future.

7.5

Conclusion

The examination of creators' views and those of the 34 keen young adult
readers highlighted areas deserving of future research. These are highlighted
in Chapter 8. However, a number of conclusions can be reached.

Most critically for this thesis, these keen readers are buyers as well as
borrowers of books, and have a sophisticated understanding of what triggers
affect their book selection. Their enthusiasm for reading also places them in a

key position to promote books to their peers; opportunities to review for and
access websites such as YARA have not only introduced them to new authors
and titles, but also resulted in them becoming buyers of these books. Making
additional use of online promotional opportunities such as this would provide
a cheap and effective means of generating prompt 'word-of-mouth', a
particularly important aspect given the shorter buying access to many titles.
Creators wishing to directly appeal to young adult readers can be assured that
such methods work, and are worth fostering.

Access to authors is another successful promotional element that can be
encouraged more assiduously. The role of schools is particularly important
here; contact with authors was largely through school talks or excursions to
such events as the Youth Literature Days (Melbourne). Although the
important role of adult gatekeepers is outside the limitations of this thesis, it is
clear that the keen young adult readers had largely positive relationships with
school librarians / teacher-librarians / teachers, and blamed authors themselves
for the lack of direct contact. As is clear from Chapters 6 and 7, most authors
are directly involved in promotional work; therefore the participants'
perceptions are likely to be due to the apathy, inability or reluctance of school
staff to take up existing opportunities. The cost of visits and the staff time
involved in arranging them are critical elements here. When young people do
not know that the opportunities exist, they will always be subject to the
decisions being made on their behalf by gatekeepers. This, in turn, supports

the views of some creators that while some gatekeepers are active in
connecting readers, books and creators, other adult gatekeepers use their
power over young people to control their access to knowledge and limit their
choices.

The frustration with gatekeepers expressed by some creators is understandable
in such situations. However, increasing the direct appeals to young people
through websites, online advertising and 'real time' online discussion sessions
between authors and intended readers may help alleviate the situation, and
allow contact that is not necessarily dependent on intervening adults.

In the same way that gatekeepers at schools can be the invisible barriers
between young people and creators, so, too, can they intervene between young
people and particular books. They can also serve to connect potential readers
to specific books. One aspect of that field, the active promotion of Australian
books by adults within libraries and bookshops, was identified by one focus
group. Two members of the group accurately pointed out the difference
between young people's selection triggers and adults' preference for
Australian books for young people, a factor supported by statistics.

Of the 20 selection triggers identified by focus group participants, creators
were particularly aware of the impact of covers. There was more involvement
of young people with cover decisions than anything else, and while 18 focus

group participants nominated covers as one factor influencing selection, none
selected a book on cover alone. The importance of the author in book
selection by the keen readers was well-recognised by creators, and much of
the promotion of books is designed around author branding, including rejacketing books to give the impression of a set or series by a particular author.

Public libraries were a source of books for less than a third of the participants,
and were the preferred source of only three of the 34 keen readers.
Participants' comments about public libraries were mixed, but predominantlynegative (unlike the generally positive perception of school libraries). Three
complaints applied to both public and school libraries: availability of books
within series, condition of books and difficulty in finding specific titles. Some
suggestions have been made in section 7.4.3 for addressing those issues;
however the difficulties are complicated by the unavailability of replacement
copies due to the reduction in publishers' inventory in recent years. While
changing technology may encourage a greater use of print-on-demand,
therefore removing that problem, it is unlikely to occur in the near future.

In summary, it is clear from the analysis that the opinions and experiences of
focus group participants are directly relevant to the concerns and activities of
creators. The statements by these keen readers provide supporting evidence
for some assumptions within the industry, while they counter or diminish the
importance of other factors. These will be looked at in Chapter 8: Conclusion,

which will also examine the findings in light of the literature review and
suggest directions for further research.

Chapter 8: Conclusion
Introduction
The primary goal of this thesis has been to 'make the invisible, visible'. That
is, to investigate and report the views of young adult keen readers. The
significance of this thesis is its demonstration that these young people have
valuable information to contribute to the publishing, bookselling and library
sectors. Their eagerness to share their experiences and knowledge with each
other as well as with myself as adult researcher indicates that they would also
be willing to share information with people in the industry - if asked.

Their comments informed analysis of statements by the creators of literature
targeted at the young adult market. These two groups are the most affected by
the constructs of 'young adult' and 'Young Adult literature' held by the
economically, politically and socially powerful 'gatekeepers' of Young Adult
literature. Although gatekeepers are not the focus of the study, their constructs
and resulting decisions affect every aspect of the industry and it is inevitable
that their presence shadows every chapter of this thesis.

Key elements of the study and conclusions drawn from it are highlighted in
the following sections, and the chapter finishes with suggestions for further
research.

8.1

The Exercise of Power

This thesis has been predicated on the understanding that a power relationship
(Foucault 2002a) operates in all areas relating to young people (Sarland 1999)
including in the field of publishing (Marsden 1994,2002; Hunt 1999a, 1 9 9 8 ~ '
1995; Lesnik-Oberstein 1999,2000; Stephens 1996; Rose 1984). The issue of
how much - or how little - power should be exercised by young adults over
their own lives is particularly contentious as 'young adulthood' is the site
where the various constructs of 'childhood' and 'adulthood' are in constant
friction.

As adult constructs about young adults and young adulthood are subject to
change over time as society's needs change (Aries 1973, Lesnik-Oberstein
1999,2000; Cart 1996; Wheatley 1994)' no stable definition of 'young
adulthood' will ever be reached. Moreover, as these adult constructs are
determined on the basis of how each adult defines themselves as well as how
they define 'children' and 'young adults' (van Putten n.d., Lesnik-Oberstein
1999, 2000), variations occur not only over time within a society, but also
between adults within the same time and society. Additionally, young
adulthood itself is a state of flux (Rosenberg 1965, 1979; Kohlberg 1981; Cart
1996; Kropp and Cooling 1995; Erikson 1968).

As definitions of a 'young adult' are difficult to determine, definitions of
'Young Adult literature' are correspondingly not clear (Cart 1996, Wheatley
1994, Nimon and Foster 1997). Controversy over those novels nominally

written or marketed for that diverse audience between approximately twelve
and eighteen years old, is a contesting of views between adults: a power
struggle to determine a dominant construct which can then be used as
justification for decisions made on behalf of (rather than by) young adults.

An understanding of the efSects of this struggle, as Foucault (2002a) advocated
in obtaining knowledge about the operation of power in society, is therefore
critical to this study. Publishing for young adults is an adult industry in every
facet. While direct appeals to the young adult buyer are taking place in a
limited way, particularly for popular authors, it is adult buyers - particularly
teachers and teacher-librarians - who keep the industry going. Their
commercial dominance and thus influence over what young adult readers can
access makes their constructs of young adults critical. These and other
gatekeepers can inhibit or prevent direct contact between young adults and the
creators who are theoretically writing for them, as well as inhibit or prevent
knowledge of or access to the titles concerned.

However, as the main means of also connecting young adults and books, the
gatekeepers must be fostered by the industry and their opinions assuaged whatever individual creators think about the situation. While creators
overwhelmingly recognise that tension between what some gatekeepers want
to see published for young adults, and what creators believe young adults
want to read (Lowry 1998, Macleod 1998a, 2000; Parry 1998c), reality is that

the exercise of power in this industry is economically - and therefore
gatekeeper - dominated. Not only is power exercised by gatekeepers over
young adults, but also over those adult creators who position themselves as
advocates for empowering young adults. Changes in publishing and
bookselling have exacerbated this situation as the industry becomes
increasingly front-list, quick turnover oriented: inventory has been slashed,
and those titles which take longer to sell and generate word-of-mouth may no
longer be available by the time the intended readers' interest has been piqued.
The pressure to sell as many books as possible, as quickly as possible,
reinforces the publishers' need to sell to institutions, education and trade
markets.

The research that has been done with young readers (such as Bunbury 1995,
Foster and Prince 2002) has been largely survey-driven, with young adults
being only one group within the larger study (ACYL 2001). It has also
concentrated on the amount and type of material read rather than qualitative
research into their reading experiences or borrowing and buying behaviour.
This thesis helps fill an obvious research gap. Publishers acknowledge the
need for research into readers (Macleod 1998a, Bum and Tredinnick 1993),
yet lack the means to do so. Within the broader grouping of 'young adults'
and young adult readers, one group is particularly invisible: those who selfdefine as 'keen readers' for pleasure. It is this group that my research has
involved.

Seeking information from young adult keen readers is a means of according
value to their knowledge and experience, and redressing the adult / young
adult power imbalance. Keen readers are a specific group of experts within the
broader population of young adults. I acknowledge that the knowledge,
opinions and experiences of this group of 34 enthusiastic readers cannot be
extrapolated to the general young adult population in Australia, or even to
other young adult readers.

However, the information obtained during the focus groups was remarkably
consistent, despite the differences in the strata of age, gender and geographical
location. Their comments, therefore, can be indicative of other young adult
keen readers. Participants' comments also support other recent research
(ACYL 2001) into sources of books and both studies demonstrate that readers
are buyers as well as borrowers of books. This further reinforces their
importance as a specific publishing market niche.

8.2

Major Findings and Possible Implications

The goals of this research were to allow keen young adult readers a voice and
to use their comments as a focus for analysing creators' expressed views about
publishing in this sector. An argument made throughout the thesis is that the
group 'keen readers' deserved particular attention from those in the industry.
Young adult keen readers perform a number of roles, including buying,

borrowing and sometimes loaning books, and promoting particular titles and
authors through word of mouth and reviews. Not only are they enthusiastic
readers themselves, but they are also positive influencers on their peers and
family members.

The level of information obtained from the focus group participants
demonstrated their importance as a source of information for creators,
booksellers and librarians. They identified 20 factors influencing their book
selection. In all but a few cases, multiple factors were involved. The weight
given to familiarity with the author supports publishers' concentration on
writers for promotional purposes. Direct contact with an author encouraged
participants to select their titles, but many participants had had no opportunity
to see or meet an author. With few exceptions, contact is through school
visits; efforts to encourage gatekeepers to make more use of author tours are
likely to hinge on reducing or subsidising the costs involved.

Browsing shelves of bookshops and libraries was the main means of
discovering books. School libraries were the favourite source of borrowing,
with only 10 per cent of participants preferring public libraries. This supports
the findings of ACYL 2001, and when seen in conjunction with Australia's
aging demographic and Books Alive 2001 figures on library use raises
concerns about the future role of public libraries.

Overwhelmingly, participants were buyers of books, despite their limited
incomes. Participants bought new books through chain stores and major
retailers rather than independent bookshops. This supports recent statistics on
changes in where books are sold. As focus group participants were acutely
aware of prices of books, they are likely to continue to support those retailers
offering cheaper novels, therefore encouraging the trend.

However, their passion for reading and already-established buying behaviour
also provides hope for independent booksellers. According to the Neo Group
research (Honeywill 2002), it is precisely this reader and buyer profile which
is likely to lead to these keen readers being neo-consumers in their adult lives.
Not only do neo-consumers spend double the amount of their disposable
income on books as do other buyers, but they also shop around to find what
they want. While they may choose to buy recent, mass-market releases
through cheaper retailers, it is likely that they will also use independent
bookshops that provide a different level of service and range of material of
interest to them. Paying attention to young adult book buyers now is likely to
have direct benefits for booksellers in future.

The unavailability of backlist titles was of concern to focus group participants
particularly in terms of gaps in library holdings, with incomplete series a
frustration across geographical areas. Changes in publishing, including

substantial reductions in inventory and a strong emphasis on front-list, quickselling titles, are unlikely to improve that situation.

The dominance of institutional buyers is a critical factor in any consideration
of this sector. Understandably, creators are nervous about losing sales to
schools and libraries but there is also a level of resentment at the control the
institutional market wields.

While creators support direct targeting of young adult readers, commercial
pressures to sell quickly and in bulk mean that the adult, institutional market is
likely to remain the key target for promotion. Technological developments are
the most likely means of extending direct contact with young adults. Not only
would such contact avoid the issue of the adult gatekeepers, but it is also
economic.

8.3

Suggested Areas for Further Research

As demonstrated, keen young adult readers have specific and detailed
knowledge that is pertinent to the publishing industry in its broadest sense.
The immediate benefits of research involving keen young adult readers and
directions for future study are outlined first; the benefits of in-depth
understanding of their behaviour over time are referred to in subsequent
research suggestions.

The self-defined keen readers who participated in the focus groups
demonstrated a comprehensive understanding of what they enjoy reading, how
they find out about specific books and authors, what influences their selection
of leisure reading and where they obtain their books. A larger study,
particularly one that incorporated keen young adult readers from all States and
Territories, would extend our knowledge about this group and test whether the
information in this thesis can be extrapolated to a wider population. Research
into young adult keen readers of non-fiction would provide an interesting
counterpoint to this study. Longitudinal studies of book buying and borrowing
behaviour would provide valuable information for publishers, booksellers and
librarians.

There was a clear distinction made by focus group participants between public
libraries / librarians, which were generally seen negatively, and school
libraries / librarians, which were generally seen positively. What can public
libraries do to improve the perceptions of these keen readers who actively
seek out books to read for pleasure, let alone those who are less enthusiastic
about reading? Given the Books Alive (2001) demographic results and
Australia's aging population, this, too, would appear to be a research priority.

Although publishers already have available to them information on where
books are sold, there is little information available about the actual (trade)
buyers: this is a critical field for future study, and has direct implications for

the broader industry. The range of information that could be usefully obtained
through qualitative research is enormous, and incorporates not only the four
key questions I asked in focus groups, but many others of interest. The need
for such research has been acknowledged by the industry for more than a
decade (Bum and Tredinnick 1993): that need has, if anything, become more
urgent.

An aspect noticed in the United States (Cart 1996) is that changes in where
books are bought have had a direct impact on not only the products being
sold, but also on the ages of protagonists in books nominally targeting young
adults, and a corresponding change in age of the readers themselves. This has
implications for the categorising of novels as Young Adult literature. An
examination of any changes in age of protagonists in Australian Young Adult
novels would provide an interesting comparison with the American example.
Are today's crossover titles effectively becoming those books that would have
been called Young Adult fiction when the niche was first identified?

Closer examination of the influence of all gatekeepers, including Australian
Standing Orders (ASO), would be useful at a number of levels. Given the
dominance of the school market, and the influence of A S 0 on what is bought
by a significant number within that school market, there are implications not
only on what books are successful financially, but also what books are

actually published. The remuneration and therefore livelihoods of authors are
also affected.

All elements of gate-keeping practices and practitioners warrant research.
However, it is only through examining the combined effects of the decisionmaking at each stage that we will obtain a comprehensive understanding of
how adult power operates at every level of the Young Adult literature sector.
Only through understanding the current power relationship and its effects can
effective changes be made.

8.4

Conclusion

John Marsden (1994 pp. 103-4)makes the point that:
It is hard for any powerful group to give power willingly to the powerless,
but that is exactly what many adults who write, publish, sell, buy and
make available fiction for the young are trying to do.

Certainly, some creators and gatekeepers are doing that, as is clear from this
study. Others feel frustrated, discouraged or constrained by the adult
commercial dominance of this publishing sector, and concerned that
opportunities to empower young adult readers may be diminished through the
current changes in the publishing and bookselling industries.

I contend that power-sharing changes can and should be made at every level
of adult gate-keeping, whether it is through choosing to conduct young adultcentred research, handing over at least some control to young adults in
determining how their school library's budget is spent, involving them as
outside readers of manuscripts (as adult professionals do on a regular basis)
before publishing decisions are made, prioritising young people's reviews
over adult professional reviews about Young Adult literature when making
purchasing decisions, or simply respecting (as we do with adults) their ability
to make their own leisure reading and buying choices.

It is the support of readers like this that the publishing, bookselling and library
sectors need not only now, but for the industry's future health. If nothing else,
industry self-interest is a justification for more research into this neglected but
important group of young adults. Empowering young adult keen readers may
even result in empowered creators.
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Appendix A: Letter to Principals

INFORMATION FOR PRINCIPALS

Dear Principal,
I am a PhD student in the Faculty of Communication at the University of Canberra, and
would greatly appreciate your help with my research.
Already clear from my research, Australian Young Adult Literature: The Development of the
Market and Marketing the Development is how little is known about what novels young
people choose to read for pleasure (ie, in addition to books assigned in school), how they
select those books, and why.
In order to find out more I plan to run a series of focus groups with high school and
college students in the ACT, Victoria and New South Wales. I would like to include
some of y o ~ nstudents in these focus groups.

It is important for my research that these students see themselves as 'readers,' and
include reading for choice as one of their leisure activities. No judgement, implicit or
explicit, will be made about the quality of the novels students choose to read; my
interests are solely in terms of what these young adults choose to read and why, how
they select these books, and where they obtain them.
With y o ~ npermission, the focus group(s)would:
take place on school grounds at a time that suits you
take no more than an hour each (see above)
involve no more than five students in each focus group
include students of a range of ages and both genders
to ensure accuracy, the focus group session(s)would be recorded on cassette as well as
through note-taking by the researcher.
I will require written permission from the students' parents/guardians and the students
themselves. A copy of the letter and consent form is enclosed. If students are unable to
provide written permission, they will not be included in the research.
The consent form also includes some general demographic questions. These questions
are necessary to ensure a representative sample of students over the course of the focus
gro~lps,and for the initial recording of data. Students will be identified solely in terms of
age, gender, general location (eg, Melbourne, regional NSW, etc), and whether they
attend a private or public school. No names will be recorded, and it will be impossible to
identify individual students from the results of my research.

I am an experienced interviewer, having worked as a senior journalist in Australia,
England and New Zealand. I have also conducted two oral histories. I feel confident in
saying I will ensure the focus groups are handled sensitively and positively. The
questions are designed to ensure they will not embarrass or denigrate the students in
any way. Absolutely no emotional, psychological or other risk to your students is
envisaged.

However, as reading is a personal choice and book selection may be made for a number
of reasons, I request that the school counsellor(s)be made aware of the project in the
~dikely
event of any personal issues arising in students as a result of their participation.
Analysis of the responses should be completed in 2002 or early 2003, and a copy of the
final results will be sent to you as soon as possible after completion.
I am happy to answer any questions you may have. I can be contacted by e-mail at:
s.page@student.canberra.edu.au or by mail at the above address. Alternatively, please
feel free to contact my primary supervisor, Professor Belle Alderman, on (02) 6201 2062,
or by email: bva@comserver.canberra.edu.au
Thank you for your assistance.
Yours sincerely,

Sue Page
PhD candidate
University of Canberra

Appendix B: Letter to Keen Young Adult Readers and Their
Parents

Are you a reader?
Congratulations! You don't need anyone to tell you about the excitement and delight of reading
novels - you've already discovered for yourself.
I need your help. I'm looking for students who can help me with my PhD research into
Australian young adult novels - and if you're aged between 12 and 18, and like reading in your
spare time, you're just the person I want to talk with.

The Research
I will be running a series of focus groups - small discussion groups of no more than five people
each - in Victoria, the ACT and NSW to find out what kind of books you like reading, how you
find out about them, and where you get them. The focus group session I would like you to be
part of will take place at your school, and will take no more than an hour. I will be taking notes
and using a tape recorder to make sure I don't miss anything out. Every effort has been made to
ensure the research meets strict ethical standards, and already has the approval of the relevant
State or Territory Department of Education.

Completely Confidential
Your name will not be used in my research, and nobody will be able to work out from my data or
my thesis who said what. Every student who has taken part in the focus groups will be given a
coded number, and your comments will be entered into a computer database under that
numbered code. Only the results of the research will be published - all information about
individual responses will be kept under lock and key at the University of Canberra for five years,
and then destroyed.

The Researcher
My name is Sue Page. I am studying for a PhD (Australian Young Adult Literature: The Development
of the Market and Marketing the Development) in the School of Creative Communication, Division of
Communication and Education, University of Canberra. Before I went back to fulltime study I
worked as a senior journalist in New Zealand, England and Australia, and I have done two oral
histories. I have interviewed literally hundreds of people over the years, in all kinds of places and
about all kinds of things. I know it can feel a bit strange to have someone ask you questions, but I
will do my best to make you feel comfortable. None of my questions will be embarrassing or
personal. If you don't want to answer a question, that's OK. You can leave the session at any
time.

Your Permission
I need your permission, and the permission of your parent or guardian, before you can be part of
the focus group. I also need some general information about you so I can analyse the data. Those
questions are separate from the consent form.
It doesn't matter what kind of novels you read in your spare time. What does matter is that you
like reading, and that you're happy to help me.
Please give this to your parent or guardian to read and sign, and remember to fill in the form
and sign it yourself. If you or your parent want to find out more, you can contact me at: Sue
Page, PhD student, School of Creative Communication, University of Canberra, ACT 2601; or
email: s.vage@student.canberra.edu.au
You are also welcome to contact my primary supervisor, Professor Belle Alderman, at
byaOcomedu.canberra.edu.auor (02) 6201 2062.

Appendix C: Permission Form for Participation in Focus
Groups

Consent form
STUDENTS:
I have read and understood the information provided. I agree to take part in a focus group on
reading for fun. I understand that my name will only appear on this consent form, and will
remain confidential. No questions will be embarrassing or personal. If I don't want to answer
a question, that's OK. I also know that I can leave the focus group at any time if I feel
uncomfortable for any reason. I understand that I will be taking part in only one discussion
session, and that it will last for no longer than an hour.
Student's name

Signature

.........................................................................

...............................................................................
Date

I I

PARENTS 1 GUARDIANS:
I have read and understood the information provided. I agree to allow my daughter 1 son to
participate in a focus group on reading for fun. I understand that the names of every student
will remain confidential, that no questions will be personal or embarrassing, that the student
is free to not answer any question, and that they can leave the focus group at any time. Each
student will participate in only one session, which will last no longer than an hour.
Parent's I guardian's name
Signature

..........................................................

.............................................................................. Date

I I

Appendix D: Demographic Information Form

Demographic information about students participating in a focus group

Please complete the questions below. This information is needed so the researcher
can analyse the data, and it will not compromise confidentiality.
Please circle the correct answer.

Gender:

Male

Female

14

Age in years: 12

16

17
Private

My school is: Public / State

My school is in a:

18

capital city

regional city

Thank you for your help.

rural area

Appendix E: Novels, Series and Authors Nominated by Focus
Group Participants, in Order of Times Mentioned.

Appendix E: Novels, Series a n d Authors Nominated by Focus G r o u p Participants, i n
Order of Times Mentioned

* indicates an Australian author
author
Rowling, JK
* Marsden, J
Tolkien, JRR
* Reilly, M
* Marchetta, M
Tolkien, JRR
Pierce, T
* Clark, M

titles / series
Harry Potter series
Tomorrow series
Lord of the Rings
general
Looking for Alibrandi
The Hobbit
general
Back on Track

female male
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
no
no
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes

Jordan, R

general

no

yes

Magorian, M
O'Dell, S

yes
yes

yes
no

Pullman, P

Goodnight M r Tom
Island of the Blue
Dolphins
Northern Lights series

yes

yes

* Rodda, E

Deltora Quest

yes

yes

Various

Star Wars

yes

yes

Alcott, LM

Little Women

yes

no

Austen, J
Card, OS
* Carmody, I
* Clark, M

Pride and Prejudice
general
Obernewtyn series
general

yes
no
yes
yes

no
yes
yes
no

Colfer, E
Eddings, D

Artemis Fowl series
general

no
yes

yes
yes

Fielding, H
* Griffiths, A
* Griffiths, A
* Griffiths, A
* Jennings, P
* Kelleher, V
Pierce, T
Pierce, T
Pierce, T
Pratchett, T

Bridget Jones' Diary
yes
Just Annoying
no
Just Stupid
no
Yes
general
general
Yes
Red King
no
Song of the Lioness series yes
Immortals series
Yes
Circle ofMagic series
yes
Yes
general

* Reilly, M

Ice Station

no

yes

* Reilly, M

Area 7

no

yes

* Rodda, E
Andrews, V

general
yes
Flowers in the Attic series yes

yes
no

age
location
all
all
12-17
all
12-17
all
12, 13, 15, 16 all
13, 15, 16, 17 all
12, 13, 16
all
12, 13, 15
cap.
12, 13, 17
cap.,
reg.
15,16
cap.,
reg.
12,13
cap.
13,16
rur.
rur.,
cap.
cap.,
rur.
rur.,
cap.
cap.,
reg.
cap.
reg.
reg.
reg.,
cap.
rur.
reg.,
cap.
cap.
reg.
reg.
rur.
rur.
reg.
cap.
cap.
cap.
reg.,
cap.
cap.,
reg.
cap.,
reg.
cap.
cap.

total
33
13
10
6
5
5
4
3

* Bennett, J
Block, FL
Bryson, B
Carcaterra, L
* Carmody, I
* Carmody, I
* Caswell, B
* Caswell, B
* Caswell, B
Christie, A
Clancy, T
Clancy, T
Clancy, T
* Clark, M
* Clark, M
* Clarke, J
Cornwell, P
Courtenay, B
* Crew, Gary and
Nielson, Philip
* Douglass, S
* Douglass, S
Elliott, K
Evans, N
* Facey. AB
Feist, R
Fitzgerald, FS
Fitzgerald, FS
Fleming, I
* French, J
* French, J
* Glei tzman, M
Golden, A
* Goldsworthy, P
Grisham, J
Heinlein, R
Hobb, R
Hugo, V
Johns, WE
Jordan, R
Keene, C
* Kelleher, V
* Kenneally, T
King, S
King, S
* Klein, R
Kurtz, K
Lawrence, L
Lee, H
Mah, A Yen
Marlowe, D
* Marsden, J
* Masson, S

Gallipoli
no
general and Witch Baby yes
Yes
general
Sleepers
Yes
Darkfall
no
general
no
Cage of Butterflies
Yes
general
Yes
Lisdalia
no
Yes
general
general
no
Rainbow 6
no
Clear and Present Danger no
No Standing Zone
Yes
Cool Bananas
Yes
Wolfon the Fold
Yes
general
Yes
general
Yes

reg.
cap.
cap.
cap.
cap.
cap.
cap.
rur.
reg.
cap.
cap.
cap.
cap.
rur.
reg.
cap.
reg.
rur.

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

Edward Britton
Axis trilogy
Crucible ,trilogy
Crown of Stars series
Horse Whisperer
A Fortunate Life
general
The Great Gatsby
Letters of a Life
James Bond
general
Soldier on the Hill
general
Memoirs of a Geisha
Maestro
A Time to Kill
general
general
LRs Miserables
Biggles
Wheel of time series
Nancy Drew
general
Schindler's Ark
general
Green Mile
general
general
Children of the Dust
To Kill a Mockingbird
Chinese Cinderella
Operation Flashpoint
Winter
Firebird

reg.
rur.
rur.
rur.
reg.
rur.
cap.
cap.
cap.
reg.
rur.
rur.
rur.
reg.
reg.
reg.
reg.
cap.
cap.
reg.
cap.
rur.
reg.
cap.
cap.
rur.
rur.
cap.
cap.
reg.
cap.
reg.
rur.
rur.

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

* Masson, S
* McGinnis, K
Montgomery, L M
* Nicholson, J
* Nix, G
Pierce, T
Pike, C
Robinson, D
Robinson, D
* Rodda, E
* Shute, N
Smith, W
Stine, RL
Swift, J
* various
Voigt, C
Westall, R
White, TH
Unknown
Unknown
Unknown

Green Prince
Pieces of Blue
Anne of Green Gables
The Convict's Daughter
Lirael
Circle Opens
Remember Me
Piece of Cake
Goshawk Squadron
Rowan series
Town Like Alice
general
Goosebumps
Gulliver's Travels
My St0 y
general
Machine Gunners
Once and Future King
30-something
Snow Cloud
My Teachers, My Horses

no

Yes
yes
yes
no
no
no
no
no
Yes
no
no
Yes
no
Yes
Yes
no
yes
no
Yes
yes

rur.
rur.
rur.
cap.
cap.
cap.
rur.
reg.
reg.
cap.
reg.
cap.
rur.
cap.
cap.
cap.
reg.
cap.
reg.
reg.
rur.

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

